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INTRODUCTION 
Generally speaking, the design 
concerned with the specification 
Thus, an rs consists of processes 
specifications. 
of an information system (IS) is 
of processes to be performed on data. 
specifications and data structures 
As an rs may be very cornplex and its design rather complicated and 
time-consurning, automated tools are developed to help in the development of 
these systems. The integration of these autornated tools form a whole 
software environrnent called SOFTWARE WORKBENCH. To be an efficient support 
for the development of IS applications, the software workbench needs to 
deal with both the processes and the data structures. 
A software workbench is composed of a database of specifications as 
well as of general and specific tools. The general tools generally include 
some query and interactive updating facilities whereas the specific tools 
are for instance c onsistency validation tools and code generators. 
The software workbench analyses the processes specifications. Its aim 
is ta obtain prograrns and especially prograrns working on databases. They 
are the results of successive refinements. At the same time, the workbench 
allows one to get a database by successive refinements of the initial data 
structures specifications . 
The subject of our thesis is the implementation of a specific tool of 
a workbench concerned with the design of database applications. It should 
per fo rm the translation process of algorithms working on a database. sa, in 
t he first chapter of this document, we shall present the analysis and 
design methodology underlying the database design workbench. In order ta 
set the overall framework for the work, we also introduce the components of 
the workbench. This introductory chapter ends with the description of the 
following chapters. 
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DESIGN METHOOOLOGY 1.1 
CHAPTER 1 : A DESIGN METHOOOLOGY FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
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DESIGN METHOOOLOGY l. 2 
INTRODUCTION 
From the EDP point of view, the prime characteristic of an Information 
System (IS) is the management and processing of common information shared 
between many users of a single system. oesigned to 
vehicle among its users, the IS mainly consists of 
a description of the organizational structure 
representing; 
act as a 
two parts: 
of the 
couununication 
system it is 
a specification of the processes which have to be executed on this 
data organization in order to make the IS behave like the real system 
of which it is a model. 
Our introduction to the design methodology developed in Namur will 
mainly focus on the first component: the design of the IS database. 
Processes are only considered in what they concern the IS database. All 
this forms the subject of the first section of this chapter. More details 
about this general design methodology with examples can be found in 
[HAIN. 83b], [HAIN. 84b] and [HAIN. 85] . 
A second section contains an overview of the logical database design 
workbench. The purpose of this section is to set a general framework and to 
show how our work becomes integrated into this workbench. 
The last section describes the structure of this thesis by introducing 
the co·ntent of the following chapters. 
~------ - - - - - - - -------- - -
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DESIGN METHOOOLOGY 1.3 
1. THE DESIGN METHODOLOGY 
The design of a database as part of the design of an information 
system is divided into three stages: 
the conceptual analysis; 
the logical design; 
the physical design. 
Each phase consists of several steps characterized by specific by-
products and it is supported by its own set of models. The figure grossly 
shows the relation which exists between these three design phases. 
USER REQUIREMENTS 
CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS 
CONCEPTUAL 
SCHEMA 
PRDCESSES 
SPECIFICATION 
LOGICAL DESIGN 
LOGICAL 
DATABASE 
SCHEMATA 
ALGORITHMS 
PHYSICAL DESIGN 
DATABASE USING A 
TARGET DBMS 
l.l. Conceptual Analysis 
APPROPRIATE 
PROGRAMS 
The conceptual analysis is devoted to the development of the 
conceptual schema of the IS. Derived from the user requirements and from 
the analysis of what exists, the conceptual schema constitutes an overall 
view of the IS. rt includes the conceptual schema of the data, that of the 
processes and that of the dynamics. The details of this design phase are 
disèussed in (BODA.83) . 
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DESIGN METHODOLOGY l. 4 
1 . 2. Logical Design 
The second stage, the logical design, leads to the definition of an 
irnplernentation of the data structures and of the requests on some abstract 
processor. The models used here are the GAM (Generalized Access Model) 
which describes the data structures and the ADL language (Access algorithm 
Description Language) which is used to express the algorithms. Thus, this 
implementation is done on a virtual processor which consists of a DBMS of 
the type GAM and of an ADL-language processor. The solution is constituted 
of: 
algorithms satisfying their specification and being efficient with 
regard to the number of accesses to the database; 
data structures representing 
conceptual schema (and only 
structures include the access 
execution of the algorithms. 
the whole 
this kind 
mechanisms 
semantics included in the 
of semantics). These data 
judged necessary for the 
We can sumrnarize the steps leading to these final products this way: 
the possible accesses schema (PAS) 
Using the GAM foimalism, it expresses a data 
direct representation of the conceptual 
possible access to the data structure. 
the predicative algorithms 
structure 
schema. rt 
which is a 
contains any 
For each request, the corresponding algorithm describes sets of data 
of the database by means of their properties; it does not describe 
explicitly a possible way of accessing the desired information. Each 
set of data is specified by a designation or selection condition 
called predicate. 
the effective algorithrns 
Effective algorithms are functionally equivalent to predicative 
algorithms but they offer optimal performances in terms of the number 
of logical operations (logical record access) . This 
criterion is necessary to choose among the various 
effective algorithms which can be derived from one 
performance 
equivalent 
predicative 
algorithm. The problem of the logical record access evaluation 
constitutes the subject of a former thesis ( [DELC . 84) ). 
the necessary accesses schema (NAS) 
It expresses the data structures strictly necessary to 
of the effective algorithms. It is a subset of the 
obtained by retaining for each effective algorithm 
the execution 
PAS. The NAS is 
only the data 
structures and access mechanisms it uses. A subschema is thus obtained 
for each algorithm. The integration of all the subschemata gives the 
global effective schema . 
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DESIGN METHOOOLOGY 
1.3. Physical Design 
In the final design phase, the logical solution defined in 
abstract ADL/GAM processor will be translated and optimized 
adapt it to a real processor, that·s to say to some existing 
language processor and Database or File Management System (DBMS 
1. 5 
terms of an 
in order to 
programming 
or FMS). 
considering the constraints of the real data management system, the 
physical design phase derives from the NAS an access sctiema consistent with 
this system: the logical access schema. If some means of access has been 
eliminated in this process, the effective algorithms must be modified in 
consequence. The final steps (DBMS or FMS schema, application programs, 
external schemata, internal schema) constitute the concrete implementation 
of the IS (see (HAIN.83b] ). 
This mapping between the logical and the final physical solution 
(executable solution) can be achieved either by adapting the logical 
solution to the physical constraints of the real data management system or 
by implementing the abstract processor, in other words by making the 
logical solution executable (Access Module). The last option has the 
advantage of allowing the writing of algorithms which are independent of 
the real DBMS or FMS. They will only contain requests which correspond to 
some primitive functions of the virtual processor . However, it is only 
possible to implement the abstract processor if the translation of its 
actions into orders of the real data management system is systematic and 
can be automated . 
1.4. Access Module 
We call ACCESS MODULE the module which is inserted between the 
application programs and a particular DBMS (or FMS), in order to hide the 
features specific of this DBMS. Through this architecture, the application 
programs are completely independent of the DBMS: a change of the DBMS 
version or even of the DBMS itself will only affect the access module. 
In general, a program is independent of a certain type of 
modification, if this kind of modification in the data and their management 
system implies no modification of the source text of this program. 
In the context of the design methodology, an access module which hides 
the physical implementation has to provide a virtual DBMS obeying the GAM 
specification. Arnong others, the idea of the database design workbench is 
to develop an access module which comprises also logical design steps: if 
possible it should allow the specification of predicative ADL algorithms 
which completely hide the choice of efficient access strategies. 
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DESIGN METHOOOLOGY l. 6 
The following figure shows the links between the access module and the 
application prograrns and the DBMS. 
APPLICATION PROGRAMS 
ACCESS MODULE 
DBMS 
2. THE DATABASE DESIGN WORICBENCH 
The term ·workbench· generally designates the development of a large 
software environment which should offer automated tools to increase the 
software production in a given domain. In our case, this domain is the 
design of database application programs and so we call the general 
frarnework: database design workbench. The purpose of this workbench is the 
development of a virtual processor, thus making it possible for database 
users to express their requests in terms of actions of this processor. 
2.1. Representation Models 
The implementation of this abstract processor is supported by: 
a database model; 
a language to express the requests. 
Avery important characteristic of these representation tools is their 
generality . Indeed, the usefulness of the implemented virtual processor 
depends upon the number of different real DBMS and language processors that 
can be represented by it. If its features only allow the translation to one 
particular DBMS, the access module offers little independence to the 
application prograrns: it merely hides the special syntax of the DBMS data 
description language and avoids the need of modification in the case of a 
version change. 
The objective of the database design workbench requires therefore that 
this data structure model provides all the concepts commonly used in the 
existing data management systems. Consequently, the wor.kbench uses the 
Generalized Access Model (GAM), a model which offers a DBMS-independent 
expression of the data and emphasizes the access structures to the data. 
The objects, properties and primitive operations (access module) of this 
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DESIGN METHOOOLOGY l. 7 
model are described in the second chapter of this thesis. 
As one of the purposes of the workbench is to achieve the automatic 
translation of predicative algorithms into efficient programs executable on 
a given DBMS, the algorithm description language must not only offer the 
power of usual programming languages; it needs to include the possibility 
of simply addressing collections of data in the database. The chosen 
language is called ADL, it offers the characteristics of a fourth 
generation language, that·s to say procedural and declarative features. 
2 . 2. Components of the Workbench 
The workbench can be described by means of the following schema. 
Specific Tools 
Schema 
Transformator 
Code 
Generator 
Local 
Database 
DBMS 
General Tools 
Interactive 
Updating 
Queries 
The workbench consists of a database containing all the informations 
necessary in the design process descri.bed above. It also consists of a DBMS 
and two kinds of tools. The general tools are, among others, an interactive 
query and an updating processor and a report generator. The specific tools 
are, for example, a schernata transformator, code generators and automated 
tools for the consistency validation of schemata and algorithms. 
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DESIGN METHOOOLOGY 1.8 
One of the aims of the database design workbench is the generation of an 
operational solution, that·s to say a solution composed of a database 
schema and of programs, all executable on a real processor. This global 
design process has been decomposed into two major phases: the logical 
design and the physical design (see section 1). 
For the first phase, the workbench needs some tools to achieve the 
schema and algorithm transformations described earlier in this chapter. The 
second phase is realized by means of the implemented virtual processor. It 
consists of a DBMS of type GAM and of an ADL-language processor. These 
various automated tools constitute the more specific components of the 
workbench. 
'I'he architecture adopted for the workbench is centered around the 
parse trees of the ADL algorithms. The source text of an ADL program is 
entered into the system (local database) via the ADL parser. Thus, it is 
represented within the system by its syntactical tree and all the 
consequent algorithm modifications necessary to obtain an effective ADL 
algorithm (see logical design phase) are performed by means of tree 
transformations. so, the parse tree represents the central part and the 
different specific tools are clustered round the tree structure. These 
tools are arnong others the semantic analyser to test the consistency of the 
database request with respect to the corresponding database schema, a 
compiler of effective ADL prograrns towards some conventional programming 
language, a decompiler to reconstruct an ADL text from the parse tree. 
This general structure of the workbench indicates that the 
implementation of an ADL-Cobol/GAM compiler constitutes one of the specific 
automated tools. As this tool represents the first part at all of the ADL-
processor to be implemented, its realization implies the definite 
definition of the language, the creation of an ADL parser, the development 
of the semantic analyser and finally the Cobol code generator. The modular 
architecture of the workbench determines this clear separation between 
syntactical analysis, semantical analysis and code generation process. 
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DESIGN METHOOOLOGY l. 9 
3 . STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
---
The introduction of the design methodology and the workbench allows us 
to define the rest of this work. The next chapter presents the concepts of 
the data model, namely the Generalized Access Model (GAK). we insist on its 
ability to represent a large range of data structures as it may be used to 
represent the semantics of a conceptual schema as well as to define the 
access mechanisms to the data. 
In chapter three, we define the algorithm description language (ADL). 
We present in fact a subset of ADL, namely the syntax of effective ADL 
programs. But extensions towards a general ADL syntax are also specified. 
Chapter four gives the conceptual schema of the database design 
workbench. The database of type GAK is necessary for storing the 
description of the database schemata of the application programs. 
An overview of the software tools used for the implementation of the 
ADL parser is given in chapter five. These include among others a parser 
generator (YACC and LEX), tree construction functions and the global tool 
integrating all these tools used to generate an ADL parser. 
In order to make sure that an ADL program is consistent with the 
description of the database schema it is working on, its database access 
requests have to be checked semantically. The principles of the semantic 
analyser and their implementation constitute the subject of chapter six. 
Chapter seven discusses the principles of the Cobol text generation. 
It defines the choices which have been done to translate the syntactic 
structures of the ADL language. 
Finally , the last chapter gives an example of a database schema and 
specifies the ADL text of one database request. 
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CHAPTER 2: THE GENERALIZED ACCESS MODEL 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Generalized Access Model (GAM) is a descriptive formalism for data 
organizations. Thanks to its general concepts, the model offers the 
possibility to describe the "data organization" of any Data Base Management 
system (DBMS) or File Management system (FMS). The term "data organization" 
covers the data structure as well as the set of actions which can be 
performed on it, as the GAM has the quality of specifying the possible 
access structures to the datait describes . 
Although the data management systems bear great differences, research 
has shown that they are based on a small number of cormnon concepts. The GAM 
regroups all these widely used concepts. rt presents their definition and 
properties regardless of any existing implementation. 
Thus the GAM offers a general way to express the data and access 
structures necessary to a set of applications without doing reference to a 
particular DBMS or FMS . It is this property which recoimnands the use of the 
model in the logical design phase. The final matching between the logical 
data organization of the GAM and a particular DBMS or FMS can be provided 
by access interface modules. 
This chapter contains: 
a descript i on of the GAM objects 
an introduction to the data designation language 
a very short presentation of the main integrity constraints 
the definition of the actions offered to accede to and manipulate the 
data- structures of the GAM. 
A more detailed des.cription of the subjects seen in the first three 
sections, including examples and a graphical representation of the GAM 
concepts, can be found in [DECL.84] and in [HAIN.84a] . All the same, we 
assume these conventions of representation to be known and we shall use 
them later on in the thesis . Lastly, we point out to you that a precise 
specification of the GAM basic operations is included in the appendix of 
the thesis. 
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GA M 2.3 
1. THE GAM OBJECTS 
The objects of the model are the records and record types, the data 
item values and data items, the access paths and access path types, the 
files, the database, the access keys and orders and the record references. 
1.1. Record and Record~ 
A RECORD is a set of information which can be created, acceded to, 
updated and deleted. It is the logical means of conununication between a 
program and the database. 
A record belongs to one and only one type. The RECORD TYPE defines the 
conunon properties of a class of records. rt has a name which identifies it 
within the database. At a given time, 0, l or more records belong to a 
record type. 
1.2. Data Item Value and Data Item 
-- --- -- -- --
A DATA ITEM VALUE is an element of a given data type (for example 
string, integer number) which can be associated to a record. Being a data 
type value, the data item value is a piece of information represented by a 
string of symbols. The access to the data item values is possible by 
acceding to the record they are attached to. Data item values cannot be 
created or deleted; they can only be attached to a record or detached from 
it. At a given time, o, l or more data item values can be associated to a 
given record. 
A DATA ITEM denotes the association 
It has a narne which identifies it arnong 
Indeed a record type may contain o, l or 
types. 
of a data type to a record type. 
the data items of the record type. 
several data items of various 
Among t he data items, we distinguish between: 
ELEMENTARY and DECOMPOSABLE data items. 
An elementary data item defines a set of atomic values . This 
means that it is impossible to further decompose these values 
into meaningful fragments of information. A decomposable data 
i t em however denotes a set of values which contain several 
meaningful data segments. The component data types of a 
decomposable data item are considered to be data items 
themselves, as they are recursively elementary or decomposable. 
SIMPLE and REPETITIVE data items. 
A data item is simple if one and only one value of this data item 
is associated to each record. A data item is repetitive if more 
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than one corresponding data item value may be attached to a 
record. 
1.3. Access Path and Access Path ~ 
An ACCESS PATH is a mechanism which links a record (called ORIGIN) to 
zero, one or more records (called TARGETS) so that the targets are 
accessible from their origin. It defines a one-directional access. 
Each access path belongs to one and only one type. The ACCESS PATH 
TYPE defines the conunon properties of the class of access paths it 
represents. An access path type is characterized by its origin and target 
record types. A name is associated to an access path type to identify it 
arnong all the path types which have same origin and target. This does not 
· exclude the possibility of an ·empty· name. 
An access path type AP2 is the INVERSE of an access path type APl if, 
for each target T linked to the origin o by the access path type APl, there 
exists an access path type AP2 linking T to o. 
1.4. File 
A FILE is a dynamic collection of records. Each record belongs to one 
single file, but a given record type may be collected by several files. 
Finally, a file may collect more than one record type. 
1.s. Database 
We give here the definition proposed by Moentack 
( [ DELC . 8 4 ] ) : 
& Delcourt 
"A DATABASE is a shared collection of interrelated data designed to 
meet the needs of multiple types of users. Logically, it is the record 
collection of a set of files and the associated data structures." 
1.6. Access Key 
Composed of one or several data items of a record type, the ACCESS KEY 
represents a mechanism to reach the elements of a selected record set 
sequentially . The criterion of selection is to consider only those records 
which are associated to a given value of this access key. 
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An access key is characterized by a referencè set. It determines the 
set of records to consider when applying the selection criterion of the 
access key. This reference set may be all the records of the database, all 
the records belonging to one file or all the records target of a particular 
access path type. 
1 . 7. Order of~ seguence of Records 
The concept of "sequence of records" has been touched on several 
times. Databases, files, access path targets as well as sets of records 
selected by an access key constitute sequences of records. The access to 
these sequences is done according to some implicit or explicit order. This 
order is said to be simple or global. 
Both type of orders may define: 
a random order (no order), 
a chronological (PIFO) or non-chronological ( LIFO) order for the 
insertion into the sequence 
a programrned ordèr, leaving 
insertion to the application 
record) 
the determination of the place of 
programs (insert PRIOR or NEXT to some 
a sorted order using the values of some data item or group of data 
items. 
1.8. Record References 
The concept of RECORD REFERENCE offers the possibility of addressing 
database- records at a logical design level. The record reference is 
introduced into the GAM in order to make the manipulation of record 
addresses completely independent of the data management system which is 
used to implernent the logical data organization described in terms of the 
GAM. We shall corne back to this notion later in this chapter. 
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2. THE DATA DESIGNATION LANGUAGE 
The Data Designation Language (DOL) allows to express selected sets of 
records and data item values by defining their properties. It is introduced 
to simplify the forma! expression of some integrity constraints and to set 
the context for the Access algorithm Description La.nguage (ADL), as it 
constitutes the basis of this language (we descri.be the ADL in chapter 3). 
The presentation we shall give of the DOL is quite incomplete. More details 
can be found in [HAIN.84a], [DELC.84] and somewhat [HAIN.83a]. These 
references were the basis for the realization of this part. Pinally, note 
that the examples given for the purpose of illustration refer to the 
database schema presented in the example of chapter a. 
2.1. Notations 
Record types, access path types and data items are represented by 
their names. 
2.2. sets 
we consider sets of records and sets of data item values. Beth set 
types can be described by simply specifying the name of the type (record 
type or data item) they belong to, or by additionally giving a general 
selection condition. Por sets of records it is also possible not to specify 
the record type name but the name of a record variable which references the 
selected records. Furthermore a most general set of records, including 
records of different types, may be denoted by the string "RECORD" . 
General syntax: 
<name> [ / <var>] <Condition> 
N. B. The bracket symbols are used to denote an option. 
<name> is a record type, a data item, a record variable or the 
reserved name RECORD . 
<var> is the name of a record variable; this option can only be used 
in the expression of a set of records. 
<Condition> is the express.ion of a condition ( see section 2. 3. ) ; it 
may be empty . 
This expression semantically represents the instances of a record type 
o r data item which satisfy the condition . If the option "/<var>" is used, 
this variable may from now on be used to name the rec ords of the selected 
set. 
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Examples: 
CUSTOMER represents all the records of type CUSTOMER stored in the 
database. 
OROER /ORO( NB-ORD=l23 ) represents the records of type OROER which 
have an order number equal to 123; the 
variable ORO will denote this set of records. 
NAME( :CUS) if the record variable eus denotes a record of type 
CUSTOMER, this expression gives the value of the data 
item NAME associated to this record. 
2.3. Conditions 
A condition is a simple condition or a boolean expression of simple 
conditions. By associating a condition to the expression of a set, one 
defines a subset of the set. The set of elements for which the condition is 
evaluated is called ·qualified set· and by "elements" we mean records or 
data item values. In this section we shall confine ourselves te presenting 
two types of simple conditions: the relation conditions and the belonging 
conditions. 
2.3.1 . Relation conditions 
An elernent of the qualified set will be selected according to the 
nurnber and the properties of the elements related toit. 
General syntax: 
( <relation>:<cardinal><related-set>) 
<relation-set> is the expression of a set of elements 
<relation> is the name of a relation defined between the types TNAMEl 
and TNAME2 where TNAMEl is the type name of the qualified elements and 
TNAME2 is the type name of the elernents belonging to <related-set>. 
The relationship existing between a record type and a data item has an 
ernpty name. 
<cardinal > is the expression of an integer interval: 
[1 . . 3] represents the integers 1,2,3. 
[o .. •] represents the whole set of positive integers 
[l .. 1] represents the integer l 
an ernpty cardinal stands for [l . . •]. 
Semantic interpretation: 
An element of the qualified set 
<relation> to I elernents of the 
<Cardinal > . 
is selected 
<related-set> 
if it is related 
with r belonging 
by 
to 
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Examples: 
CUSTOMER(C--OR:ORDER) represents the records CUSTOMER associated by C-
OR to at least one ORDER. 
NAME( :CUSTOMER(C--OR:ORDER)) represents the values of the item NAME of 
the above CUSTOMER records. 
ORDER(OR--OL: [3 .. G]ORDER-LINE) represents the records ORDER which are 
related by OR--OL to more than 2 and less 
than 7 records ORDER-LINE. 
~-l-~- Belonging conditions 
An element of the qualified set will be 
belonging or non belonging to a collection of 
The belonging condition mainly serves to apply 
data item values. 
General syntax: 
<rel-op><S> and (<rel-op><S>) 
selected according to its 
elements of compatible type. 
a selection criterion on 
<rel-op> is a relational operator (=, <, <=, >, >=, <>, in, not-in) 
<S> is the expression of a set of elements. The type of these elements 
has to be compatible with the type of the qualified elernents. 
Semantic interpretation: 
An elernent of the qualified set is selected if <S> and the set formed 
by the elernent satisfy the relation specified by <rel-op>. 
Exarnples: 
Q-STK>lO the values of the item Q-STK that are higher than 10 
satisfy the relation specified by <rel-op>. 
PRODUCT( :Q-STK<lO) the expression selects the records PRODUCT with a 
stock quantity lower than 10. 
Rernark: 
As the conditions are expressed on sets of elements, their expression 
may require the use of sorne functions which, for instance, give the size of 
a set, the rank of an elernent in the sequence,. Sorne useful functions are 
described on page 2.11 of [DELC . 84]. Moreover, M. Hainaut in [HAIN.84a] 
presents sorne extensions to the condition expressions explained in this 
section. 
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3. INTEGRITY CONSTRAINTS 
The purpose of the GAM is to offer a DBMS-independent expression of 
some data organization. But the basic concepts of the model introduced in 
section l give a toc general representation of the data structures derived 
from some conceptual specifications. Indeed these structures must satisfy 
certain rules called integrity constraints. 
To allow an equivalent logical representation with the GAM concepts, 
we add to the model expression a set of rules corresponding to the 
conceptual integrity constraints. They are expressed with the Data 
Designation Language (see section 2) and some widely used constraints li.ke 
functional class, existence constraint and identifier, are integrated as 
additional concepts into the GAM. This section contains a short description 
of these complementary GAM concepts. If you want formal definitions and 
examples, we advice both (DELC.84] and [HAIN.84a]. The last reference has 
the advantage of presenting still other useful constraints. 
3.1. Functional Class 
---
The functional class property applies to relation types. suppose R is 
a relation type defined between the object types (record types or data 
items) A and B. The functional class property determines the maximum nurnber 
of objects of B (or A) that may be associated to one A (or B). Functional 
class is an oriented concept because of the non symrnetric mathematical 
concept of "function". Therefore in the following, the relation type Ris 
assumed to have as origin A and as target B. 
One-to-many relation~ 1-N 
The functional class of Ris one-to-many if for each object B, the 
maximum number of objects A associated to it by R is one. 
Many-te-one relation~ N-1 
The functional class of Ris many-to-one if for each abject A, the 
maximum number of abjects B associated to it by R is one. 
Many-to-many relation~ : 
The functional class of 
(respectively B abjects), 
(respectively one abject A). 
N-M 
Ris many-to-many if any nurnber of 
may be associated by R to one 
There is no constraint. 
One-to-one relation~: 1-1 
A abjects 
object B 
The functional class of Ris one-to-one if the maximum nurnber of 
abjects of type B associated to one object Ais one and if the maximum 
nurnber of abjects of type A associated to one object Bis one . 
Of course the one-to-one relation~type is the most restrictive. It is 
both a many-to-one and a one-to-many relation type. The last two classes of 
relation types are again a subset of the many-to-many relation type. 
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target the object type B. An 
it by Rif there is no other 
of B. In other words a 
relation type identifies the 
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R having as origin the object type A and as 
object B identifies the object A associated to 
object of type A related to this same object 
target object of a one-to-many or one-to-one 
corresponding origin object. 
An identifier of an object type Ais simple or multiple depending on 
wether it is composed of one object type B (see above) or of a group of 
object types BJ., B2, .. , each of them associated to the object type A by a 
different relation type (RJ., R2, . . ). 
3.3. Existence constraint 
This constraint only applies to record types, member of some relation 
type. If a record type is subject to the existence constraint, each 
instance of it has to be associated by the specified relation type to an 
instance of the related object type (record type or data item). In other 
words this constraint requires the association between the constrained 
record type and the corresponding object type at any time. 
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4. THE GAM FUNCTIONS 
----
To be complete the description of a data structure should include the 
set of operations allowed to be performed on it. So by 'GAM functions·, we 
mean the basic operations defined on the data and provided to the user of 
the database. They constitute the access or interface module. 
We separate the GAM functions into two classes: those which accede to 
the data and those which update or ~odify them. Each of these classes forms 
the subject of a section. A third section is dedicated to the pa.rticular 
problem of the record reference handling: it introduces the few functions 
added to the access module in order to standardize the format of. the record 
variables (see section 2) within the application programs. 
Purthermore we want to remind you that a detailed definition of these 
routines is given in the appendix. For this part, a · useful reference has 
been once more [HAIN.84a] and also [HAIN.81]. The actual design of the 
interface functions however is largely inspired by the work of Bock and 
Delval, two former students [BOCK.82]. 
4.1. Tne Data Access Functions 
1•!•!• Principles 
The purpose of an access is to make available to a user one or more 
records stored in the database. So, the access often represents only the 
first of a database action like the extraction or the modification of some 
data item values. 
Logically we may define any type of access to records of the database 
as being an access to some sequence of records. Each access function can be 
defined by : 
the sequence of records on which it operates 
the position within the sequence of the wanted record. 
Sequence of records 
When describing the DDL and in particular the expression of a set of 
records (see section 2.2. ), we have seen that a sequence of records is 
determined by 
. 
l. the type of the records : 
the records of a single type 
all the records independently of their type 
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2. the selection condition (see section 2.3.) : 
all the records without any restriction (empty condition), 
the records satisfying some condition to which corresponds 
an access mechanism. This mechanism leads to the selection : 
access by key 
access within an access path 
access to the records of a file 
combination of these 
the records satisfying some condition not necessarily 
corresponding to an access mechanism, like a condition on 
the data item values of a record or a condition of belonging 
to an access path. However these complex record selections 
cannot be realized by the basic operations of the access 
module. 
A sequence of ~ecords always has an order (see section 1.7. ). The 
order in getting the records may be : 
random, 
natural (that·s to say the order of the subset from which the records 
are extracted), 
predefined (generally sorted). 
Position of~ record 
The position of a record can be specified by its rank or by its 
relative position within the sequence 
first record of the sequence 
record following a particular record of the sequence 
last record of the sequence 
record preceding a particular record of the sequence 
record of a given rank (i-th) up from the first or from the last 
record of the sequence. 
1-~·1· Functions 
i •!-~-!- Access to the database 
The two operations delimit the time the user works on the database. 
1. Opening of the database 
The purpose of this function is to make the database accessible to the 
user. Thus it opens all the files of the database or if the database 
is already open, it reports this fact to the user. In this last case, 
the user should avoid closing the database at the end of the 
application. 
As we consider the database the user is working on to be a local 
database, there is only one. Therefore the function needs no input 
parameter and it returns the result of the request. 
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2. Closing of the database 
This function makes the database unavailable to the user by closing 
all its files. It returns an error code to the user if the database 
was not open. This function also has no input parameter. 
1-~-~-~- seguential access to the records of one~ 
This function allows one to sequentially get all the instances of some 
record type of the database. AS input this function requires : 
the type of the record, 
the reference of the record previously acceded, 
the order if any predefined order is wanted. 
The access operation consists in providing the reference of the record 
which inunediately follows the instance specified by the input with respect 
to the defined order if any has been specified. If the reference should be 
a ·nu11· value, this function gives the first record in the sequence 
according to the defined order . 
If the access fails however, the function reports the reason for it, 
like the reaching of the end of the records sequence or the incorrectness 
of one of the input parameters. 
~-l-~-1- Access ~ key to the records of one~ 
This function allows one to reach the records associated to a 
specified value of some access key, one at a time. As this selection 
criterion defines a sequence of zero, one or more records of a given type, 
this function needs as input information : 
the record type, 
the reference of the record previously acceded if any, 
the access key which is used, 
the type of the test operator (presently only the exact match("=") is 
allowed), 
the value of the access key . 
The successful execution of this routine provides the reference of the 
record which satisfies the access key condition and immediately follows the 
record defined by the two first input informations . If the reference 
contains a · nu11· value, the function provides the first record of the 
selected sequence. The order of the records in the sequence is defined at 
the declaration of the access key as an IKO ( see chapter 4) and it 
determines the order of extraction. 
If the access fails, the function reports to the user or application 
progran1 the reason of the failure, like the incorrectness of an input or 
the non-existence of the desired record. 
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4.1.2.4. Access to the target records of an access ~ 
This function allows the sequential access to the records linked by 
some access path to a specified origin record. Given the four kinds of 
access path types, the sequence of the target records may be composed of 
zero, one or more records. Thus the request of a sequential access within 
some access path must specify: 
the type of the access path, 
the reference of the current origin record of this access path type, 
the reference of the previously acceded target, if any, 
the order if any predefined order is wanted. 
The output will be the reference of the target record which is the 
first to follow the previously provided target in the selected sequence 
according to some natural order or to the order specified in the access 
request. The function also allows the access to the first or to the only 
record (for a one-te-one or many-to-one access path) of the sequence 
through the possibility of specifying a ·nu11· value for the reference of 
the previous target. As the GAM allows access path types with multiple 
target record types, the output includes the specification of the type of 
the reached record. 
Moreover the function states the way the operation has been concluded. 
In the case of a failure, because the end of the sequence of targets is 
reached or because an inconsistency among the inputs with regard to the 
database schema has been detected, the access function reports the exact 
cause of the failure. 
~-l-~-~- Access ÈY key to the targets of an access ~ 
This function is a combination of the two previous ones; it allows the 
access on a · key for an access key defined within an access path. As this 
access key is not necessarily an identifier for the target record type and 
as the access path logically has to be one-to-many or many-to-many, the set 
of selected records is again a sequence of zero, one or more records. 
Therefore the access routine needs as input: 
the type of the record you want to accede, 
the access key which is used, 
the type of the access path the access key is defined in, 
the reference of the current origin record of this access path type, 
the reference of the previously acceded target, if any, 
the type of the test operator (presently only the exact match is 
allowed), 
the value of the access key. 
If the access succeeds, the function provides the reference of an 
instance of the specified record type. This record is associated to the 
value defined for the access key. It is linked to the indicated origin 
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record by the given access path type and it directly follows the previously 
acceded record. A ·nu11· reference will get the first or the only record of 
the selected sequence of targets. The order of sequence is either defined 
by a natural default order or by the access key, if the key is at the same 
time an order (see IKO in chapter 4). 
In case of a failure, the access routine will indicate the exact 
cause: if there is no record matching the access condition or if one of the 
inputs is incorrect. 
1•!•1·~· Access ~ reference to ~ record of the database 
The purpose of this function is to provide the data item values and/or 
the type of the record corresponding to the indicated reference. The 
information to be provided is therefore the reference and the record type 
if it is known. 
1·1·1·2· Access to the data item values of~ record 
Logically a record exists independently of its data item values as 
they are associated to one another by an access path without a name. It 
would therefore be possible to handle this access as a normal access within 
a path, but this option seemed tous inefficient. Indeed acceding each data 
item value separatly would necessitate a large number of access requests. 
we decided to integrate the access to the data item values in the types of 
access described above. Thus every function that provides the reference of 
a record includes an indicator specifying if all or no data item values of 
this record should be made available. Presently this indicator is even 
assurned to always ask the transfer of the data item values. 
4 . 2. The Modification Functions 
1-~·!· Principles 
The purpose of a modification function is to update some data so that 
the complete data structure continues to be a correct picture of the system 
it represents. So considering the basic elements of the GAM, the necessary 
operations are : 
the creation of a record, 
the deletion of a record, 
the modification of the data item values asociated to a record, 
the insertion of a record as target into an access path, 
the retrieval of a target record from an access path, 
the transfer of a record from one access path to another of the same 
type. 
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However the datais generally subject to some integrity constraints 
(see section 3) which still have to be respected in the new state of the 
database. Consequently the primitive actions stated above will have to 
include some integrity checking . In case of a request leading to the 
violation of some constraint, they could theoretically either refuse the 
operation or execute it, but with a series of other updatings in order to 
reobtain a coherent state. Both options are valid, but for the second case 
the supplementary actions must be precisely defined. All the same, the 
execution of such a basic operation has to be an atomic action for the 
user: during its execution the database is blocked for every user at it 
passes through incoherent states. 
The number of possible integrity constraints being quite large, the 
basic modification operations will only take into account the most frequent 
ones: the functional class property of an access path, the identifier 
condition of some data items or record types and the existence constraint 
of a record type (see section 3). By this we are well aware of not handling 
the problem of redundant data. The responsability of maintaining an 
equivalence between the redundant data structures, which are introduced for 
reasons of performance or security, is left with the data management system 
the GAM is based on. 
4.2.2. Functions 
±·~·~·±· Creation of a record 
The purpose of this function is to create a new instance of some 
record type provided that the informations communicated by the request are 
sufficient to verify that the integrity of the database will not be 
affected. The input of the function must specify : 
the type of the record to be added to the database, 
the list of its data item values, 
the list of the access path types this record should be attached to as 
a target, 
the reference of the origin records of these access path types. 
The integrity of the database first requires that the data item values 
of the record to be created are valid (do not violate an identifier 
constraint). Then the indicated list of access path types must only denote 
access path types which indeed contain the record type as a target. But at 
the sarne time, the list must contain all the access path types for which 
the record type is a mandatory target member (existence constraint) . 
Pinally the corresponding record references, which are given in order to 
identify some particular instance of t he access path types, have to 
reference origin records which may still be associated to another target 
(functional class constraint) . 
If all these conditions are satisfied, the creation function stores 
the new record with its data item values into the database and links it to 
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all the origin records via the specified access path types. To the user or 
application program, it returns the reference of the created record and 
reports the success of the operation. If one of the integrity constraints 
is violated, the creation is refused and the reason of the failure is 
reported to the user. 
1 •1.•l.•1.: Deletion of~ record 
The effect of this function is to remove a 
database making it de\initively inaccessible. 
very complex if the record to be deleted is still 
path types, provided that one takes the option of 
the same. 
given record from the 
This operation may become 
origin of some access 
executing the request all 
As input information the deletion operation needs 
the type of the record, 
the reference of the record. 
The function begins by detaching the record to be deleted from all the 
access paths in which it is a target. It then detaches all the optional 
targets from the access paths of which the record to be deleted is origin 
and it recursively applies this complete process of deletion to the 
mandatory targets. At last it deletes the record from the database. so, 
asking the deletion of one record may cause the deletion of a large number 
of associated records. The user should therefore be well aware of the 
effects of this kind of request. 
The function terminates by reporting the successful execution of the 
deletion or, in case of an incorrect record type or record reference, by 
giving the exact reason of the unsuccessful deletion. 
4 . 2.1.3. Modification of the data item values of a record 
---- --------
The purpose of this operation is to update some data item values 
associated to a given record. To execute the updating, one needs to 
identify the record as well as to know the data items the new values will 
be assigned to . Therefore the modification function asks for : 
the type of the record to be updated, 
the reference of this record, 
the list of the data item values. 
It doesn · t need the list of the particular data items which will be 
updated, as it is assumed that the list contains all the data item values 
of the record and not only the new values . This choice was done to allow a 
fixed structure of the values communication zone ; it always has the 
structure of the record which is currently irnplied in the operation. 
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However the special meaning of some data items associated to a record 
type ma.kes it necessary to distinguish two types of updating : 
the modification of the values of 
the modification of the values 
identifier, access key or order, 
components of some IKOs. 
simple data items of the record 
of data items representing some 
in other words, data items which are 
This clear separation is done as the updating of the value 
items of the second type involves more integrity verifications 
violation of an identifier condition) or some additional actions 
in a sorted order). 
of data 
(the non-
(storage 
Bath functions will only consider the data item values they are 
allowed to change. They store the record with these updated values into the 
dat~ase, on condition that no integrity constraint will be affected. 
Finally they report the successful execution of the operation or the reason 
of the failure. 
~·~·~·~· Insertion, retrieval or transfer 
This function combines three types of operations : 
the insertion of a defined record into a particular access path, 
the retrieval of a target record from a particular access path, 
the transfer of a target record from one access path to another 
the same type. 
of 
The last operation represents the combination of the two others, with 
the only difference that for the user it constitutes one atomic action. As 
a matter of fact, the existence constraint of some record types ma.kes this 
transfer operation necessary, as a retrieval request with a subsequent 
insertion would be refused: the integrity of the database would be violated 
between the two operations. 
But apart from this distinction, the three operations seemed tous so 
similar that we decided to regroup them into one single function. It is the 
presence or absence of some input parameters (reference of the old origin, 
reference of the future origin) that decides which one of the three 
operations will be executed. 
Note that in the case of an access path of the functional class one-
to-many, the reference of the possible former origin record must not be 
indicated as it is implicit. If the record implied in the operation is 
asked to be attached to some new origin record, the integrity constraint 
imposes that, at the same time, it is detached from the record it was 
previously associated to by an access path of this type. So, it is the 
belonging or not belonging of the record to an access path of the 
considered type that decides if the operation will be a simple attach or a 
transfer request. 
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Obviously, if no reference of an origin-to-be is indicated, the 
operation is asswned to be a single detach request. 
It follows that this multiple function needs as input : 
the reference of the record to be moved from one access path or/and to 
be attached as target to an access path, 
the type of the access path(s), 
the reference of the origin record from which the record should be 
detached if the access path is many-to-many, 
the reference of the origin record of the access path to which the 
record should be attached as a target. 
According to the presence of the last two parameters and to the 
functional class of the access path type, the function determines the 
desired operation. The operation is executed on condition that no existence 
constraint will be violated (detach in a mandatory access path). At last 
the function reports either the success of the execution or the cause of 
the failed execution to the user or application program. 
4.3. The Record References Handling Functions 
~-l·±· Principles 
The purpose of these fùnctions is to provide a standardized method for 
handling record references in an ADL program. This problem of the reference 
to a database record arises as the several existing DBMS offer quite 
different ways for directly addressing a stored record. For instance, in a 
DBMS Codasyl, a record reference is represented by the database key. In the 
former Codasyl versions, it was possible to use the database key directly, 
provided that a variable of the adequate type format had been declared . The 
last version however, introduces the concept of a · keeplist·, thus making 
it impossible to directly manipulate record addresses in the application 
programs. As a matter of fact, the keeplist represents a level of 
indirection as the address communicated to the user does not represent the 
actual address of a record, but an index value into this keeplist where the 
actual address can be found. 
The main purpose of the logical design tools (GAM and DDL) is to allow 
a DBMS-independent expression of the data structures. Considering only the 
case of the Codasyl systems, it appears that this independence requires the 
inclusion of reference handling functions into the access module. These 
functions manage some sort of keeplist. So each initialization or annulrnent 
of a reference variable, each comparison between two reference variables as 
well as each assignation of a record reference of one reference variable to 
another must be done by means of these functions. 
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4 . 3.2. Functions 
- - -
1·l·~·l· Comparison of two reference variables 
This function compares two record variables and states the result of 
this comparison. It tells the user or application program if both variables 
reference the same record or not. 
i·l-~·1· Annulment of a reference 
The purpose of this function is to change the value of the reference 
variable specified in the input in such a way, that it no longer references 
any record in the database. 
1·l·~·l· Assignation of~ record reference from one variable to another 
This function is used to assign the record reference of some record 
variable to some other record variable. so, given both reference variables 
(the target and origin reference variable), the operation consists in 
modifying the target reference variable in such a way, that from now on it 
references the same database record as the origin reference variable. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Like the Generalized Access Model (GAM, see chapter 2) is necessary to 
allow a DBMS-independent expression of the data structures, the Access 
algorithm Description Language (ADL) is necessary in a process design 
methodology to allow a programming-language-independent expression of the 
algorithms. The language has been designed to facilitate the access to 
complex data structures as well as their management. Based on the Data 
Designation Language (see section 2 of chapter 2}, it allows the 
description of all types of access, from the most complicated ones 
(selective access) to the punctual ones which are provided by the access 
module (see section 4 of chapter 2). 
This generality of the language made it necessary to distinguish two 
levels in the ADL : 
a subset of the ADL which only allows the expression of effective 
algorithms; 
the complete ADL which allows the expression of all kinds of 
algorithms, effective and predicative. 
Whereas an effective algorithm may only 
correspond 
4.1. of the 
all sorts 
criteria of 
to some basic access function of 
previous chapter), a predicative 
of complex access expressions. 
the records to be manipulated. 
contain access requests which 
the access module (see section 
algorithm is allowed to define 
It merely states the selection 
The purpose of the database design workbench is to allow the 
compilation of predicative ADL algorithms . so, on one hand, the syntactic 
analyser has to parse programs written in the general ADL and, on the other 
hand, the ADL compiler has only to cope with effective ADL algorithms. 
Consequently , this chapter contains the defining description of the 
subset-ADL (or "effective" ADL) as well as extensions which have already 
been realized for the syntactic analysis. 
In more details, the first part of the chapter will begin by 
introducing the general features of the language and by explaining the 
notation formalism of the syntax. Then, in a first section, we shall define 
the basic tokens of the language to continue, in the following section, 
with describing the variables allowed in the subset-ADL. The third section 
presents the rules and the meaning of the ADL expressions. These are the 
collection expression, the arithmetic expression and the general 
expression. In the fourth section, the structure of an ADL program is 
defined. The next section will then explain in detail the way of declaring 
data types and variables in an ADL program. At last, the sixth section 
lists the operational units of the language, known as statements. 
In the second part of the chapter, we shall describe in detail some 
extensions t o this effective ADL. We are well aware that these syntactic 
ext ensions are yet insufficient to obtain a completely general ADL 
de f inition . The lack of generality concerns in particular the condition 
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expressions. 
Finally, we like to mention that our ADL definition is largely based 
on a previous but incomplete definition of the language . It was done by two 
former students, Moentack and Delcourt, and it can be found in their thesis 
[DELC.84]. It follows that some parts are exactly alike, but we decided to 
explain them again in order to present a complete definition in our work . 
Moreover, a complete description of the language in BNP (Backus-Naur Form) 
is provided in the appendix. 
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1. THE EFFECTIVE ADL DEFINITION 
oesigned to allow a simple expression of database manipulation 
algorithms, the ADL contains not only conventional progra.uuning language 
features of computation and control structure, but also particular database 
access components. The calculating rules are expressed by the concept of 
arithmetic expression. As means for defining an algorithmic structure, the 
ADL includes the alternative statement, the iterative loop and the function 
call. To represent the database access expressions we use the concept of 
DB_object_set. 
From a global point of view, the ADL syntax distinguishes two main 
parts in an algorithm: the specification of the actions to be executed and 
the declarations. The declaration part supports the operational part 
(called statement part) as it gives information about the properties of the 
abjects that will be used in the statement part. By defining the type of an 
abject, the declaration determines where and how it may be manipulated. In 
particular, the declaration delimits the class of values which can be 
assigned to the abject. By the constraint that all objects used in the 
program have to be defined, the compiler is able to test the existence of 
the manipulated quantities. 
Notation Formalism for the syntax 
The syntax is described with the help of metalinguistic formulas . We best 
describe their interpretation by giving an example. 
<ab> : := <d> 1 (<ab>) 1 <ab><d> 
A sequence of characters enclosed between the symbols · < > represents a 
metalinguistic variable whose values are sequences of symbols. The marks 
· ::=· (definitional sign} and · 1 · (alternative sign: logical OR) are 
metalinguistic connectives. Any symbol in a formula which is neither a 
variable nor a connective denotes itself. Juxtaposition of symbols and/or 
variables in a formula means juxtaposition of the sequences denoted. Hence 
the formula above gives a recursive rule for forming the values of the 
variable <ab>. It indicates that <ab> may be formed by some value of the 
variable <d>, by some legitimate value of <ab> enclosed between brackets or 
by some value of <ab> followed by some value of <d>. If the values of <d> 
are decimal digits, some possible values of <ab> are : 
1234 
( 12345) 
((9)8) 
In order to improve the readability of the syntax definition, we have 
chosen to distinguish the metalinguistic variables by using words which 
convey approximately the nature of the corresponding variable. If these 
sarne words appear somewhere else in the text, they will refer to the 
corresponding syntactic structure . 
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1.1. Basic Symbols, Names, Numbers and Strings 
!•!•!• Basic Symbols 
The ADL language is built upon the following basic syrnbols 
<basic_symbol ::= <letter> 
1 <digit> 
1•!•!·!• Letters 
1 <logical_value> 
1 <delimiter> 
3.5 
<letter> i:= AIBICIDIEIPIGIHIIIJIKILIMINIOIPIQIRISITIUIVIWIX IYIZ 
Letters do not have any individual meaning. They are used for forming 
names and strings. 
!•!•!•~· Digits 
<digit> ::= 0111213141516171819 
Digits are used for forming numbers, identifiers and strings. 
1·1·1·1· Logical values 
<logical_value> : := truelfalse 
The logical values have a fixed obvious meaning. 
!•!•!•1· Delimiters 
<delimiter> ::= <operator> 
1 < separator> 
1 <bracket> 
1 <declarator> 
<operator> : := <arithmetic_operator> 
1 <test_operator> 
1 <logical_operator> 
1 <sequential_operator> 
1 <relationship_operator> 
<arithmetic_operator> ::= +1-1 ~1;1 -
1 .... - ~·· ..... 
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<test_operator> ::= <I> l<=I >=l<>I= 
<logical_operator> ::= andlorlnot 
<sequential_operator> ::= forlwhileliflnextlexit 
lcreatelmodifyldeletelreturn 
<relationship_operator> : := (: 
<Separator> ::=, 1. 1; 1 :=I . . ldolthenlelselendforlendiflendwhile 
<bracket> : : = ( 1 ) 1 [ 1 ] 1 begin I end 
<declarator> ::= algorithmltypelvarlgrouplarrayloflitems_of 
lreflbooleanlstringlreallintegerlnumeric 
3.6 
Delimiters have a fixed meaning which is obvious in most cases. If 
not, the meaning is explained at the appropriate place in the sequel. 
Blank space and carriage return characters may be freely used to 
improve the presentation and the readability of an ADL program, except 
between keywords and names. Moreover, it is possible to include some text 
explanations between the symbols of a program a text ADL may contain 
comments which respect the following convention : 
/ * <any sequence of characters net containing ' */ ' > */ 
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1.1.2. Names 
- - -
±.·±.·~·±.· syntax 
<name> ::= <naine> <letter> 
1 <name> <digit> 
1 <name> 
1 <letter> 
±.•±.•~-~- Examples 
I 
CUSTOMER 
NU}LPROD 
d:.·d:.·~·l· Semantics 
A D L 3.7 
Names have no inherent meaning. Their purpose is to help identifying 
data types, simple or group variables, arrays, record variables, functions 
and the algorithm itself. The same name cannot be used to denote two 
different quantities. 
1.1.3. Nurnbers 
- - -
d:.-1 · 1 · d:_. syntax 
<unsigned_integer> : := <unsigned_integer> <digit> 
1 <digit> 
<decimal_nurnber> ::= <unsigned_integer>.<unsigned_integer> 
<Sign> ::= +1-
<exponent_part> ::= e <sign> <unsigned_integer> 
le <unsigned_integer> 
<unsigned_real> : := <decirnal_nurnber> <exponent_part> 
1 <decimal_nurnber> 
- - --~----~~-------------------------,----------------,------,---, 
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31 
3.1 
0.3le-3 
!•!•l·l· Semantics 
A D L 3 . 8 
Decimal numbers have their conventional meaning. The exponent part 
expresses an integral positive or negative power of ten. 
l·l•.1• Strings 
!•!·1·!· syntax 
<string> ::= · <any sequence of basic symbols not containing > 
l ·l-1-~· Example 
· give your choice please · 
1 . 1.4.3. Sernantics 
The string quotes ( ' ·) are introduced to allow the handling of 
arbitrary sequences of symbols. Strings may be stored and be processed in 
·string· variables . 
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1.2. Variables 
1-~·l· syntax 
<variable> ::= <Class_var> 
1 <var_iterns> 
<Class_var> ::= <hierar_variable> 
1 <non_hierar_variable> 
<hierar_variable> ::= <non_hierar_variable>.<class_var> 
<non_hierar_variable> ::= <narne> 
1 <subscripted_variable> 
<subscripted_variable> ::= <nante>[<sub_index>] 
<sub_index> ::= <arithrnetic_expression>,<arithrnetic_expression>, 
<arithrnetic_expression> 
1 <arithrnetic_expression>,<arithrnetic_expression> 
1 <arithrnetic_expression> 
<var_iterns> : := (<narne>).<class_var> 
1 ( <name>) .PILE 
.!-~-~- Exarnples 
eUSTOMER 
eUSIT.NAME 
( eus ) . NAME ( 1 J 
TAB ( I+J, 20] 
(eus) . FILE 
1.2.3. Sernantics 
1 ( <name> ) . TYPE 
3.9 
A variable denotes a rnernory space wherein a single value or a sequence 
of values is kept. This data reference is used in expressions to get or 
calculate new values. The value of a variable rnay be changed at will by 
means of assign staternents (see section 1.6.2.) The type of the value(s) of 
a particular variable is defined by the declaration of this variable itself 
or by the declaration of the containing structure, like an array or a 
database record type (see section 1.5 . ). 
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l-~·l·l· Subscripts 
Subscripted variables designate values which are components of one, 
two or three-dimens ional arrays. Each arithmetic expression of the 
subscript list denotes one subscript of the subscripted variable. The 
complete subscript expression is enclosed in square brackets. The array 
component referred to by a subscripted variable is specified by the actual 
numerical value of its subscripts. 
Each subscript has to denote an integer value. Soit can be an adding 
or multiplying expression of unsigned integers and 'integer· variables or, 
more simply, one unsigned integer or one variable of type integer. 
Furthermore, the value of the subscripted variable is defined only if the 
value of each subscript is within the declared bounds of the array. 
!-~·l ·~ · Hierarchy 
Hierarchical variables designate values which are components of group 
variables. In fact they allow one to address one field of some complex data 
structure. A field selection is always denoted by a non-hierarchical 
variable. Two consecutive field selections are separated by a period which 
represents a jump to a lower level in the structure. The left most field 
selection of a hierarchical variable gives the name of the group variable. 
The right most field selection gives the addressed part of the structure; 
its declaration determines the type of the value. 
! -~·l ·l · Items variables 
These variable expressions designate the data item values of s ome 
record stored in the database . The name enclosed between the parentheses 
denotes the name of some record variable (that·s to say a variable 
containing the reference of some database record) . The whole expression 
"(<narne>)" represents the call of a function which automatically creates a 
data structure containing all the data item values of the record which is 
referenced by the record variable. So the expression is quite dynamic: it 
first verifies the existence of .the reference variable, then it generates a 
structured data record with the data item values of the database record and 
finally it addresses the indicated component of the structure. It follows 
that , once the data structure is generated, the designation of a component 
is exactly similar to the principle of a hierarchical variable. Of course 
the field selection sequence must denote decomposable data items defined 
for the considered record type. Only the right most field selection denotes 
an elementary data item. 
There are two particular field selections: FILE and TYPE. These two 
variable expressions make it possible to address the file name or the type 
name of the record that is referenced by the record variable. 
Finally it is possible to designate the whole generated items 
structure of a record : <Class_var> has only to denote the character string 
·ITEMS-. This data structure reference can only be used to explicitly 
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assign the data item values of the referenced record to some variable that 
has been defined to receive the item values of an instance of the given 
record type ( variable declared <items_of>, see section 1.5. ). 
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1.3. Expressions 
l·l·l· Collection expression 
.!.•l·.!.•.!.• syntax 
<Collection_expression> ::= <range> 
<range> ::= <range_expr> .. <range_expr> 
<range_expr> ::= <unsigned_integer> 
<DB_object_set> ::= <name> <predicate> 
<DB_object_set> 
<name> 
<predicate> ::= (<coll_cond_term>) and ( <predicate>) 
1 <coll_cond_term> 
<Coll_cond_term> ::= not<coll_cond_term> 
1 <Coll_cond_primary> 
<Coll_cond_primary> ::= <relation_condition> 
1 ( ) 
1 ( <predicate>) 
<relation_condition> ::= <relation_operator> <name>) 
1 <relation_operator> <belonging_cond>) 
<relation_operator> ::= (<name>: 
1 ( 
3.12 
<belonging_cond> ::= <name> <test_operator> <arithmetic_expression> 
.!.-l•.!.•~· Semantics 
A collection expression always designates a sequence (an ordered set) 
of objects: integer values (range) or database records (DB object set). 
.!.•l•.!.•~•.!.• Range 
A range denotes the sequence of values up from the minimum value (left 
range expression) to the maximum value (right range expression) . The two 
expressions represent the bounds of the range. Each boundary must be 
denoted by an unsigned integer or by a simple ' integer · variable. 
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2 •• 5 
I. .J 
l. .K 
!·l•!•~-~- DB abject set 
- · --- --
. ' 
,~ - -. - -
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A DB abject set is defined by a name followed by a predicate. The name 
must denote a predefined set of database abjects. More precisely, the name 
either designates some record type of the database (it denotes all the 
instances of the record type) or the general string 'RECORD' (it denotes 
all the records of the database independently of their type). The predicate 
will act like a filter on the sequence of records denoted by the name. 
Hence it defines a new DB abject set which is a subset of the set defined 
by the name. 
The predicate is an expression which may contain several conditions. 
These conditions are called collection condition primaries. It is possible 
to combine the collection condition primaries with the binary logical 
operator ·ana·. The unary operator ·not· is allowed, tao. In the case of 
combination of collection condition primaries, it is required that this 
sequence of conditions is enclosed between parentheses ( <predicate> ). But 
the predicate may also be empty, meaning that no further filter is imposed 
on the records to be selected. 
For the effective ADL, the selection realized by means of the 
predicate may only use one of the basic access mechanisms provided by the 
GAM. In other words, the predicate can only denote some access path 
condition (relation condition) and/or some access key condition (belonging 
condition). A record of the sequence denoted by the name will be selected 
if it satisfies the association condition to some origin record via the 
given access path type and/or if its associated data item values satisfy 
the belonging condition to sorne defined value(s) of the access key . 
Relation condition. 
The abjects of the database are related to each other. In particular a 
record of sorne type may be linked through a certain relation to a set of 
abjects. This set of targets is identified by the record and the relation. 
The set is really a sequence as the elements of the set are ordered. 
The relation condition uses the concept of set of targets. In 
effective ADL algorithrns this target set may only be a sequence of records, 
as the relationship must correspond to some access path type. Therefore the 
relation operator must denote either the name of an access path type 
defined between two record types or no name at all. In this case it 
designates the nameless access path type existing between a record type and 
its data items. 
If the relation condition concerns an access path type between two 
record types, the expression following the relation operator may only 
specify the name of a record variable which references the origin record. 
If the relation condition denotes the nameless access path type between a 
record type and its data items, the condition must specify some belonging 
condition. · 
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Belonging condition 
Checking the value of some object with respect to the value of the 
arithrnetic expression, the belonging condition rnay only apply a selection 
criterion on data item values. In addition, as the access condition must 
correspond to a simple access by key, the name of the belonging condition 
can only denote an elementary data item which is a component of the access 
key . The evaluation of the arithrnetic expression during run time has to 
give one single value. It cannot denote another DB object set although the 
syntax allows it (see section 1.3.2. ). 
If the access key is decomposable, a relation condition must be stated 
for each of its cornponents, giving an ·ana· combination of collection 
condition primaries. The semantics imposes that the constituent data items 
are present in only one collection condition prirnary and that they are 
specified in the order they are defined to forrn the access key. 
Moreover, as an effective ADL prograrn has to contain only clauses 
which correspond directly to the functions of the access module, it becomes 
obvious that the syntax is too general in admitting the logical negation 
operator ('not· ). Sernantically a negated collection condition primary must 
be rejected. 
Exarnples: 
CUSTOMER(C_OR:ORD} defines the sequence of records of type CUSTOMER 
which are linked via the access path type C_OR to 
the record of type ORDER referenced by ORD. 
PRODUCT( :NB__FRO=l23) defines the sequence of records of type PRODUCT 
which contain a value for the data item NB_,PRO 
that matches the access key value 123. 
RECORD(WORKS:DEP} if we assume that the access path type WORKS links 
the record type DEPARTMENT to the two record types 
EMPLOYEE and WORKER, the DB object set defines the 
sequence of records of type EMPLOYEE or WORKER 
which are related via the access path type WORKS 
to the record DEPARTMENT which is referenced by 
the variable DEP. 
Remark: 
If the name of the DB object set denotes the string ' RECORD - , the type 
of the selected records is unknown. As an access key is always defined for 
one record type, it follows that an access by key, and thus a predicate 
specifying a belonging condition, has to be excluded. At the same time we 
exclude the possibility of an empty predicate, as this would mean an access 
to all the ,records of the database. This restriction is put forward to 
avoid an abusive use of general record variables. They should only be used 
for the access within a multiple target access path type. 
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1.3.2. Arithmetic expression 
1.•l·~·!· syntax 
<arithmetic_expression> ::= <factor> <adding> <arithmetic_expression> 
l<adding> <arithmetic_expression> 
1 <factor> 
<factor> ::= <term> <multiplying> <factor> 
1 <term> 
<term> ::= <primary> 
1 <primary> 
<primary> ::= <string> 
<primary> 
1 <unsigned_number> 
1 < logical_value> 
1 <variable> 
1 <Call_st> 
1 <nullref> 
1 <DB_object_set> 
l(<arithmetic_expression>) 
<unsigned_number> ::= <unsigned_integer> 
1 <Unsigned_real> 
<adding> ::= + 1 -
<rnultiplying> ::= * 1 / 
<nullref> : := ( ) 
Examples: 
A+B-( A/B) 
SIN(A*B) 
IT .NA.ME [I] 
CUSTOMER( :NB_CUS=lll) 
1.•l·~·l· Semantics 
An arithrnetic expression represents a formula for processing values. 
The value of the expression is obtained by executing the indicated 
operations on the actual values of the prirnaries appearing in the 
expression. However the arithmetic operators may only be applied on 
arguments having a numeric value. Hence an arithmetic expression specifying 
one or the other arithmetic operation can only contain unsigned numbers, 
variables declared of type integer, real or nurneric (see section 1.5.) and 
nurneric functions. Therefore if the actual value of a prirnary is non-
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numeric, it forms the only primary of the expression. 
The actual value of a primary is obvious in the case of an unsigned 
number, a string constant, a logical constant and nullref ( · nu11· 
reference). For a variable, it is its current value. The class of possible 
values is delirnited by the variable declaration. For a function identifier, 
it is the value which is calculated by the computing rules of the function 
when applied to the current .values of the function parameters given in the 
expression. The type of this value is determined by the function definition 
stored in the workbench database (see MODULE in chapter 4). For the 
designation of a DB abject set, it is the sequence of records verifying the 
selection condition expressed by the name and the predicate (see section 
1 . 3.l..2.2 . ). This type of arithmetic expression may only be used in an 
assign expression to express the access to a single identified record of 
the database ( see section 1.6.2. ). 
Finally the value of an arithmetic expression enclosed in parentheses 
is determined by recursively analysing the constituent primaries of this 
expression. The parentheses represent a way to change the usual precedence 
of the operators : 
first : -
second : * / 
third : + -
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1.3.3. General expression 
!•l·l·l· syntax 
<general_expression> ::= <general_factor> or <general_expression> 
1 <general_factor> 
<general_factor> ::= <general_term> and <general_factor> 
1 <general_term> 
<general_term> : := not<general_primary> 
1 <general_primary> 
<general_primary> ::= <test_expression> 
l(<general_expression>) 
<test_expression> ::= <arithmetic_expression> <test_operator> 
<arithmetic_expression> 
Examples: 
(A+B<C) 
FOUN=TRUE and I < MAX 
(PRO),Q_STK <= l0 
l.3.3.3. Semantics 
- - - -
3.l7 
A general expression represents one test expression or a logical 
combination of several of these boolean expressions. The logical operators 
are the binary operators "or", "and" and the unary operator "not". The 
definition of the syntax expresses the precedence of these operators: 
first : not 
second : and 
third : or 
The possibility of a general expression enclosed in parentheses 
provides the opportunity of changing this fixed precedence. 
A test expression itself is formed of two arithmetic expressions. The 
evaluation of each expression has to give only one value and the two values 
being compared have to be of comparable types. It follows that the 
arithmetic expression may denote neither a variable of some complex data 
type nor a DB object set. In the case where two boolean values or two 
record variables form the test expression, the test operator can only be 
the identity of the differen~e sign. This restriction also applies to the 
comparison of a record variable to the null reference ( "( )"). As the 
evaluation of each arithmetic expression has to be done before the result 
of the test expression can be determined, i ,t is obvious that the ari thmetic 
operators have a higher precedence than the test operators. 
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1 . 4. Global Algorithm Structure 
l •i•l· syntax 
<algorithnt_structure> :: = <algorithm_lleading> <algorithm.....body> . 
<algorithnt_heading> ::= algorithm <name> 
<algorithnt....body> ::= <intern_declaration_part> <Statement_part> 
1.4 . 2. semantics 
- - -
3 .18 
The global structure of an ADL algorithm is actually divided in three 
parts: 
the algorithm heading: that is the 
corresponds to a module listed in 
workbench database (see chapter 4). 
Examples . 
algorithm CALCULSIN 
algorithm TRAITEMENT_CLIENT 
algorithm name . 
the conceptual 
This name 
schema of the 
the intern declaration part: it is the first part of the algorithm 
body, whi ch will be explained in the next section ; 
the statement part: the second part of the algorithm body will also be 
explained later. 
1 -- . .. .... : 
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1.5. Declaration Part 
1,.~.1,. Syntax 
<intern_declaration_part> ::= <type_declaration_part> 
<variable_declaration_part> 
<type_declaration_part> ::= type <type_declarations> 
1 <empty> 
<type_declarations> ::= <type_declaration> 
1 <type_declaration>;<type_declarations> 
<type_declaration> ::= <name> = <variable_type> 
<variable_declaration_part> ::= var <variable_declarations> 
1 <empty> 
<variable_declarations> ::= <variable_declaration> 
1 <variable_declaration>; 
<variable_declarations> 
<variable_declaration> ::= <narnes> : <variable_type> 
<narnes> ::= <name> 
1 <narne>, <narnes> 
<variable_type> ::= <simple> 
1.5.2. Semantics 
1 <Structured> 
1 <name> 
3.19 
The intern declaration part consists of two parts. First, we have the 
type declaration part and then the variable declaration part. 
Each of the two declaration parts can be empty. 
If the type declaration is not empty, it gives a list of declarations. 
Each declaration associates a specific narne or identifier with the 
corresponding data type specified in the second part of the declaration. 
The declared data type represents a non standard type which is described in 
terms of the data types offered by ADL (see next section) or in terms of 
other non standard data types. These data types have to be defined 
beforehand in the type declaration. The principle of the type declarations 
is therefore the sarne as in the progra.mming language Pascal. 
If the declaration partis not empty, it gives a list of declarations; 
each of these associates one or more variable narnes (or identifiers) with 
the data type indicated in the right part of the declaration. This 
declaration determines the set of possible values which may be assigned to 
the given variable(s). 
There are three kinds of variable types: simple, structured , name. 
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!-~-~-!- Data types 
!-~-~-!-!· syntax 
<variable_type> ::= <simple> 
1 <Structured> 
<name> 
<Simple> ::= boolean 
1 real 
integer 
numeric(<unsigned_integer>,<unsigned_integer>) 
string(<unsigned_integer>) 
<structured> ::= <group> 
1 <array> 
<items_of> 
<ref_of> 
<group> ::= group <field_list> end 
<field_list> ::= <variable_declaration> 
1 <variable_declaration>;<field_list> 
<array> ::= array [<inde:iclst>] of <Cornponent_type> 
<inde:iclst> ::= <index>,<index>,<index> 
<index>,<index> 
1 <index> 
<index> : : = <unsigned_integer> 
<Component_type> ::= <Simple> 
1 <ref_of> 
<iterns_of> 
<name> 
<iterns_of> : := items_of <name> 
<ref_of> : : = ref of <name> 
1 ref of RECORD 
!-~-~-!-~· Examples 
type ENTIER= integer; 
ADRESSE= group 
RUE : string(3O); 
NUM : ENTIER; 
VILLE : string(3O); 
CODE : numeric(4,O) 
end; 
3.20 
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TABLE= array [10] of integer 
var FOUND, PRESENT : boolean; 
ADR._CUS, ADR.J)EAL: ADRESSE; 
FACTURE : group 
NU!LFACT : ENTIER; 
TOTAL : numeric(l0,2) 
end; 
eus : ref of CUSTOMER; 
CUS_REC: items_of CUSTOMER 
1.5.2.1.3. Semantics 
- - - - -
-> Simple variable types. 
3.21 
The first kind of data variable type, we have, is the simple data 
type. 
The simple data variables contain only one information: 
boolean variables assume two values: true and false; 
integer variables assume positive or negative integer values and zero; 
real variables assume positive or negative values and zero; 
numeric variables assume negative or positive values with a specified 
number of digits in the integer part and with a specified number of 
digits in the decimal part, plus zero; this is a special case of the 
real data type; 
string variables assume a specified number of characters. 
-> Structured variable types. 
The second type of variable type is the structured type. In this 
case, the number of informations given for each of these types can be more 
than one information. 
The group variable data type is the first structured type. It 
corresponds to the record data type in Pascal. 
A group is a structured data in which the different elements 
( specified in the field list by means of standard variable declarations) 
can have differents types. Each component corresponds to one field . 
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2. Array. 
An array declaration declares one or several identifiers representing 
arrays of subscripted · variables, it gives the dimension of the arrays, and 
their bounds plus the type of the elements of the array. 
There are three types of arrays: one-dimensional arrays, t"Wo-
dirnensional arrays and three-dirnensional arrays. We had to restrict the 
effective ADL language to these three types of array because of the 
limitations we meet in the Cobol language. It does not admit more than 
three dimensional arrays. 
The numbers specified in the indices are the maximum number of 
elements the array can contain. An array is, thus, a collection of 
identical elements whose type is specified in the component type clause. 
Here, we have another restriction: the component type cannot be a 
structured type. 
3. Items of. 
The items_of variables serve to keep instances of database record 
types. Thus, the name specified in the declaration must denote some record 
type of the database; it indicates the type of the records the variable is 
allowed to contain. 
4. Ref of. 
-- --
The ref_of variables serve to keep references to database records. 
The implicit type of the variable is integer (see section 1.8. of chapter 
2). If a narne is specified, it must be a record type of the database; the 
variable declared is thus a reference to records that have that type. If 
the narne RECORD is specified, it means that the variable declared is a 
reference to records of the database of different unknown types. The 
variable can be used to refer all records of the database. 
-> Narne variable~-
In this case, the variable type is to be found in the type 
declarations . 
This last kind of variable declaration does not describe in details 
t he type of the variable but specifies a narne referring to a non standard 
data type previously declared in the declaration part. Thus, those 
declarations define one or more variables to be of the type given in the 
type declaration part. 
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1.6. Statement Part 
1-~·1· Structure of the statement part 
.!_ • §. . ! . .!, • Syntax 
<statement__part> ::= begin <Statements> end 
<Statements> ::= <statement> 
1 <statement> ; <statements> 
<Statement> ::= <ass_st> 
1 <for_st> 
<if_st> 
<while_st> 
<db_mod> 
<next_st> 
<exit_st> 
<Call_st> 
<return_st> 
<dwmny> 
<dummy> ::= <empty> 
begin 
end 
I := O; 
while I<>N do 
I:=I+l; 
PRINT! ( I) 
endwhile; 
1.6.1.3. Semantics 
- - - -
3.23 
The statement part of an ADL program is a set of statements preceded 
with "begin" and terminated by the keyword "end". 
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1.6.2. Assignment statement 
.!.-~-~-.!.- synta.x 
<ass_st> ::= <variable> := <assign_expression> 
<assign_expression> ::= <arithmetic_expression> 
1 <general_expression> 
!-~·~·~· Examples 
POUND := true; 
(CUS).ADRESSE := ·sunset boulevard San Francisco · ; 
PRESENT :=· (X>TAB[I]) and (X<TAB[J] ); 
TEMP := REel . FIELDl + REe2.FIELD2; 
eus := () 
eus := CUSTOMER( :NBCUS = 123) 
1.6.2.3. sernantics 
- - - -
3.24 
Assignrnent statements serve to assigna certain value (right part) to 
a variable (left part). The type of the right part of the assignment 
statement, which can be expressed explicitly (value) or irnplicitly 
(variable), and the type of the assigned variable must be the same. 
In the particular case of an assignrnent statement with · a general 
expression, the value of the right part of this assignation is a logical 
value; so the type of the variable in the left part must be boolean. 
Sernantically, the assignrnent statement may only apply to variable of a 
simple type (real, integer, nurneric, string, boolean). The only exception 
is the specification of a DB abject set in the assign expression. In this 
case, the statement represents an access to a single identified record of 
the database . In other words, the DB object set (see section 1.3.1.2.2.) 
must denote a sequence of one or zero records. 
1 . 6.3. For statement 
.!_._§_ . 1_ • .!_ . syntax 
<for_st > : := for <variable> := <Collection_expression> do 
<Statements> endfor 
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1.6.3.2. Examples 
for eus := eUSTOMER( :NA.ME= "DUPONT") do 
TR,_eus 1 ( eus ) 
endfor 
for I : =l .. l.O do 
TAB [ I ] : = EXP 1 ( I ) 
endfor 
1.6.3.3. Sernantics 
- - - -
The for statement is a way to represent an 
collection expression (see section 1.3.1.) may 
meanings, depending whether it denotes a range 
Generally speaking, the for statement allows one to 
executed on each element of the defined sequence: 
a range defines a sequence of integer values; 
a DB abject set defines a sequence of database 
3.25 
enumerative loop. The 
have quite different 
or a DB object set. 
specify a process to be 
records. 
At each iteration, the value of the reference of the sequence element 
to be processed by the loop is assigned to the control variable and a test 
is performed to check if the assignment just done was not the last. If the 
end of the sequence is encountered, the statement following the for 
statement is executed. 
This little process can be described as this 
... statement for_statement 
l 
first assignment > 
statement 
YES 
test (last 
element '? 
NO 
statements 
l 
new assignment 
It is obvious that the type ·of the control variable must be integer in 
the case where the collection expression denotes a range; otherwise the 
loop variable must denote a record variable defined to refer the records of 
the selected sequence. 
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1.6.4. Next statement 
_!,.§_._!._!,. Syntax 
<next_st> ::= next 
1 next < name > 
l-~-~-~- Exa.mple 
next eus 
1.6.4.3. semantics 
- - - -
3.26 
The next statement forces the termination of the current execution of 
the statements in a for loop. If a name is specified·, this na.me must be 
the name of a loop control variable. In that case, the termination concerns 
the loop controled by this variable. The termination of the loop implies 
the abortion of all the loops contained in it. 
If no name is given, that means that the abortion concerns the irunost 
loop body. 
A new assignment is performed for the loop concerned with the 
abortion. 
1.6.5. Exit staternent 
1. §.. ~. 1. Syntax 
<exit_st> : := exit 
l -~-~-~- Example 
exit PROD 
1 exit <name> 
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1.6.5.3. semantics 
- - - -
The exit statement allows one to a.bort the execution of a loop and to 
execute the statement following the end of the for statement. 
If a name is specified, it must be the name of a control variable. The 
abortion then concerns the loop controled by this variable and of course 
the loops inside this one. 
Otherwise with no name specified, the abortion concerns the inmost 
loop. 
1-~-~- If statement 
!_.§..§..!_. syntax 
<if_st~ ::= if <general_expression> then <statements> endif 
1 if <general_expression> then <Statements> 
else <statements> endif 
1-~-~-~. Examples 
if (TIME = 10PM) and (NB_FERSON < 10) 
then PRINTl(MESS_l) 
else PRINTl(MESS_2) 
endif 
if TAB ( I] = X 
then 
else 
endif 
if TAB(J] = Y 
then PRINTl(MESS_OK) 
endif 
PRINTl(MESS_NOT_OK) 
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1 . 6.6.3. Semantics 
- - - -
test 
general 
expression 
TRUE 
statements 
then 
FALSE 
A D L 
TRUE 
statements 
then 
l 
test 
general 
FALSE 
statements 
else 
1 
3.28 
These two if statements cause certain sequences of statements to be 
executed and others to be skipped, depending on the value of the general 
expression (as shown on the figure above). 
The type of the general expression is boolean. The statements 
following the "then" clause will be executed if the value of the general 
expression is true. They will not be executed if the value is false; in 
this case the statements following the "else" clause will be executed, if 
any. 
The endif clause always refers to the last if encountered. 
1.6.7. While statement 
- - -
!-~•.:?.•!• Syntax 
<while_st> : := while <general_expression> do <statements> endwhile 
l-~-2 -~- Example 
while (A<>B) and (PRESENT= false) do 
I :=I+l; 
endwhile 
if TAB[I] = X then A:=X; 
PRESENT ·= true 
endif 
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while ( I<N) do 
TR._EXPl(I); 
I:=I+l 
endwhile 
1.6.7.3. sernantics 
- - - -
A D L 3.29 
Li.ke the for loop, the while loop causes the iterative execution of a 
sequence of statements but it doe-s not perform any assignment to a loop 
control variable. 
This process can be described as follows: 
statement, while_statement, 
test 
general 
expression 
YES 
while 
statements 
NO 
statement 
The test is performed on the value of the general expression; if the 
evaluation of that expression gives as result true then the statements are 
executed. Otherwise, the statement following the while statement is 
executed. It is obvious that the type of the general expression is boolean. 
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1.6.8. Call statement 
! . §_. ! . 1_. syntax 
<Call_st> ::= <proc_name> 
1 <proc_name> ( <param_list>) 
<param_list> ::= <variable> 
l•§.•!·~· Examples 
SINl(A,SINA) 
SHOWTIMEI 
1.6.8.3. Semantics 
- - - -
1 <variable>,<param_list> 
3,30 
The call statement allows one to invoke a procedure or a function. 
The functions and procedures invoked in an ADL program must be listed in 
the conceptual schema of the workbench data.base. Every function corresponds 
to a separate module (see chapter 4). The identifier name of a called 
function or procedure must always end with the special character "!". The 
call statement allows the passage of arguments to the called function or 
procedure. 
1.6.9. Return statement 
! . §_. 2_ .1_. syntax 
<return_st> : := return 
1 return (<param_list>) 
<param_list> ::= <variable> 
1 <varia.ble>,<param_list> 
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l-~·2·~· Examples 
return; 
return (FOUND,ADRESSE); 
!•i•1·1· Semantics 
In an invoked procedure (or function), the return statement orders the 
corne back to the main program. It allows the passage of arguments (as 
results) to the calling prograrn. 
1.6.10. Data base modification statement 
--- ----
!-i.10.!. syntax 
«lli_mod> ::= <modif> 
<Creat> 
1 <del> 
1.6.10.2. sernantics 
- - - -
These statements modify a record of the database the ADL program is 
defined to work on. 
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1.6.11. create statement 
- - -
1.~.11.1. Syntax 
<creat> ::= create <name> := <name> <creat_conds> 
<creat_conds> ::= <creat_cond> 
1 ( <conditions> ) 
<conditions> ::= <creat_cond> 
1 <Creat_cond> and <conditions> 
<creat_cond> ::= <attach_cond> 
1 <iteI1Lcond> 
<iteI1Lcond> ::= <relation_operator> 
<name> = <arithmetic_expression> ) 
<attach_cond> ::= <relation_operator> <name> ) 
<relation_operator> ::= (<name>: 
1 ( 
l-~-11.~. Example 
create COM:=COMMANDE((CC:CLI) and ( :DATE=DATE_JOUR) and 
( :NCOM=DERNIER...,NUMCOM + 1)) 
1.6.11.3. semantics 
- - - -
3.32 
A instance of the record type denoted by the name given in the right 
part of the assignment is created. The reference to this record is assigned 
to the record variable named in the left part of the assignment. The record 
created will verify the create condition(s). In other words, the created 
record will be associated to the data item values specified in the item 
conditions and it will be linked to the origin records via the 
corresponding access path type, both given in the attach condition. 
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l-~-12. Modify statement 
<modif> ::= modify <name> <modif_conds> 
<modif_conds> ::= <attach_cond> 
1 <items_conds> 
1 <detach_cond> 
<items_conds> ::= <item_cond> 
1 ( <conds>) 
<Conds> : := <item_cond> 
1 <item_cond> and <Conds> 
<item_cond> ::= <relation_operator> 
<name> = <aritmetic_expression> ) 
<attach_cond> ::= <relation_operator> <narne> ) 
<detach_cond> ::= <relation_operator> <unsigned_integer> <name> ) 
l-~-12.~. Examples 
modify CLI(( :ADR=-NAMUR. )and( :TEL=081818181)); 
modify COM(CC:O CLI) 
modify COM(CC:CLI) 
1.6.12.3. Semantics 
3.33 
The name in the modify statement must denote a record variable, that·s 
to say a reference to a database record type. The record implied in the 
modify statement, will be modified in the following way: 
<items_conds> condition: the values of the data items of the record 
will be modified so that the value of each data item will be replaced 
by the result of the evaluation of the arithmetic expression; 
<attach_cond> condition: the record of the modify statement will be 
attached to the record indicated by the name specified in the attach 
condition via the access path type specified in the relation operator; 
<detach_cond> condition: the record of the modify statement will be 
detached from the record referenced by the name of the detach 
condition, it was linked to via the access path type specified in the 
relation o~erator. The unsigned integer is always o so that we can 
read the statement this way: modify the record (whose reference is 
given in the statement) so that it is linked to no record (specified 
in the condition) via the specified access path type. 
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1.6.12.4. Sernantics of the conditions 
-- ---
For an item condition, the name in the condition must be a data item 
of the considered record type. The type of that item must be the same as 
the type of the result of the evaluation of the arithmetic expression. For 
an attach and a detach condition, the name specified must denote a record 
variable; and the name specified in the relation operator must denote an 
access path type defined between the two database record types which are 
referenced in the modify statement (for more details see section 4.2 . 2. of 
chapter 2). 
!-~-13. Delete statement 
~-~ -13.~. Syntax 
<de]__st> ::~ delete <name> 
!-~-13.~. Example 
delete CLI 
1 . 6.13.3 . sernantics 
- - - -
The name specified in the delete staternent must denote a variable 
defined to contain a reference of sorne record of a certain type . 
The record specified is deleted, and so are all the records which are 
mandatory targets of this record by sorne access path type (recursive 
effect). 
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2. EXTENSIONS TO THE EFFECTIVE ADL DEFINITION 
This part of the chapter shortly presents some extensions which have 
been defined to get a first syntactic definition of the whole ADL language. 
To distinguish clearly between the two language definitions, we shall call 
this · extended ADL grammar ·predicative· ADL. We are well aware that the 
proposed syntax is not general enough to allow all the expressions the ADL 
should offer. But we think that these first ideas may be helpful in a later 
and definite specification of the complete ADL grammar. 
The two terms "effective'" and "predicative" ADL must not be understood 
as if they designate two cornpletely different languages. As a matter of 
fact, the effective ADL represents a subset of the predicative ADL. 
In this part we shall describe the extensions by using the same 
representation structure as in the first part. For each section of the 
first part, we give the extensions which have been implemented for the 
syntactical analyser. 
2.1. Basic Symbols, Names, Numbers and strings 
The inclusion of a new data type (the lists) and the generalization of 
the expressions and the for statement require the introduction of new 
keywords (one declarator and three separators) as well as new brackets 
(brace brackets) and test operators (in, not_in). So the extension only 
concerns the delimiters of the basic symbols (see section 1.1.1.4.) 
l-l.-1- Syntax 
<test~operator> ::= < 1 > 1 <=l>=l<>l=linlnot_in 
<separator> ::=, 1. 1; 1 :=! .. 1//ldolthenlelselorderlif_nolendfor 
lendiflendwhile 
<bracket> : : = ( 1 ) 1 [ 1 ] 1 { 1 } 1 begin I end 
<declarator> ::= algorithmltypelvarlgrouplarrayllistloflitems_of 
lreflbooleanlstringlreallintegerlnurneric 
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2.2. variables 
~-~·l· syntax 
<variable> ::= <Class_var> 
1 < var_i tems > 
A D L 
1 <name>//<name> 
~-~-~- Example 
CUSTOMER//CUS 
2.2.3 . semantics 
- - -
3.36 
The syntax of a variable has been extended to allow the general set 
expression of the Data Designation Language (see section 2.2. of chapter 
2). The first name denotes a database record type and the second is the 
name of a record variable. Considering that a DB object set is henceforth 
formed of a variable and a predicate (see section 2.3.l.2.3. ), this allows 
us to write the selection expression of a sequence of database records and 
to define the record variable as some label of this records sequence. 
Note that contrary to the DOL expression, the symbol separating the 
two identifiers is a double slash character. In fact, the character had to 
be doubled to avoid an ambiguity with the dividing symbol of the arithmetic 
expression. 
2.3. Expressions 
In the predicative ADL syntax, the collection expression is 
substantially different; the arithmetic expression reveals a small 
modification and the general expression is not changed at all. 
2.3.1. Collection Expression 
~-1•!•!• syntax 
<Collection_expression> : := <range> 
1 < list> 
1 <DB_object_set> 
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<range> ::= <arithmetic_expression> .. <arithrnetic_expression> 
1 .... <arithmetic_expression> 
1 <arithmetic_expression> .... 
1 ...... 
<list> ::= {<list_enumeration>} 
<list_enumeration> ::= <list_elernent>,<list_enumeration> 
1 <list_element> 
<list_elernent> ::= <assign_expression> 
<DB_object_set> ::= <variable> <predicate> 
<predicate> ::= (<coll_cond_factor>) or (<predicate>) 
1 <Coll_cond_factor> 
<coll_cond_factor> ::= (<coll_cond_term>) and 
(<coll_cond_factor>) 
1 <coll_cond_term> 
<Coll_cond_terrn> ::= not<coll_cond_primary> 
1 <Coll_cond_primary> 
<coll_cond_prirnary> ::= <relation_condition> 
1 ( ) 
l(<predicate>) 
<relation_condition> ::= <relation_operator> <CO> <variable>) 
1 <relation_operator> <CO> 
<DB_object_set>) 
1 <relation_operator> <CO> 
<belonging_cond>) 
<relation_operator> ::= ( <name>: 
1 ( 
<CO> ::= [<cardinal>] 
<cardinal> ::= <range> 
<ordinal> ::= ~<cardinal> 
<ordinal> <empty> 
a- 1 <unsigned_integer> <name> 
<belonging_cond> ::= <variable> <test_operator> 
<arithmetic_expression> 
2 . 3.1.2. semantics 
- - - -
3 . 37 
Here the collection expression designates an ordered set of simple 
value expressions (range ·and list) or a sequence of data item values or 
database records (DB object set). By simple value expression we mean an 
assign or arithmetic expression whose evaluation produces one single value . 
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~-1·!•~•!• Range 
The semantics of the range expression is exactly the same apart from 
the fact that the expression giving the values of the lower and upper bound 
can be more complex. They must nevertheless define a simple value 
expression. The symbol ·*· used as a maximum value means infinity, while 
· *· used as a minimum value means minus infinity. 
Examples: 
I+J .. TAB [K] 
l .. * 
2.3.l.2.2. List 
----- --
A list is formed of a sequence of simple value expressions. Each of 
these expressions denotes one element of the list. TWo consecutive 
expressions are separated by a connna. The complete set of elements is 
enclosed between · {}·. 
Examples: 
{I,I+J,I*J,I/J} 
{ . IKO. , . IK. , . I . , . KO . , . K. , . 0 . } 
In the predicative ADL, a DB object set is formed of a variable 
identifier followed by a predicate. The variable must denote a predefined 
set of DB objects and the predicate again acts liJce a filter on this 
ordered set of DB abjects. The fundamental difference is that the syntax of 
a variable ( contrary to a simple name) allows the specification of some 
subscript as well as the assignation of some record variable in the 
expression of the DB abject itself. Moreover the expression of the 
predicate is considerably generalized as it may specify any kind of access 
condition, possi.bly combined with a cardinal or ordinal condition. In other 
words, the selection condition must no longer correspond to some elemtary 
access methods provided by the GAM (access by key, access within an access 
path); it allows any condition expression of the Data Designation Language 
(see section 2 of chapter 2). 
More precisely , the DOL requires that the variable designates a 
predefined set of records or data item values: it must denote the name of 
some record type of the database, the string 'RECORD ' or the name of some 
data item . In addition, it may specify the name of some record variable 
which is separated from the record type name by · ;; · , in order to notify 
that from there on, the use of this label will designate this set of 
selected records (see section 2.2. ). Finally the variable may include a 
subscript. This subscript does not represent a simple index of some array 
as , in a predicative ADL algorithm, the exact order of the set of records 
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is defined but not the effective implementation of this sequence. It just 
means that the selected object(s) must be the i-th element(s) in their 
association to the origin DB object with respect to some indicated order or 
to sorne default order (natural ordering). 
The predicate is again an expression of several conditions. The only 
difference is that the collection condition primaries may also be linked by 
the binary operator ·or·. And there is no restriction on the use of the 
negation operator ("not· ). Each collection condition primary is formed of a 
relation condition which ·specifies the association to some DB records or 
data items referenced by a variable or DB object set expression. The 
relation condition rnay also include a belonging condition. 
Relation condition 
In a predicative ADL program, the relation condition may specify an 
association condition between records (access path type), between a record 
and its data item values or between data item values (decomposition of a 
decomposable data item). In the last two cases, the relation condition 
normally includes a belonging condition and must not specify any name in 
the relation operator. 
Moreover the relation condition rnay contain a cardinal or ordinal 
relation criterion. Both syntactic structures define one integer value (i) 
or an interval of integers ( [i . . j] or #i .. j). To explain their exact 
meaning, we shall call original set the sequence of DB objects defined by 
the variable and reference set th~ sequence of objects denoted by the 
variable, DB object set or belonging condition of the relation condition. 
- Cardinal: the criterion is true for an instance of the original set if it 
is related to · k· elements of the reference set and · k· belongs 
to the sequence of integers defined by the cardinal expression 
(i< =k<=j). 
- Ordinal: the criterion is true for an instance of the original set if: 
it is related to ·k· DB objects 
- · k· is greater or equal to the minimum value of the range 
specified by the ordinal expression (k>=i) 
- all the objects related to this instance which have a 
rank between i and min(k,j) belong to the reference set . 
Finally note that the reference set may be denoted by a record 
variable or a record type name if it is a sequence of records. If the 
reference set does not denote any predefined set of records or data item 
values , it is represented by yet another DB object set, as a predicate 
expression is necessary to determine this particular set of DB objects. The 
nurnber of overlapping DB abject set expressions is not limited. 
Belonging condition 
The belonging condition has been extended in that it allows the 
specification of a condition on any data item of a record; it has no longer 
to be a component of an access or order key. Purthermore two test operators 
have · been added (in, not_in: see section 2 . 1. ), which make it possible to 
express a belonging condition on records with respect to the reference set 
denoted by the arithmetic expression. 
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Examples: 
OROER(OR...OL:[3 .. 4]0ROER...LINE) defines the set of records of type OROER 
which are linked via the access path type 
OR...OL to three or four records of type 
OROER......,LINE 
OROER(OR...OL:JJ .. ~ OROER...LINE( :Q>lO)) defines the set 
OROER which are 
more records of 
that those from 
last contain a 
greater than 10. 
l•l•~· Arithrnetic Expression 
of records of type 
linked to three or 
type OROER...LINE so 
rank three up to the 
data item value Q 
The definition of this expression remains the same except that in the 
syntax rule of the primary, the non terminal <DB_object_set> has been 
replaced by the more general non terminal <Collection_expression> (see 
section 2.3.l.) 
l ·l·l·~· syntax 
<primary> : := <String> 
2.3.2.2. Semantics 
----
1 <unsigned_number> 
1 <logical_value> 
1 <variable> 
1 <cal.J._st> 
1 <nullref> 
1 <collection_expression> 
l(<arithmetic_expression>) 
This substitution means that in the predicative ADL, a list or a range 
expression may be used in test expressions or in assign expressions. These 
types of operations are no longer restricted to simple data types. 
l ·l·l· General Expression 
There has been no change whatsoever as far as this syntactic structure 
is concerned. 
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2.4. Global Algorithm Structure 
There has been no change in the general structure of the algorithm. 
2.5. Declaration Part 
The main changes we have here are some generalizations for the arrays 
declarations and the lists declarations . 
~ .~.~- Array declaration. 
The dimension of an array is no longer limited like in the effective 
ADL. Now, the number of dimensions is not restricted. 
syntax 
<array> ::= array [<indeJLlSt>] of <compon~nt_type> 
<indeJLlSt> : := <index> 
1 <index>,<indeJLlSt> 
<index> ::= <unsigned_integer> 
<Component_type> ::= <Simple> 
1 <items_of> 
<ref_of> 
<name> 
2.5.2. List Declaration 
--- --
The extension of the collection expression to lists requires the 
inclusion of list declarations. 
~·~·~·~· syntax 
<list_of> ::= list of <Component_type> 
1 list [<unsigned_integer>] of <Component_type> 
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2.s.2.2. Semantics 
- - - -
we can declare a list in two different ways. First, we can declare a 
list without a maximum bound (for example: list of integer). The maximum 
bound is defined somewhere in the system by the designer but not in an ADL 
program. Then, we can define a list with a well defined size (for example: 
list [10) of integer). 
2.6. statement Part 
The main changes made in the statement part concern the for statement 
and the delete statement. 
2.6.1. For statement 
- - -
~.~.1,.1,. syntax 
<for_st> ::= for <variable> := <for_list> do <statements> 
<if_no_st> endfor 
<for_list> ::= <Collection_expression> 
1 <Collection_expression> <order> 
<order> : := order <order_Jceys> 
<order_Jceys> ::= <name> <ad> , <order_Jceys> 
1 <name> <ad> 
<ad> ::= ascending 
1 descending 
1 <empty> 
<if_no_st> : := if_no <variable> then <Statements> 
1 <empty> 
~-~-~-~- Example 
NBCLI = 0; 
for CLI:=CLIENT(CC:COM( :DATE_COM=X))order NAME_CLIENT do 
PRINT!(NAME_CLIENT); 
NBCLI:=NBCLI + l 
if_no CLI then PRINT l ( MESS_ERR) 
endfor 
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2.6.1.3. semantics 
- - - -
Li.ke in the effective ADL, the for statement is an enumerative loop . 
In the predicative ADL, however, two sets of statements can be performed. 
The main difference with the effective ADL is that, when the test performed 
concludes that there is no element satisfying the selection condition of 
the for statement, the if_no statements are performed. This can be 
described as follows: 
statement , for statement 
l 
first 
assignement 
yes 
statements 
for statements 
t 
new assignement 
no 
statement 
The set of values or references that can be assigned to the control 
variable are the elements selected by the for list. This set of possible 
elements is always ordered. The order of the sequence may be implicit (it 
is defined through the schema description) or it may be defined explicitly 
by means of the order clause . In th i s case, the sequence of access 
corresponds to a sorted order defined by one or more data items of the 
record type. This order clause may only be used if the collection 
expression denotes a DB object set (see section 1 . 3.l . 2.2. ) . 
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2.6.2. Delete statement 
~ ·~-~-.!- syntax 
<del > ::= delete <name> 
l delete <name> <relation_operator> <unsigned_integer> <name>) 
~·~·~·~ · Example 
delete CLI(CC:O COM) 
2 . 6.2.3 . semantics 
- - - -
The second way of deleting a record is new. The specified database 
record is deleted only if it satisfies the deleting condition , that is if 
it is linked to no record of the defined sequence via the access path type 
specified in the relation operator . 
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INTRODUCTION 
The developed workbench suggests an overall framework for database 
design at the logical layer independent of a particular target DBMS while 
progressing in the database design. 
The database for the logical database design system has been designed 
to allow the representation of database schemata, expressed in the GAM 
model (see chapter 2). As the description of database schemata may be 
expressed in the GAM model too, the workbench database can be used at two 
different levels of representation. 
In this chapter, we shall present 
- the conceptual schema of the database supporting the database design 
workbe~ch; it is described in the E/R model 
the binary access schema that has been derived from the conceptual 
schema . 
DATABASE 
1· CONCEPTUAL SCHEMA OP THE WORKBENCH DATABASE 
inverse 
0-1 0-1 
PATH-TYPE 
ap-name 
ap-code 
,=;i 
__J 0-n 
2-n 
member 
includes 
---. 
~ s 0-n 
sch-type 
0-n 
sch-name 
sch-code 
0-n 
•-ni 
1 
0-n 
IKO 
iko-code 
i-k-o 
num-global 
global-order 
seq-global 
simple-order 
duplicates 
ref-set 
1-1 
concerns 
RECORD-TYPE 
rt-type 
rt-name 
rt-code 
0-1 
file-of 
0-1 
MODULE 
md-type 
md-name 
md-code 
10-n 
lo-n 
counter 
0-n 0-1 
ITEH 
it-name 
it-code 
it-seq 
optional . 
0-n I repetitivity 
o-n length 
type 
decim 
1-1 
contains 
in 
f-type 
0-1 f-name 
f-code 
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The conceptual schema cohsists of two parts 
- the first part concerns data.base schemata. It is composed of the 
entity SCHEMA, the GAM entities PILE, RECORD TYPE, PATH TYPE and ITEM. 
Pinally, as we shall explain later, the entity IKO represents the GAM 
concepts of identifier, access key and order. 
- the second part allows the representation of the programs which work 
on the data.base schemata. Presently, this partis reduced to the 
single entity MODULE. 
In the following description of the conceptual schema, we often refer 
to chapter 2 for the definition of the GAM entities. Moreover, a detailed 
description of this conceptual schema in the META-language or ISLDM 
(Information System Language Definition Manager) is given in the appendix. 
For a good introduction to this Life cycle Support Systems (LSS) generator, 
please read chapter 6 of the thesis by Moentack & Delcourt ( [DELC . 84] ) . 
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1.1. Entities 
l. l. l. SCHEMA 
- - -
It represents a database schema expressed in the Generalized 
Access Model. A schema is a logical representation of data structures. 
Attributes 
SCH-'l'YPE : this attribute indicates the type of the schema; a 
schema may be a possible access schema (PAS), a necessary access 
schema (NAS) or an effective access schema (EAS). 
The definition of these three types of schemata is determined by 
the design process which is presented in [HAIN.83b], [HAIN.84b] and 
in [ DELC . 8 4 ] . 
A possible access schema is the systematic translation of the data 
structures expressed in the E/R model. Expressed with the GAM, the 
schema allows to perforrn all possible ways of access to the data 
structure, thus offering a convenient representation of the data 
for the logical design. 
A necessary access schema is derived from the PAS by retaining only 
those data structures and means of access that are used by the 
effective algorithms. 
Finally, an effective access scherna is obtained by transforrning the 
NAS in such a way that it is compatible with the target DBMS. 
SCH-NAME : the string of characters contains the name of the 
schema. 
SCH-CODE : the attribute gives the code which contains the scherna 
within the database; it is used by the access functions of the 
GAM. 
_!._!.~ MODULE 
It represents an algorithm written in the ADL language. The 
prograrn works on the data structure defined by the schema associated 
toit. 
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Attributes 
MD-TYPE 
possible 
(PM). 
DATABASE 4.6 
this attribute indicates the type of the module; the 
values are effective module (EM) and predicative module 
Predicative modules specify the manipulations of the database 
records by giving the properties of the selected collections of 
data. They don·t define any particular sequence of accesses to get 
to the data. The algorithms work on the data structures of the PAS. 
Derived frorn a predicative module, an 
specifies the way of acceding to 
effective 
the data. 
module exactly 
It describes the 
sequence of accesses necessary to reach the collection of database 
records defined by the expression in the corresponding effective 
algorithm. 
MD-NAME 
module. 
the string of characters contains the name of the 
MD-CODE : this attribute contains the code which 
module within the database; it is used in 
functions. 
identifies the 
the GAM access 
It represents a collection of database objects as it denotes an 
object FILE of the GAM (see section 1.4. of chapter 2). 
Attributes 
F-TYPE the attribute allows one to define the type of the 
database file. 
F-NAME the string of characters denotes the name of the file. 
F-<:ODE this attribute 
identifies the file 
functions. 
1.1.4. RECORD-TYPE 
indicates the code of the file; it 
within the database and is used in the GAM 
It represents a class of database records as it corresponds to 
the GAM object RECORD TYPE (see section 1.1. of chapter 2) . 
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Attributes 
RT-TYPE : the attribute allows one to indicate the type of the 
class of records. 
RT-NAME : the string of characters denotes the name of the record 
type. 
RT-CODE : this attribute contains the code which identifies the 
record type within the database schema; it serves in the GAM 
access and manipulation functions. 
It represents an access path type of the database schema (see 
section 1.3. of chapter 2). 
Attributes 
AP-NAME 
type. 
the string of characters contains the name of the path 
AP-CODE : this attribute indicates the code of the access path 
type; it identifies the path type within the schema and is used 
in the access functions of the GAM. 
1 . 1.6. ITEM 
It represents a GAM object DATA ITEM (see section 1.2. of chapter 
2 ) . 
Attributes 
IT-NAME 
item. 
the string of characters denotes the name of the data 
IT-CODE : the attribute indicates the code of the data item which 
identifies it within the record type it is contained in; this 
code is used in the GAM functions. 
IT-SEQ : this attribute indicates the ordinal number of the data 
item on the given decomposition level. 
OPTIONAL : this attribute indicates if an instance of the 
associated record type or decomposable data item must ( value= 
NO ) or must not ( value= YES) contain a value of this data item. 
REPETITIVITY : the attribute specifies if the data item is 
repetitive or not. A data item is repetitive if more than one 
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value of it can be associated to an instance of the record type 
or decomposable data item it is contained in. The values of the 
repetitivity property are : 
o if the data item is not repetitive 
n if the repetitivity of the item is limited; this 
repetitivity is fixed if the item has no counter, 
variable otherwise. 
999 if the repetitivity is unlimited. 
LENGTH the attribute defines the length of the maximum size of 
the data item values. 
TYPE : by this attribute one defines the type of the data item; 
its value is either NUM (numeric), CHAR (character) or DEC 
( decomposable ) . 
DECIM: the attribute indicates the nurnber of decimals for a data 
item of type numeric . 
1 . 1.7. IKO 
It represents the generalization of three concepts : Identifier, 
access Key, Order . We presented these concepts in the description of 
the GAM. Identifier is an integrity constraint (see section 3.2. of 
chapter 2), whereas access key and order are objects of the GAM (see 
section 1 . 6. and 1 . 7. of chapter 2) . 
An instance of an object type IKO may represent one, two or all 
three concepts at the same time . 
Attributes 
IKO-CODE the attribute indicates the code identifying the iko 
within the record type. 
I-K-0 : the value of the attribute indicates if the iko denotes 
an identifier ("I") and/or an access key ("K") and/or an order 
("O") for the record type that it concerns. In concrete terms, 
the value is a string of one to three letters ta.ken from the 
alphabet {"I","K" , "O"}. The letters appear in that order, but one 
or the other may be skipped, meaning that the iko does not 
represent the concept the letter stands for. Thus the possible 
values are : 
IKO, IK, IO, I, KO, K, O. 
NUM-GLOBAL : The concept of global is created to extend the 
demain of validity of an iko to many record types of the 
database . Indeed, there may be record types which contain the 
same kind of information as they beiong to a saroe class of 
objects at a higher level of abstraction . Hence, the data items 
of different record types which represent comrnon information may 
constitute a global identifier, access key or order. In other 
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words, ikos that are common among several record types are said 
to belong to the sarne global. 
A global is identified by an integer number. The attribute NUM-
GLOBAL contains this number of the global. If however, the iko 
does not belong to any global, the value of NOM-GLOBAL is zero. 
GLOBAL-ORDER: this attribute defines the type of order of the 
global. Its values are 
RANOOM, PIPO, LIPO, PRIOR, NEXT, SORTED. 
SEQ-GLOBAL : it indicates the ordering of the record types within 
a global order. 
SIMPLE-ORDER: it indicates the type of order within one record 
type. This property has the sarne set of possible values as the 
attribute GLOBAL-ORDER. 
- DUPLICATES : the attribute points out if the iko. representing a 
sorted order allows duplicates. If so, the attribute also gives 
the order of storage of the duplicates 
NO no duplicates 
RANDOM: duplicates stored in random order 
FIPO duplicates stored in first-in-first-out order 
LIPO duplicates stored in last-in-first-out order 
PRIOR duplicates stored in a programmed order 
NEXT duplicates stored in a programmed order 
REF-SET : it indicates which one of the three types of reference 
sets applies to the iko 
DB= the whole database 
EP = each file taken separately 
AP = the access path associated to the iko. 
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1.2. Relations 
This one-to-many relation from the entity SCHEMA to the entity 
FILE is used to express the fact that a particular file belongs to one 
schema. The relationship is optional for both entities. 
This one-to-many relation from the entity SCHEMA to the entity 
RECORD-TYPE is used to link the record types to the schema they belong 
to. The relationship is optional for both entities. 
1 . 2.3. IN 
--- -
This many-to-many relation from the entity RECORD-TYPE to the 
entity FILE expresses the fact that a file is a collection of record 
types which, in turn, may be collected in more than one file . 
1.2.4. CONTAINS 
This relation links a record type or a decomposable data item to 
the data items belonging toit . It is a one-to-many relationship from 
the containing entity (RECORD-TYPE or ITEM) to the contained entity 
(ITEM). 1'he relationship is mandatory for the data item; it either 
belongs to a record type or to a decomposable data item. 
1.2.5. COCJNTER 
This one-to-many relation defined recursively on the entity ITEM 
is used to express the fact that a data item is the repetitivity 
counter of another data item which has to be repetitive. The 
relationship is optional . 
1 . 2 . 6. CONCERNS 
---
This relation is defined between the entity IKO and the entity 
RECORD-TYPE to relate a particular IKO to the record type concerned by 
this identifier, access key or order. The relationship is one-to-many 
from the record type to the IKO and it is mandatory for the IKO. 
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l·I·l· COMPONENT 
This binary relation is defined from the entities ITEM and PATH-
TYPE to the entity IKO. The many-to-many relationship expresses the 
fact that a data item is a component (it may be the only component) of 
an IKO and that an access path type belongs to the reference set of an 
IKO . (For example, a data item of a certain record type may be defined 
to be an identifier and · an access key within the access path type 
leading to this same record type.) This relationship is optional for 
all three entities implied and it has two attributes: 
DIRECTION: for an IKO denoting an order, it indicates the nature 
of the order on the data items. 
ASC ascending order 
DES : descending order 
SEQ-NUM: the attribute gives the sequence number of the data 
item among all the components of the IKO. 
1.2.8. MEMBER 
- - -
This many-to-many relation is defined from the entity PATH-TYPE 
to the entity RECORD-TYPE in order to link an access path type toits 
origin and target record types. A record type being a member of a path 
type if it is the origin or target of the path type , each path type 
has to be related to at least two record types. Hence, the 
relationship is double mandatory for the entity PATH-'I'YPE. 
The relation has two attributes 
ROLE : the attribute indicates if a record type is ORIGIN or 
TARGET of the related access path type. 
MIN-MAX : this attribute specifies the connectivity of the access 
path type. It gives the minimum and maximum number of times an 
instance of the considered record type is member in an access 
path of the same type. The possible values are : 
NM 
OM 
00 
NO 
none or more 
one or more 
one and only one 
none or one . 
1. 2 . 9 . INVERSE 
- - -
This one-to-one relation is defined 
PATH-TYPE to represent the fact that 
inverse of another one . 
recursively on the entity 
one access path type is the 
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l,~.l.O. INCLUDES 
This one-to-many relation from the entity SCHEMA 
PATH-TYPE is used to link the access path types to the 
they belong to. The relationship is mandatory for the 
TYPE. 
l..2 . l.l.. WORKS-ON 
--- -----
4.l.2 
to the entity 
database schema 
entity PATH-
This one-to-many relation from the entity SCHEMA to the entity 
MODULE is used to associate the programs to the schema they work on. 
The relationship is optional for both entities implied. 
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iko-c 
iko 
concerns 
member 
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includes fram 
schema fi le-of 
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4.J.3 
counter 
file 
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The binary access schema is derived by a more or less systematic and 
direct translation of the data structure from the E/R model representation 
into the GAM formalism. This GAM representation has the advantage of 
expressing the data structure in an adequate way for the logical design of 
the various toolkits of the workbench. 
More precisely, the transformation consists in the association of 
a record type to each entity type 
a data item to each attribute of 
a path type with inverse to each 
attributes 
an entity type 
type of binary relation with no 
a record type, data items and two access paths (with inverse) 
identifying this record type to the binary relation types with 
attributes (see the MEMBER and COMPONENT relation). 
Seing a binary relation with on one side two different entity types, 
the COMPONENT relation is transforrned into a record type (called 
COMPONENT) and two access path types (IKO-C AND C-I-P) of which one 
has to allow two record types as origin, too. This means that a couple 
- data item, path type combined with an IKO identifies one 
component. 
All these transformations correspond in fact to the systematic 
translation rules of some data structure from the E/R model into the PAS 
expressed with the GAM. But the derivation of the binary access schema also 
applies some schema transformations to limit its generality 
associate a record type and two access path types (with inverse) 
identifying this record type to a many-to-many path type (see the 
record t ype IN). This transformation allows us to avoid a many-to-many 
access path type, a type of access rarely provided by a real DBMS. 
Hence the transformation adds to the portability of the database 
schema. 
add a data item to the record type PATH-TYPE to indicate if a 
particular path type is a defined access path type or the inverse of 
some defined path type. Because of the recursivity of the INVERSE 
relationship, it is necessary to offer a way of knowing what kind of 
path type one is looking for when asking the inverse of some path 
type. The possible values of this indicator is o and 1 . If this data 
item is 1 for an access path type, it means that this path is origin 
of an access path type INVERSE. For its inverse access path type, this 
data item is o and it indicates that the access path type is origin of 
a path type INVERSE-I. 
The application of these general transformation rules produces a 
binary access schema which contains the following record types 
SCHEMA, FILE , RECORD-TYPE, ITEM, IKO, PATH--TYPE and MODULE which 
exactly represent the types of abjects denoted by the entity types 
they have been derived from. Thus the data items of these record types 
correspond to the attributes defined for the entity types. The only 
exception is the one data item of the record type PATH--TYPE which we 
mentioned earlier. 
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IN, COMPONENT and MEMBER which are created to represent a many-to-many 
relation or a binary relation with attributes. The record type IN has 
no data items whereas the data items of COMPONENT and MEMBER denote 
the attributes of the relationships they are standing for. 
In addition, the access schema includes all the access path types 
derived from the relations. All these access path types have an inverse. 
There is one one-to-one access path type (INVERSE); all the other path 
names marked on the schema denote one-to-many access path types. It follows 
that their inverse path types denote many-to-one path types. The name of an 
in.verse access path type is formed by adding the string "-I" at the end of 
the name of the path type it is the inverse of. 
A more detailed presentation of the access schema of the workbench 
which includes a complete description of the structures of the record types 
as well as a list of the path types with their properties is given in the 
appendix. 
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CHAPTER 5: GENERAL TOOLS USED TO IMPLEMENT THE ADL PARSER. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 
This chapter presents the choice that was made to design the first 
part of the ADL analyser; that is the parser. The ADL parser receives a 
source text written in ADL and produces a parse tree. The second part, the 
semantic analyser will be presented in the next chaptèr. 
The activities of the first part of the analyser may be decomposed in 
a lexical analysis, a syntactical analysis and the construction of the 
parse tree. 
The UNIX system provides two important tools that prevent us from 
writing the lexical and the syntactical analyser from scratch. 
Indeed, the development of new programs on the UNIX system is largely 
facilitated by tools for language design and implementation. These are 
frequently programs generators, compiling into C, which provide advanced 
algorithms in a convenient form. Two of the most important tools are LEX, a 
generator of regular expressions recognisers using deterministic finite 
automata, and YACC a generator of LALR(l) parsers (Look Ahead Left Right). 
section 2 will present what is a lexical analyser and LEX; while section 3 
will present what is a syntactical analyser and YACC. 
Section 4 presents the tree structure that was used for the parse 
tree. It will also present the parse tree construction functions as they 
were defined in Namur by Michel Buyse. We call all these tools the 
SYNTACTICAL ENVTRONMENT. 
Another important tool developped also by Michel Buyse is a general 
tool called the transformator, which receives the description of a certain 
formalism in a special language LOF (formalism definition language). It 
produces all the informations necessary so that the syntactical environment 
can be used to generate an analyser for the texts expressed in that 
formalism. Section 5 will present the formalism definition language and 
section 6 the general definition of the transformator [BUYS.85a] and 
[BUYS.85b]. 
All these tools were used to implement the ADL analyser that produces 
the parse tree. 
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2. LEXICAL ANALYSIS AND LEX. 
~-!• The lexical analysis. 
The lexical analysis is the interface between the source program and 
the syntactical analyser. It reads the source program one character at a 
tirne carving that program into a sequence of atomic units called tokens . A 
token consists of a sequence of characters and can be considered as a 
single logical entity. 
In the following example, the ADL statement can be decomposed into 20 
tokens. 
for A: =l .. 10 do 
B:=A~A; 
PRINT 1 ( A, B) 
endfor 
These tokens are: for 
A 
:= 
1 
10 
do 
B 
:= 
A 
A 
PRINTI 
A 
B 
) 
endfor 
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2.2 LEX. 
- - --
LEX is a tool available on the UNIX system. It is a program generator 
designed for lexical processing of character input streams. It accepts a 
high-level problem oriented specification for character string matching, 
and produces a program in a general purpose language (RATFOR or C) which 
recognizes regular expressions. c is the language that was chosen. 
specifications --> 8-> lexical analyser written in C (called YYLEX) 
Thus, LEX source is a table of regular expressions and corresponding 
program fragments. The table is translated into a program that reads an 
input stream, copying it to an output stream and pa.rtitionning the input 
stream into strings matching the given expression. 
A LEX specification is divided in 3 parts: 
definition of the lexical sets 
%% 
rules 
%% 
functions defined by the user 
The definition and function parts are not important and are often 
omitted. 
The rules part contains a set of rules. They 
control decisions. The rules are in a table, 
contains a target and the right part contains actions 
to be executed when the target is encountered. 
Targets. 
represent the user·s 
in which the left part 
(program fragments) 
There are two kinds of targets: literals and regular expressions. 
a literal is a set of predefined characters. For example IF is 
validated by the ,sequence of characters "IF" and only by that one; 
a regular expression allows the definition of a target by means of the 
set of characters accepted. So, for example, (a._zJLZ] (a._zl\_Z0_9]~ is 
validated by the sets of characters "VAR", "var", Var9" ... 
Actions. 
The actions to be executed must be written in C. If we want to use LEX 
wi th the other tool YACC , each action must end with "return(narne ) " , where 
name is a shared identifier with YACC. Name is also a means to identify the 
token just read. 
For exarnple, it is a means to know that the reserved word "IF" has 
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just been read; the shared identifier can be, for example, res_word_if. 
So, in the case of literals, the lexical analyser will 
the syntactical analyser generated by YACC, the type of the 
just read. The syntactical analyser needs to know that the 
"IF" has been read and does not need the string IF itself. 
only send to 
token that was 
reserved word 
However, when the target is a regular expression, the syntactical 
analyser needs to know both the type of the token and its value . Indeed, 
knowing that an identifier has been read is not enough; it is also 
important to know the name of that identifier. 
The order of the rules is significant. If two targets are validated by 
the same set of characters in the input, the choice between the targets is 
done as follow: 
the longest validation is preferred (in other words, the target that 
accepts the greatest number of characters); 
among the rules that validate the same nurnber of characters, the rule 
in first place is preferred. 
Conclusion on LEX. 
---
LEX can be described as follows: 
Source --> --> YYLEX 
Input --> EJ --> Output 
YYLEX is the generated program, 
stream (input) and will perform 
detected. 
that 
the 
will recognize targets in a 
specified action for each target 
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3. SYNTACTICAL ANALYSIS AND YACC. 
3.l. The syntactical analysis. 
The syntactical analysis has two functions. Pirst, it checks that the 
tokens that appear in its input (that is the output of the lexical 
analyser) occur in patterns that match the specification of the source 
language. It also imposes on the tokens a tree structure, that means that 
the syntactical analyser calls the parse tree construction functions, so 
the intern representation of the text is created. 
Here is a simple example of the first task of the syntactical 
analyser; the second will be explained later. 
If an ADL program contains the expression 
while A do do 
then, after the lexical analysis, that expression appears 
syntactical analyser as the tokens sequence 
while name do do . 
to the 
On seeing the second do, the syntactical analyser should detect an error, 
because the presence of two do adjacent violates the formation rule of a 
while statement. 
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3.2. YACC . 
YACC is a program generator available on the UNIX system. It provides 
a general tool for imposing structure on the input of a computer program. 
The YACC user prepares a specification of the input process. Prom that, 
YACC generates a function to control the input process. 
specification --> B-> syntactical analyser written in c 
A YACC specification is divided in three parts: 
de fini tiens 
en 
rules 
%% 
functions 
The functions partis net important and is often empty; it won · t be 
discussed here. 
First part: the definition part of~ YACC specification. 
This area serves to define the names used as token names in the rules 
part. These names are the ones that we find in the LEX specification as 
arguments of the return functions associated with the description of the 
lexical entit ies . 
Example: %token tif tthen telse ... 
In this part, we need to define the starting point of the analysis; that is 
the rnost global structure of a formalisrn. 
second part: the rules part. 
This part is composed of a set of rules. Each rule consists of three 
parts: the entity defined , its definition and the actions to be executed 
when that entity is encountered. 
the ent i ty defined corresponds to the left member of a concret syntax 
rule expressed in BNF (Backus-Nauer Form). 
the right member of the rule is formed by the description of the 
entity. I n this description, the reserved words and separators have 
been rep l aced with a t oken name shared with the lexical analyser. 
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Exarnple. 
Concrete syntax rule: 
< if> : := 
LEX: 
if <cond> then <Stat> else <stat> 
if 
then 
else 
return(tif); 
return(tthen); 
return( telse ) ; 
YACC: if: tif cond tthen stat tesle stat 
5.8 
the action to be executed is the construction of the corresponding 
tree. In those actions, it is possible to use YAcc·s meta-variables. 
These meta-variables have the form "Sx", where "x" is either a number 
or the symbol "S". 
"SS" is the meta-variable which receives a value in the current rule. 
"Si" is the way to obtain the value affected to the term in position i 
in the right member of the rule. This process is the derivation 
process. 
Exarnple. 
In the above described rule, S2 allows us to obtain the value affected 
when the rule cond is recognized; S4: the same applies in the case of 
the first statement rule and S6 for the second statement rule. SS 
allows to affect a value to the current rule, in this case the ' if" 
rule. These values are references to the abstract tree where these 
different terms of the rule are stored. 
The entire rule is thus: 
if: tif cond tthen stat telse stat 
{ SS= node_constr(if_code,S2,S4,S6);}; 
All the actions performed, when a syntactical entity is recognized, 
are the parse tree construction functions explained in the section 4. 
It is necessary to define a particular rule, that will serve as 
starting point for the analyser. It is from that starting point that YACC 
is going to try to validate the tokens sequence. The starting point 
represents the most global structure in the defined formalism. 
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3.3 . Cooperation of LEX & YACC. 
So, as described in the preceding section, the input data text read is 
divided into tokens by the lexical analyser generated by LEX. They are 
communicated to the parser which organizes them into larger structures . 
The cooperation between LEX and YACC can be described as follows: 
input--> 
lexical 
rules 
grammar 
rules 
\// 
B 
l l EJ-> EJ-> parse tree 
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4. THE PARSE TREE CONSTRUCTION FUNCTIONS. 
!•!• Tree definitions. 
As the parser produces a tree, it seems important to define what is · a 
tree. An important work was done on that topic by Moentack & Delcourt 
[DELC.84]. Here let · s brievly recall the major characteristics of the tree 
structure. 
A parse tree is a tree where each node is labelled with some non 
terminal A, and the children of that node are ·labelled from left to right 
with the symbols of the right side of the production by which A was 
replaced in the derivation process at the syntactical analysis. 
For example, if A->XYZ is a production used at some step of a 
derivation, the parse tree for that derivation will have the subtree 
A 
/\ 
X y z 
The leaves of the parse tree are labelled with non terminals or 
terminals and are read from left to right . They constitute a sequential 
form called the yield of the tree. 
The trees implemented are binary trees . Ordinary 
transformed in binary trees by linking together the sons of 
removing vert i cal links except from the father to his first 
explained in the following example. 
X X 
/\ / 
A B A-B 
/\ / 
C D c -o 
Ordinary tree. Binary tree . 
trees can be 
each family and 
son. This is 
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In the parse trees, all nodes have the same structure. A node can 
contain 5 different informations. The nodes have the following structure. 
1 
CODE PATHER SON 
BROTHER INPO 
The meaning of each field is the following: 
CODE : field dedicated to contain the code of the node; 
PATHER: field that contains the reference of the node that is the 
father of the described node, NIL if it has no father so far; 
SON : field that contains the reference of the node that is the son of 
the described node, NIL if it has no son so far; 
BROTHER :field that contains the reference of the- node that is the 
brother of the described node, NIL if it has no brother so far ; 
INPO : field dedicated to the user. 
More information on trees can be found in [DELC.84). 
4 . 2. Parse tree construction functions. 
---
In this section, we will describe the functions that are used in the 
YACC rules to build the parse tree. 
These functions are: 
NUN: construction of an unary node; 
NBIN: construction of a binary node; 
NTER: construction of a ternary node; 
NQUAT: construction of a quaternary node; 
NZER: construction of a zeroary node; 
CLIEN: construction of a link between two list members; 
HLISTE: construction of a list head node; 
CONSTRCOMM: construction of a comment node; 
CONSTRGEN : construction of a generic node; 
CONSTRIDENT : construction of an identifier node; 
CMETA; construction of a meta node . 
All these functions were defined by Michel Buyse, they will be 
described in the sequel and more information can be found in [BUYS.84] . 
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FUNCTION 1: NUN creation of an unary node. 
INPUT. 
t: code of the node to create; 
fl: reference to anode in the tree where the information of the son 
of the node to create are stored. 
OUTPUT. 
NUN returns the reference of the node that was just created. That 
means that: 
anode, whose code is t and whose son is fl, is created in the tree; 
a father link is created between fl and the new node. 
Example . 
Before the call. 
code father son brother 
fl-> ~l_c1_~'-----'--x:x----1.. __ ----J 
After the call f_n = nun 
code father son brother 
fl--> 
f_n-> 
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FONCTION 2: NBIN creation of a binary node. 
INPUT. 
t: code of the node to create; 
fl: reference to anode in the tree where the information of the first 
son of the node to create are stored; 
f2: reference to anode in the tree where the information of the 
second son of the node to create are stored; 
OUTPUT. 
NBIN returns the reference of the node just created. That means that: 
anode, whose code is t and whose son is fl, is created in the tree; 
a father link is created between fl and the new node and between f2 
and the new node; 
a brother link is created between fl and fZ. 
Example. 
Before the call. 
code father son brother 
fl-> 
f2-> 1 :: 1 1 :: 1 1 
After the call f_,b = nbin 
code father son brother 
fl-> Cl f_,b X1 f2 
f2-> C2 f_,b xz nil 
f_,b-> t -- fl --
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FUNCTION 3: NTER creation of a ternary node. 
INPUT. 
t: code of the node to create; 
fl: reference to anode in the tree where the information of the first 
son of the node to create are stored; 
f2: reference to anode in the tree where the information of the 
second son of the node to create are stored; 
f3: reference to anode in the tree where the information of the third 
son of the node to create are stored. 
OUTPUT. 
NTER returns the reference of the node just created. That means that: 
anode, whose code is t and whose son is fl, is created in the tree; 
a father link is created between fl and the new node and between f2 
and the new node and between f3 and the new node; 
a brother link is created between fl and f2 and between f2 and f3. 
Example. 
Before the call. 
code father son brother 
fl-> Cl -- Xl --
f2-> C2 -- X2 --
f3-> C3 
-- X3 --
After the call f_t = nter. 
code father son brother 
fl-> Cl f_t Xl f2 
f2-> C2 f_t xz f3 
f3-> c3 f_t X3 nil 
f_t-> t -- fl --
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FUNCTION 4: NQUAT creation of a quaternary node . 
INPUT. 
t: code of the node to create; 
fJ.: reference to anode in the tree where the information of the first 
son of the node to create are stored; 
f2: reference to anode in the tree where the information of the 
second son of the node to create are stored; 
f3: reference to anode in the tree where ·the information of the third 
son of the node to create are stored. 
f4: reference to anode in the tree where the information of the 
fourth son of the node to create are stored. 
OUTPUT . 
NQUAT returns the reference of the node just created. That means that: 
anode, whose code is t and whose son is fl, is created in the tree; 
a father link is created between fl and the new node and between f2 
and the new node and between f3 and the new node and between f4 and 
the new node; 
a brother link is created between fl and f2 and between f2 and f3 and 
between f3 and f4. 
Example . 
Before the call. 
code father son brother 
f.l-> cl -- XJ. --
f2-> c2 -- X2 --
f3-> C3 -- X3 --
f4-> C4 -- X4 --
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After the call f_q = nquat. 
code father son brother 
fl-> Cl f_q Xl. f2 
f2-> C2 f_q X2 f3 
f3-> C3 f_q X3 f4 
f4-> C4 f_q X4 nil 
f_q-> t -- fl --
PONCTION 5: NZER construction of a zeroary node. 
INPUT. 
t: code of the node to create. 
OUTPUT.: 
NZER returns the reference of the node just created 
Example. 
Before the call. 
After the call n_z = nzer. 
code father son brother 
n-z-> 1 t I nil/ 
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FUNCTION 6: CLIEN creation of the brother link between two list members. 
INPUT. 
fl.: reference of the preceeding list element; 
f2: reference of the current list element. 
OUTPUT. 
CLIEN returns the reference of the current list element. That means 
that a brother link is created between the preceeding element and the 
current element. 
Example. 
Before the call. 
code father son brother 
f2 -> cj -- xj --
fl. -> ci -- xi fi-1. 
fi-1.-> ci-1. -- xi-1. fi-2 
.... 
fi-n-> ci-nj 
-1 xi-~ nil 
After the call clink = clien. 
code father son brother 
clink-> cj -- xj fl. 
fl. -> ci -- xi fi-1 
fi-1.-> ci-1. 
-- xi-1. fi-2 
.. . . 
fi-n-> ci-n j- j xi-n jnil 
Remark: in such a list the first element is actually the last element of 
the list, and so on. 
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PUNCTION 7: HLISTE creation of the head of the list. 
that: 
INPUT. 
t: the code of the node to create; 
fl.: reference of the last element of the list analysed. 
OUTPUT. 
HLISTE returns the reference of the node just created. That means 
a father link is created between all the elements of the list and the 
new node; 
the order of the elements of the list is restored. 
Example. 
Before the call. 
code father son brother 
fl. -> ci -- xi fi-1. 
fi-1-> ci-1 -- xi-1 fi-2 
... . 
fi-n-> ci-nj 
-1 xi-nj nil 
After the call h_l = hliste. 
code father son brother 
h_l-> t -- f1. --
fi-n-> ci-n h_l xi-n fi-n+l 
.... 
f1. -> ci 
1 h_l 1 
xi 1 nil 
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FONCTION 8: CONSTRCOMM creation of a comment node. 
INPUT. 
t: code of the node to create; 
txt: array that contains the comment to memorize; 
len: lenght of that comment. 
OUTPUT. 
5.19 
CONSTRCOMM returns the reference of the node just created. The text of 
the comment can be accessed via the reference contained in the son of the 
node. 
Example. 
Before the call. 
After the call c_co = constrcomm. 
code father son brother 
c_co-> ____ I t _._I -==------' r_co_.__m 1--=--..I 
FONCTION 9: CONSTRGEN creation of~ generic node. 
INPUT. 
t: code of the node to create; 
txt: array that contains the generic to memorize; 
len: lenght of that generic. 
OUTPUT. 
CONSTRGEN returns the reference of the node just created. The text of 
the generic can be accessed via the reference contained in the son of the 
node. 
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Example. 
Before the call. 
After the call c_ge = constrgen 
code father son brother 
c_ge->I t 1 -1 r_genl - 1 
PUNCTION 10: CONSTRIDENT creation of a identifier node. 
INPUT. 
t : code of the node te create; 
txt: array that contains the identifier te rnemorize; 
len: lenght of that identifier. 
OUTPUT. 
5.20 
CONSTRIDENT returns the reference of the node just created. The text 
of the identifier can be accessed via the reference contained in the son of 
the node . 
Example . 
Before the call. 
After the call c_id = constrident 
code father son brother 
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PUNCTION 11: CMETA construction of a meta node. 
that: 
INPUT. 
t: code of the meta node in the current formalism; 
cno: code of the nodè for which we want to create the meta instance . 
OUTPUT. 
CMETA returns the reference of the meta node just created. That means 
anode of code t and anode of code cno are created; 
a father-son link is created between them. 
Example . 
Before the call . 
After the call cm= cmeta. 
code father son brother 
nil 
pis the reference of the son of the node cm . 
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S. THE FORMALISM DEFINITION LANGUAG.E (LOF). 
i-1· Introduction. 
LOF is a meta-formalism that is used to descript formalisms. A LOF 
prograrn is the description of the syntax of a given formalism. The 
description is used to obtain an instantiation of the syntactical 
environment for that formalism. That is the lexical analyser, the 
syntactical analyser as well as the parse tree construction functions and 
some other tools that will be presented in this section (LOF) and the next 
section (the transformator). 
The definition of a new formalism (that is the text introduced) should 
to be brief. This definition allows to generate the syntactical environment 
for the described formalism without any extra informations. 
~-~· General presentation of the LOF language. 
The LDF programs syntax is very closed to the BNF notation. 
Non terminals of the language are placed between "<"and">". 
A LDF prograrn consists of a heading followed by a semi-colon and a 
body ending with a point. 
~) The heading. 
The heading consists of a static part, pointing out that the text 
analysed is expressed in LDF (xdebut ldfx}, and a dynamic part indicating 
the name of the defined formalism. 
Example. 
(x debut ldf x) 
definition de adl; 
The body of a LOF program consists of a set of production rules 
separated by semi-colons. 
A production rule consists of a left part containing one and only one 
non terminal (NT) and a right part consisting of zero, one, two, three or 
four NTs. There is an exception: alternative rules can contain a boundless 
numb€r of NTs in the right part. 
A NT can appear in one and only one left member of a rule. There are 
reserved NT the meaning of which will be explained later. 
The order of the rules is not important. 
A rule definition can be: 
a list rule; 
a quaternary rule; 
a ternary rule; 
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a binary rule; 
a unary rule; 
a zeroary rule; 
a generic rule. 
All these rules will be presented 
include other things. Section 5.4 
informations about the non terminals, 
symbols and some reserved NTs. 
s. 3. Rules. 
- - ---
in the sequel; but LDF programs can 
of this chapter will present sorne 
the separators, the decompilation 
5.3.l. Definition of the list rule. 
--- ---------
It is allowed to define two kinds of lists; a list that can be empty 
and a list that must at least have one element. 
~) List that can be empty. 
-> LDF formulation: L<NT> : := <NT2>,..sepl 
Where L indicates that it is a list rule; 
NT is the non terminal to define; 
NT2 is the non terminal that is the elernent of a NT list; 
,.. indicates that the list can be ernpty; 
sepl is the separator of the elements of the list. 
Exarnple. 
L<statements> : := <statement> ,.. .. ; " 
defines 
( ernpty list ) 
staternent 
staternent ; statement statement 
_!!) List with at least- one elernent. 
-> LDF formulation: L<NT> : := <NT2>+sepl 
Where L, NT, NT2, sepl have the sarne meaning as in the preceding defined 
kind of list and where + indicates that the list must at least have one 
element. 
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~-l·~· Definition of a quaternary rule. 
A quaternary rule is a rule whose right member contains four NTs. 
-> LDF formulation: 
<NT> ::= sepl <NTl> sep2 <NT2> sep3 <NT3> sep4 <NT4> seps ; 
Example. 
<for_st> ::= "for" <variable> ":=" <Collection_expression> "do" 
<Statements> "if_no" <Statements> "endfor" ; 
~-l·l· Definition of~ ternary rule . 
A ternary rule is a rule whose right member contains three NTs. 
-> LDF formulation: 
<NT> ::= sepl <NTl> sep2 <NT2> sep3 <NT3> sep4 
Exarnple. 
<if_then_else> : := "if" <general_expression> "then" <statements> 
"else" <Staternents> "endif" 
~-l-~- Definition of~ binary rule . 
A binary rule is a rule whose right member contains two NTs. 
-> LDF formulation: 
<NT> : := sepl <NTl> sep2 <NT2> sep3 
Exarnple. 
<if_then> : : = "if" <general_expression> "then" <statements> "endif" 
5.24 
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~-1·~· Definition of an unary rule. 
There are three kinds of unary rules: 
alternative rules; 
simple rules; 
rules to which no tree constructors are associated with. 
~)Alternative~ rule. 
An alternative unary 
only NTs separated by 
serves to present the 
Alternative rules must be 
rule is a rule whose right member consists 
the symbol "I" meaning "or". An alternative 
different productions of the left member 
preceded by the string "ALT". 
-> LDF formulation. 
ALT<NT> : := <NTJ.> 1 <NT2> 1 <NTi> 
Example. 
ALT<statement> ::= <if_then_st> 1 <while_st> 1 <call_st> 
~) Simple unary rule. 
A simple unary rule is a rule whose right part contains one NT. 
-> LDF formulation. 
<NT> : := sepl <NTl> sep2 
Exarnple. 
<Statement_part> : := "begin" <statements> "end" 
5.25 
of 
rule 
NT. 
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~) Unary rule without tree constructor. 
A rule without tree constructor (indicated by SC) is to be used, when 
we don·t want to have in the tree anode of that type. This can be done so 
that, unnecessary informations won · t be present in the tree. 
-> LDF formulation: 
SC<NT> ::= <NT1> 1 <NT2> 
Example. 
SC<simple_data._type> ::= <integer> 
<numeric> ; 
<NTi> 
<real> 
5.3.6. Definition of a zeroary rule. 
<boolean> <string> 
A zeroary rule is used to allow the definition of reserved words of 
the language. There is no NT in the right member of those rules. 
-> LDF formulation: 
<NT> : := sep ; 
Example. 
<integer> : := "integer" 
~-~ ·2· Definition of generic rules. 
Generic of the language are elements that need to be represented as 
regular expressions. 
-> LDF formulation: 
GEN<NT> : := "regular expression" 
Where GEN indicates that it is the definition of a generic; the regular 
expression has the form of the regular expressions recognized by LEX. If 
· "· is present i t needs to be represented twice: · "" · . 
Example. 
GEN < unsigned_integer> : : = " [ 0_9] .,... .. 
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5.4. Non terminals, separators, decompilation symbols and reserved 
words. 
---
This section presents some informations about 
separators, decompilation symbols and reserved words. 
~) Non terminals. 
non terminals, 
All non terminals have to be recognized by the regular expression 
[ a__z.l\_Z] [ a__zA._Z0_9_] 1r. 
Examples: whilest, wh_st, st__NB9 
~) Separators. 
All separators are either empty or composed of a string of characters 
placed between quotation and whose lenght is not equal to zero. 
f) Decompilation symbols. 
The decompilation of a formalisrn is the process which reconstructs the 
ADL program text up frorn the parse tree stored in the system. It allows to 
visualize an algorithm which may have been transformed by tree 
manipulations. It may be visualize by two means. First, a possible option 
is to present that text clearly, with, for example, a statement beginning 
at each new line, with tabulations, and so on. The second way is to present 
the tree like an hierarchical decomposition. The two kinds of decompilation 
are given for the example in appendix. 
To achieve the first kind of decompilation, are needs to include in 
the LDF formalisrn decompilation characters. 
The characters S, #, @, - placed before (or after) a separator have 
the following meaning: 
S: a new line must begin before (or after) the impression of the 
separator; 
#: a new line must begin with a tabulation before (or after) the 
impression of the separator. The tabulation will only disappear after 
the decornpilation of the NT following the symbol #; 
@: i lines must be skipped before (or after) the impression of the 
separator; 
-= no blanks have t'O be inserted before (or after) the impression of 
the separator. 
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Q) Reserved non terminals. 
There are a small number of reserved non terminals that have a 
particular meaning. 
l:) the starting point. 
The most important reserved non terminal is the starting point 
(point_d_entree). 
<point_d_entree> ::= <prograJll_heading> <program...,body> "." ; 
This non terminal represents the most global structure described by 
the grarnmar rules. 
That NT cannot be found in the left member of a rule (its definition 
is extern and it is not described in the current formalism). It can be 
found in several right members of some rules. When this NT is encountered, 
it means that the current language syntax allows the insertion, at that 
place, of a text fragment expressed in another formalism than the one 
currently described. But it was not used in the LDF definition of ADL. 
iii) comment 
That NT is provided to define comments in the current formalism. That 
NT can be found in several right members of the rules; and if it is present 
in at least one right member, we need to define that NT as a generic with a 
regular expression. But it was not used in the LDF definition of ADL. 
Example: GEN <comment> : : = " ( ,t" [ a_zl\_Z] [ a_z1\_Z0_9] +,..)" ; 
iv) ident. 
For intern reasons, it is interesting to make a distinction among all 
generics, so that the identifier generic can be pointed out. Its definition 
must be present in the LDF program. The utility of that distinction is to 
make use of that generic in the recognition of generics of which we can 
fi nd several identical instances in the text analysed. But it was not used 
i n the LDF definition of ADL . 
Example: GEN < ide nt> : : = " [ a,_zl\_Z] [ a_Z1\_Z0_9] ,t"" 
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~-~· Conclusion. 
The formalism definition language described in the present section was 
used with the formalism ADL, sa that it was possible ta use the syntactical 
environment to generate an ADL parser. The way this has been achieved is 
described later on. The next section presents the transformator. The LDF 
definition of ADL can be found in the appendix. 
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6. THE TRANSFORMA.TOR. 
~-!· Introduction. 
The transformator is the tool that receives the description of a 
formalism Fin the formalism definition language and from that description,. 
generates all informations necessary to use the syntactical environment for 
texts expressed in the formalism P. 
These informations are mainly the specification for LEX and YACC, the 
informations for the decompilation and the abstract syntax. This section 
will explain the first kind of informations. 
6,2. Specifications for LEX & YACC. 
~) Creation of the LEX specifications. 
As seen in section 2.2., LEX analyses the specification and produces a 
lexical analyser for the formalism described. 
Here are the different steps. 
i ) Lexical recognition of the meta nodes. 
For each non terminal, if the string just read is a non_terminal_name, 
generate: 
Where 
node name return(tok#); 
node name is the name of the non terminal of the left part of the 
rule; 
# is a value from the range 1 .. p , where pis the number of rules and 
thus the nurnber of meta nodes. 
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ii) Lexical recognition of the separators. 
Here are the steps of that recognition: 
rnake a list of all distinct separators (words and reserved symbols) 
present in the LDF program: 
for each element of the list, generate: 
separator return(tok#); 
Where 
separator is the current element of the list of separators; 
tek# is an abject te which YACC will give a value; # is a value in the 
range p+l .. p+n (n is the number of distinct separators); two distinct 
separator receive a distinct value. 
iii) Lexical recognition of the generics. 
Where 
For each generic described in the formalism, generate: 
regular expression {return(tok#); }; 
regular expression is the lexical definition of the generic; 
tok# has the same meaning as tok# for the separators; # takes a value 
between p+n+l .. p+n+m, where rn is the number of generics of the 
formalism . 
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~) Creation of the YACC specifications. 
The YACC specifications is a file that will be read by YACC so that a 
syntactical analyser will be generated for the formalism. 
Here are the steps. 
Declaration of the tokens; generate: 
itoken tokl tok2 ... tokn+m+p 
Declaration of the starting point of the analyser; generate: 
istart xxxx 
(XXXX is an intern reserved non terminal) 
Each syntax rule receives an intern code depending on its class. The 
different codes given are the following : 
1 .. al: lists that can be empty; 
al+l .. a2: lists with at least one element; 
a2+1 .. a3: quaternary nodes; 
a3+1 .. a4: ternary nodes; 
a4+1 .. as: binary nodes; 
aS+l . . a6: unary nodes; 
a6+1 . . a7: zeroary nodes; 
a7+1 .. aa: generic nodes (except comments and identifiers); 
a8+1: annotations; 
a8+2: comments; 
a8+3: meta._nodes; 
a8+4: identifiers. 
Definition of the production rules of YACC. 
The syntax rules are to be transformed and actions are to be added. These 
actions are the ones specified in the tree construction functions. Each 
rule created includes the recognition clause of the rule at· the meta level 
( cmeta rule ) . 
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!) starting point of the analyser. 
It points out that the tree construction functions can begin to be used. 
The non terminal reserved has been recoqnized. 
Example. 
XXXX: ... { ... 
sommet(SS); 
return( ... ) ; } 
~) Quaternary nodes. 
LDP syntax: <NT> ::= sepl <NTl> sep2 <NT2> sep3 <NT3> sep4 <NT4> seps; 
Will produce: 
NT: tok43 NTl tok23 NT2 tok78 NT3 tok04 NT4 tok55 
{SS=nquat(code_NT,S2,S4,S6,S8);} ; 
l) Ternary nodes . 
LDP syntax: <NT> : := sepl <NTl> sep2 <NT2> sep3 <NT3> sep4; 
Will produce: 
NT : tok43 NTl tok23 NT2 tok78 NT3 tok04 
{SS=nter(code_NT,S2,S4,S6);}; 
~) Binary nodes. 
LDF syntax: <NT> : := sepl <NTl> sep2 <NT2 > sep3 
Will produce: 
NT : tok43 NTl tok23 NT2 tok78 
{SS=nbin(code_NT,S2,S4);}; 
~) Simple unary nodes. 
LDF syntax: <NT> : := sepl <NTl> sep2 
Will produce: 
NT : tok43 NTl tok23 
{SS=nun(code_NT,S2); }; 
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~)Alternative~ nodes. 
LDF syntax: ALT<NT> ::= <NT1> <NT2> 1 ••• 
Will produce: NT : NT1 {SS=nun(code_NT,S1);} 
1 NT2 {SS=nun(code_NT,S1);} 
1 
NTi {SS=nun(code_NT,Sl);} 
'J..) Unary nodes without · constructors. 
<NTi> 
LDF syntax: SC<NT> : := <NTJ.> 1 <NT2> 1 • • • 1 <NTi> 
Will produce: 
NT NTJ. {SS=Sl;} 
NT2 { SS=Sl; } 
NTi {SS=Sl;} 
~) zeroary nodes. 
LDF syntax: <NT> ::= sepl; 
Will produce: 
NT : tok34 {SS=nzer(code_sepl);} 
1) Generic nodes. 
LDP syntax: GEN < name > : : = " [ a__zl\__Z] [ a__zl\__Z0_9] *"; 
Will produce: 
NT: tok3l {SS=eonstrgen(code_name,yytext,yyleng);} 
10) Comment nodes. 
LDF syntax: GEN <comment> : : = " [ a__zl\__Z] [ a._zl\__Z0_9] *"; 
Will produce: 
NT : tok31 {SS=constrcomm(code_comrnent,yytext,yyleng);} 
5. 34 
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LDF syntax: GEN < ide nt> : : = " [ <LZlLZ] [ a__zA__Z0_9] ,. "; 
Will produce: 
NT: tok31 {SS=constrident(code_ident,yytext,yyleng);} 
12) Lists nodes. 
LDF syntax: L<NT> ::= <NTl>*sepl 
Will produce: 
NT {SS=nil;} 
NT tok34 NTl {SS=clien(Sl,S3);} 
error {* actions associated with the error treatment *} 
5.35 
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6.3. Conclusions. 
The transformator generates all the necessary informations so that the 
parser can be produced. The specification files generated by the 
transformator can be found in the appendix. So the tools we have just 
described allow us to simply write a LDP text of the ADL formalism. 
Provided that the defined grammar is unambiguous, we obtain a complete 
parser that performs the lexical and syntactical analysis of an ADL program 
text and it produces a parse tree. The tool obtained performs other tasks 
that won·t be explained here (like, for example, the decornpilation working 
on the parse tree); more details can be found in [BUYS.85a] and [BUYS.85b]. 
The whole process can be graphically represented by the following 
figure. 
ADL text 
LDF text --> TRANSFORMATOR 
fr. 
Lexical 
rules 
l 
LEX 
IJ/ 
Grammar 
rules 
t 
YACC 
Decompilator 
ADL text 
--:> Parse tree 
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CHAPTER 6: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SEMANTIC ANALYSIS 
6.1 
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INTRODUCTION 
In a general point of view, the activity of an analyser can be 
decomposed into three major functions: 
1. the lexical analysis, ·scanning· and ·screening· the input stream to 
recognize the tokens of the language 
2. the syntactic analysis, matching the structures present in the input 
stream with the syntax of the language 
3. the semantic analysis. 
In our work, each part has been treated separately. However since we 
use a deterministic method of syntax analysis (an LALR(l) analyser), we 
could have considered the syntax as a skeleton on which to hang semantics . 
This would make it possible to execute semantic routines during the syntax 
analysis process, thus saving a pass of the parse tree. Therefore our 
option is not the best way to achieve a most efficient analyser, but this 
clear separation of concerns allows us to use the toolkits available 
(chapter 5) and to ease several problerns faced by the analyser and the text 
generator. Besides , since we are in an experimental phase, we focus on the 
Simplicity, the readability, the understanding and the correctness of the 
compiler functions prier to the concerns of tirne and rnemory space 
performance and efficiency . 
In the previous chapter we have seen how the syntax of the language 
allows us to analyse the structure of a program and build its parse tree. 
This chapter presents the choices which were made in the design and the 
consequent implernentation of the the semantic analyser. The semantic 
analyser accepts as input a parse tree and produces a symbol table, a 
declaration table and other data collections useful to the code generator. 
The first part concentrates on the various data tables produced by the 
semantic analyser . It gives the structure of the tables . Moreover it 
presents the list of routines provided to accede to and manipulate the 
different tables. 
The second part gives the principles which have been adopted for the 
semantic analysis and an idea of how they have been implemented, using one 
or the other data table described in the first section. 
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l. THE TABLES OF THE SEMANTIC ANALYSER 
A compiler needs to collect and use information about all the data 
abjects appearing in the source program. For instance, the semantic 
analyser has to know the type of a variable, the size of an array, the 
number of arguments of a function and their type, and so forth. This 
collecting of information is accomplished by means of a symbol table. In 
the abstract, a symbol table entry is composed of two fields, a name field 
and an information field. 
However, the ADL analyser has to collect such a variety of 
supplementary information, especially about the objects of the database, 
that a single- data table appeared to be quite insufficient for storing all 
the information relevant to the code generator. Hence, the semantic 
analyser does not only produce a symbol table, but also a declaration table 
for the data items, a record table for the undetermined reference variables 
and an access key table. For each of them we must be able to : 
determine whether a given object is in the table 
add a new entry to the table 
accede to the information associated to a given object. 
The primary issues in designing these tables are the format of the 
entries as well as the access method . So for each of the data tables, this 
section first describes the data structure and then lists the functions 
provided to accede to that structure. 
1.1. The Symbol Table 
The syrnbol table collects the relevant information about all the names 
figuring in the declaration part of the ADL program. rt stores also 
information about the record types and the access path types used in the 
algorithm. 
1 . 1.l. Structure of the symbol table 
An entry of the syrnbol table consists of : 
the string of characters that denotes the name of the defined object 
the length of the string 
the level number 
the class value 
the reference to the declaration tree 
the code of the object referred to by the name 
the reference to the declaration table . 
The level number is highly bound to. the way the semantic analyser 
works. As the analyser moves sequentially downwards through the declaration 
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part of the parse tree, producing a symbol table entry for each defined 
name, the order of the names in the table corresponds to their order of 
appearance in the declarations. This property of the symbol table is used 
for the implementation of group variables. Consider a variable whose type 
is GROCJP and which contains several fields. If the level number of the 
entry which denotes the variable is i, then the level number of the entries 
denoting its fields is i+l. Besides, the level number of an entry which 
denotes a variable not contained in any other variable is defined to bel. 
Finally the level number of all entries which do not denote a variable is 
also l. 
The class value of the name determines the type of the object the name 
refers to. The class value is either some type of database object 
(algorithm, record_type or access__path_type) or some type of a variable 
(boolean, string, real, integer, group, items_of, ref_name, ref_record or 
any non standard type declared within the program). 
To be very precise, the reference to the declaration tree constitutes 
the reference, within the declaration part of the pa.rse tree, of the 
generic node which denotes the name of the symbol table entry. Indeed, as 
each object used in the program has to be defined in the declaration part, 
there is a parse subtree containing the declaration of the generic. 
Nevertheless, note that record types and path types of the database schema 
are not defined in an ADL program; their tree reference is asswned to be 
-1. 
Only objects of the data.base the ADL program is working on, do possess 
a code. Therefore the field of the symbol table entry which specifies the 
code of the declared name has only a value if the name refers to an 
algorithm, a record type or an access path type listed in the conceptual 
schema. The default value is assumed to be -1. The declaration table is 
produced to store some relevant information about the data items of a 
record type used in the program. Thus the reference to a declaration table 
entry contains the index value of the first data item of the record type 
the symbol table entry is referring to . It follows that this reference only 
has a value if the name denotes a record type, a variable ITEMS_OF which is 
defined to receive the item values of some instance of a particular record 
type or a reference variable dedicated to one particular record type 
(REF_NAME). The default value is again assumed to be -l. 
!·!-~- Access routines 
There are eight routines that work on the symbol table; all but one 
are simple consultations. 
1 . SB_CREATE(str,inf): allows one to create an entry in the symbol table. 
Inputs: 
str: contains the string of characters which denotes a name 
inf: contains the address of a data structure which specifies 
the length of · str · 
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the level number 
the class of the abject the name refers to 
the reference of the generic ·str· in the declaration 
subtree 
the code of the abject the name refers to 
the reference to a declaration table entry. 
Output 
The output is the reference of the created entry or a ·nu11· 
value if there is a table overflow. 
2. FIND(ref,str,len) allows one to get the reference of the entry of a 
particular name. 
Inputs : 
ref: contains the reference of the starting entry in the symbol 
table 
str: contains the string of characters which denotes the name to 
search for in the table 
leng: contains the length of · str·. 
output : 
The output is the reference of the entry in the symbol table if 
the search succeeds , otherwise the output is a ·nu11· value. 
3. FINDNEXT(ref,class) allows one to get the reference of the next entry in 
the symbol table which denotes an object of a particular class. 
Inputs : 
ref: contains the reference of the starting entry in the symbol 
table 
class: contains the class value which denotes the type of the 
object to find in the table. 
output : 
The output is the reference of the entry in the symbol table if 
the search succeeds, otherwise the output is a ·nu11· value . 
4. GET_,NAME(ref,str) allows one to get the narne of an entry of the syrnbol 
table. 
Input 
ref: contains the reference of the entry in the symbol table. 
output 
str: contains the string of characters which denotes the narne of 
the entry. 
The output is the length of · str · and equals o if the input ·ref· 
was invalid. 
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5. GET_CLASS(ref) allows one to get the class value of an entry. 
Input : 
ref: contains the reference of the entry in the symbol table. 
Output : 
The output is the class value of the specified symbol table entry 
or a ·nu11· value if the input was invalid. 
6. GET_TREE(ref) allows one to get the reference of the generic node in the 
declaration subtree. 
Input : 
ref: contains the reference of the entry in the symbol table. 
output : 
The output 
specified 
invalid. 
is the 
symbol 
reference to the declaration tree of the 
table entry or a ·nu11· value if the input was 
7. GET_CODE(ref) allows one to get the code of an entry. 
Input : 
ref: contains the reference of the entry in the symbol table. 
output 
The output is the code value of the specified symbol table entry 
or a · nu11· value if the input pararneter was invalid. 
a. GET_DECL(ref) allows one to get the reference to the declaration table. 
Input : 
ref: contains the reference of the entry in the symbol table. 
output : 
The output is the reference to a declaration table entry of the 
specified s.ymbol table entry or a · nu11 · value if the input 
parameter was invalid. 
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1.2. The Declaration Table 
The declaration table called DECL_TAB collects the relevant 
information about the data items of all the record types which are used in 
the ADL program. For each record type, it lists the items in the sequential 
order of their definition in the database. 
1.2.1. Structure of the declaration table 
An entry of the declaration table consists of: 
the string of characters that denotes the name of the item 
the length of the string 
the level number 
the repetitivity of the item the name refers to 
- the type of the item the name refers to 
the maximum size of the data item values 
the number of decimals for a numeric data item. 
The level number is again highly related to the way the semantic 
analyser fills up the table. rt has the same meaning as for the symbol 
table, with the only difference that it helps here to implement 
decomposable data items. Moreover, the level number of the first item of a 
given record type is assumed to be o in order to mark the beginning of a 
new list of data items. 
Example 
CUSTOMER NAME LEVEL 
CUS_NB 0 
CUS_NAME 1 
CUS_NB 
CUS_NAME~ CUS_ADR l STREET 2 
NBER 3 
ST_NAME 3 
STREET LOCALITY LOCALITY 2 
/\ /\ CITY 3 ZIP_CODE 3 
NBER ST_NAME CITY ZIP_CODE 
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Each item of the database is characterized by a number indicating its 
repetitivity. This number is defined to be o if the data item is non 
repetitive, otherwise it gives the fixed repetitivity of the item. 
In the conceptual schema, a data item of a record type is assumed to 
be either decomposable, numeric or a string of characters. Thus the type of 
a declaration table entry has these three possible values. 
The maximum size of the item values specifies the maximum length of 
the values which may be assigned to that data item. 
Finally, for the items which are of type numeric, a declaration table 
entry indicates the number of decimals (i.e. the number of digits after the 
decimal point). 
~-~-~- Access and manipulation routines 
The routines which work on the declaration table are 
1. DT_CREATE(str,length,ditem) allows one to create an entry in the symbol 
table. 
Inputs 
str: contains the string of characters which denotes the name 
length: contains the length of · str · 
ditem: gives the address of a data structure containing the 
information to be stored into the table; it specifies : 
Output : 
the level number of the item in the decomposition 
the repetitivity 
the type 
the maximum size of a value of the item 
the number of decimals of the item values if the item is 
numeric. 
The output is the reference of the created entry or a · nu11· 
value if there is a table overflow. 
2. GET_ITEMS(str,length,ditem) allows one to get an entry in the symbol 
table by reference. 
Input : 
ref: contains the reference of the entry in the declaration 
table. 
Output : 
str: contains the string of characters that denotes the name of 
the· entry 
ditem is the same as above. 
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The output is the length of the name of the entry in the 
declaration table. 
3. GET.JŒXT(ref,str,plen,ditem) allows one to get the following entry of a 
particular declaration table entry. 
Input 
ref: .contains the reference of the previous entry in the 
declaration table. 
Outputs : 
str: contains the string of characters that denotes the name of 
the entry 
plen: points to the variable containing the length of · str· 
ditem is the same as above. 
The output is the reference of the next entry if there is any, 
otherwise it is a ·nu11· value. 
4. GET.J)ATA(ref) allows one to get the data stored about an item in the 
declaration table. 
Input : 
ref: contains the reference of the entry in the declaration 
table. 
Output : 
The output is a structure of five fields which specifies 
the level number 
the repetitivity 
the type 
the length of the maximum size of the values 
the nurnber of decirnals of the item which is referred to by 
the declaration table entry. 
5. FIND_STR(ref,str,length) allows one to get the reference of the entry of 
a particular name. 
Inputs : 
ref: contains the reference of the starting entry in the 
declaration table 
str: contains the string of characters which denotes the name to 
search for in the table 
leng: contains the length of · str · . 
Output : 
The output is the reference of the entry in the declaration table 
if the search succeeds, otherwise the output is a · nu11· value . 
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6. FIND_IT(ref,str,length) allows one to get the reference of an entry of a 
particular name that refers to a simple item. 
Inputs : 
ref, str and leng are the same as above. 
output : 
The output is the reference of the entry in the declaration table 
if the searcn succeeds, otherwise the output is a ·nu11· value. 
7. FREE_,ENT() allows one to get the index value of the first empty entry in 
the declaration table. 
Input : / 
Output : 
The output is the reference to the first available empty space in 
the table. 
a. TOT_LEN(ref) allows one to get the total length of a record type (i.e. 
the sum of the maximum sizes of its data item values). 
Input : 
ref : contains the reference in the declaration table of the first 
item of the given record type. 
Output : 
The output is the total length of the record type. 
Remark : 
Note that all the routines which work on the declaration table and 
require the value of a reference do have a precondition: the reference 
passed as input is assumed to be valid, in other words to point ta a filled 
entry of the declaration table. 
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1.3. The Record~ Table 
The record type table is produced to supply the code generator with 
the list of record types which may be the target of variables defined "ref 
of RECORD". This table, called REC_TAB, stores the record type names 
associated to the reference variable. 
1.3.1. Structure of REC TAB 
- - -
An entry of the record table is composed of : 
the string of characters which denotes the name of the reference 
variable 
the string of characters which denotes the name of the record type. 
Note that both strings are limited to the size of database names, 
that·s to say a maximum size of twelve characters. 
1.3.2. Access routines 
The two routines manipulating the record type table are : 
l. RTJŒXT(str,ref,str_rec,leng) which allows one to accede to the record 
type following a particular entry and referenced by a certain reference 
variable. 
Inputs 
str: contains the string of characters which denotes the 
reference variable 
ref: contains the reference of the previous element in the table 
or a ·nu11· value if one wants to get the first record type 
linked to the reference variable. 
outputs : 
str_rec: contains the string of characters which denotes the 
record type 
leng: gives the address of a variable containing the length of 
· str_rec · . 
The output is the reference of the acceded entry or a ·nu11· 
value if there is no other record type associated to the 
reference variable specified in · str·. 
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2. RT_CREATE(str,str_rec) which allows one to create an entry in the record 
type table. 
Inputs 
str: contains the string of characters which denotes the 
reference variable 
str_rec: contains the string of characters which denotes the 
record type. 
outputs 
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1.4. Table of the Access Keys 
The access key table, called IKO_TAB, is introduced by the semantic 
analyser to provide the COBOL generating process with the code value of the 
keys used in the access requests of the ADL program. As we pointed out 
already (see chapter 4: description of an IKO), the access key is 
characterized by its code but doesn·t have a name. It is composed of one or 
more data items which, in return, may be the cornponents of more than one 
access key. 
On one hand this many-to-many relationship between a data item and an 
IKO made it impossible to store the access keys into the syrnbol table using 
the name of their component items to reference them. on the other hand the 
generator needs to know the codes of the used access keys and it does not 
pass the tree in a top-down left-right order. So we are forced to save the 
codes in a separate table and associate to thern some piece of information 
which guarantees to identify these codes . These are the reasons for the 
structure that has been adopted. 
l•i•l· Structure of the access key table 
Each entry of the access key table consists of : 
the line number of the for_statement in the ADL text 
the string of characters which denotes the name of the reference 
variable 
the code value of the access key 
the set of references of the data items forrning the access key. 
This structure shows that we assume an access key to be identified by 
the line number of the for_statement in which the key is used and by the 
name of the used loop variable. 
The string denoting the loop variable is lirnited to twelve characters, 
the maximum size of data.base names, and currently the maximum number of 
components of an access key is assumed to be five. 
!·i-~- Access routines 
we defined only three routines to work on the access key table : 
l. GET_IKO(lnb,str) allows one to get the code of the access key used in 
the statement identified by the line number and the reference variable. 
Inputs : 
lnb: contains the line number of the for_statement 
str: contains the string which denotes the na.me of the reference 
variable. 
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Output : 
The output is the code of the access key or a ·nu11· value if the 
search for the key fails. 
2. NEXT_IKO(ival,pkey) allows one to sequentially accede to the elements of 
the key table and to get the stored information. 
Input : 
ival: contains the index value of 
acceded previously. A ·nu11 · value 
entry of the table. 
the entry which has been 
causes an access to the first 
output : 
pkey: references a data structure which contains : 
the code of the access key within the database schema 
the reference of the components of the access key, in the 
order they constitute this IKO; this reference is the 
address of the related data item within the declaration 
table. 
The output is the reference to the ne::ict: entry, if there is yet 
another key listed in the table. otherwise the output .is a ·nu11· 
value. 
3. P~r_IKO(lnb,str,code) allows one to create an entry in the access key 
table. 
Input 
lnb: contains the line number of the for_statement 
str: contains the string which denotes the name of the reference 
variable 
code: contains the code of the access key identified by the first 
two parameters. 
output 
/ 
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2. THE SEMANTIC ANALYSIS 
In the definition of a language, the syntax is concerned with the form 
of things and the semantics with their meaning. Thus the term_ of semantic 
analysis is applied to the determination of the underlying logic and sense 
of the algorithmic structures defined by the syntax of the language. It is 
concerned with the central of the meaning of the various expressions and 
statements. It checks context_dependent features impossible to be 
integrated in the formalized definition of the syntax, as this 
formalization uses a context_free grarnmar. 
semantic analysis can 
phase. As we mentioned 
completely separate phase, 
be done during or after the syntactic analysis 
already, the semantic analyser was designed as a 
and its purpose is multiple 
Pirst the semantic analysis is used to check the correctness of any 
expression recognized by the parser. It checks that the arguments of 
an expression have been defined and i~ determines their type. It even 
evaluates the type of intermediate results in order to judge if the 
application of the operators is legal. 
For any statement specifying some action on the database, the semantic 
analyser studies its meaning in order to be able to decide if the 
statement logically has a sense. In the limits of its possibilities it 
even foresees if the required action does not endanger the consistency 
of the database . 
Pinally, the semantic analysis phase is designed to facilitate the 
work of the code generator. For this purpose it gathers any piece of 
relevant information about the different types of database abjects, 
thus producing the data tables described in the previous section. 
This section is dedicated to these different functions of the semantic 
analyser. It briefly recalls the semantic principles which have been 
adopted (see chapter 3) and describes the way they have been implemented, 
with regard to some restrictions introduced for complexity reasons. This is 
done by first explaining the handling of the variables, a central element 
of an ADL program; then we see the other objects which have to be declared 
in a program. The analysis of the statement part begins with the 
presentation of two chief expressions : the arithmetic expression and the 
database object set, which is the expression of the database access 
requests. Sets of similar statements are discussed before we terminate with 
some remarks about the semantic errors and errer recovery. 
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2.1. Managing Variables in Declarations and in statements 
~-1·1· Semantics 
Each variable or name used in the program must be declared and the 
identifier has to be unique. 
~-1·~· In the declaration part 
Passing through the declaration subtree, the semantic analyser fills 
the symbol table and the declaration table. For each variable declaration 
encountered, an entry is created in the symbol table with all the relevant 
information (see section 1.1). 
Of course, we had to find a mechanism to determine the level number of 
a name contained in an other variable. Since the entries in the symbol 
table are created in the order of appearance of the corresponding names, we 
managed the problem of group variables by implementing a global variable 
which is supposed to contain the level number of the presently analysed 
field identifier. This variable is incremented at the encounter of a group 
variable and decremented at the end of its structure declaration. This 
simple mechanism guarantees that at any tirne we know the level we are 
working at. 
Another problem we had to cope with, as far as the group variables are 
concerned, was to check that the identifiers on a same level in the 
structure are unique. To handle this semantic test, we needed to save the 
reference of the last field in the symbol table before going down one 
level. This is necessary as the routine PINO (whose job is to look for the 
entry that corresponds to a given name) always requires two arguments : 
the narne to be searched out 
the reference of the entry from which the search has to start. 
This routine starts from the entry indicated by the second parameter 
and searches out an entry which contains i) a name matching the first 
parameter and ii) a level number equal to one plus the level number of the 
starting entry. It will stop if it finds such an entry (successful search), 
or if it encounters an entry that contains the same level number as the 
starting entry or, obviously, if it reaches the end of the symbol table 
(unsuccessful search). The storage of the references of variables and field 
names which are structures required the implementation of a stack. Before 
going down one level, the analyser pushes the reference onto the stack and, 
at the end of the analysis of a substructure, it pops the last reference 
off the stack. Of course the check is positive if the routine PIND ends 
with an unsuccessful search. 
Remark : 
To check the uniqueness of a narne that has the level number one, you 
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just need to put a · null' value in the second argument of the routine FIND. 
Variables may be declared of one of the standard types, simple or 
structured, or of a type defined earlier in the program. In this last case 
the semantic analyser checks that the identifier denoting the non standard 
type, has been declared in the type declarations of the program. In the 
symbol table, this kind of variables are listed as being of class TYPE. 
Pinally, the declaration of variables defined to receive the data item 
values of a record (ITEMS_OF) or to reference a record (REFJfAME) of a 
given type, semantically requires the specified record type to exist in the 
scherna this program is defined to work on. Hence the semantic analyser 
accedes to the conceptual scherna in order to search out the record type. If 
it is successful, it adds the record type with its code value to the symbol 
table and stores its data items into the declaration table, in the 
sequential declaration order. This way of listing all the items of the used 
record types assures us that each narne used in the statement part of the 
prograrn has ·to be present in one of both tables. However we have to do an 
exception for the path type narnes (they are only known in the staternent 
part}, but fortunately the contexts in which they may be used are so 
restricted that we can foresee a special treatment at the right places. 
Note that the declaration of a reference variable REP_RECORD which is 
not dedicated to a special record type is not handled particularly. Indeed 
the list of record types it may reference, can only be deterrnined when we 
analyse the access request(s) where it is used. At that moment, if the 
record type is not yet listed in the symbol table, it is inserted and its 
data items are also listed in the declaration table. Thus all the objects 
that may be addressed at sorne moment in the statement part are sure to be 
present in either the symbol or the declaration table. 
;.l,2· In the statement part 
While analysing the statement part the parser consults the symbol 
table at each variable or name encountered. It verifies that each 
identifier has previously been declared, either explicitly in the program 
or implicitly via the schema description stored in the database of the 
system. 
Here, group variables (they are denoted by hierarchical variables) are 
analysed by a mechanism similar to that described above for the declaration 
part. The token that signifies a jump to a lower level of the structure is 
a period between two narnes. A variable of the form XXX.YYY denotes the 
field ·yyy- of the structured variable ·xxx· . It follows that the narne 
·yyy· has to be searched out in the list of names which are just after 
·xxx- in the symbol table and have a level number equal to one plus the 
level number of ·xxx·. Consequently, we simply need to use the routine PIND 
with the reference of ·.xxx- in the symbol table and to test if the search 
is successful. Thus we assure that the qualification of a given field of a 
complex structure is done correctly. 
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A special treatment is necessary if the structure refers to a data 
item of some record type, that·s to say when the variable is of the fornt 
<narne> .... where the name denotes a variable of type ITEMS_OP or 
(<name>) .... where the name denotes a variable of type REP_NAME or 
REF_RECORD. 
The check is quite similar by using the routine PINO_STR, as the 
declaration table entry also includes a level number. The only difference 
is that the starting point for the first field is determined by the value 
found in the 'dec1· of the symbol table entry that respectively denotes the 
reference or items variable. Moreover, the semantic analyser checks that 
the variable used has been defined for the right record type, if the latter 
is stated explicitly in the statement, as it is the case in <for>, <Create> 
and <modify> statements. 
The search of the data items appearing in these statements is somewhat 
different, as the syntax only allows to specify the terminal item and not 
the complete hierarchical qualification. In fact, the leaves of the record 
structure have to be searched sequentially which is realized by the routine 
PIND_IT. This routine asks for the same two parameters, but it does not 
require that the narne it looks for has a level number equal to one plus the 
level number of the starting entry which is specified by the second 
parameter. The string has only to denote a non decomposable item of the 
concerned record type. 
Finally the semantic analyser has to do some additional testing if the 
variable is subscripted. Indeed it checks that the variable has been 
declared to be an array and that the subscript matches the dimension of the 
defined array. If the index is an integer value, the analyser tests if it 
lies within the range specified in the declaration. Moreover, when the 
subscripted variable happens to denote a repetitive data item of - a record 
type, it logically follows that the subscript is one-dimensional and that 
the item has to be repetitive. 
Remark on the variables declared "ref of RECORD" 
A reference variable is declared "ref of RECORD" if it is used in an 
access within an access path type that has more than one record type as a 
possible target. The type of the records referenced by such a variable is 
unknown a priori; the determination of the type of the records treated in a 
given portion of an algorithm (for instance in a conditional branch) 
depends on the context. This means that the semantic analyser must 
interprete the alternative statement in order to check that the variable 
expressions address data items of the assumed type of records. It is also 
impossible to have a conditional branch which still admits more than one 
defined record type (case of a simple else statement when the logical 
exclusion has yet different possibilities). 
The possibility of conditional expressions which do not explicitly 
mention the case that is considered, as they are based on the logical 
exclusion principle, makes the determination of the context very 
complicated. So we decided to do no testing whatsoever if the reference 
variable is not dedicated to a single record type. The semantic analyser 
only produces the list of the possible targets of such a reference variable 
because it is necessary to the code generating process. This option, 
however, may introduce a problem of ambiguity in the qualification of some 
data items in the generated COBOL code. We shall corne back to this later 
on. 
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2.2. Managing Non Standard Data~ 
~-~•!• semantics 
Each type that is declared must have a unique name and a type which is 
used in the declaration of a more general type must be declared beforehand. 
~-~-~- ~ declaration part 
For each type declaration, the semantic analyser consults the symbol 
table to make sure that there is no previous declaration with the same 
name. It uses the search routine FIND ('described in more detail in section 
2.1.2.) giving as starting entry a ·nu11· value, and it tests if the search 
fails. 
The description of the type structure is analysed exactly as the 
fields of a declared group variable. Thus an error is encountered if one 
field is of a non standard type which has not been declared earlier in the 
type declaration part. At the samè time it is guaranteed that the fields at 
a same level do have unique identifiers. 
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2.3. Managing the Algorithm Declaration 
The name of the algorithm is assumed to reference a module listed in 
the conceptual schema of the database. A module (see chapt~r 4) is 
characterized by its name, of course unique, its code and its type. The 
latter specifies if it is a predicative or effective algorithm. 
The name of the algorithm is the only thing that is declared in the 
extern declaration part. Thus this name constitutes the only means to 
determine the schema on which this module is going to work. so the semantic 
analyser uses the sequential access routine of the GAM (see section 4 of 
chapter 2) to find the module which matches the specified algorithm name. 
From there it accedes to the associated database schema (access along the 
path type S-M-I). An entry in the symbol table is created to store the 
algorithm name and its code whereas the code of the schema is assigned to a 
global variable. This code value will be used later on to accede to the 
record types or path types of the schema. 
Of course the semantic analysis is immediately interrupted if the 
opening of the database of the system fails. A check which could also be 
implemented is to verify that the found module is an effective algorithm, 
as the compiler is only supposed _to handle effective ADL programs. This 
test has not yet been implemented, because the description of the modules 
in the conceptual schema is still incomplete. Indeed, as every function is 
supposed to be listed as a module in the system, the schema has to include 
sorne means for describing the input and output parameters of a module. This 
state of affairs also determines the way of handling function calls 
(section 2.9. ) 
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2.4. Managing Arithmetic Expressions 
Because of the definition of the syntax, the non terminal 
ARITHMETIC_EXPRESSION does not only denote pure arithmetic operations. It 
can also be a database access request, a set to ·nu11· of a reference 
variable (NULLREF), any kind of string, variable or function call. But the 
allowed operators are purely arithmetic, being the addition, substraction, 
multiplication, division and the power operation. 
This generality of the non terminal ARITHMETIC__EXPRESSION ·makes it 
necessary to test if the application of the operators is legal according to 
the type of the arguments. It is semantically required that each operand is 
numeric, that · s to say integer or real. 
As this general syntactic structure may be of quite different types 
and as it is used in multiple contexts we determine the type of the entire 
expression, thus making it possible for the larger context to decide if it 
is legal. We evaluate the type gradually with respect to the following 
semantic rules : 
if the operator is "+", .. _ .. or "1t": if the two arguments are integers 
the result is integer, otherwise it is real; 
if the operator is "/"or .. - .. : the result is assumed to be real; 
if the argument is not numeric, it necessarily forms the expression on 
its own, thus determining the type. Therefore the expression may be of 
type NULLREP or DB_OBJECT_SET, of type STRING or BOOLEAN or of any 
type a variable or a function call may be of. The type of a variable 
is determined by acceding to the class value of the corresponding 
symbol table entry or the type of the corresponding declaration table 
entry. 
Remark 
The present impossibility to determine the type of a certain function, 
given the incompleteness of the conceptual schema, we allow the arithmetic 
expression to be of type UNDEPINED. This default value is always assumed to 
be a valid type, thus leaving the entire responsability with the 
programmer. 
Note that we consider only INTEGER and REAL. Hence as variables and 
data . items are declared as simply being numeric, we consider the specified 
number of decimals in order to be able to determine if the quantity is 
either integer or real. Moreover, different designations for a same type 
are unified under one single type: for instance a logical value is assumed 
to be of type boolean . 
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2.5. Managing Database Access Expressions 
2.s.1. sernantics 
The syntactic structure which denotes the database access expressions 
is called DB_OBJECT_SET. It may specify a sequential access, an access 
within a path type or/and an access by key (see chapter 3). The semantic 
conditions depend on the type of the access, but the type of the reference 
variable used for the target records must also be considered. 
If this reference variable is of type REF_,NAME, it logically has to be 
associated to the record type which is explicitly narned in the syntactic 
expression of the set of selected records (DB_OBJECT_SET). Of course this 
record must belong to the schema and all four types of access are allowed. 
If the reference variable is of type REF_RECORD, the access expression 
denotes the string "RECORD" at the place of the record type name. Moreover 
the access described may only be an access within a path type which, in 
addition, must be listed in the conceptual schema as having various record 
types as possible target. 
The remaining semantic constraints concern the predicate condition 
which expresses a path or key condition. The access within a path type is 
denoted by the syntactic structure RELATION_CONDITION, in which the first 
terminal specifies a path type narne.This path type must belong to the 
schema and it should link the record types which are addressed by the two 
reference variables na.med in the complete access expression: 
the reference variable present in the relation condition determines 
the type of the origin record (this variable must be of type REF_NAME) 
the variable to which the records satisfying the access condition are 
assigned to, references the target record type (it is of type 
REF_NAME) or target record types (it is of type REF_RECORD). 
The access by key is expressed by one (a simple access key) or by 
several (a decomposable access key) belonging conditions. Such a 
conditional expression has to denote one or the component of the key, this 
component being a simple data item of the concerned record type. Moreover 
it is required that the component data item conditions are given in the 
order in which they appear in the declaration of the acces key. We even 
assume that this order corresponds also to the order of the data items 
within the record type declaration. Evidently the value specified in a 
belonging condition should be of simple type and compatible with the type 
of the data item. 
Pinally the semantics asks that, in the case of an access by key 
within an access path, the access path condition is specified in the first 
place. The access key has to be defined as having this access path as a 
reference set and, from another point of view, it may not be used without 
the corresponding access path condition. Note also that we logically 
exclude a path type without any narne. We don·t think that this introduces 
any major restriction and the tracing within the conceptual schema of a 
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given access path type is facilitated. Furthermore, this possibility would 
add to the complexity of the testing of non dedicated reference variables. 
~-~-~- In for and assign statements 
To achieve the semantic tests based on the principles described above, 
we defined two global variables, called ·acckey· and ·accpath·, which 
respectively indicate if an access key or an access path condition has been 
specified in the predicate. Besides the second variable allows us to check 
that an access request does not specify two access path conditions, a 
semantic violation. Yet another test, not directly mentioned in the 
semantics: we check that, if a predicate condition is enclosed between 
parentheses, it · contains at least two separate conditions and that these 
parentheses enclose the whole predicate expression. In other words, a 
predicate within parentheses cannot be one conditional expression of a more 
general predicate. we introduced this restriction, which in fact isn·t one, 
to standardize the writing of the access conditions. Thus expressions like 
the following are assumed incorrect 
eus := CUSTOMER(( :NUM = 123)) 
0RD := 0RDER(CC:CUS) and ((:DAY= 01) and ( :MONTH = 07) 
and ( :YEAR = 85)) 
The corresponding correct expressions would be 
eus := CUST0MER( :NUM = 123) 
0RD := 0RDER((CC:CUS) and (:DAY= 01) and ( :MONTH = 07) 
and ( :YEAR = 85)) 
which seem tous more understandable, grouping all the conditions together. 
Moreover, we refuse negated conditions which are allowed by the syntax 
of a predicate, as they can · t be translated directly into one of the 
access functions offered by the GAM (see section 4 of chapter 2). Hence 
they do not belong to an effective algorithm. 
To test the existence of a record or path type that is known by its 
name, the semantic analyser consults the conceptual schema. rt accedes to 
the record or path types sequentially within the one-to-rnany access path 
type which leads from the record type SCHEMA to the desired type of record 
(see chapter 4). The iteration stops if a record matching the name 
specified in the program is found or if the set of path or record types of 
the schema is exhausted. In the case of a successful search, the analyser 
gets the code value of the database object and creates an entry in the 
symbol table with the information it has got. This way, it avoids multiple 
searches in the database for a same path or record type. In addition, the 
code value can be used as an access key in the other necessary tests, like 
the verification of the type of the origin and target of an access path or 
the control of an access key of a record type. 
To test the origin and target of an access path type (see schema 
description in chapter 4), we use the path type M-P defined between the 
record types PATH-TYPE and MEMBER. Depending on the role of the member, the 
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RECORD-TYPE being associated via the path type R-M-I to the acceded member 
is either an origin or target of the considered path type . Thus the 
specified record type names can be checked. This is also the moment to 
determine the list of the record types which may be target of a general 
reference variable. so, if the access request specifies a record variable 
of type REF_RECORD, all the target members of the access path type are 
inserted in the data structure REC_TAB (section 1 . 3. ). Por the record types 
which are still not listed in the symbol table, a symbol table entry is 
created and their associated data items are stored into the declaration 
table. 
An access key however is checked by taking the path type CONCERNS 
which links a RECORD-TYPE to its IKOs. Por the IKOs declared to be an 
access key, we get the components associated toit by moving along the path 
type IKO-C. Oepending on the value of SEC-NUM, the associated data item is 
the i-th component of the access key . This iterative check is continued 
until finding an access key that is composed of the data items specified in 
the belonging conditions . 
Pinally, we had to take into account a restriction introduced by the 
a ccess functions of the GAM : the access by key only allows the equal sign 
as a test operator. So the semantic analyser makes sure that this 
constraint i s respected . 
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2.6. Managing For staternents 
l•i•!• Sernantics 
The for_staternent may have two cornpletely 
depending on the type of the collection expression. 
6.25 
different meanings, 
If this syntactic structure denotes a range expression, the loop 
variable must be of type integer and the range expressions must also be 
either a variable of type integer or an integer value. 
But if the non terminal COLLECTION_EXPRESSION is formed of a database 
access expression (DB_OBJECT_SET), the loop variable has to be a reference 
variable. For the semantic constraints of the access request, please refer 
to the previous section (section 2.5. ). 
~ -~-~- Implementation 
Although the testing is quite different depending on the kind of 
collection expression, the semantic analyser always has to check the type 
of a variable. This is rather direct, as it stores the class of a variable 
in the symbol table when analysing its declaration. Indeed it only has to 
get the class value of the entry which denotes the variable. The test that 
a range expression, if it is nota variable, is an integer value is even 
more direct, as the type of the path tree node specifies this. 
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2.7. Managing Next and Exit statements 
1·2•!• Semantics 
Beth statements determine a break of a loop execution, one asking 
termination and the other the abortion of the execution of the body of 
loop. If these statements specify a name, this terminal logically 
denote a loop control variable which is- still active . We mean by that, 
the variable has to be used in a ' for · statement which is not 
terminated . 
1 ·2 ·1· Implementation 
6.26 
the 
the 
must 
that 
yet 
Whereas the check that the name is that of a reference variable is 
achieved without any problem, the test of it being an active loop variable 
requires the implementation of a stack. This stack stores at any moment the 
loop variables of started and not yet finished · tor · statements. The top 
element of the stack denotes the variable of the innermost loop. By 
consulting the list of variables stored in the stack, the semantic analyser 
is able to execute the test. Obviously this stack has to be updated at each 
encountered begin or end of a · for · statement. 
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2.8 . Managing Conditional statements 
With the term of conditional statement we designate the ·if· 
statement, the ·if_then_else· statement as well as the · while · statement. 
They have been grouped together because each of them includes the non 
terminal GENERAL....,EXPRESSION, the only syntactic structure that has to be 
checked semantically. 
1-~·!• Semantics 
The syntax of the ADL language defines a general expression as being a 
simple test expression or a logical combination of several test 
expressions. As the syntax assures the exclusive use of legal logical 
operators , the semantic analysis is only concerned with the correctness of 
the individual test expressions. Por these syntactic structures it is 
semantically necessary that the quantities being compared are of compatible 
types. The rules we adopted exclude the comparison of complex data 
structures. Are considered as valid tests : 
integer or real with integer or real 
string with string 
boolean with boolean (a logical value is assumed to be boolean) 
nullref , ref_name or ref_record with nullref, ref_narne or 
ref_record. 
In the last two types of comparisons the test operator has to be 
either the equal or the non equal sign ("="or"<>"). Besides, as an 
arithrnetic expression is of an undefined type if it is formed of a single 
function call (see section 2.4 . ), we assume comparisons with the default 
type to be semantically valid. 
~-~ -~- Implementation 
The two quantities compared in a test expression are represented by 
the syntactic structure of an ari~hrnetic expression . The semantic analysis 
of such an expression (see section 2.4.) provides its type. Consequently 
the only task the analyser has to accornplish is to apply the rules stated 
above, once it knows the type of both expressions involved. 
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2.9. Managing Assign Statements 
1-~·l· Semantics 
This kind of statement represents the assignment of the quantity 
specified on the right side of the assign symbol to the variable on the 
left side . It semantically follows that both are of compatible types if not 
of the same type. Thus, are considered as valid assign statements, those 
where the variable and the assign expression are of the same type as well 
as the assignation of an integer to a real and the assignation of a null 
reference or a database object to a variable declared "ref of " 
Nevertheless, the assignation of complex data structures, of group 
variables, arrays or variables of a non standard data type is not 
tolerated. As an assign expression may denote a function call, its type may 
be undefined and the assign staternent is assumed valid, provided that the 
variable is of simple type . 
A case to be considered particularly is an assign expression that 
denotes a variable of the form (<name>).ITEMS. This expression designates 
all the item values of the record currently referenced by the record 
variable named in the parenthesis. semantically the variable is required to 
be of type ITEMS_OF and to be defined for the same record type as the 
reference variable. In general, if an assignation concerns two dedicated 
reference variables, they have to be defined for the same record type. 
Finally the semantics of the language requires that the assign 
s tatement does not represent the modification of a data item value of some 
record. In concrete terms this means that the variable of the statement 
must not denote a data item of a database record type. 
~ -~·1· Implementation 
To achieve all these verifications, the sernantic analyser first 
deterrnines the type of both, the variable and the assign expression. The 
type deterrnination of the assign expression is not too difficult being 
eit her a general expression, in which case the type is boolean, or an 
arithmetic expression, in which case the type is provided by the analysis 
of this non terminal (section 2.4. ). After that, the semantic analysis 
consists of applying the various criteria stated above, consulting the 
syntax tree if necessary in order to accomplish the necessary semantic 
checks. 
The parse tree must be used to check that two reference variables of 
type REF_NAME or that a variable of type REP_NAME and a variable of type 
ITEMS_OF are declared for a same record type. In this case we use the 
reference to the declaration subtree stored in the symbol table entry of 
each variable. Prom this tree node we manage without any difficulty to 
access the terminal node which represents the record type name the variable 
is declared for. A final string comparison achieves the semantic check. 
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2.10. Managing Call and Return statements 
~.10.!. Semantics 
A call statement represents a function invocation whereas the return 
statement represents an order te get out of a function execution. Both 
statements may specify a list of parameters which are defined by the syntax 
te be variables. 
Of course the semantics asks for the function named in the call 
statement te be defined in the system, meaning that it must be listed in 
the conceptual schema. In addition, the variables passed as arguments in 
the function call should correspond to the pararneters the function is 
defined te work on: both should be of identical types and given in the same 
order. In the return statement the variables should represent output 
parameters of the function. 
2.10.2. Implementation 
No semantic test whatever has been implemented. The reason, mentioned 
already in section 2.3 of this chapter, is that the conceptual schema is 
incomplete, as it only lists the various modules with their name and type. 
The model foresees no way te store some information about the parameters 
nor about the relationship between different modules . This partis still in 
a very experimental phase. 
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2.11. Managing oatabase Modification Statements 
In this section we shall consider the creation, modification or 
deletion of a record of the database. As the syntax of the delete 
statements is quite different from the two other statement types, we · shall 
present them separately. 
1.11.1. Delete statements 
The problem of deletion is a most difficult question in the demain of 
database manipulations. After long discussions, the complexity of a 
meaningful semantic check made us leave the whole responsability with the 
programmer and the DBMS. Thus the only thing done by the semantic analysis 
is to test that the terminal of the statement expression denotes some 
declared reference variable of the program, dedicated to one single record 
type. A general reference variable is not allowed, as the GAM function asks 
for the code of the record type concerned and this one is only known 
indirectly through the reference variable. 
1.11.1. Create and modify statements 
1.11.1.1. Semantics 
Although the syntax differs in some points, most semantic criteria 
apply to bath statements. Indeed it is the syntax which largely controls 
the constraints that are particular to each of the statements. 
The first terminal node in each syntactic structure should denote a 
reference variable defined for the record type which is named explicitly in 
the create statement. Like for the delete statement, in the modify 
statement the record type name is only known indirectly via this reference 
variable; consequently we refuse the possibility of a non dedicated 
reference variable for all database modification statements in general. In 
our opinion, this is nota severe restriction as the programmer may define 
a reference variable for each possible target record type, besides the 
general reference variable necessary for the access within the multiple 
target path type. Depending on the context, he has only to use one or 
several dedicated reference variables (correctly initialized) for the 
database manipulation. 
Each item condition specified in the statement condition must specify 
a data item of the considered record type. The data item has to be of a 
simple type (in other words not decomposable) and the arithmetic expression 
representing the data item value must be of a simple data type compatible 
with that of the item. Moreover a correct item condition does not specify 
an access path narne . This is still allowed by the syntax of the expression. 
Pinally, it is semantically assumed that the item conditions denote the 
data items in the order they have been declared within the record type. 
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This does not exclude the possibility of skipping one or the other data 
item. 
An attach condition must specify the name of an access path type (we 
assume that every path type of the schema has a name) and must denote a 
reference variable that has been defined for the record type origin of the 
• access path type. Evidently the created or modified record must be of the 
type of the target of the access path type. 
Only allowed in a rnodify staternent, a detach condition must fulfil the 
same semantic criteria, besides the fact that the integer value has to be 
o. 
Pinally note that the conditional expression of the creation of a 
record does not require the item conditions to be expressed before the 
attach condition(s). 
l,11.l·l· Implementation 
The semantic analysis of the reference variable is analogous to the 
one described in the second paragraph of section 2.8.2. Purthermore the 
check of the access path type, required in both the attach and detach 
condition, is explained in section 2.7.2. Pinally there remains the testing 
of the item conditions; this one is achieved by consulting the declaration 
table. As the terminal data items of a record type are assumed to be 
sequentially stated by the conditions, we use the access routine PIND_IT. 
The parameters of this function are described in the section presenting the 
declaration table (section 1.2 . } and its mechanism is explained in the 
description of the handling of variables in the statement part (section 
2.1.3. ). 
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~. 12 . Semantic Errors 3tnd Error Recovery 
The primary sourcns of semantic errors are undeclared names and type 
incompatibilities.To t:hese we must add the different tests of consistency 
between the descripb.on of the database schema and the database 
manipulations formulat:ed in the clauses of the program . Finally multiple 
declarations of a same identifier and incorrect or missing subscripts of 
array variables are reported . · 
The error detection however, is only one part of the tasks a compiler 
has to accomplish . Elesides looking through a source program for possible 
errors, the compiler should, if the program is incorrect, give all useful 
information for corrEicting it. At last, if the source text is correct, it 
is translated into an oquivalent program coded in a lower-level language . 
So the need for a good corranunication with the user is not to be neglected. 
Clear error messages, diagnostics as well as some debugging facility are 
common requirements foi: a compiler . 
As we are in an experimental phase, the ADL compiler is being 
considered as a prototype, we dictn · t emphasize the dialogue with the user. 
The semantic analyser l'.1as a defined set of error messages and prints the 
adequate message for t h e encountered error. Moreover we didn · t work out any 
sophisticated error reçovery mechanisms. Although a same errer will be 
reported each time j_t is encountered, we chose to simply indicate the 
erroneous declaration, expression or statement and then ignore it 
completely . In concreite terms, it means that wrongly declared variables 
will throughout the alçrorithm part be looked upon as being undefined, thus 
causing an error me!':1sage at each appearance. It means also that the 
semantic analyser skip!':: the rest of an expression as soon as i t detects an 
error. This rule is valid for the statements too, except for the 
conditional statements (if and while statements) as a possible errer in the 
general expression does not affect the semantic interpretation of the 
statements that form the conditional branches or the body of the loop. 
Instead we do assume! that a for_loop which speci fies the selection of a 
defined set of reco1:ds contains extremely context-dependent actions. 
Therefore we decided to stop the analysis of the entire for statement as 
soon as an error is found in the loop control expression. We are well aware 
of the options being r ëLther drastic, but they have the advantage of largely 
simplifying the analySE!r· s job. In the present state of experimentation , 
simplicity and clearness seemed preferable, the main objective being a 
first understanding anél handling of the problem. 
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l. INTRODUCTION. 
This chapter presents the generation principles. That is the 
generation of the Cobol program corresponding to an ADL program. The 
generation process uses the parse tree generated at the syntactical 
analysis and some informations generated at the semantic analysis. 
Cobol is a language different in some ways from ADL. A 
language has always limitations, constraints. The generation 
program has to take into account some constraints. Sorne Cobol 
imply some constraints on the way Cobol program are generated, 
presented in due time. 
progranunation 
of the Cobol 
limitations 
they will be 
Anyway, a Cobol program has a well pre-defined structure with four 
divisions. Section 2 will present the generation principles for the 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION and the ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. Section 3 will 
present the generation principles for the DATA DIVISION. Section 4 will 
present the generation principles for the PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
The architecture of the generator can be found in the appendix. 
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2. GENERATION PRINCIPLES FOR THE IDENTIFICATION & ENVIRONMENT DIVISIONS. 
The generation principle for those 2 divisions is very simple. 
In Cobol, the identification division is used to give some 
identification parameters of the program. Only one is mandatory: the 
program identification with the program name. Only that parameter will be 
generated. The program name is the algorithm name of the ADL program. 
The envirorunent division describes the equipment used: hardware and 
software. Only the CONFIGURATION SECTION is mandatory. It describes the 
central equipment, that is the computer used for the compilation (SOURCE 
COMPUTER) and the computer used for the execution (OBJECT COMPUTER). Those 
parameters are generated with the name of the cornputer(s); here they are 
the same: VAX-VMS. 
Thus, the generation of these two divisions gives: 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
PROGRAM-ID. <ADL-algorithrn-name>. 
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION. 
CONFIGURATION SECTION. 
SOURCE-COMPUTER. VAX-VMS. 
OBJECT-COMPUTER. VAX-VMS. 
Rernark. The Cobol program generated will be stored in a file. That 
file has the following name: <ADL-algorithm-name>.CBL. Example, if the 
algorithrn name is OROER, the Cobol program will be stored in a file name 
. OROER. CBL. . 
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3. GENERATION PRINCIPLES FOR THE DATA DIVISION. 
3.1. Introduction. 
The data division gives the description of the data structures. The 
only section presents is the WORKING-STORAGE SECTION that gives the 
description of the data stored in the intern memory of the program. 
The WORKING-STORAGE SECTION contains different kinds of data. They 
will be presented in . the next section. First, we have the list of the 
paramaters for the interface with the GAM. Then, we have the generation 
principles for the data declared explicitly in the ADL program. section 
3.3. will presents those principles. 
3.2. Pararneters for the interface with the GAM. 
----
The pararneters for the interface with the GAM are generated as follows 
(the general specification of the GAM functions and the description of each 
parameter can be found in the appendix). 
* LIST OF THE PARAMETERS FOR THE INTERFACE WITH THE GAM 
*------------------------------
01 DBSTAT. 
02 FNCODE; PIC 99. 
02 ERRCODE; PIC 99. 
01 Z--CODES. 
02 OPCODE; PIC 99; USAGE COMP. 
02 GETCODE; PIC 9. 
02 RECREF; PIC S9(10); USAGE COMP . 
02 KEYCODE; PIC 99; USAGE COMP. 
02 OPERATOR; PIC 9. 
0.1 Z-VALUES . 
*** 
02 RECTCODE; PIC 99; USAGE COMP. 
02 Z-VALUE; PIC X( <maxldb>). 
The generation principles for the following clause needs some explanations, 
so the Cobol text is interrupted and the next part will be given after the 
explanations. So the ·***. symbol indicates that a comment on the 
generation principles begins or ends. 
Here are the explanations for the Z-VALUES cla~se : <maxldb> is an integer 
that represents the maximum lenght of the database records (concatenation 
of all items of each database record). 
As Z-VALUE is used to contain the values of the data item of a given record 
type and used too to contain the value(s) of the item(s) of an access key, 
and as these informations don·t have the same data type, Z-VALUE needs to 
be redefined for each database record type and for each access key, with 
their corresponding data items. 
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Let·s suppose now that, in the current example, we have a data.base record 
type and an access key. The Cobol program will be: 
02 Z-VALUE-CUSTOMER; REDEFINES Z-VALUE. 
03 NAME; PIC X(20). 
03 ADRESSE; PIC X(30}. 
03 FILLER; PIC X(<maxldb>-50); VALUE SPACES. 
02 Z-VALUE-CUST-NB-KEY; REDEFINES Z-VALUE. 
03 CUST-NB; PIC 9(10). 
03 FILLER; PIC X(<maxldb>-10); VALUE SPACES. 
Those redefines clauses can be generated only with the information accessed 
and stored by the semantic analyser. Those informations are: 
- the <rnaxldb>; 
the different database records type and their decomposition; 
the different access keys and their decomposition. 
Let·s continue the generation principles of the parameters for the 
interface with the GAM. 
ltltlt 
01 Z-PATHS. 
02 PATHLIST. 
03 PATHCODE; PIC 9(4); USAGE COMP; OCCURS 8 TIMES. 
02 CURLIST. 
03 CURORIGIN; PIC S9(10); USAGE COMP; OCCURS 8 TIMES. 
1t CODES OF THE ACTIONS OFFERED BY THE GAM 
lt---------------------
01 OPEN_DB; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 01. 
01 CLOSE-DB; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 02 . 
01 SEQ-ACCESS; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 03. 
01 KEY-ACCESS; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 04. 
01 SEQ-AC-W-PATH; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 05. 
01 KEY-AC-W-PATH; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 06. 
01 REF-ACCESS; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 07. 
01 CREATE-REC; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 08. 
01 DELETE-REC; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 09. 
01 MODIFY-ITEMS; PIC 99 ; USAGE COMP; VALUE 10. 
01 MODIFY-IKO ; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 11. 
01 ATTACH-REC; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 12. 
01 DETACH-REC ; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 12. 
01 TRANSPER-REC; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 12. 
01 REF-COMP; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 20 . 
01 REF-NULL; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 21. 
01 REF-ASSIGN; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 22. 
,.. CODES OF THE RECORD TYPES ,.. _____________ _ 
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Their generation is possible with informations found and stored by the 
semantic analyser. For each database record type found in the symbol table, 
generate: 
...... 
01 <record-name>-CODE; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; 
VALUE <corresponding code used in the db>. 
"'CODES OF THE ACCESS PATH TYPES 
.. ________________ _ 
Their generation is possible with informations found and stored by the 
semantic analyser. For each access path type found in the symbol table, 
generate: 
.. 1< .. 
01 <access-path-name>; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; 
VALUE <corresponding code used in the db>. 
"'CODES OF THE KEYS. 
.. __________ _ 
Their generation is possible with informations found and stored by the 
semantic analyser. For each access key found in the symbol table, generate: 
Ol <key-name>-CODE; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; 
VALUE <Corresponding code used in the db>. 
"'CURRENT INSTANCES OF THE RECORD TYPES 
.. ____________________ _ 
The generation of the current instances is possible with informations found 
and stored by the semantic analyser. For each variable used as reference to 
a database record found in the symbol table, generate: 
1r ..... 
Ol CUR-<current-name>; PIC S9(10); USAGE COMP. 
...... 
Those were the generation principles for the list of parameters for the 
interface with the general access module . 
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1·1· Generation principles for the variables declared in the ADL prograrn. 
Now, let · s take a look at the generation principles for the variables 
declared in an ADL program. 
The generation principles will be given 
variable, either a variable is declared with a 
type, either it is declared with a non standard 
prograrn. 
~) SIMPLE DATA TYPES. 
for each data type of 
simple or structured data 
data type in the ADL 
If a variable has a simple data type or has a non standard simple data 
type, then that type can be only one out of five possibilities (integer, 
real, boolean , numeric, string). The generation principles will be given 
for each data type with an ADL example. 
J:) integer . 
ADL example. 
var A:integer 
or 
type INT=integer 
var A:INT 
Cobol generation: 
Ol A; P I CTURE IS S9(l0) ; USAGE COMP . 
ii) real. 
ADL exampl e . 
var R:real 
or 
type T_REAL=real 
var R:T_REAL 
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Cobol generation: 
01 R; PICTURE IS S9(8)V9(8); USAGE COHP. 
iii) nurneric. 
ADL examples. 
var NUMJ.:numeric(l,2); 
NUM2:numeric(S,O) 
or 
type TJruMJ.=numeric(l,2); 
T_NUM.2=numeric(S,O) 
var NUMl.:T_NUMl.; 
NUM2:T_NUM2 
Cobol generation: 
01 NUMl.; PICTURE IS S9(l)V9(2); USAGE COMP. 
01 NUM2; PICTURE IS S9(5); USAGE COHP. 
iv) boolean. 
ADL exarnple. 
var PRESENT:boolean 
or 
type BOOL=boolean 
var PRESENT:BOOL 
Cobol generation: 
01 PRESENT; PICTURE ISA. 
7.8 
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y) string. 
ADL example. 
var STR:string(20) 
or 
type STR20=string(20) 
var STR:STR20 
Cobol generation: 
GENERATION PRINCIPLES 
01 STR; PICTURE IS X(20). 
:ê_) STRUCTURE DATA TYPES. 
If a variable has a structured data type 
structured data type, then that type can be one 
(group, array, items_of, ref of name, ref of 
principles corresponding to ADL examples will be 
data type. 
ADL examples. 
var GR....l:group 
FIELD_l:integer; 
FIELD_2:group 
GR2_Fl:real; 
GR2.J'2:boolean 
end; 
or 
FIELD_3:integer 
end 
type TGR....l=group 
FIELD_l:integer; 
FIELD_2: TGR....2; 
FIELD_3:integer 
var 
end; 
TGR....2=group 
GR2_Fl:real; 
GR2_F2 : boolean 
end 
GR__l:TGR_l 
7.9 
or has a non standard 
out of five possibilities 
RECORD) . The generation 
given for each structured 
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Cobol generation: 
GR-l. . 
02 FIELD-l; PICTURE IS S9(l0); USAGE COMP. 
02 FIELD-2. 
03 GR2-Fl.; PICTURE rs S9(8)V9(8); USAGE COMP. 
03 GR2-F2; PICTURE rs A. 
02 FIELD-3; PICTURE IS S9(10); USAGE COMP . 
• 
7.10 
Cobol adroits one, two and three dimensional arrays. Here are exarnples 
of arrays of each kind. 
ADL exarnple for~ one dimensional array. 
var TABl. : array [10] of integer 
or 
type T_TABl. = array [10) of integer 
var TABl. : T_TABl 
Cobol generation: 
Ol. TABl.. 
02 ELEMENT; OCCURS 10 TIMES; PICTURE IS S9(10); 
USAGE COMP. 
ADL exarnple for~ two dirnensional array. 
var TAB2 : array [10, 15) of real 
or 
type T_TAB2 = array [10 , 15) of real 
var TAB2 : T_TAB2 
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Cobol generation: 
01 TAB2. 
02 ELROWl; OCCURS 10 TIMES. 
03 ELROW2; OCCURS 15 TIMES; PICTURE IS S9(8)V9(8); 
USAGE COMP. 
ADL exa.mple for~ three dimensional array. 
type GR.._l=group 
Fl:real; 
F2:integer 
end 
var TAB3 : ARRAY [ 5, 10, 15 ] of GR,_l 
Cobol generation: 
Ol TAB3. 
02 ELROWl; OCCURS 5 TIMES. 
03 ELROW2; OCCURS 10 TIMES. 
04 ELROW3; OCCURS 15 TIMES. 
05 GR-1. 
06 Fl; PICTURE IS S9(8)V9(8); USAGE COMP. 
06 F2; PICTURE IS S9(10); USAGE COMP . 
iii) items of 
ADL example. 
var eus : items_of CUSTOMER 
or 
type T_CUS = items_of CUSTOMER 
var eus : T_cus 
Cobol generation: 
7.11 
The Cobol generation is based on the information found by the semantic 
analyser and stored in the tables. Those informations are the items of the 
database record and their types which are implied in the current 
declaration (here CUSTOMER) . Let - s suppose the items of CUSTOMER are the 
name, the address and the number. The Cobol generation will be : 
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oi eus. 
02 NAME; PICTURE rs X(20) . 
02 ADDRESS; PICTURE IS X(30). 
02 NUMBER; PICTURE IS S9(3). 
iv) ref of~-
ADL example. 
var Cl.:ref of CUSTOMER 
or 
type R_Cl. = ref of CUSTOMER 
var Cl. : R_Cl 
Cobol generation: 
7.12 
The Cobol generation is almost the same as for the "items_of" data 
type. Variables declared as "ref of" are structures with four different 
fields: 
- the current of the database record stored in that structure; 
its type; 
its file; 
- the items of that record. 
So , the declaration of those variables implies also the search of the items 
of the database record and their types as in the "items_of" declaration. 
so , the generation is the following: 
01 Cl.. 
02 CUR; PICTURE IS S9(10); USAGE COMP. 
02 TYPE; PICTURE IS X(lO). 
02 FILE ; PICTURE IS X(lO). 
02 ITEMS . 
03 NAME; PICTURE IS X(20). 
03 ADDRESS; PICTURE IS X(30). 
03 NUMBER; PICTURE IS S9(3) . 
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y) ref of RECORD. 
ADL example. 
var REC : ref of RECORD 
or 
type REF'_REC = ref of RECORD 
var REC : REF_REC 
Cobol generation: 
7.13 
A variable declared as a "ref of RECORD" is a variable that is used as 
a reference to a set of data.base records independently of their type. Its 
decomposition is the same as the previously discussed reference variable. 
However, as the records of the set it refers to are of multiple types, the 
structure of the data items area is variable.· A redefines clause is 
necessary at the _"item" level. 
So, the generation is the following. Let·s suppose we have two data.base 
record types: EMPLOYEE and WORKER. 
01 REC. 
02 CUR; PICTURE IS S9(10); USAGE COHP. 
02 TYPE; PICTURE IS X(lO). 
02 FILE; PICTURE IS X(lO). 
02 I'rEMS-EMPLOYEE. 
03 NAME; PICTURE IS X(20). 
03 DEPT; PICTURE IS X(lO). 
03 PILLER; PICTURE X(<maxldb>-30); VALUE SPACES. 
02 ITEMS-WORKER; REDEPINES ITEMS-EMPLOYEE. 
03 NAME; PICTURE IS X(20). 
03 USINE; PICTURE IS X(lS). 
03 FILLER; PICTURE X( <maxldb>-35); VALUE SPACES. 
Let · s notice, that an arnbiguity problem occurs when two records have 
the same name for a data item. Indeed, a Cobol qualification problem will 
appear. For example, if we meet the following variable in a program: 
(REC).NAME, it is impossible to know to which data.base record that named 
item belongs to. So, the programmer has to be careful when he gives names 
to data items. 
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3.4. Remarks. 
Those were the generation principles for the DATA DIVISION. 
Furthermore, let·s say that it was impossible to present the generation of 
all possible combinaisons of declaration concerning the mixing of ADL data 
types together. 
Anyway, one consideration can be here added. In ADL, a variable 
declaration can declare more than one identifier in the same declaration. 
Cobol does not allow that; so when such ADL declaration occurs, the Cobol 
program has to contain X declarations of variables of the sa.me type (Xis 
the .number of . identifiers declared in the ADL .declaration statement). 
Example. 
var A,B:integer 
Cobol generation: 
01 A; PICTURE IS S9(10). 
01 B; PICTURE IS S9(10). 
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4. GENERATION PRINCIPLES FOR THE PRODEDURE DIVISION. 
----
4.1. Introduction. 
This section presents the generation principles for the PROCEDURE 
DIVISION. First, we give the generation principles for all kinds of 
variables, all kinds of arithmetic expressions and general expressions. 
Then, the general structure of this DIVISION is given and the choice of the 
control structure will be explained. And finally, the generation principles 
for all ADL statements will be given. 
4.2. Generation principles for the variables, the arithmetic expressions 
and the general expressions. 
As each ADL statement contains in some way variables, arithmetic 
expressions and general expressions, let·s first present their generation 
principles. 
4.2.1. The variables. 
- - - --
For each kind of ADL variable, the corresponding generation principles 
will be given for an exarnple. 
1 -~·± ·±· Non hierarchical variables. 
non subscripted variables. 
ADL variable: OROER --> Cobol generation: OROER 
subscripted variables. 
ADL variable: TAB(I] --> Cobol generation: TAB(I) 
±-~•!•~· Hierarchical variables. 
ADL variable: AD.STR --> Cobol generation: STR OP AD 
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1-~•!•l· Classical var items, var items file and var items~-
ADL variables. Cobol generation. 
(eus> .NAME --> NAME OP eus 
(eus) .PILE --> PILE OP eus 
(eus> .TYPE --> TYPE OP eus 
1-~-~- The arithmetic expressions. 
The arithmetic expression contains a certain number of primarys linked 
together by arithmetic operators. The generation principles for an 
arithmetic expression is the following: generate a primary, the arithmetic 
operator and the next primary, if any and so on. 
ADL examples. 
A+B 
-( A"'B) 
( A/B )-2 
( A"'S )+( B/0. l.) 
Remark. 
--> 
--> 
--> 
--> 
Cobol generation. 
A + B 
- (A "' B) 
(A/ B) u 2 
(A"' 5) + (B / O.l.) 
If the call statement appears in an arithmetic expression (or in a 
general expression), its generation principle is the following. Before the 
statement in which this arithmetic expression (or general expression) 
appears, a Cobol call must be generated with the parameters of the ADL call 
as arguments of that Cobol call. The last argument will contain the result 
of the Cobol call and this argument will be generated in the arithmetic 
expression as substitute of the call statement. An example of that 
particular case will be given in the generation principles of the 
assignment statement. 
~-~·1· The general expressions. 
The general expression contains a certain number of general primarys 
linked together by logical operators. The generation principles for a 
general expression is, thus, the following: generate a general primary and 
then, if any, the binary (AND, OR) or unary (NOT) operator and the 
following general primary, and so on. If a general primary is a test 
expression, then generate the first arithmetic expression, the test 
operator and the second arithmetic expression. 
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ADL examples. 
(A<B) -> 
A<>B --> 
(A>=B) and (Cc=D) -> 
(A=B) or not (C>D) --> 
Remark. 
GENERATION PRINCIPLES 
Cobol generation. 
( A IS < B) 
AIS NOT= B 
(AIS NOT= B) AND (C IS NOT> D) 
(AIS= B) OR NOT (C IS > D) 
7.J.7 
If the test of the general expression is an equality test of two 
reference variables, then that test is .done thanks to a call to a function 
of the GAM. This call is performed before the statement where the general 
expression appears. 
Example. 
if (REFl=REF2) then ... 
Cobol generation. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES . 
MOVE SPACES 'l'O Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE REF-COMP TO OPCODE. 
MOVE CUR-REFl TO CURORIGIN(l). 
MOVE CUR-REF2 •ro CURORIGIN( 2). 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE IS = err_eqJ.; 
MOVE "T" TO REF-EQ; 
ELSE IF ERRCODE IS = err_dif; 
MOVE "F" TO REF-EQ; 
ELSE GO TO TR-ERROR. 
IF (REF-EQ IS = "T"); 
4.3. The general structure of the PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
4.3.J.. The control structure chosen: GO TO vs PERFORM. 
--- -- ------
The two possible control structures within the PROCEDURE DIVISION are 
the GO TO and the PERFORM control structures. The main hindrance to the use 
of PERFORMs is the ADL next name statement. Indeed, when a next name 
statement is encountered, it means that it forces the abortion of the 
current loop execution. If we had used the perform for the generation, a 
recursive PERFORM would be necessary. This is not accepted in Cobol. So, as 
a GO TO is necessary for the generation of the next staternent, we decided 
that the GO TO control structure should be used instead of the PERPORM 
control structure for the generation of all ADL staternents. All the sarne, 
two PERPORMs are generated in the Cobol program but in the general 
structure of the PROCEDU!Œ DIVISION, as it will be seen in the next 
section. 
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4.3.2. General structure of the PROCEDURE DIVISION . 
Here is the general structure of the PROCEDURE DIVISION. This 
structure will always be generated even if the statement part of the AJ?L 
program is empty. 
Cobol generation. 
PROCEDURE DIVISION. 
MAIN-PROGRAM. 
PERFORM OVERTURE-DB. 
GO TO MAIN-TRT. 
ENDST. 
PERFORM CLOTURE-DB. 
STOP RUN. 
OYERTURE-DB. 
MOYE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOYE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOYE OPEN-DB TO OPCODE. 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE = 2; MOYE l TO DBALOPEN; 
ELSE IF ERRCODE NOT= O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
The initialization of all variables used as reference is necessary. It is 
done just after the opening of the database by calling a function of the 
GAM (REF-NULL) for each variable that is used as a reference. They are 
found in the symbol table. For each reference variable, generate: 
1C * 1C 
MOYE ZEROS TO Z-CODES . 
MOYE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOYE REF-NULL TO OPCODE. 
MOYE CUR-<reference variable> TO CURORIGIN(l). 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
Then the generation continues with the cloture--<lb paragraph. 
,,.,,,.. 
CLOTURE-DB. 
MOYE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOYE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOYE CLOSE-DB TO OPCODE. 
IF DBALOPEN = O; 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS; 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
MAIN-TRT. 
GO TO ENDST. 
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TR-ERROR. 
DISPLAY . ERROR IN DATABASE' . 
DISPLAY DBSTAT. 
STOP RUN. 
Remarks. 
J.) The 2 PERFORMS actions of the MAIN-PROGRAM of the Cobol program 
generated are executed once. The OVERTURE-DB paragraph performs the opening 
of the database and the initialization of all the currents used in the 
program by using a function offered by the GAM: REF-NCJLL, that either 
cancel a reference either assign the null reference. The CLOTURE-DB 
paragraph performs the closing of the database, if it was closed before the 
opening. The MAIN--TRT paragraph performs all the actions that are present 
in the statement part of the ADL program. Their generation principles will 
be given in the next section. Finally, the TR-ERROR paragraph is used when 
a fatal database error occurs (fatal meaning that the execution of the 
program cannot continue without spoiling the database). TR-ERROR informs 
the user that an errer occurs, it also displays the errer code and the 
operation code and stops the execution of the program. 
2) Each time a call the DB (the access module) is made 
steps are performed. Those steps are presents in all 
generated: 
initialization to zero of all areas that are used as 
the GAM; 
assignation of the parameters used in the current call; 
call to DB (the access module program); 
the following 
calls so far 
interface with 
if an error occurs then perform the appropriate process; 
if the operation is a database access, it is necessary to stored the 
items and the reference of the accessed record. 
3) It is obvious that DBALOPEN and REF-EQ are to be added in the 
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION : 
OJ. DBALOPEN; PIC 9; USAGE COMP. 
01 REF-EQ; PIC A. 
4.4 . Generation principles for the ADL statements. 
4.4.l. General structure of the MAIN-TRT paragraph. 
The choice that was made for the Cobol generation of the ADL statement 
part is the following. Each ADL statement is generated according toits 
generation principles. These principles will be presented in the next 
sections. 
If the ADL statement is an ADL control structure statement (if, while, 
for) then the sequences of statements controled by this statement are not 
immediately generated. Each of those sequences is generated when each ADL 
statement present on, what we can call, the first level of statements, has 
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been generated. The first level in an ADL program is the set of statements 
that are not contained in any control structure. The second level is the 
set of sequences of statements contained in the control statement of the 
first level, and so on. 
In other words, we can summarize this process by saying: 
For each statement of the sequence of statements on the current level, if 
the ADL statement is nota control structure statement then generate this 
statement. Otherwise, generate the control structure but not the sequence 
of statements controled by this control structure statement. 
When the whole sequence of statements of the current level has been 
generated, then generate the sequences of statements controled by the 
control structure statements of that level; and so forth, recursively. 
This structure was mainly chosen because of the possibility of 
overlapping if statement. Indeed, if a sequence of statements controled by 
the if statement contains another if statement, then the following 
structure is impossible in the generated Cobol text. 
Sl 
TH-STl EL-STl 
TH-TH-ST EL-TH-ST TH-EL-ST EL-EL-ST 
1 1 
1 
TH-ST2 EL-ST2 
S2 
1 
so, to avoid this problem, the sequences of statements controled by 
the if control structure statement are generated later. As this principle 
was chosen for the if control structure statement, it was adopted for all 
control structure statements .. 
i•i•l• Generation principles: the assignment expression. 
In our effort to give a complete list of all possible types of 
assignment statement, we group the examples in three blocks: 
the first gives the different forms of arithmetic expressions and the 
different kinds of primary, excepted the variable used as a reference 
to a record and the particular case when the primary is a d.b object 
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set and nullref; 
the second gives the forms of arithmetic expressions and primary which 
are the exceptions .of the first group; 
- the third group states examples of logical expressions: general 
expressions. 
~-~-~-~- Arithmetic expression and prirnary. 
ADL example. 
A:=(B+c-D)*E; 
A:=B; 
A [ 5] : =5; 
ADR:=·xxx·; 
PRESENT:=true; 
A:= 0.5e3 + 0.8; 
A:=SINI ( B,SINB) 
--> 
--> 
--> · 
--> 
--> 
--> 
--> 
Cobol generation. 
COMPUTE A= (B + C - D) * E. 
MOVE B TO A. 
MOVE 5 TO A( 5 ) . 
MOVE "XXX" TO ADR. 
MOVE "T" TO PRESENT. 
COMPUTE A= (0.5 ** + 3) + 0.8. 
CALL "SIN" USING B, SINB. 
MOVE SINB TO A. 
~ -~-~-~- Particular cases of the primary. 
A. Db object set. 
ADL example. 
CUS:=CUSTOMER( :CUSNB=5) 
Cobol generation. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES . 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE KEY-ACCESS TO OPCODE . 
MOVE l TO GETCODE. 
MOVE CUSTOMER-CODE TO RECTCODE. 
MOVE CUR-CUS TO RECREP . 
MOVE CUSNB-CODE TO KEYCODE. 
MOVE O TO OPERATOR. 
MOVE 5 TO Z-VALUE-CUSNB-KEY . 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; 
IF ERRCODE NOT= l; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
MOVE RECREP TO CUR-CUS. 
MOVE CORRESPONDING Z-VALUE-CUSTOMER TO eus. 
That particular case of the assignment statement corresponds to a single 
access key to a database record type. 
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B. Nullref and variable used as reference to a record. 
ADL examples. 
CUR.....X: =( ) ; 
CUR.....X:=CUR,_Y; 
Cobol generation. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE REF-NULL TO OPCODE. 
MOVE CUR-X TO CURORIGIN( 1}. 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS . 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES . 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE REF-ASSIGN TO OPCODE. 
MOVE CUR-X TO CURORIGIN( 1). 
MOVE CUR-Y TO CURORIGIN(2). 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
7.22 
These particular cases of assignation correspond to the cancellation of a 
reference and the assignation of a reference to another. 
i•i-~-~- General expression. 
ADL example. 
PRESENT := (A>B[I]) and (A<B[J] ); 
Cobol generation. 
IP (AIS> B(I)) AND (AIS< B(J)); 
MOVE "T" TO PRESENT; 
ELSE MOVE "F" TO PRESENT. 
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1·1·l· Generation principles: the while staternent . 
For each control structure (while, if ,for), we generate two sequences 
of Cobol statements at two different places. These two sequences are the 
staternents concerning the control structure and then at the following level 
the statements controled by this structure. The separation of the two parts 
is indicated in the examples with "////". 
ADL example . 
while A<> B(I] do 
I:=I+l 
endwhile; 
Cobol generation. 
WH-i. 
IP A NOT = B( I ) ; 
GO TO WHST-i. 
Ill/ 
WHST-i . 
COMPUTE I = I + 1. 
GO TO WH-i . 
Where i is the counter of the number of while statements. 
1·1 ·1 · Generation principles: the if statement. 
This section presents the generation principles for both kinds of if: 
if_then statement and if_then_else statement. 
A. If then statement. 
ADL exarnple. 
if QTY=O 
then PRINT 1 ( MESS_,ERR); 
endif 
Cobol generation. 
IF QTY IS = O; 
GO TO TH-ST-i. 
END-IF-i. 
/I l l 
TH-ST-i. 
CALL '"PRINT" USING MESS-ERR. 
GO TO END-IP-i. 
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Where i is the counter of the· number of if statements. 
B. If then else statement. 
ADL example. 
if QTY = 0 
then PRINTl(MESS_ERR) 
else QTY:=QTY-(L).QTY 
endif; 
Cobol generation. 
IF QTY IS = O; 
GO TO TH-ST-i; 
ELSE GO TO EL-ST-i. 
END-IF-i. 
/Ill 
TH-ST-i. 
CALL "PRINT" CJSING MESS-ERR. 
GO TO END-IF-i. 
EL-ST-i. 
COMPUTE QTY = QTY - QTY OF L. 
GO TO END-I F -i. 
Where i is the counter of nurnber of if statements. 
7.24 
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~·~·1· Generation principles: the for statement . 
In ADL, the for statement can be either a for with a 
collection expression either a for with a db object set as 
expression. This section presents the generation principles for 
of for statements. 
~·1·1·~· Generation principles for the for range. 
ADL example. 
for A:=l .. J.O do 
TAB [ A ] : = A - 2 
endfor 
Cobol generation. 
FOR-R-i. 
IF A NOT> 10; 
GO TO FOR-R-ST-i. 
/Ill 
FOR-R-ST-i. 
COMPUTE TAB(A) = A XX 2. 
COMPUTE A= A+ J.. 
GO TO FOR-R-i. 
Where i is the counter of the number of for range statements. 
7.25 
range as 
collection 
both kind 
1·~·1·~· Generation principles for the for db object set statement. 
The generation of the for statement with a db object set as collection 
expression is a little bit more complex. Let · s recall that this for 
statement always represents an access to one, several or all instances of a 
given record type in the database. This .kind of for statement, also called 
for_db, is generated as a loop of accesses to database records using the 
functions offered by the GAM. There are four possible types of accesses . 
The generation principles will be given for each type of access with an 
example. These types of accesses are: 
the sequential access to instances of a database record type; 
the access to one or more instances of a record type based on a access 
key; 
the sequential access to the targets of an access path; 
the access to the targets of an access path based on a key. 
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A. Sequential access to instances of a record~. 
ADL example. 
for CUS:=CUSTOMER() do 
<trt> 
endfor; 
Cobol generation. 
GO TO TR-FORDB-i. 
END-FORDB-i. 
Ill/ 
TR-FORDB-i. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE SEQ-ACCESS TO OPCODE. 
MOVE l TO GETCODE. 
MOVE CUSTOMER-CODE TO RECTCODE. 
MOVE CUR-CUS TO RECREF. 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PA'l'HS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; 
IF ERRCODE NOT= l; GO TO TR-ERROR; 
ELSE GO TO END-TRFORDB-i. 
MOVE RECREF TO CUR-CUS. 
MOVE CORRESPONDING Z-VALUE-CUSTOHER TO eus. 
GO TO TR-FORDBST-i. 
END-TRFORDBST-i. 
GO TO TR-FORDB-i. 
END-TRFORDB-i. 
GO TO END-FORDB- i . 
/Ill 
TR-FORDBST-i. 
<trt> 
GO TO END-TRPORDBST-i. 
Where i is the counter of the number of for_db statement. 
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B. Access to instances of a record~ based on a key. 
ADL example . 
for CUS:=CUS'l'OMER(( :CUS_NAME=-oUPoNT· )and( :CUS__ADR= - NAMUR- )) do 
<trt> 
endfor 
Cobol generation. 
GO TO TR-FORDB-i. 
END-FORDB-i. 
/Ill 
TR-FORDB-i . 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE KEY-ACCESS TO OPCODE. 
MOVE 1 TO GETCODE. 
MOVE CUS'l'OMER-CODE TO RECTCODE. 
MOVE CUR-CUS TO RECREF. 
MOVE "DUPONT" TO CUS-NAME OF Z-VALUE-CUS-NAME-DEC-KEY. 
MOVE "NAMUR" TO CUS-ADR OF Z-VALUE-CUS-NAME-DEC-KEY. 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT , Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; 
IF ERRCODE NOT= l; GO TO TR-ERROR; 
ELSE GO TO ENI;)-TRFORDB-i. 
MOYE RECREF ·ro CUR-CUS . 
MOVE CORRESPONDING Z-VALUE-CUSTOMER TO eus. 
GO •ro TR-1-,0RDBST-i. 
END-TRFORDBST-i. 
GO TO TR-FORDB-i. 
END-TRFORDB-i. 
GO TO END-FORDB-i. 
I l l/ 
TR-FORDBST-i. 
<trt> 
GO TO END-TRFORDBST-i. 
Where i is the counter of the number of for_db statement. 
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c. seguential access to the targets of an access ~-
ADL example. 
for ORD:=ORDER(CO:CUS) do 
<trt> 
endfor; 
Cobol generation 
GO TO TR-FORDB-i. 
END-FORDB-i. 
Ill/ 
TR-FORDB-i. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE SEQ-AC-W-PATH TO OPCODE. 
MOVE l TO GETCODE. 
MOVE OROER-CODE TO RECTCODE. 
MOVE CUR-ORD TO RECREF. 
MOVE CO TO PATHCODE( l). 
MOVE CUR-CUS TO CURORIGIN( l). 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; 
IF ERRCODE NOT= l; GO TO TR-ERROR; 
ELSE GO 1'0 END--TRFORDB-i. 
MOVE RECREF TO CUR-ORD. 
MOVE CORRESPONDING Z-VALUE-ORDER TO ORD. 
GO TO TR-FORDBST-i. 
END-TRFORDBST-i. 
GO TO TR-FORDB-i. 
END-TRFORDB-i. 
GO TO END-FORDB-i. 
Ill/ 
TR-FORDBST-i . 
<trt> 
GO TO END-TRFORDBST-i . 
Where i is the counter of the number of for_db statement. 
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o. Access te the targets of an access path based on a key. 
ADL example. 
for ORD: =ORDER( (CO: eus )and( : DATE_ORO=DATE....X) ) do 
<trt> 
endfor; 
Cobol generation. 
GO TO TR-FORDB-i. 
END-FORDB-i. 
/Ill 
TR-FORDB-i. 
HOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
HOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
HOVE IŒY-AC-W-PATH TO OPCODE. 
HOVE l TO GETCODE. 
HOVE ORDER-CODE TO RECTCODE. 
HOVE CUR-ORD TO RECREF. 
HOVE DATE-ORO-CODE TO !ŒYCODE. 
HOVE DATE-X TO Z-VALUE-DATE-ORD. 
HOVE O TO OPERATOR. 
HOVE CO TO PATHCODE( l). 
HOVE CUR-CUS TO CURORIGIN( l ) . 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; 
IF ERRCODE NOT= l; GO TO TR-ERROR; 
ELSE GO TO ENO-TRFORDB-i. 
M.OVE RECREF TO CUR-ORD . 
HOVE CORRESPONDING Z-VALUE-ORDER TO ORD. 
GO TO TR-FORDBST-i. 
END-TRFORDBST-i. 
GO TO TR-FORDB- i . 
ENO-TRFORDB-i. 
GO TO ENO-FORDB-i. 
Ill/ 
TR-FORDBST-i . 
<trt> 
GO TO END-TRFORDBST-i. 
Where i is counter of the number of for_db statement . 
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~-~-~- Generation principles: the exit and the next statements. 
The generation principles for the next statement and the generation 
principles for the exit statement are quite similar . The main difference is 
the statement where the execution must continue after the exit or the next 
statement. The exit statement presence implies that the execution continues 
at the END-TRFORDB-i paragraph while the next statement presence implies 
that the execution continues at the END-TRFORDBST-i paragraph (where i 
corresponds to the number of the for statement whose control variable is 
the name of the exit or of the next statement, if any; otherwise, i the 
number of the current generated for statement). 
ADL example. 
for CUS:=CUSTOMER() do 
for ORD:=ORDER(CC:CUS) do 
if (ORD).DATE=31O885 
then PRINTl((CUS).NAME) 
else next eus 
[exit] 
endif 
endfor 
endfor 
Cobol generation. 
GO TO TR-FORDB-1. 
END-FORDB-1. 
/Ill 
TR-FORDB-1. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES . 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE SEQ-ACCESS TO OPCODE. 
MOVE 1 TO GETCODE. 
MOVE CUSTOMER-CODE TO RECTCODE. 
MOVE CUR-CUS TO RECREF. 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; 
IF ERRCODE NOT= l; GO TO TR-ERROR; 
ELSE GO TO ENO-TRFORDB-1. 
MOVE RECREF TO CUR-CUS . 
MOVE CORRESPONDING Z-VALUE-C.'USTOMER TO eus. 
GO TO TR-FORDBST-1. 
END-TRFORDBST-1. 
GO TO TR-FORDB-1. 
ENO-TRFORDB-1 . 
GO TO END-FORDB-1. 
Ill/ 
TR-FORDBST-1. 
GO TO FORDB-2. 
END-FORDB-2 . 
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GENERATION PRINCIPLES 
GO TO END-TRFORDBST-1. 
/Ill 
TR-P'ORDB-2. 
MOYE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOYE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOYE SEQ-AC-W-PATH TO OPCODE. 
MOYE l TO GETCODE. 
MOYE ORDER-CODE TO RECTCODE. 
MOYE CUR-ORD TO RECREP. 
MOYE CO TO PATHCODE( l). 
MOYE CUR-CUS TO CURORIGIN( l). 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; 
IF ERRCODE NOT= l; GO TO TR-ERROR; 
ELSE GO TO END-TRFORDB-2. 
MOYE RECREF TO CUR-ORD. 
MOYE CORRESPONDING Z-VALUE-ORDER TO ORD. 
GO TO TR-FORDBST-2. 
END-TRFORDBST-2. 
GO TO TR-FORDB-2. 
END-TRFORDB-2. 
GO TO END-FORDB-2. 
TR-FORDBST-2. 
IF DATE OF ORD IS = 310885; 
GO TO TH-ST-1; 
ELSE GO TO EL-ST-1. 
END-IF-1. 
GO TO END-TRFORDBST-2. 
TH-ST-1. 
CALL "PRINT" USING NAME OF eus. 
GO TO END-IP-1. 
EL-ST-1. 
GO TO END-TRFORDBST-l. 
[ GO TO END-TRFORDB-2. ] 
GO TO END-IF -l. 
~-~·2· Generation principles : the call statement. 
The call statement is generated by using the CALL Cobol statement. 
ADL examples. 
FUNCl -> 
FUNC l ( ARGl, ARG2) -> 
Cobol generation. 
CALL "FUNC". 
CALL "P'UNC" USING ARGl, ARG2. 
7.31 
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GENERATION PRINCIPLES 7. 32 
1·1·~· Generation principles: the return statement. 
The ADL return statement is generated in Cobol, by only one clause 
either it has pararneters or either it has no parameter. This clause is the 
EXIT PROGRAM clause that can be the only statement of its paragraph. 
ADL examples. 
return; 
return(ARGl); 
Cobol generation. 
GO TO EXPROG. 
Ill/ 
EXPROG. 
EXIT PROGRAM. 
4.4.9. Database modification statements. 
ADL offers three kinds of database modification statements: create, 
delete and modify. we will give generation principles for each of these 
staternents. 
1·1-~-~- Generation principles: the create staternent. 
ADL exarnple. 
create ORO : =OROER((CO:CUS) and ( :DATE_ORO=DATE_TODAY) and 
( : NUM._ORO=LASTNB_ORD + l ) ; 
Cobol generation. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES . 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE CREA1'E-REC TO OPCODE. 
MOVE OROER-CODE TO RECTCODE . 
MOVE CO TO PATHCODE( l). 
MOVE CUR-CUS TO CURORIGIN(l). 
MOVE DATE-TODAY TO DATE-ORO OP ORD. 
COMPUTE NUM-ORD OF ORO= LASTNB-ORO + l . 
MOVE CORRESPONDING ORO TO Z-VALUE-OROER. 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; GO TO TR-ERROR . 
MOVE RECREF TO CUR-ORD. 
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GENERATION PRINCIPLES 
~-~-~-~- Generation principles: the delete statement. 
ADL example. 
delete ORO 
Cobol generation. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE DELETE-REC TO OPCODE. 
MOVE OROER-CODE TO RECTCODE. 
MOVE CUR-ORO TO RECREF. 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS . 
IF ERRCODE NOT= 0; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
MOVE RECREF TO CUR-ORO. 
1·1·~·l· Generation principles: the modify statement. 
7.33 
The ADL modify statement offers ways to modify data items of a 
database record but it also allows to attach and detach records to others 
via access paths. This section will present the generation principles for 
the modification of data items (or i.kos), for the detach operation and the 
detach operation. 
A. Modify items (or ikos) statement. 
The GAM offers two modify functions: modify-items and modify-ikos. 
When an ADL modify statement is encountered, the Cobol program will contain 
back to back the call to the modify-items function and the call to the 
modify-ikos function. Each of them will modify the data items or the ikos 
it can modify (data items for the modify-items function and the ikos for 
the modify-ikos function). 
ADL ex:ample. 
modify CUS(( :ADR__CUST=·xxx· )and( :CITY_CUST=·yyy· )); 
Cobol generation. 
HOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
HOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE HODIFY-ITEMS TO OPCODE. 
MOVE CUSTOMER-CODE TO RECTCODE. 
MOVE CUR-CUS TO RECREF. 
MOVE "XXX" TO ADR-CUST OF Z- VALUE-CUSTOMER. 
MOVE "YYY" TO CITY-CUST OF '.?-VALUE-CUSTOMER. 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
1. 
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GENERATION PRINCIPLES 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE MODIFY-IKOS TO OPCODE. 
MOVE CUSTOMER-CODE TO RECTCOD.E. 
MOVE CUR-CUS TO RECREF. 
MOVE "XXX" TO ADR-CUST OF Z-VALUE-CUSTOMER. 
MOVE "YYY" TO CITY-CUST OF Z-VALUE-CUSTOMER. 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
B. The attach statement. 
ADL example. 
modify ORD(CO:CUS) 
Cobol generation. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE ATTACH-REC TO OPCODE. 
MOVE CUR-ORD TO RECREF. 
MOVE CO TO PATHCODE(l}. 
MOVE CUR-CUS TO CURORIGIN( 1) . 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
C. The detach staternent. 
ADL example. 
modify ORD(CO: 0 CUS} 
Cobol generation. 
MOVE ZEROS TO Z-CODES. 
MOVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE DETACH-REC TO OPCODE. 
MOVE CUR-ORD 'l'O RECREF. 
MOVE CO TO PATHCODE(l) . 
MOVE CUR-CUS TO CURORIGIN( 1). 
CALL "DB" USING DBSTAT, Z-COOES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCOOE NOT= O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
. 7.34 
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EXAMPLE 8.1 
CHAPTER 8: EXAMPLE OP AN APPLICATION 
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EXAMPLE 8.2 
l. INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents the example of an application. This includes 
first the access schema (necessary access schema) of the database. The 
database stores information about customers, their orders and the products 
which may be ordered. Then, we specify a request and give the 
corresponding effective ADL algorithm. The ADL program is given as input to 
the ADL/GAM Cobol compiler. The results of the execution (the decompilation 
of the generated parse tree plus the decompiled source text and the Cobol 
program) can be found in the appendix. 
1· DESCRIPTION OF THE SCHEMA 
~-.!• NAS schema 
CUSTOMER 
address name nb-cus 
/t\ OROER PRODUCT 
nber street city 
nb-ord date q-stk price nb-pro 
OROER-UNE 
q 
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EXAMPLE 8.3 
2.2. Description 
A description of the database record types, their data items and the 
access paths linking the record types are presented for the preceding 
schema. 
RECORD TYPE: CUSTOMER 
CUSTOMER: person or firm who has at least once ordered one of our products 
DATA ITEMS: 
- NB_CUS: the number identifying the customer; type: integer; 
- NAME: the name of the customer; type: string; 
- ADDRESS: the address of the customer; type: decomposable 
Component data items: 
* NBER: number of the house; type: integer; 
* STREET: name of the street; type: string; 
* CITY: name of the town or village; type: string; 
RECORD TYPE: ORDER 
---
ORDER: order passed by a customer containing .at least one correct order 
line 
DATA ITEMS: 
- NB_ORD: number identifying the order; type: integer; 
- DATE: date specifying the day the order was passed; type: integer (the 
two first digits give the day, the third and fourth the month and the 
last two the year); 
RECORD TYPE: ORDER,..,.LINE 
ORDER_LINE: line of an order specifying the quantity of an ordered product 
DATA ITEMS: 
Q: quantity ordered; type: integer; 
RECORD TYPE: PRODUCT 
PRODUCT: good produced by the firm and that can be bought by customers 
DATA ITEMS 
- NB_FRO: nurnber identifying the product; type: integer; 
- PRICE: unit selling price of the product; type: real; 
- Q_STK: quantity of the product that is available in the stock of the 
firm; type: integer; 
ALL ITEMS ARE MANDATORY. 
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EXAMPLE 
ACCESS PATH TYPES 
c_OR: access path linking a customer toits orders; 
( one-to-many); 
8.4 
OR._C: inverse; access path linking an order to the customer who passed it; 
( many-to-one ) ; 
OR._OL: access path linking an order and its order lines; 
( one-to-many); 
OL_OR: inverse; access path linking an order line toits order; 
( many-to-one ) ; 
P_OL: access path linking a product to all its order lines; 
( one-to-many); 
OL_.P: inverse; access path linking an order line to its corresponding 
product; (many-to-one); 
3. REQUEST & ADL ALGORITHM 
~-!• Reguest 
Count the number of customers ordering the product number 5159 on August 
31st 1985. 
l·~· ADL algorithm 
algorithm FUNClNBCUST 
var CNBCUST: i nteger; 
CUST : ref of CUSTOMER; 
ORD : ref of ORDER; 
OL: ref of ORDER_LINE; 
PROD: ref of PRODUCT 
begin 
CNBCUST:=O; 
• for CUST: =CUSTOMER( ) do 
for ORD:=ORDER(C_OR:CUST) do 
if (ORD).DATE = 310885 
then 
endif 
endfor 
endfor 
end. 
f or OL:=ORDER._LINE(OR._OL:ORD) do 
for PROD:=PRODUCT(OL_.P:OL) do 
if (PROD).NB_.PRO = 5159 
then 
CNBCUST:=CNBCUST+l; 
next CUST; 
endif; 
endfor; 
endfor 
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CONCLUS IONS 
PART 1 CONCLUSIONS ON THE WORK CARRIED OUT 
--- ------
1. Our Work 
-- ---
The objective of our work was the implementation of an ADL-Cobol/GAM 
compiler within the development of a database design workbench. Seing an 
automated tool which is very specific to the design methodology, the first 
part of the thesis was exclusively dedicated to a very brief introduction 
to the analysis and design methodology of Namur and to the presentation of 
the models supporting the realization of the software environment (the GAM 
and ADL). A special attention has also been paid to the conceptual schema 
of the database of the workbench. 
The second part of the work then described the choices that have been 
made in the design as well as in the implementation of the compiler . As it 
represents one tool arnong others of the workbench, its design has mostly 
been determined by the structure of the global environment. Emphasis being 
put on the production of modular automated tools in order to make the 
decisions more independent , the three steps of the compiler (syntactical 
analysis, semantic analysis, code generation) have been clearly separated 
in their design . 
2 . Evaluation 
A. SYNTACTICAL ANALYSIS 
A syntactical analyser has been created for the effective ADL prograrns 
as well as for the still incomplete predicative (general or whole) ADL. The 
tools LEX and YACC used to generate the parse tree proved to be very 
helpful and efficient. They enabled us to implement the ADL parser in a 
considerably short time. However, an important thing to note is that these 
UNIX tools only allow the generation of LALR(l) parsers. In other words, a 
lookahead of one token should in all cases allow the recognition of the 
current syntactic structure. Grarnmar rules ambiguous for the parser are 
handled in a fixed way which may be unsatisfactory. There is no possibility 
of backtracking if a wrong interpretation choice has been made . So, to 
assure a defined and correct behaviour of the generated parser, the 
specified grammar has to be unambiguous. This restriction proved to be a 
rea l hindrance for t he spec i fication of the ADL language . Besides the 
introduction ot some special symbols, we had to limit the power of the 
database access constructions . Thus a parser of a more general ADL has 
stJ.lJ to be implemented. 
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B. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS & CODE GENE.RATOR 
The semantic analyser and the consequent code generator only concern 
effective ADL programs. They have been conjointly developed and so their 
interactions are considerable. Besides the various consistency checks, the 
semantic analyser provides the generation process with informations 
necessary toits execution. so, as the compiler is strictly limited to the 
generation into one programming language (Cobol}, the semantic analyser 
also includes some functions of information collecting which may become 
completely meaningless in case of another target programming language. The 
compiler itself is completely dependent of Cobol. Moreover, as the product 
is a first prototype for the automatic generation of executable programs, 
it has of course its limitations. For instance, it hardly handles the 
problem of the function calls and does not tackle the question of 
communication between programs at all. 
C . GENERATED PRODUCTS 
An other interesting point is the evaluation of the generated 
products. The parse tree generated by the syntactic analyser forms the 
algorithm representation within the system. All the transformations which 
have to be performed on the algorithm according to the steps of the logical 
and physical design will be executed on this tree. So the number of nodes 
generated for a given program indirectly determines the performance of the 
tree transformation tools. The examples given in the appendix show that the 
complexity of the ADL grammar produces a large number of nodes, even for 
very short ADL programs. From a different point of view, this decomposition 
down to the basic elements of the language may facilitate the 
transformations themselves . So it remains rather difficult . to give a 
definite judgement on this subject. Experience will be more eloquent. 
PART 2: EXTENSIONS 
What could have been done differently with regard to possible future 
developments '? 
1. Multiple Target Languages 
The implemented code generator is strictly limited to the generation 
into one defined target prograrcuning language. The characteristics of the 
chosen language (Cobol in this case) determined the design of the compiler. 
Whereas the semantic analyser collects rather general informations, even if 
some of it may be irrelevant for the translation into some other 
programming language, the generator itself is totally dependent of Cobol. 
Consider i ng the whole context of the database design workbench, it may 
have been more interesting to design a c ompiler where the target-language 
dependency is confined to a small number of basic functions, thus making 
the development of a compiler with some other target prograrnming language 
much easier . I n c oncrete t erms , the compiler would be based upon a series 
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of translating functions, one for each basic instruction of the ADL 
language. So, the main structure of the program will always remain the 
same; only these translation functions have to be rewritten for each target 
language . 
In this context, it becomes interesting to accept for the effective 
ADL programs a language with only very elementary control structures. This 
is all the more necessary as the target programming languages may not all 
offer powerful algorithmic structures equivalent to the ADL structures . The 
translation of the complex ADL control structures would be performed by 
tree transformations. 
A POR structure of the form 
for X:= RECORD.-X(CX) 
<statements> 
endfor 
will be transformed into 
where 
GET_FIRST_RX; 
while POUND_x do 
<statements>; 
GET_NEXT_RX 
endwhile 
GETJIRST_RX gets the first record RECORD_X that satisfies the 
condition ex, 
GET_NEXT_RX gets the next record of the sequence of records of type 
RECORD.-X satisfying the condition ex. 
These functions return a boolean value indicating if the record has been 
found (POUND_X) and do also return the reference of this record. 
A WHILE loop is again transforrned into an IP statement : 
LABELl: if not <Condition> then GOTO LABEL2 endif; 
<Statements> 
GOTO LABELl; 
LABEL2: 
At the same time, the power of the ADL expressions is restricted by 
allowing only binary arithmetic expressions and simple test expressions. 
These transformations may imply the introduction of auxiliary variables. 
This way, the set of necessary translation routines specific to one target 
programming language is considerably reduced and sois the dependency of 
the compiler . 
Given this architecture, it shouldn·t be too difficult to implement a 
multiple target generator. A pararneterization of the whole module could for 
instance be used to determine which subset of the translating functions 
should be used to obtain a program text in the chosen conventional 
programrning language . An inevitable consequence of this way of proceeding 
however, is that the generated prograrn text will not use all the power of 
the given programming language, thus being less readable. 
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A second way for implementing a general generation tool of executable 
programs could be the design of some program which accepts as input the 
parse tree of the ADL program as well as a file of macro-instructions. The 
instructions describe the principles for translating the various structures 
of the ADL language into a particular target language. So, to achieve the 
translation into yet another prograrnming language, only the file of the 
macro-instructions has to be modified. This type of architecture has been 
used for instance to produce a general automatic generator of access 
modules (see (BOCK.82] ). 
2. Generation of Modular Access . Modules 
From another point of view, it may be profitable to add some functions 
to the compiler like the collecting of additional informations. They will 
be stored in the database of the workbench in order to be generally 
available. These specific informations could for instance be the list of 
all database manipulations performed in the algorithm so that modular 
access interface modules can be generated. we mean by this that the 
semantic analyser will have to save detailed information about what 
primitive access and modification routines are requested for each record 
type of the database schema. Soit is not enough to store the record type 
na.mes manipulated in a given algorithm; for each record type, the 
operations to be executed must be listed or, vice versa for each possible 
database operation, any record type for which this action is requested has 
to be stored. 
If this extra information is entered into the database of the 
workbench, it should be possible to generate modular access modules, that·s 
to say access modules associated to one special algorithm and containing as 
code only what is strictly necessary to the execution of this application. 
It goes without saying that we do not claim presenting here all the 
extensions which may be possible. The implemented compiler only represents 
a first step in the realization of an automated translation tool of the 
work.bench. 
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AP?~NDIX 
TASLE OF CO~TENTS. 
- The Accass Module =unctions (complem2nt t~ chapter 2). 
- Lexical ~nd Syntactical Specifications of the Subset-AOL. 
(Comclemant to chaoter 3). 
- Lexical and Syntactical Specifications of the ADL. 
(Comolament to chaptar 3). 
Desc~ipti=n of t~e Conceotual Schema of the Workbench Database in 
the ~ETA For~alism (complement to chapter ~). 
- Dsscriotion of the Sinary Access Madel of the ~orkbench Oatabase 
(comolem~nt to chapter 4). 
- LOF Jefi~ition of ADL (complement to chapter 5). 
- LEX Specifications Ganerated by the Transformator (complement 
chact~r 5). 
to 
- Y~CC 3peci~ications Generated by the Transformator (complement to 
chaptar 5). 
- Architactur~ =f the Compil~r (co~~l~ment to cnapter 7). 
- ~eco ~ ~i~a d Text, ~ierarchical Tree and C~Dol Program of the exam-
cle of ch~otar d. 
- ~a co~9i l2~ T?xt, ~ie~archical Trad and Cobol Pro~rEm of two 
examole~. 
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**************************************************** 
S0 ECIFICATI • N • = THE FUNCTIONS OF THE G 4 M 
**************************************************** 
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We ~~nt te cira» your attention to the fact that this part of the 
app=ndix ;ives ü more recent specification of the access module 
fun:tions. Changes have been done since the writing of chapter 
two of t~e t~esis. 
Tha modifications mainly concern the functions manipulating 
refarence vari~blas. T1»0 functions n~ve been added: 
- the creation of a reference va~iable 
- the delation of a reference variable • 
Thasa functions are used to confera 
refaren:e v~ri~ble to a variable of 
To ax~lain the notion of raference 
genaral defi~ition of this notion. 
or retrieve the status of a 
the orolram of type integer. 
variabla, we have included a 
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-·--~ s~~c!~rc~rr •~ CF THE FU~CTIONS J= TH~ GA M 
* 
**************************************************** 
r. L!ST JF THE FUNCTIO~S o~F~QED aY THE GA M 
---------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------
1. 
... 
(. . 
.,. 
.., . 
4. 
... 
., . 
6. 
7 • 
of the (OPEIIJDS) 
Closin~ of the database CCL • SEDa) 
Access to thg next instance of a record tyce (this includgs 
the accass to the first r2cord of a tyoe) (SEQ) 
Accass by k?y to the next instance of a record type (this 
inciudes the access to the first record matching the condition) 
(K=Y) 
4cc?ss to tne next instance of a record type within an acce$S 
patn (t~is includas the access to the first record in the 
access ~ath) (PATH) 
Accass by kay to the next instance of 3 record type within an 
access ~3t~ (this includes the access to the first record in 
tne accass ~ath matching the selection condition) (KEYPATH) 
~CC?SS by reference to an instance cf a record tyoe (QIRECT) 
3. Cr~ation o 4 a racord of a given ty~e CC~EATE) 
9. Del2tion ~f ~ record of a given tyoe (D=LETE) 
10. Mo d ific3t1on of so~e data item values ~f a record (the data 
itams nust net be a comocnent of ~ny kind of IKOs, that's 
to t~2y ~ust not ba cart of aither an identifier, a key 
or ~n ord~r) (~JDIT~M) 
11. ~od1fic3~1on of soma componants of IK~s Canly components of 
an ici~n~ifiar, key or ordar ~ay be changed) (MODIKO) 
12. Tr~nsf?r, attac~, datach a record from one access path to 
anothar of the sa~e tyce (MOO~ATH) 
20. Comoarison of two reference variables CCOMPAR) 
21. Annulmant of a refarenca (NULL) 
22. AssiJn~tion of a reference to ~nother (ASSI~N) 
23. Craation of a reference variable (G~T) 
24. ~eletion of a refarencA vari~ble (F~EE) 
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Definition of the refere~c~ variables 
*********** ************************** 
The a~ce5s to ths 03 is realized by means of primitive accsss 
routines using r~ference variables. 4 referance variable (in brief: 
a reference) dssignatas either a database record or nothing. At 
this moment the reference is said to be 'null'. 
e • g • - ~ithin an access path of type CJSORD you accede to 
the instance of the record type JROER following the 
in5tance danoteci by the reference variable 'ORO' 
- within an access path of tyoe CJSORO you accede to 
the first record of typa OROER 
A variable of the programming language of type integer takes the 
status of a reference variable by the use of the primitive function 
'cre~tion of a reference variable'. 
The value of a referance variable has no meaning as an inta~er 
value. The refgrence variables can only be manipulated by using 
tha primitive routines: 
- A~nulmant of a reference 
- Assi~nation of a reference to another 
- Comparison of two referenca variables 
Thus one is not allowed to memorize the value of reference 
variables, to co~oare these variables or to affect a value to these 
variables bt means of some instruction of the orogramming language. 
N.~. The only exception concerns the parameter CURLISTCJ where 
the valua of a useci refarence variable must be assigned to the 
element CüqLISTCiJ. 
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============================================ 
SY~OPS!S: 
BD Cdbstat,oococie,getcode,recref,keycod~, 
operator,pathlist,curlist,z_values) 
struct dbstat_struct *dbstat; 
long int *opcode; 
long int *getcod~; 
lon~ int *recref: 
long int *~eycode: 
long int *operator: 
lor.; int pathlist[J; 
long int curlist[J; 
struct sem_struct *z_values: 
MEAN!NG QF T~~ ?ARAM~T~RS 
************************* 
QBSTAT 
JPC~D2 
GETCODE 
REC~EF 
coda stating the result of the o~eration on the ciatabase 
FNCOJE cor.tains the ooaration code if an error 
~~s occurred 
=~RCJDE contains tne appropriate errer code 
Jp 0 r~tion code 
code inciic3ting if the dat3 item values should be 
orovici?d or not 
for a3cn kind cf access, it contains the reference of 
t~a Jr?vious record or a null reference if no access 
has je~n d one sa far: for all the database manipulations 
(?xceat th~ creation), it cor.tains the retarance of the 
r~cord involvsd by the ooeration 
K~YCOJ~ co~a o+ the access or sort key 
• PE~ATJ~: :o da s~ecifyinç tha test operator of the selection 
cond ition 
PATriLIST: list of tha codas of t~e access path concarneci DY 
th~ ~p~lication 
CURLI5T list of the values of the referen:es of the current 
ori;ins of the access oat~ types contained in PATHLIST 
RECT:J •~: coda of the record type used in the operation 
NA~ E: cont3ins tha name of t~a database or file for the 
ooening 
JNICN :F TYE REC~RDS TYPES OF THE oa: 
zone for transferrin~ the data item values of a record 
fro~/to tha interface module to/from the user: 
it js also useci to transfer the value of a key 
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-=======---========================== 
NJTIC:: 
*) Tha arrors associatad to tha access module and assu~ed spacific 
to tnis module are specified belo~. 
*) ~ther errors linked to tne software implementing the access 
~adule 11ay also exist provided that they have a value greater 
than 500. These errors are used to refine the gener3l errer 
diagnostic, thus facilitating a oossibla correction of the 
soft.uare. 
*) For this oarticular dat3base, an error code having the value of 
one ?f tha errors given below plus the value 100 indicates the 
sa~e ty~e of error, but this error originates from the inferior 
level Cinternal ûBMS). 
err 
-
db 
-
ok 
err db nof 
- -
err 
-
db _unq 
err di) 11 ?n cl 
- -
err ci 1) n .:, ::, 
err_ db 
_:10;:, 
er"' invoo 
err _n3op 
,;;rr_k~y 
err_patn 
err_rect 
e rr _ •:: o '1'1P 
er r _ ·;;et 
err recref 
-
err_curlist 
0 
1 
2 
3 
10 
11 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
') -
... ., 
2S 
27 
2 g 
the ooeration has been successfully executed 
t~e access coeration failed (record not found, 
i)5 not faune!) 
violation of an identifier constraint 
atte~pt to detach a record although the record 
ty,e is a mandatory target of the access oath type 
the datab?ie is net o;:,en 
the database is already ooen 
invalid oceration code (ooeration does not exist) 
the req~ired cperation does net corresoond to the 
actions sllowea on tne scnema 
invalici K:YCJDE (the key is inexistant in the 
sche;n:1) 
:nv~lid access oath type code (inexistent in tne 
schem::1) 
invalid record ty,e code (inaxistent in the 
s ch e ,11 ::1) 
the test operator is net imclernentad by the 03MS 
invalid GëTCJD= (the specified value is undefined 
in the D5MS) 
invalid R:CR:~ (errer on the record reference) 
CURLIST contain5 at least one record reference 
which is not origin of an access oa~h of tne tyoe 
soecified in tne corresponding element of PATHLIST 
I l 
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err_eql 
err_dif 
err _cll)_sch 
-. IÎ :, . 
31 
4 0 
ooth raferance variables reference a same record 
both variables rafarence a different record 
tha name of the database schema is invalid 
N.3. Two errer codes ara usgd in the functions which manipulate 
referances to dat3base records with a particular meaning; it 
is explainecl in the description of these operations. 
l. OPENING a~ TH~ DATASASE 
--------------------------
IN 
++++++ 
* OPCJJ~ ( • PENQ3 value= 1) 
CJT 
+++++++ 
* D3STAT (cont~ins ooeration and errer code) 
fJNCTIO :~S 
+++-,.++++++.-++ 
* opens (uod:ite exclusive) all the filas ne:assary 
t~ t'"l.; c!.;i t=1 !):l$9 
::RRJ~ C'JJ::S 
+++++++++++++++ 
•arr _jb_o'< 
err_db_2op 
e r r _ cl :) 5 c h 
err_invop 
Il 
Il 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
--------------------------
IN 
++++++ 
* OPCOD= (SLQS=D~ value= 2) 
JUT 
+++++++ 
* D3ST~T (cont;ins coeration and errer code) 
FJNCTIONS 
+++++++++++++ 
* closes all the fil~s of the datab!se 
ëRROR COD::S 
+++++++++++++++ 
arr_db_ok 
e r r _ cl 1, _ n c p 
err_invoo 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Il 
Il 
I l 
1 
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3. s~;u~~TIAL ic:~ss 
==================== 
I N 
+++~++ 
* O?CJ9E CSEQ value= 3) 
* GETCOJE Cv~lua=l) 
* ~~CTCJ~~ Ccontains the code of t~e record type concerned by the 
access) 
* R~CREF (contains the reference of th9 Pr?viously accaded record 
or a null reference if no orevious access) 
* KEYCJDE (contains the key of the sortin; key) 
OUT 
+++++++ 
* D3STBT (cont~ins ope~ation and errer code) 
* R~CR~F (contains the reference of tne record for which the 
accass has been requireci) 
* Z-VALUES Ctne list of the data ite~ values of that record) 
FJNCTIJNS 
+++++++++++++ 
* provides the n~xt instance of the record type specified in 
~~CTC • J~; i t is tne record that i~maciiately follows the instance 
refarenc? j by ~eC REF (if RECRE~ is a null reference, it is the 
first ~e:or d ) among a ll tne records of that type according to a 
sequ a nti ~l or d ar or according to a sorted order whose code is 
given in K:Y SJJë ; 
* crovi d~s t h~ d a t~ ite m va l u e s of the recor d in Z-V~L UES 
* raturns th ? ~~ferance of the accecieci record in RECREF 
ER~ •~ CCJ~ S 
+++++++++++++++ 
err_db_ok 
err_db nof 
err_ d b_no~ 
err_invoo 
err_key 
err_r?ct 
err_get 
err_recr9f 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
1• 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4. ~CC:SS ;~ ~KEY. 
-------------------
+++1-++ 
* OPC:S= C~EY value= 4) 
* SETC:JE Cval~e = 1) 
* ~ECTC~J~ (contEins the code of the record tyoe concerned by the 
;,ccess) 
* ~=C~=F (contains the referenca of the oreviously ~cceded record 
or a null reference if no orevious access) 
* KiYC]J7 Ccontains the co~9 of the access key) 
::: QP;:~-HG~ 
* Z-V,U .. UES 
(value= 0! exact match) 
(contains the value of the key that will be used to 
find the record(s) with resoect to the operator) 
* D2STAT (contains operation and error code) 
* ~=C~:F Ccontains tne reference of the record for ~hich tha 
accass h;,s been reauired) 
* Z-V~L0:S (contains the list of the data item values of that 
r? c o rel) 
.=U~JC TIJ f..J .5 
* or~vi d as an inst~nce (its referen:e is returned in R:CQEC) of 
tha recor d typ~ sp~cifiad in RECTC • DE that satisfies tne ;iven 
con d ition: the v~lue of tne data items for~ing the access kay 
h ~va te ~ atch the v3lue specified in Z-VA~UES (with respect to 
~ne tdst o~e~ator). Tne recQrci orovicied will be the first to 
follo~ t~a i~s~a~ce rafer~nced by ~ECREF, or if ~~CREF is a 
null raf~renc?, it ~ill b~ tne first record ~aetin; the test 
ccncliti:in. 
~ ::,r~vi d es t~3 d3t~ it~m valu&s of that record in :-V~LUES 
:: R~:~ c: ci =s 
+++++++++++++++ 
err_db_~ ~ 
err_db_ncf 
err _d :)_nco 
e r r _ i n v c ::, 
err_ k ay 
err_co ~ o 
err_r? -:t 
err_ ç: et 
err- _r?cr ,~f 
Il 
Il 
Il 
I l 
Il 
Il 
,. 
1 
1 
1 
1• 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
===================================--== 
!N 
++++++ 
* O?C • D~ (PATH value= 5) 
* GE TC CJE (valua = 1) 
* R=CR=F (contains the reference of the oreviously acceded record 
or a null reference if no orevious access) 
* 0 ~TrlL:STCOJ (contains the code of the access path type which is 
used in this access) 
* CU~LISTCOJ (contains the value of the reference of the current 
oriçin of the specified access path type) 
* K=YCGJE Ccontains the key of the sortin; ~ey) 
OUT 
+++++++ 
* J5ST~T Ccont3ins operation and error code) 
* RECTCJD~ Ccontains the type of the record for which the 
access has been reouired) 
* R~CRE~ (contains th9 reference of the record for ~hich the 
access h~s been required) 
* Z-VA LUE S Ccontains tha list of the data item values of that 
record) 
FUNCT!ONS 
+++++++++++++ 
* p rovid9s t~e record th~t follows the instance referenced by 
~~CREF (if ~=CREF is a null reference, it is the first record) 
~ithin t~ e a cc2ss path whosa typg is soacified in PATHLIST 
and ~hase ori~in is given in CU~L!ST 
* orovides the ci3ta ita~ values of that record in !-VALUES 
* tna order in which you ~ill get the inst~~ces in tne sequential 
access is a carticular one: sorted according to the key whosa 
CJcia is ~iv~n in KEYCJDE 
:R~O~ CJJE:S 
+++++++++++++++ 
e r r _ cl !) _ o I< 
err_db_nof 
e r r _ d i) _ n o p 
err_invoo 
err_kay 
~rr_çet 
err_recref 
err_path 
err_curlist 
e r r _ ,.., a o o 
N. 3. If R=CRêF refarences a record which does not 
belonç to the access path icientified by its 
tyoe (?4THLISTCOJ) and by its origin record 
CCU~LISTCOJ), it is assumed tnat no record 
has been found. 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - ---------
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1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o. ~CCE5S ~IT1 K~Y ~IT~I N ACCESS ?AT1 
-------------------------------------
IN 
++++++ 
* O?C • D~ (K~YPATH valui = 6) 
* GETCQJE (value= l) 
* R~CTCJDE (contains tne coda of the record type concerned by the 
Jccess) 
* RECRE~ (contains the reference of the previously acceded record 
or a null reference if no previous access) 
* PATrlLISTCOJ (contains the code of the accass path type which is 
used in this access) 
* CURLISTCQJ Ccontains the value of the reference of the current 
origin of the specified access path type) 
* KEYC • QE (contains the coda of the access ~ey) 
* OPEQAT • R Cv3lue = o: axact match) 
* Z-V~LU~S (contains t~e value of the key that will be used to 
find the racord(s) with respect to the operator) 
JJT 
+++++++ 
* DSSTAT (contains operation and errer code) 
* ~~CR~F (contains the reference of the record for ~hich tha 
accass nas baen required) 
* Z-VALüES (contains tha list of the data item valuas of that 
racord) 
=u~CTI • ~s 
++++++++•++++ 
* provijas ~n instance (its reference is returnad in RECQEF) of 
tne raccr d tyoe specified in R~CTCO • E: it is the record that 
follo~s tna instance referenced by ~EC~E= (or tha first raccrd 
if R~CQE= is a null ~eference) ~ithin the access path identifiea 
bt PlT~L!ST and CURLIST and that satisfies tne given condition: 
the value of tha data items forming the accass key must match 
the valug s,ecified in Z-VALUES Caccording to the specified test 
.o~erator) 
* provides ~ha data it~m valu~s of that record in Z-VALUES 
* raturns JSSTlT 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
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ë-<~.;.1 C ,.j J : S 
+++++++++++++++ 
err_db_Jk 
err_db_n~f 
err_db_nop 
err_invoo 
err_key 
err_comp 
err_re::t 
err_;iet 
err_re::r?f 
err_oc::tn 
err_curlist 
err_naoo 
N.~. If ~ECREc rafer9nces a record wnich do~s not 
belon~ to the 3ccess path identified by its 
type (PATHLISTCOJ) and by its origin record 
(CURLISTCOJ), it is assumed that no record 
has been found. 
7. ~CCESS 3Y R~F~R~NCE TO A INSTANCE OF A RECORD TYPE 
-----------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------
IN 
++++++ 
* JPCJOE ( J!~~CT V3lu~ = 7) 
* GETCQJ~ (v?lu~ = 1) 
* R~CREF c::·ont3ins t~e refer~n::e of the record to be acceded) 
* ~~CTC:J~ (::onta1ns the code of the r9ccrd type concerned by 
~ns 2ccess or INOFN if it is unknown) 
J0T 
++++++ 
* D~ST6T (:ont3ins o~aration 3nci errer cod8) 
~ R:CTCJ0E (co~~ains t~e code of the type of the record accaded) 
* Z-VALU~S (::ont2ins the list of tha data item values of tne 
r e:: o,. cl ac ce de cl) 
:RRJ-< CJ1ES 
+++++++++++++++-
err_clb_ok 
e r r _ cf /) _ n o o 
err_inv:in 
err_rect 
err_recref 
err_;iet 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
8. CR=ATIO~ JF 4 ~ECJ~ l 
-----------------------
-----------------------
++++++ 
::: OPCJJ~ (C:REATë value = a) 
~-
~=CTCJD:: Ccontains the code of tha tyoe of the record to be ~-
crei:!tecl) 
~- Z-VALU~S Ccontëlins th ·? list of the clatël item values of the  
record to be cre~ted) 
* PATHLIST Ccontains the list of the codes of the ëlccess path 
ty~es the new record h~s to be 3ttached to) 
* CU~LIST Ccontains the list of th~ values of the references of 
the current origins of the specified access path types) 
Qi.JT 
-i-++++++ 
* DSSTaT C=ont~ins :oer3tion and error code) 
* R ~C~~~ (cont3ins the reference of the newly created record) 
;:tJ ~J: TI ONS 
+++++++++++++ 
If all the pieces of infor~ation communicated through the various 
paramaters ç arëlntee tnat tha inteJrity of the database will not 
be aff~ctad, t~is function 
* :reates ~n instanc~ of tha r3:ord tyoe specified in ~~CREF, 
havinJ as da ta ite~ valu~s t~e values contained in z-vaLUES 
* raturns t ~ ? raferenc ? :f this record in ~~C H~F 
* i:\tta:nes t h e record te all the access patns identifiad through 
the type ~iven in ° ATrlLIST and t~ e current origin provided in 
cu ~L.IST 
* raturns J3STlT stating the effect of the o::,er~tion 
E:RRO~ Cû'J : S 
+++++++++++++++ 
e r r _ d 1) _ o k 
err _dl)_nop 
e r r _ d 1) _ u n o 
err_invo::, 
err _r ,?c t 
err_r.:acref 
err_oath 
err_curli3t 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-----------------------
-----------------------
I N 
++++++ 
* OPCC~E (JEL~TE value= 9) 
* ~ECTC • ~E Cco~tain; the code of the type of the record to be 
deleted) 
* R~C~E~ (contains the reference of ' the record to be deleted) 
O~T 
+++++++ 
* DBSTAT (contains operation and errer code) 
F J !KT l ONS 
+++++++++++++ 
* detaches the record of t~a type specitied in R~CTCODE and 
referanc~ cl by ~EC REF fro m all the access paths in which it 
is a t2r~et 
* frcm the a ccess paths cf which it is ori g in, detachas all the 
opti~n3l t ~ r~•ts 3nci acplies the whole proces; (that's to say 
the first three functions listed here) to all the mandatory 
t~r~ets 
,:: d a l e t a s t h 8 :-- e c o r cl f r ., m t h 8 cl a t ëi 1) a s e 
:::: retur'"15 J3S T~T 
N. B. ~11 t~e r1ferences et tna dal e ted recor d s ~re dastrcyed. 
: ~RJ ~ Ç~)ë S 
+++++++++++++++ 
err_db_o k 
e r r _ d IJ _ n o p 
err_invop 
err_rect 
.?rr_racref 
~ I;;;;;-- -- -----,----- ------,---,-- -- ~---- -- -~ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
====---=-=-====:========= 
I 1-.i 
+++~++ 
* OPCO • E C~OJITE~ valu~= 10) 
* RECTCJDE (contains the code of the ty~e of the record to be 
modifiad) 
* ~ECR:~ Ccontains the reference of the instance of the record 
typa that is g oing to be modified) 
* Z-VALU~S (contains the list of tne data item values of the 
record that will be modified) 
Oû T 
+++++++ 
* • cST~T (con t ains o oaration and e rrer code) 
FJ NCTIQ NS 
+++++++++++++ 
* 3ssi qns to t~a data itams (not cart of any IKO) of the record 
whose r e far e nce is soecified in ~ECR~F ana whose type is 
s~?cifi 8d in Q:CTC • J~, the ne w dat2 values contained in Z-VALU~S. 
In f3:t, Z-VlLUES contains all the data item valuas of the record 
involve ci (that's to s a y, th a t it ~as tha structure of tha r~cord 
t1o a ), bJt only thosi whic~ ~r e no c omconants of some kind of I KO 
~ay b ? ~o j ified: aven if there were changed values for t~ose 
whic ~ 3r3 car t of 3n I KJ , t h es a values w~Jld not be taken into 
c on5i d er ~ti o n. 
ER;,: ~ ,:o:. :: 
++++++++++++++ 
err_cl b_ ck 
err_:1b_no ;:; 
err-_invoo 
err_r e ct 
err_racref 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
====--======-=========== 
!N 
++++++ 
* ~PCOJ? C~O~IK • value = 11) 
* R~CTC • ~E (contains the code of the type of the record to be 
110d if i e cl) 
* R~C~Ef (:ontains the reference of the instance of the record 
type that is going to be modified) 
* Z-VALUES (contains the list of the data item valuas of the 
record that will be modifiecl) 
C) UT 
+++++++ 
* J:STAT (contains oneration and errer code) 
;:i.JNCTIJNS 
+++++++++++++ 
* assi~ns te the data items, part of an !KO and associated to 
tne recor d referenced by ~ECQEF the new data values contained 
in Z-VAL UES (RECTC~DE specifies the type). In fact, Z-VALUES 
cont3ins all the data item values of the record involved 
Cthat's to say that it nas tha structure of t~e record type), 
but only thosa wh1 ch ar e components of some kina of IK • s m~y 
be modified; even if there were cnanged values for the otner 
item;, t ~as~ value; ~ould not be taKen into consideration. 
:'.: r et urn s '.):5<;T~ T 
E~RJ~ CJJ::S 
+++++++++++++++ 
e r r _d i) _ O k 
,?rr _d b _n ·:,c 
er_ d b_un .-;i 
err_invop 
err_rect 
e r r _ r .:i c r ~ t 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
===:======================= 
IN 
++-++++ 
* • ?COD~ C~J~PQT~ valug = 12) 
* R~SREF (contains the refer9nce o~ the record to be attached, 
datach9d or transterred) 
* P~THLISTCOJ (contains tha code of the accass path tyoe implied 
in th~ operation) 
* CJ~L!STCO) (- if the functional class of the access path type is 
~any-to-many: contains the raference of the origin 
record to which the record reforancad by RECR~F is 
linked to (as a tarçet) by an access p~th of the 
specifiad tyoe; contains a null reference if the 
record does not yet belong to any access path of 
the specified typa 
- if the functional class of the access path type 
is one-to-many: is not used because the ori~in 
record to whicn tha record referenced by RECQEF 
is linked to Cas a target) Dy an access path of 
th~ specified type is known implicitly) 
* CURLIST[lJ (~ontains the raference of the record to which the 
record referenced by QECqEF will be attached to as 
~ tar~et or tha reterence to any record) 
OJT 
+++++++ 
* J~ST3T (co~~Jins the o~aration and errer code) 
f=- J N C T I -~ .··J : 
++++•++++++•+ 
* ciatac~es t~2 ~?corci raferancqci by RECREF fro~ the access path 
of whicn t ~3 ori1i~ record is either soectfied explicitly in 
CJQLISTCQJ (~3 ny-to-m~ny) or given implicitly (one-to-~any) 
* a~tacnas 1~2 sams record to the access p~th having as origin 
tna r?ccr d s~&c ifieci cy CURLIST[lJ, crovided that it references 
ëi record 
* if CU~LISTClJ is a null raference, the record referenced by 
QEC~Ef cio2s ,o lonçer balong to ëiny accass path of the soecified 
t y :,e 
ER~Jq CJJ=S 
+++++++++++++++ 
err_db_o k 
e r r _ d i) _ n o p 
-<: r r _ d 1, _ u n q 
err_invoo 
err_ract 
err_recref 
err_curlist 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-----------------------------------------
I \l 
++++++ 
* O?C • DE c: • MPARE value= 20) 
* R~CR~F (contains one of the r9feran:es to be compared) 
* CUQLISTCJJ (cont~ins the other r9f~rence of the comparison) 
OUT 
+++++++ 
* 03STAT (cont3ins the operation and errer code) 
i=JNCTIO NS 
+++++++++++++ 
* if oot~ refarences raferance the same record , return 
err_ •:iql 
* if t~ay raference two differant records in the database, 
r&turn err_clif 
: ~ q J ?. C : J E S 
+++-++++++++++++ 
err_e::il 
err_dif 
err curiist (if ëit laast one of both v2riables is not 
~ refarance variable) 
(?rr_invo::, 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
================--=======-== 
IN 
++++++ 
* DPC~D~ (~ULL value 21) 
* R~C~E~ (contains tha refar!nce to be r~initialized) 
JuT 
+++++++ 
* D3STAT (contains ccaration and errer code) 
FUNCTIJ NS 
+++++++++++++ 
* reiniti6li:es the reference in such a way that it no longer 
referances a database record 
ERR •~ CCJ~S 
+++++++++++++++ 
arr_cib ok 
arr recraf (if the passed variable is nota referencs variable) 
err_invoo 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
========================================= 
IN 
++++++ 
* OPCOJ~ (~SSISN value= 22) 
* R~CREF (contains tha t~rget refar?nce variable) 
* CURLISTCOJ (contains tna origin re~erence variable) 
OuT 
+++++++ 
* D3ST~T (contains ooeration mnd error coda) 
FUNCTIGNS 
+++++++++++++ 
* after tha 3ssi~natio,, the taroet reference variable 
referancss the sa~g racord as the origin reference 
variabla: if the origin reference variable acidresses 
no article, so do?s the target reference 
~~RD? CJJES 
+++++++++++++++ 
err_db_~k 
arr curlist (if at least one of the two variables is nota 
referance variable) 
err_invoo 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
==================================== 
I~ 
++++++ 
* OPCJD: (G=T v~lu~ = 23) 
* R~CR~F (contains a variablQ) 
CUT 
+++++++ 
* 03ST~T (:ontains o~aration and ~rror code) 
~UNCT! • ''-lS 
+++++++++++++ 
:'.~ ëlfter the 
referance 
call the 
• 1 • var i. a,, J.. e 
::i<RO~ C'.JJ:S 
+++++++++++++++ 
arr _d:,_ok 
err_re:ref 
err_invop 
V3riabla RECR~= t?kes tha status of a 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
==================================== 
IN 
++++++ 
* OPCCJE c=~EE value= 24) 
* R~CR::F (contains a variable) 
OUT 
+++++++ 
* • BSTQT (cont~ins operation and erro~ code) 
FJNCTIO f·~S 
+++++++++++++ 
* after th9 call t~e variable ~~CR~F has lost its status of a 
raferenca variabl~ 
::RRO~ CJJ::S 
+++++++++++++•+ 
e r r _ d ;) _ o I<. 
err_recr<2f 
err_invoo 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
11 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
**************************************************** 
SYNTACTICAL AND LEXICAL DEFINITION JF 
TH5 SUSSET-ADL 
**************************************************** 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
... 
•,• 
-~ .,. 
5YNTACTICjL Q~FINITION ~F T~E SU3SET-ADL 
.... 
~-
*~**********************************~*************** 
<al;orithm_structura> ::= <algorithm_heading) <algorithm_body). 
<al~orit~m_heaciing> ::= algorithm <name> 
<algorithm_body) ::= <intern_declaration_cart> 
<statement_part> 
<intarn_de:larat1on_part> ::= <tyoe_declaration_part> 
<variable_declaration_part> 
<tyca_declaration_part> 
<tyca_declarations> 
.. -
.. -
. . -
.. -
type <type_declarations> 
<type_~eclaration> 
<tyoe_declaration> 
<e ,npty> 
<tyoe_declarations> 
<tyo~_d!claration> .. -.. - <namg) = <varianle_type> 
<vsriJble_cieclaration_part> 
< v·:1,. i 2 :, 1 e cl e c 1 ara t ions > 
.. -
. . -
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
(na~es> ::= <n:1ma>,(në1mes) 
var <variable declarations> 
(ampty> 
<variable declaration> 
<variabla_declarat1on> 
<varianle_declarations> 
<n:imes> : < v èl ri ab l •.?_type> 
< v a r i ë1 1) l a _ t y o a > : : = < s i m o 1 e > <struct:.irecl> <name> 
<simpla> : := boolaan 
3tring(<unsignad_integer>) 
r e ë1 l 
inte~er 
numaricC<unsignad_integer>,<unsigned_1nteger>) 
<;tru:tured> ::= (group> 
<array) 
<iterns_of> 
< r e f _ .:, f > 
<;roue> .. -.. - .~roup <field list> end 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1· 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
<f1elj list> ::= <v~riable_cieclaration> <field list> 
<variable_declaration> 
<arr<:1y> .. -.. - array C <index_lst> J of <:omponent_type) 
( i n ci C? X 1 S t ) ::= <inciex>,<index>,<ind9x> 
<index>,<index> 
<index> 
<index> ::= <unsiJned_integer> 
<component_type> ::= <simple> 
<ref_of> 
<iterr.s of> 
<name> 
<ite~s_of> ::= it~ms of <name> 
<raf_of) ::= ref of <name> ref of RE: • RD 
<stùte:nent_;:art> 
<stat~"':'!?nt> : 
(cl!..J ·Tiër.y) : 
.. -
.. -
. -
. -
. -
. -
: := begin <statements> end 
<sta-tement> 
(st=1tement> 
< =1 s s st> 
-(for _st> 
<if st> 
-( ,u hi 1 e st> 
-
<clb "'Oci) 
-
<next st> 
-
<exit st> 
-
<call _st> 
<return st> 
-
<dum'l'ly> 
(e1';:)ty) 
<statements> 
<fJr st> ::= for <variable> := <collaction_expression> do 
(statements> endfor 
<:ollection_ex~ression> ::= <range> <D3_object_set> 
<r~n~e> :;= <range_exor> •• <r~nge_exor> 
<r~n;e_expr> ::= <unsigned_integer> 1 <name> 
<if st> ::= if (~8neral_expressicn> then <statements> enciif 
if <çendra l_expression> then <stateTients> 
else <statements> endif 
<~hile st> ::= while <general_ax~ression> do <statements> 
enclwhile 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
<.. n a x ~ _ ~ t ) • . - n 8 x t <.. n "' .n 2 > 
<exit st> ::= exit <~ame> 
<c;,11 st> .. -. . - <croc n:1me> 
<croc_në>r-ie> 
(r?turn st> .. -.. - return 
n ·? X t 
9Xit 
C (p ;i r -=1m_ lis t > ) 
rgturn ( <~ar:1m_list> ) 
(par~m_list> : := <variabla>,<param_list> 
<db mod> .. -.. - <-ncciif> 
<cr2at> 
< :l e l > 
<variable> 
<craat> ::= cr~ate <name> := <n:1m2> <creat_conds) 
<creat_conds> ::= <creat_concl> 
< c o n ~, i t i o n s > 
<creat ccn:I> 
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
C < c .:, n cl i t i o n s > ) 
<cre:1t cond> 
<cre:1t_concl> 
<attach concl> 
<itern_cond> 
and <conditions> 
<~ociit> ::= mo ci ify <na~e> <~odif concis> 
.. -
.. - ( :l t t =1 C h C O n cl ) 
<ite .-ns_concl.;> 
<ctetach_concl> 
<it?"aS concis> .. -.. - <item_conc1> 
(<concis>) 
<conds> .. -.. - <:.t~m c:incl) 
<itam_concl> :lncl <concis> 
<it~~ conci> ::= <relation_ooerator> <n~me> = 
<~rith~etic_exoression> ) 
<attach cond> ::= <relstion_c~erator> <name> ) 
<d2t:1c~ concl~ ::= <rel3tion_operator> <unsigned_integer> 
<n:1m ·2> ) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.. -
.. - (3ritnmetic exoression> 
<~aneral_ex~r~ssion> 
(çeneral_ex~rassion> ::= <;eneral_f3ctor> or <general_expression> 
<general_factor> 
<ganeral_factor> ::= <genaral_term> and 
(qeneral_term> 
(general_terTI> ::= not <genersl_orimary> 
<general_primary> 
<general_fë1ctor> 
(ge~eral_orimary) . . -.. - <test exoression> 
C<general_axpression>) 
<test_expression> ::= <arithmetic_excression> <test_operator> 
<arithmetic_expression> 
<arithmatic exor~ssion> ::= <factor> (addin;> 
<arithmetic_exoression> 
<addin;> <arithmetic_expression> 
<factor> 
<factor> ::= <term> <multiolyin;> <factor> 
<-term> 
<tarm> ::= <orim~ry> A <orim~ry> 
(primë'lry> 
(;:,,..i11ë:ry) ::= <string> 
<unsigned_numbar> 
<logic3l_valus> 
<v;,r-ic1bl ?) 
<c:,ll_st> 
<nuilraf> 
<D:?-_object_s!?t) 
( <a,..ith~etic_expression> ) 
<ur.;,i;n; d _numb~r> ::= <unsiçnect_integer> 
<unsignecl_reë1l> 
(sjdin~> ::= + 1 -
<muiti::,lyin;> •• - .,A, •• - "1"' I 
<nullraf> : := () 
------------------------------------------------------------------· 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
< D 5 _ o 1, j a c t _ s e t >' .. -.. - <name> (predicùte> 
(precli::ate> .. -.. - ( <coll_cond_term> ) ~nd C (predicate>) 
<coll_cond_teri,) 
<c,11 cond tgr~> ::= not <coll_cond_primary> 
(coll_cond_primary> 
<coll_cond_crimary> 
<relation condition> 
<relation_operator> 
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
<relation condition> 
() 
( (predicate> ) 
<ralation_operator> <name> ) 
<relation_operator> <belonging_cond> 
( <name> 
( 
<belonging_cond> ::= <name> <test_operator> 
<arithmetic_expression> 
< v a r i a 1, l e > . . -.. - <class var> 
( V ël r _i t 9111 S) 
<class var> ::= <nierar_variable> 
<non_hierar_variable> 
<non ni~rar variable> ::= <name> 
<subscripted_varia~le> 
< s u :, s c r- i :; t ·? c! _ v a r i :1 1, l e > : : = < n ë1 ,-r. e > C < s u b _ i n d e x > J 
< s u iJ : n d '? x > : : = < a r i t n m a t i c _ e x o r e s s i o n > , 
<arith~etic_expression>, 
<aritn~etic_expression> 
<arithmetic_expression>, 
<arithi,etic_expression> 
<arithi,etic_expression> 
< h i a r ~ r v a ~ i a b 1 2 > : : = < n o n _ n i e r :1 r _ v a r i a 1, 1 e > • < c 1 a s s _ v a r > 
<var it?ms> ::= C<n~ma>).<cl:1ss_var> 
((n:1me>).;:ILE 
(<n=-111•e>).TYP:: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
****************************~***~******* · 
.... 
. ,. LEXICAL C=FINIT!CN OF Sû3S~T-AQL .... .,. 
***********~**************************** 
<nane> ::= <na11e> <l:tter> 
<na11e) (di;it> 
<na'!le) _ 
<letter> 
<proc_name> ::= <nama>! 
<unsignad_inte;er> ::= <unsigned_integer> (digit> 
<digit> 
(decimal_nu~ber> ::= <unsi~ned_intager>.<unsigned_integer> 
<si;n> ::= + 1 -
<exoonant ~art> ::= e <sign> <unsigned_inte~er> 
e <unsi~nad_integer> 
<unsi;n~d raal> ::= <decim6l number> <exponent_oart> 
<clecim:il_numb •ar> 
<string> : := '(6ny sequence of basic symbols not containing '> ' 
< l e t t ~ - > : : = A 1 3 1 C I C- 1 = 1 c: 1 ,; 1 H I I I J I K I L I M I N 1 0 1 P 1 ·:l I R I S I T I U I V I w I X I Y I Z 
<e ,noty> .. -.. -
(di2it> ::= 0 1 
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
2 3 I 4 I 5 
true 1 
< 1 > <= 1 
6 7 I B I 9 
>= 1 <> 1 = 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
**************~************************** 
* SYNTACTIC~L AND LEXICAL 
D~FINITION OF ADL 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
... 
-~ 
•'• .,. SY~TACTICAL D~FI~ITI • N oc ADL 
* 
***************************************** 
<al~orithm_structure> ::= <algorithm_h9ading> <algorithm_body>. 
(al9orithrn_heading> ::= algorithm <name> 
<al~orithm_body> ::= <intern_declaration_part> 
<statemant_part> 
<int?rn decl~ration cart> ::= <type_declaration_part> 
<variable_declar~ticn_oart> 
<type_ciacl~ratio~_oar~> .. -.. - type <type_declarations> 
<ty~e_jaclarati~ns> ::= <type_cieclaration> 
<type_cieclaration> 
<ty,e_declarations> 
< t y p e _ ".I a c l a r a t i o n > : : = < n a m e > = < v a r i a b l e _ t y p e > 
<empty> 
.. -
.. - var <variable declarations> 
< em pt y> 
<va~iable cieclarations> .. -.. - <v:1ria1Jle dec.i.aration> 
<variable daclaration> 
<variable_dacl~rations> 
.. -
.. - <names> <variable_ type) 
<n~~es> ::= (name>,<namas> (name> 
<v~~iable_ty~e> ::= <simole> <structureci> <name> 
< s im;, l 2 > .. -.. - 1, o o 1 e an 
string(<unsigned_integer>) 
raal 
integer 
r.umericC<unsigned_integer>,<unsigned_integer>) 
<structureci> : := (grouo> 
<array> 
<items_of> 
(raf_of> 
<list_of> 
(]roup> ::= çroup (field_list> end 
< f i a l ci l i s t > .. -.. - (v2r1a1Jle ci9cl3rat1on> 
<vari~ble_decl3ration> 
<field list> 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
<array> ::= ~rray C <ind9x_lst> J of <component_type> 
<index lst> .. -.. - <iridex>,<index_lst> 
(index> 
<index> ::= <unsigned_integer> 
<componGnt_type> ::= <simple> 
<items_of> 
<ref_of> 
<narne> 
<items_of> ::= items of <name> 
<li;;t of> .. -.. - list of <component_type> 
list C<unsigned_integer>J of <component_tyoe> 
<ref_of> ::= ref of <name> ref of '<=CùRO 
<st~tement_pëlrt> ::= begin <statements> end 
.. -
.. - <statement> 
<st?tement> 
<stëitement> ::= <ass_st> 
<for_st> 
<if_st> 
<w,.,ile_st> 
< cl 1) _m o d > 
<n~xt_st> 
<exit_3t) 
<c~ll_st> 
<r~turn_st> 
( Cl U "!1 'l'y) 
<c~m~y> : := <a moty> 
<as;; st> .. -.. - <variable> 
<statament3) 
:= <assign_expression> 
<for- st> .. -.. - for <variable> != <for list> do <statements> 
<if_no_st> encifor 
<for list> ::= <collection_expression> <order> 
<collection_expression> 
<ordar> ::= orcler <orcier_keys> 
<order_k:?ys> .. -.. - <nama> <ad> 
<n::1me> (ad> 
, <ordar_k1:ys> 
<ad> ::= ascanciing 
<if nos:> .. -.. - if r"I 0 
des::encling <empty> 
<variabl -a> th?n <statements> <empty> 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
<if st> ::= if (general_ax~ras5ion> then <statements> endif 
if <general_expression> tnen (statements> 
else <statements> endif 
<wnile st> ::= whila (genaral_expression> do <statements> 
enclwhile 
<next st> 
<exit 5t> 
<call st> 
.. -
. . -
.. -
.. -
: : = 
r. e X t (na;ne> next 
exit <name> exit 
<narn3) 
(nam~> ( (param_list>) 
<return st> .. -.. - return 
return C (pë1ram_list> ) 
(param_list> ::= (primary>,<param_list> 
(cib ~oci> ::= <modif> 
<creëlt) 
< cl e 1 > 
<mociif> ::= ~odify <nama> <modif_conds> 
<orimary> 
<modif_concis> ::= <modif_cond> (<concis>) 
<con:!s> .. -.. - <mociif concl> 
<modif_cond> and <concis> 
< m c :1 i f :: o n cl > 
<d?tach cond> 
<:1tt:1c~ concl> 
.. -
. . -
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
<detach cond> 
C,ittacn_c::,nct> 
<itam_cond> 
<rel:ition_operator> 
(nam?>) 
<rel~tion_ooarator> 
<ral~tion_operator> 
<unsigned_integer> 
<name>) 
<J3_object_set>) 
<~ta~ cond) ::= <relation_operëltor> <name> = 
<arithmetic_exoression>) 
<cre?t) ::= cr~ata <name> := <name> <cra:1t_conds> 
<creat_conds> ::= <cre~t_cond> C<:onditions>) 
<conditions> ::= <cr3at_cond> 
<creat_conci> and <conditions> 
<cr~at cond> . . -.. - (;ittacn ccnd> <item concl> 
< cl e 1 > .. -.. - delete <riame> 
cl?lat:1 <n:ime> 
<n=ime> ) 
<relation_operator> <unsigned_integer> 
- ---- - - - - -- - - -
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
<assiJn_expression> .. -.. - <arithmetic_expression) 
<gen?ral_ex~ression> 
<;ener:1l_expression> .. -.. - (qeneral_factor> or (general_expression> 
<general_factor> 
(gener:1l_f:1ctor> .. -. . - <?eneral_term> and (general_f:1ctor> 
<genarëil_term> 
(gener:11 term> ::= not (general_crimary> 
(general_primary> 
<;eneral_pri~ary) ::= <test_exoression> 
C<general_exoression>) 
<test exoression> ::= <arith~etic_ex~ression> <test_ooerator> 
<arith~etic_exoression> 
<aritnmetic_~xoression> .. -.. - <factor> <:1dciin9) 
<aritnmetic_exoression> 
<addin~> <2rithmetic_expression> 
<fact .or> 
<factor> ::= <term> <multiolyin g > (factor> 
<term> 
<t2r~> ::= <ori~ary> A <orimary> 
(pri tr.ary> 
(pri mary> ::= <strin 1 > 
(unsiJned_nu~oar> 
<l0gic2l_v:1lu ·?> 
<v21ri~,ble> 
(c:ëll_st> 
<nullr ·?f) 
<coll~ction_expre3sion> 
( <arith matic_~xoression> ) 
<unsi;ned_number> ::= <unsigned_inteqar> 
C.Jnsi-;ined_real> 
I 
<nullref) ::= () 
1 
1 
1 
1 
·1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
<collectio n exoression> ::= (r3nge> 
<list> 
<ù~_object_set> 
<range> ::= <arithmetic_exoression> •• <arithnetic_ex~ression> 
~ •• <arithmatic_exprassion> 
(arithmatic_exprassion> •• ~ 
.J, ..... 
~ .... "''" 
<list> ::= { <list_enumeration>} 
<list 2numeration> ::= <list_element> 
<list_element> 
<list slem~nt> ::= <~ssign_axpression> 
< D 5 _ o i) j e c t _ s e t ) .. -.. - <variable> <oradicata> 
<list enumeration> 
(pradic:lt~> ::= C <coll_cond factor) ) or C (prPdicate> ) 
<coll_conci_f a c~or> 
<coll c o,, cl f~ctor> .. -.. - C <coll_cond_tern> ) and 
( <coll_cond_factor> ) 
<coll_concl_term> 
<coll conci t~rrn> ::= not <coll_cond_prinë.ry> 
<coll_concl_orimary> 
(coll_ c on d_ori mary) .. -.. - <relation condition> 
() 
C <ore d ic a te> ) 
<r e l :l ti o n con d ition> : : = <ralation_oper~tor> <co> <variable>) 
<relation_oper a tor> <co> 
( C3 _object_5et>) 
<relation_oper a tor> <co> 
<~ e longin c _con ci >) 
.. -
.. -
<co> : := C<c:ir d inal>J 
<cardinal> ::= (r<ln g e> 
( <n:i m<?) 
( : <co> 
< o r d i n ,;, l > 
<co > 
<e r.i oty> 
1 .... ~- <unsigned_inte~er> 
<o~ciin:ll> : := E <car d inal> 
<belon g in;_cond> ::= <variable> <test_ o ~erator> 
<arith~etic_exprassion> 
<name> 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
<vë:rii:1ble> 
<class var> 
.. -
.. -
.. -
.. -
<cl~ss var> 
< v a r _ i t .a .,, s > 
(n2,ma)//(nam,<?) 
<hierar vari.:1ble> 
<non_hierar_vari~ble> 
<non hierar va~iable> .. -. . - <name> 
<subscripted_variable> 
<su~sc~iptac_variable> ::= <name> C <subscrict_list> J 
<subscript_list> . . -.. - <arithmetic_exprassion>,<subscript_list> 
<arithmetic_expression> 
(hierar_variable> ::= <non_hierar_varia~le>.<class_var> 
(vèlr ita11s> ::= C<name>).<class_var> 
C<narr.e>).FILE 
... 
.,. 
(n5:ne) 
( < r'lame >).TYPE 
L~X:CAL DEFI~ITION JF ADL 
.. -
.. - ("'la11e) 
(në::n::) 
<lett-?r> 
<digit> 
('1a11e> 
<letter> 
•'• 
-~ 
<unsignad_i"'lt?Jir) ::= <unsiçned_intager> ( d igit> 1 (digit> 
<d •a~i"!l:1i nu'i',bar> : := <unsi •;:=ned_int€-;er>.<unsiçnad_inte~er> 
<si-;1r,> ::= + 1 -
::= e <siçn> <unsigned_inte~er> 
e <unsigned_inte9er> 
.. -
.. - <cl-? c ima l nu :nb a r > 
<ct-acim:il_number> 
<exponent_p;irt> 
<strin;> : := '<any sequ~nca of bèlsic symbols not containing '> ' 
' <lettar> ::= AIBICIDIEIFIGIHIIIJIKILI MINIOl?IJIRISITIUIVIWIXIYIZ 
(digit> .. - 0 1 2 'l 1 4 1 5 1 6 7 1 9 1 9 .. - _, 
(e mpty> : : = 
<lo;ic:1l_v.:1lue> .. - true 1 fèilse .. -
< t ,? s t _o;:,erë'tor> .. - < 1 ) 1 <= >= 1 <> 1 = in not in .. -
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
***************************************~********~ 
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0=SCRIDT!JN Q~ TrlE CONC:PTUAL SCHEMA OF THE 
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.,_ 
. .. 
************************************************* 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
f 
f 
SYST:i-1 LD O/.l.'.) '.J ; 
L.lNSUAG: DOL; 
Ê 
f. 
SYST=:~1-SECTIO N 
>>>>> DATA DEFINITION LANGUA;~ 
>>>>> DATA D=FINITION ANALYSER 
ff.fffEEEfffEf.ffÊfffff.Effffffff.fEEEfffEffEEfffiffffffftfE 
f 
E ?redefined part for ~ETA Ml.2 
f 
E Placa this at the beqinning of the META dafinition. 
E 
f The ore d efined ~arts are used for giving forms for 
~ the oredafined st~ta~ents (Section haader, synony~, 
t oroparty ~nci text statem~nts). 
f The =JR M st3t e ~ents in the oredafined oarts may be 
E changed to ;ive different syntax for these statements. 
E 
_ 
0 redefin~ d f~rm ,art na~as ara 
E 
:: 
E 
f. 
E 
f 
D::FI\J::J-C6J:CT 
D:: ~IN: D- T Yi': 
SY NJ NYl-1-TYo ê 
T:XT-TY=': 
? RJ i':: ~T Y-TY;:,E 
PRJ 0 :~TY-V~LU~-,yo~ 
o b j e c t t o 1, a d e f i n e d 
object typi? 
synonym name 
text type nama 
orooerty 
value for the proparty 
E 1,1 :i t a t h è1 t t h e 11 i n i t i a l i z e d II m e t a ci a t a b a s 9 P R E D i:: F • M T 
L alre~dy cont31ns t h is information, and t hat puttin; 
€ praci!fined part into 5 mata data jase that alraady 
E cont 2 in s it ~i l l c sus a croblems. 
EffEfi;ff èi ~€€ffffEfffF.EfffEEEfEEE~E€~ffEE~fffEfEffE€EfE 
KE YwJ RJ J:: :::I \J:: ; 
S Y N ·J '.i Y :'1 S J :: :: ; 
K 2 Y ..i ·:J R J S Y N J N Y •-~ ; 
SYN~ ~ Y~S SYN,SY~ONY~S; 
PREJEFIN~D-3TQTE~ENT 0 ~EDEFI~EJ-SECTI • N-STATEMENT; 
~JR~ J=~ î ~ ~ • E~IN~ • -TYPE ( DEFI~E0-06JECT ,); 
PREJEFI~EJ-ST~T~~::NT ?QE~E~INEG-SYNJNYM-STATEMENT; 
::: JQ '1 SY~ JN Y~ C SY NON Y'1-TY 0 E ,) 
PREJEFINED-STATEMENT PREDEFI NE~ -T EX T-ST~T= M~N T; 
FQR"-1 Ti: XT-TYPE 
PR EDEF I~E D-ST ATEME~ T PREJEFI NE• -PR OPERTY-STATEMENT: 
FOR~ PRJ?E~TY-TYPE 0 ~0PE~TY-VALUE-TYPE: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~ ~nd of pred?fi~ed part 
fif€fffiEf€F.ff€ffffEEfff~Eifff€Eff~ffiffffffff€ffffffffEff€f 
EEEtEEEEEEEifiEEF.EEEE~EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEfEEEEEEEEEEEEEEfiEEEiEE 
~ OPTIONAL-~ORJ JPTIONAL-~ORD ~PTIJNAL-WORD OPTIONAL-WORD E 
fffffffffiEfffEfffEfff€fffffffff€fËffffEff€EfffEffEEfffEfffE 
OPTI~NAL-wJRJ IN; 
OPTI~NAL-WQRO rs: 
OPTI • NAL-WJ~D 2Y; 
OPTIONAL-WJRD TO: 
JPTION4L-~J~J OF; 
OPTIONAL-WORD ~OR; 
fff[EEEEfffffifEfEfffffifffEEfffffEfEEEfffffffffffffffffEffE 
f NAME-CONSTANT NAME-CONSTANT NAME-CONSTANT NAME-CONSTANT f 
EfffffffEEEfffEEEfEËEf€EEEffffffËff€€ffffffffff€ffftfiffffff 
NAM::-C • NSTANT N~; 
J2:SC~I?TION; 
ncne or 11ore: 
NAME-CJ~STANT JM; 
JESC><IPTION; 
one or rr.ore; 
NAME-CJNST4NT oc; 
J::SC'<IPTI CN ; 
-,nly ona: 
NA~~-CGNSTANT ~J: 
D::SC~IPTIJ N; 
none or on8; 
NAM~-CJNST~~T ]~!GIN: 
NAM::-C~~STA~T T~QG:T: 
NAME-CJ~ST~~T ~lS; 
::sc~ror:c:N: 
necessary acc9ss sci,2~a: 
NAME-CJNST:\T 0 ~ S ; 
'.) : S C ~ I P T I ~ ~~ ; 
o o 5 s i :) 1 e a c c ? s s s c li e .,, a ; 
NAME-CJNST~~T :~S; 
J :: 5 C ~ I o T : : :-J ; 
~ffactive accass schemB; 
NAME-CO~STA~T =rx:J; 
NAM~-CCNST~NT VA~I43L:: 
NA~::-C • NSTA NT :~J; 
J::SCRIPTIJ N; 
iciantifi1r or kay or order; 
NA~t-C • NSTBNT !~; 
NAi'·1;:-CIJNST !NT I; 
NAM ::-CJ NSTA~T ~J: 
!✓ A M :: - C J N S T 4 N T O : 
NAME-CJNSTANT IJ: 
Ni:..ME-CJNST4NT ~; 
NAME-CONSTANT NU M; 
'1u ,11eric; 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
NA~E -CJ~STlNT :H~R: 
DESCRI~TIJN: 
ch~r~ctar: 
~A~~-CJNSTANT J~C; 
QES:~IPT:J ~ : 
decompos~~le: 
~A~~-CJNSTQ~T 16; 
CESC~I?TION; 
data base: 
NAME-C •NSTANT 2F; 
JESCRIPTION; 
~very ~ile: 
NAME-CONSTANT AF; 
JESC~I?TIQN; 
3CC9SS p~th; 
NA~E-C • NSTANT EM; 
)ES:QIPTIJN; 
effective m~dule; 
NAM=-CJ~STA~T 0 M; 
~ESC~I?TI • N: 
or~ciicative modul~: 
NAME-CJ~STQNT ASCEN)ING; 
NA~~-CJNSTANT JESCE NJ I~G: 
NA~~-CJ~STA~T YES; 
NAME-CJNSTQNT ~G: 
NA~E-CC~STlNT QlNO • M: 
NA~~-CJ~STA~T =r~o: 
NAM E-CJ~STA NT LI~O: 
NAM=-CJ~ST~NT O~IOQ; 
NA~E-CJ~ST~NT NEXT; 
NA~ E-CJ NSTANT S~~T~ •; 
E • SJ~CTS lj J=CTS J3JECTS • 3JECTS J3JECTS • 3JECTS J3JECTS f 
Ef~~~fEf~~~ff~~Ef.f€~ff€fff€Effff~fffF-EifffFEfff~ffffffffffff 
• aJ~CT ~CCESS-SCHEMA: 
SY~JN Y~S SCH,SCHEMA; 
CJJ~ SCrlSC~ 10; 
O~JO~QTY SC~ -ryo~ ; 
j~?LIES ACCESS-SCHEMA: 
DJC~MENTATI • N; 
nece5s3ry, p~ssi!Jle or effective access schema: 
VlLUES NAS,PAS,EAS; 
C:J: SC~TYP 101: 
?QO~=~TY S~~-NA~E; 
APPLIES ACCESS-SCHEMA; 
VALUES ST~ING; 
CODE SC~NA~ 102; 
?RJ~= ~TY sc~-COCë: 
A?PLIES ACCESS-SCH=~A; 
JOCJ~=NTATION; 
:o da which ide~tifigs the schem3 ~ithin the DB 
it is us~ d in tne acce5s functions: 
V~LUES INTEGER O T~RU 1000 : 
CùJE SCHCüJ 103; 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
JBJ:CT FIL:; 
SY"J'JNY ,"1S F; 
COJ: FILFIL 11; 
PR:J 0 :RTY ~-N~M::; 
APPL!ES FILE: 
VALuES STRINS; 
CJJ: FILNA ,'-1 104; 
PROOERTY F-CODE; 
A?;)LIES ~IL.:: 
ClOCUMENTAT!iJN; 
code which identifi~s the file ~ithin the oa 
it is used in th~ access functions: 
VALUES INT::GER O THRU 1000; 
CGOE FILCOJ 105; 
P;::J::>ë.?TY F-TY 0 E: 
AP 0 LI::S FILE; 
VALU::S STRING; 
CCDE F!LTYP 106; 
OBJ::CT K:CJRD-TYPE: 
S YNON Y"! S ~Ti 
CCJD:: R=C?.:C 12; 
PRJOERTY ~T-N4M=: 
~POLIES ~ECORD-TYPE; 
VALU::S STKING; 
CJ ·JE REC"JA'-1 107; 
?ROP:~TY RT-C • DE; 
P~'.JP::~TY 
QP 0 LI::S ~:CC~D-TY 0 E; 
JJCUME NT4T!O~J; 
coda whi=h identi+ies the record tyge within the scn~m 
it is useci in the access functions: 
V~LUES I~T~3ER O THRU 1000; 
CJV: RECC O,J 1G3 i 
RT-TYP~; 
~
00 LI=S K~CJRD-TY 0 E; 
V4LUES STR!\JG; 
C O '.) :: R E C T Y ;, 1 0 ; ; 
06J:CT Jar~-!T:M: 
S Y \J J N Y -'~ S I T E M i 
:C:JE Iidîë 13: 
PRJPERTY IT-NAME; 
AP 0 LIES OATA-ITE~; 
VALU:S STRH~G: 
CJJE ITëN~'-1 110; 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
::i~:P~~TY IT-CO •:; 
APPLI::S OAT~-ITëM; 
DOC:J~::~JT.HI-J"J; 
coda which ide~tifies the ~ata item within the 
record typa, it is used in the access functions; 
VALU~S INT::GER J THRU 1000: 
C'.JJE IT=CDJ 111: 
PRC::>::RTY IT-SEQ; 
AP::,L!ES DATA-ITEM: 
80C!JM::NTATION; 
~rdinal number of the data i~em 
on this level of decomposition; 
VALUES INTEGER O THRU 1000; 
C:JQE ITESëO 112; 
?RO::>::RTY JPTIJNAL: 
A??LIES DATA-ITEM; 
DOCUMEMTAT!ON; 
a data item is mandatory or optional; 
V-4LJES YES,NO: 
CJJë !TECJPT 113: 
P~JP::RTY ~E?~TITIVITY; 
APPLIES JATA-ITEM; 
D J C U 1·1 E ~JT A T I J N ; 
=O if not repetitive 
=n if ~he r~patitivity is limited 
it is fixed if the data item has 
no counter, variable otnerwise 
=9i9 if t~e reoetitivity is unlimited: 
VALUES INT=GER O THRU 339; 
C:JJ: ITf:=?ê? 114; 
7 y::, E: : 
:~ 0 LIES J4TA-ITEM: 
·J O : U '-1 :: .'H A T I J ~4 ; 
oosiibla v~:ues : numeric, charactar, decomposable: 
V~LU=S NUM,CHA~,~EC; 
C j'.) E I TET Y P 11 5; 
?~ ·Jo.:;nv Lë~ViTH: 
l?PLIES JATA-ITE~: 
JJCJMENTATION; 
maximal size of the length of the possible valuas 
of this d~t~ ita~: 
Y~LUES :NTëGE~ 1 THRU 100; 
CJCJE ITELE\J 116; 
P R 2 P '= R T Y D E C I r~ ; 
~P 0 LI~S JATA-ITEM; 
JO C U M E tJ T ~ T I ON ; 
nu~Der of decimals for a d~ta item of type numoric: 
VALUES INTEGER O THRU 100: 
CJJ2 IT::JEC 117; 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
03J=CT PQT~-TYP=; 
SYNCI\JYV.S ~or; 
C.JJ:: PATPAT 14; 
?RQD~RTY QP-NAME; 
APPLIES PAT~-TYP::; 
VALUES STRING; 
C~JE P.lTNA'-1 118: 
PROP=RTY A?-CCDE; 
APPLI~S ?AT~-TYPE; 
DOCUMENTATION; 
code which identifies the path type within the schema 
it is used in the access functions: 
VALUES INTEGER O THRU 1000; 
CCOE ?ATCJO 119; 
08J:CT I8:NT!F!êK-l(EY-JRDER; 
S Y '10 NY M 5 I 1( 0; 
CJDE ll(J!t<2 15; 
PRCPE~TY IKJ-COD=i 
APPLIES IJ:NTI~I=R-~EY-QROER; 
ClùC UME NT t. TI JN; 
code w~ich idantifies the iko within t~e record type 
it is used in ~he ~ccess modules; 
VALUES INTtGER O THRU 1000: 
CJJ: It<GCCJ 120; 
I-K-'.J; 
4P?L!ES !DENTI~l:R-K::Y-O~GER; 
'J O C IJ '•1 E N T A T I J N ; 
inciicates if tne IKO represents 
~n identifier, a key or ~n orcier: 
V~LU~S lKJ,IK,!J,I,KO,K,O; 
CDJ: I~CIJ ::: ldi 
PR• 0 :~TY ~G~-GL • dAL; 
a 00 L!E5 ID~ NTicIE~-KEY- • ~JER; 
D: CU r-1: f, T .l TI J t-. ; 
0 if the identifier, access key or order 
only a~~ly to one record type, 
ot~erwise ~11 th? IKOs with a same numbar of 
globc1l clefine 3n identifier, access key or order 
for- several recorcl type; 
VALU~S I NT~G::R O THQU 1000; 
C CJ:: I '< GNU "1 12 2; 
P~JDê~TY GLJSAL-JRJ~R; 
QPPLI=S IJ:NTI~I:R-K:Y-O~OER; 
J O C U !,l E N T A T I ,J ,\J ; 
defines the global orcler: 
VALUES RANDJM,FIFJ,LIFJ,PRI • R,NêXT,SO~TEO; 
CJIJE I!\JSLJ 123; 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
PRJP=~TY S::-GLJS~L; 
AP 0 LIES ID=\JTI=IEq-KEY-QRCER: 
0] C U i.\ 5 ~JT A T I J N : 
definas the ordaring within one 
record type in a global order: 
VALUES !NTESER O THRU 1000: 
CQ') E I K Cl SE Q l 2 4; 
PRJ 0 ERTY SIMPLE-OROER; 
AP 0 LIES IO::NTicI:R-KEY-O~J::R: 
JOCU~ENTAT!ON: 
defines tha crder in a record type; 
VALU~S RAN~CM,=IFJ,LIFO,PRIOR,N=XT,SORTED: 
C GD E ! K Cl SI '-1 12 5; 
?~OP2RTY DU?LICATES: 
PROPERTY 
AP?LIES IDENTIFIER-KEY-OROER: 
DOCUM:::"iTATION; 
indicates if duolicates are allowed 
and ho~ they are ordered; 
VALU~S NC ,~ANDOM,FIFO,LIFO,PRIOR,NEXT; 
C'JJE IKODUP 126: 
RE=-str; 
APPLIES IOENTIFIER-KEY-ORJER; 
JOCUM:::NTCiTION; 
reference set of the IKO is 
db ~11 tha d~tabas~ 
ef : each file containin g the record taken separataly 
ap : access patn associated to the iko; 
VALU::S 03,Ei::,.;.p; 
CJJE IK_jS::T 127: 
CbJ=CT \\JJUL: ; 
SY\JJNY~IS MCJJ ; 
CGJ:: !'1C)QMQD H>; 
? ?. J P ë KT Y ' 1 J- NAM E ; 
C. D ::> L I ë S :-1 ~ :) J L ë ; 
VALU>:S ST~ING: 
C: '_j J :: .'\ G J N A '-\ 1 2 3 ; 
? RJ O~~TY ~J -CJ • E; 
A?PLIES MODU LE: 
J J C U ''. : 'J T A T I ù N ; 
code ~~ich identifies the ~odula within tne DB 
VALUES i ~TEG ER O THRU lJOO; 
'.:G:l: MCJCG'.::i 129; 
P~GO~ QTY ~J-TYPE; 
AOPLl:S '-1,JOIJLE: 
DJC ;JM: NT AT I C N; 
effective,predic~tive: 
VALUES : 1~,P .'-1; 
C C ') : M 'J D T Y ;:, l3 ô ; 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
€EfiEE~:EEfEEi:€fi€EEEEEEE€EËfEEEEE€EEEffifffifEfEEEEEfEEEEE 
E ~~L~TIJ~S R=LATIJNS ~ELATIJ~S R:LATIONS _ 
EtfEEf~Efff€:EEEffffffffffEff€fEEffffEEfffff:f~EfffffffffffE 
RELATIJ\J file-of-rel: 
0 A~TS part-1,ocirt-2; 
oart-1 SCHEMA C :J •~ 5 I N A T I O N 
~ITH part-Z F!L:; 
CO~NECTIVITY ON: part-1 
MANY part-2; 
CO~N:CTI • N-TY 0 E S2; 
STJRED part-1 1, 
C JIJ:: 
part-2 2; 
R::LFIL 301; 
STATEM~ ~T file-oart-1-stm; 
US:O part-1 file-of-rel; 
C::J~M COLLECTION GF (part-2:,); 
STAT:M:\JT file-part-2-stm; 
USE~ par~-2 file-of-rel; 
c:: • RM C:LLECTED IN SCHEMA (part-1:,); 
~ . 
~-----------------------------------------------------------
~~LQTIO~ fro~-~el; 
" A ~ T S 
c.::·-1ar~ATIO\J 
w I T 11 
CùNN=CT:i:VITY 
CJ\/N::CTï:GN-TYP: 
part-1,part-2; 
oart-1 ACC=SS-SCHE"IA 
~art-2 q=CG~D-TY.:>E; 
ON= p;irt-1 
MANY oart-2; 
S 2; 
STJQ::;O p 21 r t - 1 1 , 
021rt-Z 2: 
~ :Lc::i<O 302; 
STAI:~~\JT from-p~rt-1-stm; 
US: • oart-1 from-r~l: 
=o~~ CCL LECT!J~ CF (~art-2:,); 
ST~T=~~~T from-oart-2-stm; 
~ELATIJ\J 
US: • oart-2 from-rel; 
C::JQ~ C~LLECTEJ IN SC~:MA (oart-1:,): 
i~-rel: 
.:> 4 R T S 
CJ"ISIN4TI ,JN 
l'i I T~ 
C-:JNN=CTIVITY 
oëirt-1,part-2; 
part-1 FILf. 
part-2 R=CORO-TiPE; 
"IA\JY :)èlrt-1, 
p;irt-2: 
co~~ECTIJN-TYPE s1: 
S TQ RE Cl 
: ~i JE 
oart-1 1, 
part-2 z; 
RELAIN 30•; 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
STAT::~ENT in-part-1-st~; 
US:D oart-1 in-rel: 
FJQM C2LLECTIJN OF (part-2:,); 
STATE~~NT in-o!rt-2-5tm; 
US=D p~rt-2 in-rel: 
FOR~ CCLLECTEO IN FIL~ (part-1:,); 
f-----------------------------------------------------------
RELATIO~ contains-rel; 
PA~TS oart-1,part-2: 
part-1 ~ECORD-TYPE, 
STAT::M::"JT 
STAî:''1ENT 
C O '1 o I N A T I O N 
'.)ATA-ITE~ 
WITH part-2 DATA-ITEM; 
CONNECT!VITY CNE oart-1 
MANY part-2; 
CONN:CTION-TYPE S2: 
STJRED part-1 1, 
part-2 2; 
CC C):: R:LCON 304; 
contains-rel-part-1-stm; 
US:D part-1 contains-rel; 
=• RM CONTAINS (part-2:,); 
contains-rel-part-2-stm; 
US50 oëlrt-2 contains-rel: 
FQRM IS CJNTAINE • IN (part-1:,); 
RELATI0N c~~nts-rel; 
?~~TS oart-1,part-2: 
c:~~:~arrJ~ oart-1 DATA-ITE~ 
wIT~ oart-2 JATQ-ITë~: 
CJN~ECTIVITY CN: oart-1 
M AtlJ Y p ëlr t - 2; 
CJN~ECTIJ~-TYPE S2: 
STJ~E 0 o~rt-1 1, 
part-2 z; 
~:LCOu 305; 
ST~TEM:~T JAT~-ITE~-counter-oart-1-stm: 
US:D part-1 Counts-rel: 
=J~M COü~TER OF (part-2:,); 
STATEM~~T )ATA-IT2~-counter-part-2-stm; 
US:O part-2 Counts-rel: 
~JRM COUNT~D 3Y oart-1; 
f-----------------------------------------------------------
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
con •:,?rns-rel: 
i'ARTS 
CC'13!~AT!JN 
w I T 'i 
C:JNN:CTIVITY 
;,art-1,Part-2; 
part-1 RECORD-TYPE 
~art-2 !~ENTIF!ER-KEY-ORDER; 
ON: part-1 
MANY part-2; 
CJNN~CTION-TYPE S2; 
ST'JRECJ 
CJDE 
part-1 1, 
p:irt-2 2i 
RELCER 305; 
STATEMENT iko-concerns-part-2-stm; 
US:D part-2 concerns-rel; 
FORM CONCëRNS(oart-1:,); 
STATEMENT iko-concerns-oart-1-stm: 
USEJ part-1 concerns-rel; 
~ORM HAS IKO Coart-2:,); 
~------------------------~----------------------------------
REL~T!QN component-rel; 
::, A ~ T S 
C0'-1?..INATION 
l'i I TH 
',-iITH 
WIT~ 
CiJNN:CTIVITY 
C :J ~~ N E C T I 'J :~ - T Y P f. 
ST'J~:O 
C O'.J E ~: L CD ~1 
oart-1,part-2,oart-3,part-4; 
part-1 DATA-ITE~,PATH-TYPE 
part-2 IDENTIFIER-KEY-OROER 
oart-3 VALUE-FOR DIRECTION 
part-4 VALUE-FOR SEQNUM; 
MAtJY oart-1, 
part-2, 
part-3, 
part-4; 
C 1 j 
oart-1 1 ' 
cart-2 2 ' 
cart-3 3 ' 
oart-4 4 ; 
307; 
ST~T:M:~T :o~ponent-o~rt-1-stm; 
US:~ ~ar~-1 comoonent-rel; 
=: 0 ~ IS p~rt-4 TH CO~PO~:NT • F ~art-2 WITH part-3 
JRJ:R; 
STATEM:~T comconent-oart-2-stm; 
US~J cart-2 component-rel; 
co~M H~S p~rt-1 AS part-4 TH CQ~PONENT WITH part-3 
ORO:~; 
=-----------------------------------------------------------
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
oart-1,part-2,oart-3,~art-4; 
part-1 PATH-TYPE 
R~LAT:JN me~ber-rel; 
?A~TS 
: •JMSTNATION 
WIT~ part-2 R:CORD-TY 0 = 
W I Ti-1 
WITH 
oart-3 VALU::-FOR ROLE-NAME 
part-4 VALU::-FOR CONNECTIVITY; 
CQNN:CTIVITY 
CON~=CTIO~-TYPE 
STO~::D 
CJDE 
MANY ;:iart-1, 
Pël r t- 2, 
p ël rt - 3, 
part-4; 
~ l ; 
oart-1 1 ' 
part-2 ., 
'- ' 
oart-3 3 ' 
o:irt-4 4 ; 
303; 
STATEM=NT member-oart-1-st~: 
~S:C part-1 me~ber-rel: 
F2~M rl4S p:irt-2 AS part-3 WITH C• NNECTIVITY part-4: 
STATEMENT me~bar-part-2-stm; 
US:D part-2 membsr-rel: 
FQ~M !S oart-3 GF oart-1 ~ITH CJNNECTIVITY part-4; 
~-----------------------------------------------------------
~ELATIJN Inverse-rel: 
PA~TS 
CJ\\3IN~T!O!\J 
WIT~ 
':ONN'::CTIVITY 
CO\JN:CT!Ql,-TYP: 
ST:';;::: J 
p êl rt - l, p .:i r t - 2: 
part-1 ?ATH-TY 0 :: 
oart-2 ?ATH-TYPE; 
ON:: oart-1, 
part-Zi 
54; 
p.:irt-1 1, 
oart-2 z: 
CJD: ~:LH1V 30?; 
Inve~se-part-1-stm: 
US:O part-1 Inverse-rel: 
=• ~M HAS o3r,-2 AS INV~RSE: 
!nverse-part-2-stm: 
US:) part-Z Inverse-rel: 
=a~~ I~V:RSE CF part-1: 
~-----------------------------------------------------------
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
J. n c l u :1 e c:; - r ~ l ; 
:,ARTS 
C0"15INAT!GN 
~!TH 
C û ~m E C T I V I T Y 
CO~NECTION-TY?:: 
STJRED 
o:irt-1,part-2; 
oart-1 SCHEMA 
oart-2 PAT,,-TY 0 ë; 
ON:: part-1, 
MANY part-2; 
s2; 
Pëlrt-1 1, 
CO J !: 
part-2 
RELINC 310; 
2 : 
STATEMENT includes-oart-1-stm; 
US=O part-1 includes-rel; 
FORM INCLUJES part-2; 
STAT~M=NT includes-part-2-stm; 
USEJ part-2 includes-rel: 
FOQM IS CJNTA!NED IN part-li 
~-----------------------------------------------------------
REL~T!J~ w~rks-on-rel: 
PA~TS 
C0"1SINATION 
'1H Tf-i 
CDNN::CTIVITY 
part-l,p-:1rt-2; 
oart-1 ACCESS-SCHEMA 
oart-2 :'-\:.JOULE; 
ON:: part-1 
MA rH p-:1rt-2; 
CJNNECTION-TY?E S2; 
STC~:D part-1 1, 
C: CJ ::: 
n:1rt-2 z: 
1<E LWOR 311: 
STATE~=~T ~,rks-part-1-stm: 
US:G ~~r~-1 works-on-r9l: 
~ c~~ :s ~ANIPULQTE~ ~y part-2: 
STATE~=~T ~orks-cart-2-stm; 
US:~ ~art-2 works-on-reli 
::R~ ~j~KS JN part-li 
VALJ~-RQ~GE RJL2-NAME: 
VALUES S~IG!N,TAQG~T; 
VAL J E-R~ NGE CJNNEC TI VIT Y: 
V~LU~S O~,~~, •• ,NJ; 
VALJ~- 0 ANGE QIR ECTID N; 
V4LUES ASC:NCING,DESCENDING; 
VALJE-~~~~E SE~-NUM; 
VALUES I~TEGER O T~~U 20: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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1. Kecord Tyoes of the Accass Schema 
====---============================= 
Record type SCHEMA: 
Record tyoe MJJJL=: 
Record typ~ ~ILE: 
SCH_TYPE 
SCH_NAME 
SCH_CODE 
MO TY?E 
~D NA'vlc 
MD CODE 
F_TY:>E 
F_N~~E 
F- CJDE 
ch:ir(3) 
chèir<l2) 
num(3) 
char(3) 
char(l2) 
num(3) 
char(3) 
char(l2) 
num(3) 
Reco~d type DECOR • TY?~: 
RT TYPE 
R T _•~A 1J. E 
KT CJDE 
char(3) 
c tiar (12) 
num(3) 
Record ty~a PATH TYP:: 
Record ty~e . IT~~= 
=<acore! tyo2 IKO: 
~?_N~ME : char(l2) 
AP_:~VERS: : rium(l) 
AP_ : JO: : nurn(3) 
:T_I.JA"lE 
~T_:Joc 
IT_S=Q 
OPTTJNAL: 
ChèirC12) 
num(3) 
num(3) 
char(l) 
RE;)ETITIVITY : ~~~(3) 
L:NGTH num(3) 
TYPE char(3) 
OEC!M num(3) 
IKO_C • CE : num(3) 
I-K-J cnar(3) 
NUM_GLD9~L num(3) 
GL03AL_ORCêq : cnar(3) 
SEG_GL09AL : num(3) 
SIM 0 LE_O;~ER : c~~r(3) 
DU?LICAT:S char(l) 
REF_S:T : char(3) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
~Olt : ch?r(6) 
MIN_MAX : :har(1) 
R&:ord type CJ~PO~:NT: 
DIRECTICN 
S::Q_NUM 
/ 
char(3) 
num(3) 
2. lccess Patn Types of the Accass Schema 
========================================-
Path typa crLE_J= 
fr orn on? SCrl E '-1 A 
to many ::.ILI: 
inverse =IL: 0~ I. 
Path ty;:ie FCZJ"", 
fr:)-r. one s:~EMA 
to rnany R~CSRJ_TYPE 
inv?rse F~ • 1-1 I. 
? a tn t y;:,'? ~ _: 
optional 
ootion=il 
optional 
option::11 
fr,~ ,n~ ~:CG~O_TYPE option::11 
to '11-:lny IN 
ir.verS9 ~ I :. 
Patiï ty:)e !_= 
f,...o.., 0nç ~IL.: 
to rn:1-"'Y i'✓ 
i"ver-5 :; !_F_I. 
0ath type CJ~T~:~S 
f~o~ on~ ~::CJ~ • TYPE 
fro'r Oïe !T~M 
,c :n21-iy IT::M 
invers2 CJNTAINS I. 
Patn tyoe CJ U~ T~R 
fr-orr-. one ITE !.l 
t0 ma ny IT= ,1.1 
inversa CJUNT::R I. 
Patn type CGNC~RNS 
from ·one R:CJ~D TYPE 
to :TicV'lY :Ko 
inv~rs2 CONCERNS I. 
mand:1tory 
+ . -. oo .ion2 ... 
mandël,;:ory 
opticn2l 
ootionô, l 
m-:1nd:1tory 
op,: ion :il 
o;:,tional 
ootionc1l 
mancl::1tory 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l -
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
;,atn tyoe IKJ_C 
from or-ie IKO 
to ma~y COM?ONE NT 
i1"1V •?rse IKCi_C_:. 
Path tyoa C_:;:_o 
frorn one IT::M 
from one PATH TYP: 
to ~any COMPJ~ENT 
inverse C_I_P_I. 
Path type ~-M 
o;:,tionêll 
manda tory 
optionêll 
optional 
mand:1tory 
from one ~ECO~D_TYPE optional 
to many M::M3ER 
inverse R MI. 
Patn type M_-> 
frorn one PATH_TYPE 
to .1'any M::M3::R 
inverse M P I. 
Patn type !~V::RSE 
from one PATH_TYP~ 
to Ol"1e PATH_T'l'?E 
inverse INV::RSê_I. 
Patn type I N~LUJ :S 
f r c m o n e S C H :: ,'1 A 
to many ?AT~_TYP~ 
inv~r5e :NCLUJ~S_!. 
Path ty~e ~=~~S_JN 
fr-~-r. on,; SC-iEMA 
tJ 11cil'"'y 11JJU L=. 
:1v ·?rs~ '..iJP.K~ I. 
mëlndatory 
op":ional 
m:1ndatory 
optional 
optioni:il 
ootion:!1 
'll~ndatory 
... . , 
::,p cl.Ona.._ 
optional 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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******************~************** 
* 
* LOF DEFINITION OF ADL 
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1 
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1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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.,.. LOF ~:rINIT!CN JF ADL .~ .,. 
•'• ..,.
***********~**~****************** 
(::: ciebut ldf ~~) 
ctefinition · de adl; 
(point_d_entree> ::= 11 =1iqorith:ï1 11 <name)$(.lntern_declaration_part> 
i(statement_part),.. 11 • 11 $ 
<intern_declaration_oart) ::= <type_declaration_part>; 
<variable_declaration_oart>S 
SC<tyoe_cteclaration_oart> ::= <notyoe>I <tyoe_daclar> 
<notype> : : = 
(type_daclar> ::= "type" (type_declarations> $ 
L<type_declarations> ::= (type_cleclo1ration>+,.. 11 ; 11 s 
<tyoe_decl:1ration> ::= (name> "=" (variable_type) 
SC<vari:1ble_declaration_oart> ::= <novar> l<var_cleclar) 
<novar> ::= 
<var d -?clar> ::= "var" (variable_declarations> 
L < v a r i a b l e _ d e c l a r a t i o n s > : : = < v a r i a 1, 1 e _ d e c l a r a t i o n > + ,.. 11 ; " $ ; 
<variable_decl=1ration> ::= <names> 11 : 11 <variable_type>; 
L(në,mes> ::= <name>+,.. 11 , 11 
SC<variabie_ty:>e> ::= (simcle> 
ALT(simple> ::= (boolaan> <str> 
< 1, o o 1 e :ln> : : = 11-b o o le an 11 
<structureci> l<name>: 
<real> <integer> 
<str> : := "string(""(ul"'lsiçnecl_integer>,..")" 
(re .:11) ::= "real" 
<int?Jer> ::= "integer 11 
<n•J ;neric> : := "r.um':!ric(""<unsigned_integer>""," 
"(1Jnsigne:J_integer>" 11 ) 11 
<numeric>; 
ALT<structured> ::= (]rouo> <arrJy> <items_of> <ref n:im,a) 
(ref rec:>rd) 
(çroup> ::= " 1 rouo"!: (fi~l cl _list> S" -?nci" 
L < f 1 e l ci l i s t > : : = < v ~ r i a !, l e _ d e c 1 a r a t i o n > + 11 : 11 ~ 
<array> ::= "arr:1y [""(ir: d e,c:_lst>,.."J of" <c::i mponent_tyoe> 
SC<inclax lst> : := <incle x 3> 1 <index2> 1 (.lndexl> 
(in d ex3> : ~= (unsigned_intr:! ·;ïer>"",""<unsignaci_integ •ar)" 11 ," 
"(unsi~ned_integer) 
< .l n cl : x 2 > : : = < u n s i g n '.? cl _ i n t e ; e: r > " 11 , 11 " < u n s i g n e d _ i n t e g e r ) 
<indexl> ::= <unsigned_integgr) 
ALT<co:noonent_ty~e> ::= <simple> <items_of> <ref_n~me) 
j <ref record> 1 (n=1 m~> 
<ita~s ·::if>::= 11 items_of" <n:1me> 
< r e f n 21 .-:i e ) : : = 11 r e f o f 11 < n ë: me > , 
<ref reccrcl> : : = 11 ref of R::C 1J~Q 11 
<state11~nt_pë,rt> ::= "begin" <stëlte:nents> i"end" 
L<state ,11ants> ::= <stë1te:nent>+" 11 : 11 s 
ALT<stateme~t> ::= <2ss_st> <for_st> <next_st> (next_name_st> 
1 (exit_st> (ex.lt_name st> 1 <while_st> <call_st> 1 
<raturn_st> (db mod> (if st> <if alse st> 1 (clummy> 
(clum11y> ::= 
<ass_st> : := <variable> 11 := 11 <assi g n_expression) 
<for s t > : : = 11 for 11 < v ë; ri ab la> ": = 11 <coll ec t i o n_e x pr •9 s si on> "do" f. 
<state~ e nts> $ 11 endfor" 
< n e x t s t > : : = " n E> x t 11 
(next_name st> ::= 11 next" (na:'!le) 
<e xit st> : := "exit" 
<exit name st> .. -.. - "exit" (name> 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
<while 3t> ::= "wnila" <gen~ral_ex;:,rassion> "do 11 E.<state111ents> $ 
"endwhile" 
<if_st> ::= "if" <;ar.aral_axoression) f"then" <stata:i,ents)5 
"enclif" 
<if else st> ::= "if" <general_expre~sion> E"then" <statements) 
f:"elsa" <staterrier.ts> i- "en::1if" 
<raturr,_st> ::= 11 r1:?turn 11 <param_eff> 
<call st> ::= (proc_name> <oaram_eff) 
SC<param_aff> ::= <ss oaram> 1 <param> 
<ss_;:,ar;im> : : = 
(par am> : : = ""(""'<oararn_list)"'")" 
L<;:,aram_list> ::= <variable>+"'"," 
ALT(db_mod> ::= <~odif> <creat) (del> 
<craat> ::= "craate" <name> 11 := 11 <name>"'<creat_concls)"' 
SC<creat concis> ::= <creat cond) 1 <oarenth_conditions> 
<p-:1renth_conditions) : := ""(""'<conditions>"'")"" 
L<conditions> ::= <creat_cond)+ 11 and" 
ALT<creat cond> ::= <attach cond> 1 <item CJnd> 
< m o :1 i f > _: : = 11 m o d i f y 11 < n a m e > " < m o d i f _ c o n ci s ) 
ALT<mo:lif_conds> : := <attc1ch_cond> 1 <items_conds) ·I (detach_cond>; 
SC<items_conds> : := <item cond> 1 (parenth_conds> 
(parenth_conds> ::= "'"(""<conds>"'")"" 
L < c c fi d s > : : = < i t ~ m c on d > + 11 an d '' ; 
<it?m cond) ::= ""(""'(qual>"'"!""'<name>"'"=""'<arithmetic_expression> 
A 11 ) 11 /\ 
<attach concl> : := "'"(""<oual>""!""'<name>"'")"" 
<cletach con~I> : := ""(""(qual>"":""'<unsigned_integer><name>"'") 11 " 
(ciel> ::= "ç1alete" <na'Tle) 
ALT<assign_exprassion> ::= (general_expression> 
<~rithm~t1c exor?ssion> 
SC<general_ex~~ession> ::= (genaral_factor> <or_axpression> 
<or_ex~res;;ion> ::= (gen~ral_factor> "or" <;;eneral_expression> 
SC<;ener3l_factor> ::= (çeneral term> 1 (and_expression> 
<anc!_ex9ressi:,n) ::= <~aneral_term> 11 ancl" <general_factor) 
SC<Jenaral_tgrm> ::= <not_9enaral_primary> 1 <~eneral_orimary) 
<n -:,t_9eneral_;:rimary> : := "net" (general_pri :në,ry> 
ALT<geng~al_o~i~ëlry> ::= <tast_axpression> 1 <;an_exor_parenth> 
(çen_axpr_;:,:,r2ntn> : := ""(""<ganeral_expr.assion)" 11 ) 11 "' 
<test_axorassi:,n) ::= <arithmetic_expression>"<test_operator)A 
<ar1tn~2tic_excression> 
ALT(arithmatic_expression> ::= <acid arith) (3dcl> <factor> 
(add aritn> : := <factor>"'<adcling>"<aritnmetic_exoression> 
<add> ::= <ad d in~>"<~rithmetic_exprassion> 
SC<factor> : := <~ulti;:)l_factor> 1 <term> 
<multipl_fs:to~> ::= <term>"<multiolying>"'<factor> 
SC<term> ::= <e~o term> 1 (primary> 
<exp_t9rm> ::= (pri m~ry>"<exp>"<Primary> 
<ex;:)) ::= """ 
ALT<primary> ::= <string) 
1 <aritn_exor_p~ranth> 
1 <call st> 1 (nullref> 
<nullref> : := "()" 
<unsigned_integer> 
1 <DB_object_set> 1 
1 <logical_value> 
<unsi~ned_real> 
<variable> 
<arith_expr_n:rent~> 
SC<aclciin g > ::= (plus> 
<plJs> ::= 11 + 11 
: = "''' (""<a rit hm et i c ex or as si on>"" ) 11 A 
1 <minus> 
(minus> : : = 11 - 11 
SC<multiplyin ; > ::= <multi~l> 
(multi::il> ::= "*" 
<clividecl> .. -.. - Il /Il 
(clividecl> 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1• 
1 
1 
1 
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~LT<collection axpr~ssion> ::= <ranç~> <D3_object_set> 
<ranJa> : := <r:in;!e_ex;:,r>""••""(rëin;e_ •axpr) 
SC<ran;e_expr> ::= <unsiqnea_intqçer> <na11e> 
<JS_object_set> ::= <name>"<preoicata> 
SC<oredicate> ::= <and ccterm> 1 <coll cond term> 
<and_ccterm> : : = <coll cond ter.n> 11 :1n.d 11 <oredicate) 
SC<coll_concl_t?rm> ::= <not_ccprimary> 1 <coll_cond_primary> 
<not_ccprimary> ::= "not" <coll_cond_orimary) 
ALT<coll_cond_~rimary> ::= <relation_condition> <1ooredicate> 
<predicate_parenth) ; 
<noorediccJte> ::= 11 () 11 
<predicate_parenth) : := ""(""(pradicate)"")"" 
<relation_condition> ::= ""(""(qual>"":""<prim_rel_cond>"")"" 
SC<prim_rel_cor-,d) ::= <name> 1 (belonging_cond> 
SC<~ual> ::= <nama> <no nama> ; 
<no_name> ::= 
<oelongi~g_cond> ::= <na~e>"<test_operator> 
"<arithmatic_excrassion> 
SC<unsi~ned_real> ::= <dec axp_nb> <dacimal nu~ber> 
<dec_exo_nb> : : = <daci,,al_r-,umb~r>""e""<si;in>"<unsignecl_inte:Jer> 
<decimal nunber-> : := ( 1.Jnsigned_int?ger>""•""<unsignecl_integer> 
SC<siçn> : := <clus> 1 (minus> 1 <no_sign> 
<no_sigri> ::= • 
ALT<variabl~> ::= <class_var> <classical_var_itams> 
1 (var_items fil;> <var_items_tyoe> 
SC<:l~ss_var> ::= (hierar variable> 1 <non hierar variable> 
SC<non nier~r variaale> ::= (na'l'le) <subscripted_variable> 
< s u :J s c r 1 c t ? :1 v :1 r i a 1) l e > : : = < n a m e > " " C: " ,,.,_ < s u b s c r i o t _ 1 i s t > ,,.,_ 11 J 11 ,,.,_ 
SC<subscri~t iist> ::= (su~scrl> 1 <subscr2> 1 (subscr3> 
<subscrl> ::= (aritn'11etic_exorass1on> 
<subscr2> : : = (2,ritn,i2tic_expr2ssion>" 11 , ""<aritnmatic_expression> 
<subscr3> ::= (2rit'1'11etic_<?xorassion>"",",,.,_<aritn"'etic_expression> 
"" "" (::;rith-:;2tic_-axpres;;ior-,) 
< n i ~ r ~ r _ v =~ ,. .:. :' 1) l e > : : = < n o n n i e r 2, r v 2, r i a 1) 1 e > " " • " ,,.,_ < c l ël s s v ël r > 
<classical v:ir ite!"!~) ::= "(""<n:1:n2>""). 11 ,,.,_<class_var> 
<var lt?'"ls fi:e> := "(""<na :n2>,,.,_ 11 ).i::IL.: 11 
<var_it-a;,;:;_ty ;:; ,a) := "(""<nam('!)"").TY?::" 
SC<loJi:al_v?lus> ::= <true) <fal~e> 
<tru ,2> : : = 11 ~rU ·? 11 ; 
<f:ilse> : : = "f=ilse 11 
SC<test_:)per:it~r> : := <l t> 
1 <not e~> 1 (2q> 
<l_t> : . - Il ( Il . -
<g_t) . . - If> Il . . -
<l_t_e:i> . : = Il (-:: Il . 
<;i_t_eq) : . - Il): Il . -
<not_e;:i> : . - Il () Il . -
(eq> : . - Il: Il . -
GEN <strinJ> ::= 11 ':"\'\nJ~:' 11 
(g_t) 
GEf-.J <name> ::= "[A-Z.J[!l-Z0-9_],:: 11 
GEN <unsi-;;ned_intecar> : := "C0-3]+" 
<l_t_-aq> 
G E: 'IJ < ;:> r ·:) c _ n 2, :n e > : : = " C :.. - Z J ( C A - z O - 9 _ J t,: ) 11 11 ! 11 " 11 
<g_t_-aq) 
1 
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1 
************************************ 
* 
L=X SPECIFICATIONS GëNERATEO 
BY THE T~ANSF • ~MATOR 
************************************ 
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************************************ 
~-.,. 
-·-~-
L~X s~=cr~rcATIONS GENERATED 
SY T~E TQANSFJR~ATJ~ 
.;. 
.,. 
.;. 
.,. 
* 
*********~************************** 
%{ 
int numli;i; 
%} 
"al;orithm" 
11 • Il 
11 't y p e 11 
Il • If 
' 
"= lt 
"var" 
" : fi 
" , lt 
"l:l oo 1 e =-n 11 
11 strin-;;(" 
lt) Il 
11 raal 11 
"inte;iar 11 
"nu ,11aric( 11 
"g ro u p 11 
"end" 
11 ë:rrëly": \t\nj+"'.:" 
Il] Il;:: 
} : 
\t\nJ+ 11 Jf 11 
} : 
"1t.ao1s Jf" 
"r,~t 11 [ \t\n]+ 11 'Jf 11 
} ; 
riaturn 
return 
r-?turn 
return 
return 
return 
return 
return 
returr. 
return 
return 
return 
return 
return 
return 
return 
{ 
raturn 
{ 
return 
rr.iturr. 
{ 
rE>turn 
C T 1 ) ; 
(T2 ) ; 
(T3 ) ; 
CT4 ) ; 
(T5 ) ; 
(T5 ) ; 
(T7 ) ; 
(T8 ) ; 
(T9 ) ; 
(TlO ) ; 
(Tll ) : 
CT12 ) ; 
(T13 ) ; 
(Tl4 ) ; 
CT15 ) ; 
(Tl6 ) ; 
recncr(yytext,yyleng); 
CT17 ) ; 
r'?chcr(yytsxt,yylen;); 
C T 1 3 ) ; 
(Tl1 ) : 
rechcr(yytext,yyleng); 
(T20 ) ; 
" r :? t II C \ t \ n J + 11 •::> f II C \ t \ n J + 11 ~ = C O R D 11 { r e ch c r C y y t e x t , y y 1 e n g ) ; 
return CT21 ); 
} : 
11 be;in 11 return C T 2 2 ) ; 
tf • - 11 
. - return CT23 ) ; 
Il f Or Il r,aturn CT24 ) ; 
11 cf0 11 return CT25 ) : 
11 en ::if or 11 raturn (T26 ) ; 
11 next 11 return CT27 ) ; 
Ile Xi t Il re.:urn CT28 ) : 
11 111 hile" return CT29 ) ; 
"en::ii.llnil9" return CT30 ) : 
Ili f Il return CT31 ) ; 
11 th an" return (T32 ) ; 
11 e n ::i i f " return CT33 ) ; 
11 e 1 s e 11 return (T34 ) : 
11 r e t u r n " return CT35 ) ; 
Il ( Il return (T3ô ) ; 
11 C r 9 è1 t '? Il re.:urn (T37 ) : 
"èl n c: 11 raturn (T3 8 ) : 
m o di f y '1 return (T39 ) : 
ciel~te" return (T40 ) : 
1 0 r Il returl'1 (T41 ) ; 
'not" return CT42 ) ; 
return (T43 ) : 
return CT44 ) : 
return (T45 ) ; 
return (T46 ) : 
return (T47 ) ; 
I" return (T48 ) : 
Il return (T49 ) : .. 
e Il return CTSO ) ; 
[ Il return CTSl ) ; 
J Il returri (T52 ) : 
) o Il r ·e tu r n (TS3 ) : 
) • ~ I L = Il returil CT 54 ) : 
1 ).TYP:: 11 return (TSS ) ; 
11 tr u e 11 return CTSé ) ; 
11 f :1 l s~ 11 raturn (T57 ) ; 
Il ( Il !:"et u rn (TS8 ) : 
Il) Il retur:i (T59 ) ; 
Il ( : Il return CT50 ) ; 
11): Il return CT61 ) ; 
Il () Il return (T62 ) ; 
'C"\ '\nJ ,~' return CT63 ) ; 
[A-Z.J[~-ZO-'? J -::: return CT64 ) : 
CO-,J+ return (T65 ) ; 
[A-ZJ(CA-Z. G-9_ ] , ;: ) 11 ! Il return (T56 ) ; 
i.. \t] 
C\nJ { n Li!TI 1 i -;i +=l;}; 
. 
{~ 
yy ;,1; r:1;:,() { 
return Cl) 
} 
*************************************** 
* 
Y~CC SP~C!FICATIONS GENERAT~• 
ëY THE TRlNSrORMATOR 
*************************************** 
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* 
.... 
. ,. 
t:. 
.... 
. ,. 
Y4CC SP~CIFICATI~NS G=~~KATED 
JY TH5 TR4NSFJRMATJR ... ,,. 
*************************************** 
%{ 
f includa <stdio.h> 
f include <ctype.h> 
int numlig ; 
int 2rrorenc: 
int ·arrlig; 
in t cptarr: 
~D 
~ tok,?n Tl 
%tok-?n T2 
%to .<en T3 
%tok2n T4 
%token T5 
%token TS 
%to:<en T7 
%token T3 
~token T9 
?~toKen T • " J. ,J
%token Tll 
~~toKen r1: 
~;token Tl3 
~ token Tl4 
%token Tl.5 
~~tO:<â!n TlS 
~~token Tl7 
~token T13 
~~ token T . -... ., 
~to'<en T 2 ,) 
;~ to,<en T21 
?;tck ,:n T22 
%token T ~., C. J 
%token T.., ' C. .. 
îtoken - .., -! ~) 
'}~toK.en T 2 ·:S 
%token T27 
·~to<en T25 
~~token T29 
%to:<en T - " j
%toKen T31 
%token T32 
~token T~• J J 
%token T - , .) .. 
%token T35 
%toKen T36 
%token T37 
%tOK~n T33 
%token T3J 
%toKen T40 
%tok :rn T41 
%token T42 
ttc< en T43 
ltoKen T 4 4 
1 
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1 
%to1<en T 4 j 
%toi<en T46 
%toi<en T .. 7 
%to<en T <+ 3 
%toi<en T4~ 
%toic:an TSO 
%tok~n T51 
%toi<en T.52 
~tor<en T53 
%token T54 
%token T-c . :, ..; 
%toi<en T56 
%token r-1 :, . 
%tcken T:, g 
%token r - .., :, ,
%token T60 
%token T~l 
%toi<en T62 
~token T63 
%tci<en T64 
%toKen T - C :, ~ 
%tok -?n T66 
%st:irt xxxxxxxxxx 
0, , . 
'Oil, 
xxxxxxxxxx '.)Oint cl ?ntraa 
{ 3$=Sl; 
somm(Si); 
raturn Cl)i } 
point_d_entr?~ Tl na~e intern_declaration_part statement_part T2 
{5S=nter (9,12,S3,S4)ii 
intern cisclar3t1on oart ty~e_cleclaration_~art 
variable_declaration_part 
{ ! S = n b i n C 2 3 , ! 1 , 5 2 ) i } 
type_ciaclar~tion_part notyoe 
n o t y ::, e 
ty::, e _d?:lar 
{ ~l= il;} 
ty;:ia_clacl2, r 
{ 5 i = 5 1 ; } 
{~l=nzer(llü );} 
T3 ty::, e _ieclar~tions 
{$3=nun (48,hliste(l ,$2) );} 
ty~a_d~clarations type_declarations T4 type_declaration 
{i~=clien(!l,s3);} 
type_cl(->C l :1rat ion 
($S=$l;} 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
ty~a_cleclaration : nama TS variable_type 
{sS=nbin (24,Sl,13);} 
v a r i a 1, 1 e _ cl e c l a r a t i c n _ p a r t 
{ !-$= $l;} 
var_declélr 
< ss= s1:> 
novar 
{SS=nz<?rClll );} 
n :,var 
vzr declar T6 variable_daclarations 
{i$=nun (50,hliste(Z ,sz) );} 
variabla ciaclar~tions : va~iabla_declarations T4 
variable_declaration 
{3~=clien(Sl,i3);} 
v:1riable_daclaration 
{s;=H ;} 
variable ciaclaration 
{5S=nbin 
n;1'11es 
(25,nliste(3 
T7 vëlriable_type 
, s 1 ) , s 3 ) ; } 
namas :iamas T-3 nëlme 
{ s $ = c 1 i a n C f 1 , i 3 ) ; } 
name 
{~$=il:} 
vari~bld_typs si mple 
boole:in 
{ -5 s = $ l : } 
structuracl 
{ $ s = S 1 ; } 
n ë, '!l e 
{ SS= H:} 
booleë,n 
{ SS= nun (52,il);} 
str 
{ SS= nun (52,il);} 
r $ a 1 
{ ~$= nu~ (52,!l);} 
integer 
{ ! $ = n u n C 5 2 , $ 1 ) ; } 
numt!ric 
{ S $ = nu n C 5 2, $ l):} 
T 3 
{n=nz ,ar(ll2 );} 
1 
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1 
1 
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1 
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1 
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1 
str 
real 
int9;ar 
structured 
;;roup 
fi.eld_list 
arr .:11 
index 1st 
Tl0 unsiJneci_intagar Tll 
{i~=nun (5?,~2);} 
Tl2 
{S5=nzer(l13 );) 
Tl3 
CH=nzerC114 ) ;) 
Tl4 unsi~ned_intsger TS unsigned_integer Tll 
{it=nbin (26,~2,S4);} 
;iroup 
{ $$= nun (54,tl):) 
:1 r r3 y 
{ !$= nun (54,$1);) 
i t 9 :"!1 S O f 
{ $$= nun (54,H);} 
ref _në,rne 
{ $$= nun (54,Sl);} 
ref_record 
{ 55= ~un (S4,;1);} 
Tl5 fiel~_li.st Tl6 
{iS=nun (55,~liste(4 ,!Z) );} 
'i9lci list T~ v2riable cieclaration 
{i$=clien(~l,~3);) 
variaols_ciecl2rat1.on 
{H=~l:} 
Tl7 inciex_lst r: a co~pon9nt_tyce 
{iS=nbin C27,52,S4);} 
inciax3 
{ $ $ = $ 1 ; } 
inciex2 
{ ; $ = ~ l : } 
i n cl a x 1 
{ SS= n;} 
index3 u~;igneci_inte~er T8 un;igned_integer TB unsigned_integer 
{ l $=nt ar ( 10, i 1, ! 3, $ 5):} 
in d:: x 2 unsigned_integor TS unsi;ned_inte~er 
{SS=nbin (ZS,Sl,;3);} 
1 
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1 
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1 
incl~xl unsiçned_inte;ier 
{i$=nun (57,il);} 
com~onent_type simple 
items of 
ref nèi-:i:: 
ref record 
{ $$= nun (58,$1);} 
items of 
{ $$= nun cse,s1);} 
ref_name 
{ $S= nun (58,$1);} 
ref_recorcl 
{ $$= nun (52,Sl);} 
:, am e 
{ ~$= nun (58,!l);} 
Tlg name 
{$i=nun csg,sz);} 
TZO ri~,ia 
{!t=nun (60,$2);} 
T21 
{1i$=rnerC115 );} 
statament o~rt T2 2 statements T16 
{~~=nun (51,hlista(5 ,$2) );} 
st~temants T4 statement 
{~S=clian(!l,S3);} 
s t ~ta m,? nt 
{~$=~1:} 
i'I 5 S ~t 
{ $ $= nun C ~ 2 , t 1 ) ; } 
f J r st 
-{ i:= nu r\ C 6 2 , i 1 ) ; } 
n '? X t st 
-{ iS= n u n (62,$1):} 
naxt_narn: st 
{ $$= nun C 6 2 , S l ) : } 
axit_st 
{ ~:S= ri un ( 6 2 , $ 1 ) ; } 
exit n~111e st 
-{ $~= nun (62,il);} 
.11hile_st 
{ ~$= nun C 6 2 , $ 1 ) ; } 
call st 
-{ $$= nun ( 0 2 , s 1 ) ; } 
r::turn 
-
st 
{ $i= nun C 6 2 , $ 1 ) ; } 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
duri11y 
ass st 
1. :h_ .,,oct 
{ ~$= nun (62,$1):} 
if_s1: 
{ ~S= ~u~ (52,il);} 
if_els~_st 
{ $5= nun (62,tl);} 
du"1my 
{ $i= nun (62,H):} 
{St=nz~rC116 );} 
v~~i2ble T23 assign_expression 
{SS=nbin (29,$l,S3);} 
for st T24 V3riable T23 collection exoression T25 statements T26 
{$$=~ter (ll,S2,S4,hliste(5 ,56) );} 
next st 
next_n ,M1?_st 
exit_st 
exit na :ne st 
1JJnile st 
if st 
if als? st 
return st 
call st 
T27 
{i4i=nzer(ll7 );} 
T27 name 
{i5=nJn (63,SZ ) ;} 
T2 8 
{S5=nz-?rC118 );} 
î2 8 e.ë, .11e 
{ 3!=nun (64,$2);} 
TZ9 Jereral_exoression T25 st;tements T30 
{,.;!=nbin (3C,S2,hl1ste(S ,$4) );} 
T31 ~eneral_expression T32 state~ents T33 
{iiS=nbin (31,S2,hlist="(5 ,$4) );} 
~31 Jeneral_exoression T32 statements T34 
statem2nts T33 
{~S=nter (12,$2,hliste(S ,54) ,hliste(S ,i6) );} 
T35 oara:n_eff 
{i!!=nun (65,:-2);} 
~~oc_nama car~m_eff 
{ 3 S =n b in ( 3 2, i 1, 5 2);} 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
para .11 ,df 
ss_;Jarë111 
param 
.. 
' 
para11 list 
db "iiOd 
craat 
C r 2 :i t C J !1 Cl 3 
ss_::,:1r!l'll 
{ ss= s1:} 
;:,c:1ram 
{ !1= $1;} 
{'SS=nzer(l19 );} 
T36 param_list Tll 
{iî=nun (ô7,hlist8(6 ,i2) );} 
param_list T~ variable 
{i~=cli~n(il,S3);} 
variabla 
{ s $ = 'S 1 ; } 
moclif 
{ 3$= n:.;,, C 6 3 , $ 1 ) : } 
::: r 2 a t 
{ $5= nwn (63,Sl);} 
del 
{ $$= n '.J n (:,3,~1);} 
T3 7 name T23 name cr~at_conds 
{SS=ntar (13,12,S4,S5):} 
cr?~+ conct 
C : ; = ~ l : } 
~arant~_conditions 
{ ~ s = ! l ; } 
oar~ntn ccnditions T36 conditions Tll 
C70,hliste(7 , i2 ) );} 
con:!itions 
Cr 2 :1 t CO n Cl 
modif 
{ i 5 =,, 1.,n 
conci~tions T33 creat_cond 
{iS=clien(il,i3);} 
creat_cond 
{ s 5 = ! l ; } 
:1ttacn conci 
{ îi= nun (71,$1);} 
item_cond 
{ s;= nun (71,!l);} 
T39 na~a modif_concis 
{l'S=nbin (33,12,$3);} 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
mcclif concis 
ite:r,s concis 
ëltta::h_cond 
{ !.S= nun (72,$1);} 
iter11s_conc1s 
{ 3$= nun (72,$1);} 
detë1::h_cond 
{ ~S= nun (72,Sl);} 
item_cond 
{ $i= n;} 
::,arenth_::onds 
{ t$= $1;} 
parenth concis T36 concis Tll 
:: 0 r. j S 
it?11_concl 
att2.ch ::on d 
detach :on d 
del 
{iS=nun (74,hliste(B ,12) );} 
concis T38 item cond 
{f$=clien(Sl,S3);} 
item_cond 
{~$=~1;} 
T36 oual T7 narne T5 arithmeti::_expressio~ Tll 
{$$=nter (14,$2,$4,$6);} 
T36 qual T7 name Tll 
{j!=nbin (34,52,14);} 
T36 qu~l T7 unsigned_integer name Tll 
{E'i>=nt •:r (15,S2,S4,t;);} 
T40 nël'1"2 
{S~=nun (75,S2);} 
assign_ax~r?ssion g~neral_axor~ssion 
nu'1 (76,Sl);} { $$= 
arith~etic_expression 
{ ts= nun (76,Sl);} 
general_ex oras sion ~eneral factor 
{ S$= Sl;} 
or_ex;)r:.:;ssion 
{ $$= q;} 
or_exprassian ;enaral_factor T41 ganerë1l_expression 
{$~=nbin (35,$1,$3);} 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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1eneral_f:1ctor 
{ 
1eneral term 
~S= H:} 
:1nd_ex,res~:.,:,n 
{ ;s= .nD 
and_excression general_term T38 g~neral_factor 
gener:1l_term 
{IS=nbin (35,il,$3);} 
not_general_primary 
{ :SS= Sl;} 
-;1~neral_::,rimary 
{ $$= $1:} 
not_general_orimëlry 
{~$=nun 
T42 general_orimary 
(80,S2)i} 
general_orin~ry test_expression 
{ SS= nun (81,$1);} 
~~n_exor_oèlrenth 
{ ~$= nun (81,$1):} 
gen_expr_pèlrl?nt h 
{~$=.,un 
T36 general_expression 
C 8 2 , i 2 ) : } 
Tll 
test_expression :1rith11etic_expression test_operator 
arithmetic_expression 
{~~=ntP.r (16,$l,i2,$3)i} 
a rith~?ti= 2 x~~?ssion aa ci :1rith 
::ide! ~rith 
èl cl ci 
factor 
{ !$= nJn ( 5 3,Sl):} 
:1 Cl d 
{ H= nun (33,$1):} 
f :1 :tcr 
{ !5= nJ'1 ( 3 3,Sl);} 
factor adding arithmetic_expression 
{~~=,,ter (17,Sl,;2,S3):} 
~ci d in; arithmetic_exor e ssion 
{i$=nbin (~7,51,52);} 
multicl f a ctor 
{ ~ $ = s 1 ; } 
te r11 
{ ~ s = s l ; } 
multipl_fa c t o r term multiolyin ~ f actor 
{SS=nt?r (1 8 ,$l,f2,S3);} 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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te r11 
exp_term 
exp 
pri.11ary 
nullref 
a .< o _ta r 11 
{ H= n;} 
orim:iry 
{ H -= i1;} 
orimary exp orimary 
{$$=nter (19,Sl,$2,$3);} 
T43 
{~$=nzer(l20 );} 
string 
{ $$= nun (86,$1);} 
unsigned_integer 
{ $$= nun ( 8 6,Sl);} 
unsi~ned_real 
{ $$= nun (36,$1):} 
arith_ax~r_parenth 
{ SS= nun (66,$1):} 
OS_objact_set 
{ 1$= nun (86,Sl):} 
V :l ri èl !) 1? 
{ SS= nun (86,$1);} 
call_5t 
{ Si= nun (3 6 ,Sl);} 
., u l 1 ,. a f 
{ 55= nun (36,$1);} 
lc ,Jicë1l_v -a lu9 
{ $5= nu~ ( 8 6,$1);} 
T.:.4 
{~ 'S =r'1Z a r(l 2 1 );} 
ôrit h_9x~r_ p ?r~nth T3f. arithmetic_2xpression Tll 
ê:1 cl clin;; 
plus 
minus 
{55=nun ( 3 7,SZ);} 
olus 
{ $ $ = $ 1 : } 
.11in 1.JS 
{ H= s1:} 
T45 
{ :s ~ = n z e r C 1 2 2 
i4 6 
{ :- ~=nzer(l23 
) . '\ 
' , 
) : } 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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11ultiplyirq 
multipl 
divid-ad 
multi;:;l 
{ Si= !l:} 
clividecl 
{ $$= Sl:} 
T47 
{H=nzer(124 );} 
T!+8 
{Sl=nzerC125 );} 
collection_axpression : range 
rança 
ran;e_axpr 
{ $$= nun (~0,$1):} 
J3_object_5et 
{ $$= nun (90,~1);} 
~an~~_excr T49 r~r.ge_expr 
{S!=~bin (38,31,33);} 
uns1.çned_inteJer 
{ '.S ~ = S l ; } 
Jci_obja=t_sat name preclicate 
{!i=nbin (3j,Sl,12);} 
predic~te ~nd_ccterm 
and cctar-n 
{ !i= $1:} 
:oll_=ond_ter11 
{ ~i= 51:} 
:oll_cond_term T38 creciicate 
{ 5 f = n b i n C 4 C , i 1 , 5 3 ) ; } 
coll co1d tarm not ccorimary 
{ s i = ! l ; } 
coll_cond_primary 
{ $ 5 = $ l ; } 
not_cccrimary T42 coll_conci_orimary 
{J$=nu~ (~4,S2);} 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
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coll_conci_orim~ry ralation_condition 
nooreclicate 
{ $$= nun (95,$1);} 
no::,redic=1te 
{ 5$= nun (95,Sl);} 
~redicate_pare~tn 
{ $$= nun (95,$1);} 
: T44 
{E~=nz:erC126 );} 
predicat9_parenth T36 predicate Tll 
{$$=nun (96,52);} 
rel3tion condition T36 qual T7 prim_rel cond Tll 
prim_r~l_ço rd 
q u :1 l 
no_n:ime 
{$S=nbin (41,i2,$4);} 
narne 
{ $S= 11;} 
i:>el o nging_co'1ci 
{ ss= s1:> 
n :ime 
{ ~ s = $ l ; } 
!"1 o_n ame 
{ ~ $ = $ 1 : } 
{~ i =nzer(l27 ):} 
belon;in;_:on d na~e tast_oper2tor aritnmetic exoression 
unsi ·:;;nad r~ cc1 l 
c! e c .e x ~ n i, 
{~5=~ter (20,Sl,52,53);} 
dec_9xp_n1:, 
{ H= $1;} 
d •~ c i rn 2, l _ n u ,11 1, <:! r 
{ ; $ = ~ 1 ; } 
ciacimEl_number T50 sign unsigned_integer 
{!$=nter (21,Sl,S3,54);} 
ci e c i m :1 l n u m 1, g ,... : u n s i g n e cl _ i n t e ç e r T 2 u n s i g n e d _ i n t e g e r 
{j5=nbin (42,Sl,13);} 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
11 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
si;n 
no_sig"l 
variable 
class var 
olus 
{ 1$= n:} 
,,inus 
{ ! s = $ 1 : } 
no_sign 
{$$=!il;} 
{!t=nzer(l28 );} 
class_var 
{ S$= nun (101,Sl);} 
:lassical_var_items 
{ SS= nun (101,$1);} 
v -:1 r- _ i t e,;i s_ fi 1 e 
{ 5i= nun (101,Sl);} 
var_items_tyr,e 
{ $$= nun (101,tl);} 
hierar_vari21ble 
{ ti= $1;} 
non_hierar_v~riable 
{ H= HD 
non_ni~rar variable : "lame 
{ ~$= n;} 
s~bscriµteci_va~iable 
{ ~ ~ = ~ 1 ; } 
subscri::,ted vari~~la 
{!5= ,-ibin 
: n21me T51 
C 43, t 1, ~ 3);} 
subscri::,t list s1.,;bscrl 
subscrl 
( H= q:} 
S 'J ;, SC r 2 
{ ~!= $1:} 
su:, s: r 3 
{ S$= Sl:} 
arithmetic_expression 
{$$=nun (105,Sl);} 
subs:riot_list T52 
subscrZ arith~etic_gxpression TB arithmetic_expression 
{ $ ! = n b i n ( 4 4 , S 1 , ;; 3 ) ; } 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1• 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SU 1) SC r 3 arit~meti=_expres~ion TS arith~etic_9xpression 
T 8 arithmetic_exoressiJn 
{$$=nt~r (22,Sl,$3,SS):} 
h 1. i? ra r v ;i ri a 1) 1 a no ri_ hi a r ëtr _varia b 1 e T 2 c 1 as s var 
{i~=nbin (45,11,$3);} 
classical var items : T36 name T53 class_var 
{$!=nbin (46,S2,S4);} 
v~r items file T36 riame T54 
{S$=nun (106,$2);} 
var_it?ms_tyoe T36 n3me T55 
{$S=nun (107,$2):} 
logical_valu'? true 
tru? 
false 
{ $!= $1;} 
falsa 
{ $$= $1;} 
TSS 
{ S $ = n z '?r C 129 ) : } 
TS7 
{~:=nz<:>rCl3 0 );} 
te:t o~~rator 1 t 
1 t 
g_t 
{ : î, = ; 1 : } 
-;i_t 
{ !S= !>li} 
l_t_'?.::i 
{ $ $ = ~ l ; } 
;_t_.?q 
{ SS= il:) 
"l ·:>t_"'q 
{ SS= Sl:) 
'? .:.i 
{ •n= ~li) 
T - ,... 
. :, v 
{$$=nzer(!31 ):} 
TS9 
{S~=nzar(l32 );} 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
l_t_aq T-, 0 
{5$=nzerC133 ):} 
T61 
{$$=,-,zer(l34 ):} 
not_eq T62 
{SS=nzer(l35 );} 
eq TS 
{.SS=nz:,?rC136 );} 
string T63 
{St=constrgen(l37,yytext,yyleng)i} 
name T S ,;+ 
{t~=constrgen(13q,yytext,yylenJ);} 
unsi~ned_int?g?r T65 
{S$=constrgen(l3g,yytext,yyleng)i} 
oroc_n2111e ~ t.. , 1 - :, 
{3S=constrçen(140,yytext,yylen g );} 
11 :.2x.2,::!.c 11 
y y ,a r ro,,. Cs) 
} 
{ i:, t i; 
:?!""' .. . J:'~nc = 1: 
if (nu nlig -- er,...lig) 
{ :ot -2rr •=li } 
else 
{ s-rli~ =numli~; 
c~tarr =l:}; 
i :: y y 't '? X t [ Q ] ; 
if ( ]. ::: ·)) 
{ f;) ri;-, t f C y y out, 11 erra ur s yn t :lx i q û e ël 1 ël li -;;ne %cl", num li g); 
fcrintf (yyout, 11 ••• fin de tex'te in:ittendue\n"): 
} ; 
C;Jterr = 11 
,...eti.;r-n CO); 
fprintf (yyout,"erreur syntaxioue a la ligne %d",numliç); 
fprintf (yyout, 11 ••• caract~res in=1ttenclus ")i 
for (i= O:i<yylenç;i++) 
{pute (yytextCiJ,yyout);}; 
f jJ ri nt f ( y 1/ 0 û t f Il \r, Il) j 
if (cpt2rr >= 1 0 ) 
{ f:Jrintf (yyout,"troo d'erreurs :l l:1 ligne ::;;d",numli;); 
f:-rintf (yyout, 11 \n AU =l~VOI~ !\n 11 )i 
} 
1 
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*************~*****************~*********** 
ARCHITECTURE OF THE C03ül G=NêR~TOR 
******************************************* 
This part of the aopendix describes the architecture of the Cobol 
generator by Jiving, first a schama of the generator and then ~ha 
specificatior. of e~ch of its compon~nts. 
---------------------
CALLS 
GENE.~AlJON: IDENT. 
C EN\/1~0Nt1. 01\/. 
GENE RAT l o N: 
l\ATA nrv. 
(ALLS 
G éNEP-A TI ON: V'A R. • 
INTE Rf'A C ~ iAM 
CEN: .SIMPLE 
VAA.IABLES 
CA LL5 
G.n-11: VAA.. 
AbL P~OG.. 
C~ LLS 
l>ft.HRATION: 
l'ROC. or\l. 
CALLS 
CALLS 
USES 
lN'T. REAL ÇTIL BOOL. NU/1. ARR~Y P.EFOF GP.OUP rr.oi;- FOR08 EXIT ASS. RET. 
· I.___..._____.____._I Y~ts.._l __.__...,__--'-----'I _ __.I 
G.cN: A l(.fnt. 
EXPRESSIONS 
~Ef.l: GENERAL 
é l(P ~E S'S IONS 
Go/: 
VARIAS LES 
l -
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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Specific~tion of 2ach :omconent of the generator. 
**********************************************~** 
Function: it generates the Cobol proqram corresoonding 
orogr~m stored in the syst9m by means of its 
It =~11s the following comoonents: 
to an ADL 
parse tree. 
- ~ENE~AT!ON OF THE IDENTIFICATION & E~VIRONMENT DIVISIONS; 
- SENERATION QF THE DATA DIVISION; 
- 32NERATION OF THE PRJCEDURE DIVISION. 
GENE~ATION • c THE !D~NTIFICATION & ENVIRONMENT DIVISIONS. 
Function: it ;9ner~tes the identification division ~nd the environ-
mant division accorciing to their generation principles 
(see chapter 7). 
GEN~RATION s= THc • AT~ OIV!SION. 
Fun:tion: it generatns the data division of the Cobol program. 
It calls th2 follc~i~; compon~nts: 
- ~=~EQ1TIJN: VA~!A?L~S US=~ AS INTE~FACE WITH THE GAM; 
- ~ENE~AT!QN: v:~IA3LES DECL~QEQ IN TriE AOL PRJSRAM. 
GE~~~AT:8N: V~~!43LES USE • AS INTEQFACE WITri THE GAM. 
=u~:tion: it gener~t9s the variables used in the interface ~ith the 
G~~ 3nd tne ct1fferant codas of the database objects useci 
in tna pro;r3~. This generation is performed according to 
the ~eneration princi~les. 
It uses the followin; componant: 
- GET lN~J TABLES. 
~EN:RATICN! VA~:A3L:S JECLA~ED IN THE AJL P~CGRAM. 
=unction: it Jene~atas, for each declaration of variables found in 
tne ADL crogram, the corresponding Cobol declaration. 
It uses tn? f~llowing components: 
- GE~E~ATION: SIM 0 LE VAQI4BLES: 
- 3E N~ROTI~N: STRUCTUREC VA~IABLcS. 
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Fun:tion: it gan9rates a Cobol declaration for a simple data type. 
It uses the followin~ components: 
- INTEG~R DECLARATION: 
- REAL DECLARATION; 
- STRING O~CLQRATION; 
- a•• LEAN DECLA~ATI • N; 
- NUME~!C DECLARATION. 
Function: according to the generation orincioles, it 
:obel declaration for~ variable ~hose type 
generates 
is integer. 
Function: according to the generation orinciples, it generates 
Cobol declaration for a variable ~hose type is real. 
STRING DECLARATION. 
~unction: 
~un:tion: 
acccrdinq to tha ganeration crinciples, it 
Cobol declaration for a variabla ~hose type 
according to the ganeration princioles, it 
:obol cieclaration for a variable ~hose type 
generates 
is strin~. 
generates 
is boolean. 
a 
Function: acco~ding to tha generation crincicles, it generatas a 
Cc !Jol daclaration for a variable ~hosa type is numeric. 
GENE~ATI • N: STQUCTUREO VARIABLES. 
~un:tion: it ;anerates a Cobol declaration for 
type. 
It uses th2 •ollo~inq components: 
- ~R~AY J ECLARATIJ~; 
- REFJF JECLAQ~TION: 
- GQOU? J~CLAR4TIJN; 
- IT~~S J~ JEC~ARATI • N. 
a structured data 
1 
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ARR4Y J2CLB~ATICN. 
~un:tion: 3cccrciin~ to the ~aneration orinciples, it generates 
Col,ol declaration for~ variable that is an array. 
REF • c J~CLA~AT! • N. 
------------------
Function: according to the generation orinciples, it genarates 
Cobol declaraticn for a variable whose type is ref of. 
It uses the followinç componant: 
- ~ET INCQ TABLES. 
GROU~ J~CLARQTIGN. 
------------------
cunction: 2cco~ding to the ge ner3t ion principles, 
Cobol daclaration for a variable that is 
IT~~S JF D~CLA~ATION . 
---------------------
it generates 
a group. 
a 
a 
~ccordi n g to the generation princioles, it 
:o 1,ol declaration for a va~iable ~hose type 
generates ~ 
is items of. 
It uses th? follo~ing component: 
- G~T I NCJ T~3LES. 
-------------------------------------
Function: it ;enarates t~e crocedure division: that is the 
stat?~~nts corresponding to the ~Dl statenents. 
It c~lls tha follcwin~ ccmponents: 
- ~~~~~ATI:N: G~N~QAL s1ov; 
- S2~~~~TIJ~: AOL STAT~M2~TS; 
- T~T STTS JTH~~ LEVELS. 
-------------------------
Cobol 
=unction: it ;gner~tes the qeneral body of the oroceciure division 
accorjing to tha ~ene~~tion orin:iples. The general body 
inclucies, amonq other5, statements doing the opening and 
closing of the database. 
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GENE~ATIJN: ~DL STATE~ENTS. 
Fun:tion: it ]enerates the Cobol statements corresponding to the 
body of tne ~DL ~rogra~. 
It uses tha following compon~nts: 
- GENE~AT!ON: IF STATEMENT; 
- ~E~=R~TIJN: WrlILE STATEMENT: 
- GENE~ATION: FORQ STATEMENT; 
- ;ENERAT!ON: FO~~B STATÈMENT; 
- GENERATION: EXIT STATE~ENT: 
- ;~NERATI • N: NEXT STATEMENT; 
- ;E~ERATI • N: CALL STATEMENT; 
- GENERAT!JN: DBM • D STATEMENTS; 
- ;ENE~ATIJN: ASSIGN STATEMENT; 
- SENE~AT! • N: RETURN STATEMENT. 
GE~~RATIJN: IF STATEMENT. 
Fun:tion: it ;enerates the Cobol stateme~ts corresponding ta an AOL 
if statamant according toits generation orinciples. 
It usas thg follcwin; compcnents: 
- ~E~ERATI • N: GENERAL EXPRESSIC~S; 
- GE~ERarraN: VARIABLES. 
=unctiJn! it ;~ner~tes th~ Cobol statements corresponding to an AOL 
w~il? st~te~?nt ~cccrciin; toits ~enerati~n orinciples. 
It uses t~? follo~in~ comconents: 
- :, ~ -~ E r1 A TI J 'J : G = :~ =: ::? A L E X P =< 2 S S ICl N S ; 
- GE~~~1TI • N: VA~!ABLES . 
Fun:tiJn! it gen -'?r~tes 'th<: Cobol stat'?ments corresponcling to an ADL 
fc~r (for range) statement accJrciing toits generation 
:J r i n c i o 1 ~ s • 
It use5 the following comoonents: 
- G~ ~E~AT! •N: A~ITHMETIC ~XPR~SSIONS; 
- ;~ N~~dT!JN: VARIASLES. 
1 
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GE N~~ATIJN: FO~D~ STAT=:M:NT. 
cun:tion: it ~anar~t~s the c~ool statemants corresponding to an ADL 
fordb (for d3tabase) statement according to its genera-
tion pr-in::ioles. 
It usas th~ followinJ components: 
- ~~NERATION: 4~ITHM:TIC EXPRESSIONS; 
- ~:N:RATiûN: VARIABLES. 
GEN:RATION! EXIT STAT~MENT. 
~unction: it gener~tes the Cobol statements corresponding to an ADL 
exit staternent according to its generation principles. 
It usas tha following co~ponent: 
- ;E~:: RATI • N: VA~IA~L~S. 
GENERATIJN! NEXT STATE~ENT. 
Function: it g ~nerates the Cobol statements corresoonding to an AOL 
naxt statement accordin~ toits ganeration principles. 
It uses the followinç component: 
- S~NERATION: VA~Il3LES. 
~uncti~n: it ; ?nerat~s t~e :0 :,01 statam e nts corresponding to an AOL 
: 3 1 1 statam2nt ac::ording to its ~eneration orinciples. 
It Jses the f~llo ~ina co mponent: 
- :; =: :~: ~!:, TIJ N: VA.~IC.i3l.::S. 
SE N~RATI O~ : D3~ • J STAT~ME NTS. 
=unction: it 13neratas the Cobol state ments corresconding to an ADL 
d b~od (ciatabase modification) statemsnt according to its 
çenaration principles. 
It uses the followinq compon~nts: 
- ~ET I NFO TASL ES: 
- SE N=RATI J "J: 
- .;E N:'<ilTION: 
- G: NEKA T:O ~ : 
Gt N=RAL EXP RESSI ONS; 
A~ITH METIC EX PR=SSIONS; 
VARIA3LES. 
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=unction: it ~aner~tes the Cobol statements corresDonding to an ADL 
~ssiqnation statement according toits generation princi-
ples. 
It uses the following co~ponents: 
- SENERAT! • N: GENERAL EXPRESSIONS: 
- SENE~AT!ON: A~ITHMETIC EXPR~SS!DNS; 
- GENERATION: VARIABLES. 
GENERATION: ~ETURN STATE~ENT. 
Function: it generates the Cobol state~ents corresponding to an ADL 
return state~ent according toits generation principles. 
It uses the follo~ing· component: 
- GENER~TION: VARI~3LES. 
TRT ST~TEME NTS GTHER LEVELS. 
~unction: it ;enerates 
ADL st~tqments 
for). 
the Cobol 
controled 
!t uses th2 follo~ing component: 
- ;E ~ ~~AT!C~ : ADL STATE~E~TS. 
statements 
by control 
corresponding to the 
statements (if while 
=un:tion: it ;2nerates the Co~ol general axpression corresoondin g 
te a, AJL çeneral expression, according toits ganeration 
crinciples. 
It usas the follo~ing component: 
- ~E ~ E~ AT !JN: ~~ITHMET!C EX 0 ~ES SI • NS; 
- ;E~E~ATI •~: VAR!A3LES. 
GENE~ATIJN: Q~ITMMETIC EXPQESSIJNS. 
=unction: it gg nerates the Cobol arithmetic exoression correspon-
d1ng to an ADL arithmetic expression, according toits 
1en~ration principles. 
It usas tna follo~inç compon3nt: 
- G~~~RAT!JN: VA~IASLES. 
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~un:tion: it ;enerates a Cobol variable corresoonding to an ADL 
v2riable, ~ccording to its generation princioles. 
G::T IN~O TA3LëS. 
Fun:tion: it accesses the inform:1tion stored by 
ser (for mora details concerning the 
see chapter 6). 
the semantic analy-
functions offered 
! ! ! ! ~LL C• MPONENTS USE THE TREE ACC~SS FU~CTI • NS. ! ! 
T~E~ ACCESS FU~CTIO~S. 
FATH:~ access to the father jf ë1 node; 
SJ N ël:ces~ to the son of ?. node; 
31'0TH::~: access to tha broth9r of ?. node; 
CO~):: ë? ·ccess to the fiel:! 'code' of a node; 
VALJE -:IC,:; e S::; to the field 'value' of a node. 
Ramar k ! th2 ; en?ration orin:i~les :1nci, thus, the examples given in 
the ao~endix d o not take intc 2ccount tne last v2rsion of 
tn'" f1,.nctions :,ffer2d by the G~M (the ao;:,enclix inclucles 
Jnlr the last version). 
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********************************** 
* 
D=C~MPIL=D AOL T=XT, 
rlIER~RCHICAL TREE AND 
CCdJL PROGRAM G=NERATED ~~J~ 
TrlE EXAMPLE OF CHAPTEq 8 * 
********************************** 
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***********~********************** 
·'• .,.
t,: 
D:COM 0 IL:~ AJL TEXT =~:~ 
T~E ~X~M?L: JF CHAPTER 8 
~-.,. 
.... 
. ,. 
•'• .,.
*********~************************ 
C*debut ë1dl :':) 
algorithrn =u"JC 
var CN3CUST : integer; 
CUST : r~f of CUSTOMFR: 
ORJ : raf of OR8ER: 
OL : raf of ORDER_LINE; 
PROJ : r~f of P~OOUCT 
begin CN3C~ST := O; 
end. 
for CUST := CUSTOMER () do 
for JRO := O~DERC C_OR: CUST) do 
if C J~D). ùATE = 310335 
then for OL := O~DER_LINE( OR_OL: ORO) do 
for P~OD := PP.JDUCTC OL_?: û l) do 
if C 0 ROD). ~~PRO= 5159 
~nclif 
1?,1:lfor 
~nclfor 
then CNSCUST := CNBCUST + 1; 
next cusr: 
andif 
endfor 
endfor 
1 
1 
1 
l-
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
!annot 
•'• 
•,• 
, . 
. ,. 
~I:RA~CrlICAL TR:= OF Tri: 
=XAMDLE OF CHAPT:R a 
11( form~lisme : -1 ) adl 
!I ( point_d_entrea: 9 ) 
! ! ( name: -138 ) VAL~UR :FU~C 
! ( intern_declaration_part: 23) 
! ! ( notype: 110 ) 
! ! C var_d~clar: 50 ) 
! ! ! ( variable_cteclarations: 2 ) 
! ! ! ! ( variable_daclaration: 25 ) 
1 1 ! ! ! C n a11 es: 3 ) 
! ! ! ! ! C nam1: -138 ) VALEUR :CNBCUST 
! ! ! C simpl~: 52 ) 
! ! ! ! ( integ~r: 114) 
! ! ( variabla_daclaration: 25 ) 
!!! C n:1riies: 3) 
! ! ! ! C name: -lj8 ) VALE UR :CUST 
!I ! ! ! ! ! C structured: 54 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C ref_name: 60 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C na~e: -138 ) VALEU~ :C~STO~EP 
! ! ! ! ! ! C variable_decl~ration: 25 ) 
!! ! ! ! t ! ( namas: 3 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( na~~: -138 ) VALEUR :ORJ 
!! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! 
!! ! ! ! 
!! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! 
! C stru:tured: 54 ) 
! ! C raf_nama: 60 ) 
! ! ! ( name: -133 ) VALEUR :CQOER 
C v~ri=-,ble_dt:;cl:1ration: 25 ) 
! ( na11es: 3 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( na~?: -133 ) VQL:UR !JL 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( st~u:tured: 54 ) 
! ! ! ! ! . ! ! ( rer_nama: 60 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( na11~: -138 ) VA~EUR :a~D:R_LI~~ 
! ! ! ! ( V3riable_declaration: 25 ) 
! ! ! ! ! C n 2 -,; : s : 3 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! C nam~: -133 ) VALEUR :~R~J 
! ! ! ! ! ( structured: 54 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( r~f_na11a: 6J ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( nama: -133 ) VAL~UR :PRJJUCT 
! ( statamant_part: 61 ) 
li!! ( statements: 5 ) 
!1 ! ! ! ( statsment: 62 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( sss_st: 29 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( variable: 101 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C nam~: -138 ) VALEUR :CN3CUST 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( ~$Si]n_exorassion: 76 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C a~it~metic_exoression: 33 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C primary: 36 ) 
,. 
.,. 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C unsigned_integar: -13; ) VALEUR :O 
! ! ! ! ! ( stata~~nt: 62 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( f~r_st: 11 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( v a r i a 1) 1 •? : 1 Q 1 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C ~ame: -133 ) VAL~UR :CUST 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 ! 1 t ! ! 1 C :olle:tion_expression: 90 ) 
! ! ! t ! ! ! ! C •3-~bject_set: 39 ) 
11 ! ! ! ! ! ! ( name: -138 ) VALEUR :CUSTCMER 
! 1 ! 1 ! ! ! ! ( :oll_cond_orimary: 95 ) 
11 ! ! ! ! ! C nooredicate: 126 ) 
! ! 1 ! C statements: 5 ) . 
11 1 !! ( 3tate~ent: 62 ) 
!! !!!! C for_st: 11) 
! 1 ! ! 1 t ! C variable: l O l ) 
! ! .! ! 1 ! ! ! ( nama: -13a ) VALEUR : • RD 
! ! ! t ! t ! ! ( collection_expression: 90 ) 
! 1 !! !! ! ! ! C D3_object_set: 39 ) 
! -! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( name: -138) VALEUR :OROER 
11! 1 !! !1 ! ! ! ! ( coll_cond_primary: 9S ) 
!! ! 1 !! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ( rslation_condition: 41 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C name: -133 ) VALEUR :C_OR 
11 ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ( nama: -138 ) VAL EU~ :CUST 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( 5tatements: 3 ) 
! 1 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! C st~tamant: 62 ) 
1 1 ! ! . ! ! ! ! C if_st: 31 ) 
1 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( Jeneral_orimary: 81 ) 
! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( te5t_exoression: 16 ) 
1 ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( arit~metic_expression: 83 ) 
1 1 ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 C pri~ary: 86 ) 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! t C v ëtr ial, le: 10 l ) 
! ! 
! 1 
1 ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C classical_var_items: 46 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C name: -133 ) VALEUR : • RD 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( name: -133) VAL=UR !)AT~ 
!I !!!!!!!! C eq: 136) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C arith:netic_expression: 83 ) 
!!!!!!!!!!! ! ( crimary: 86) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( unsiqneci_inte;er: -1~9 ) VALEUR !310885 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! s t ~ tem en t s: 5 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C s tata :ne nt: 6 2 ) 
!!!!!!!!!! !! C ""'cr_st: 11) 
!!!!!!!!!! !!! C variëïbl~: 101) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( na~a: -133 ) VALEU~ :GL 
! ! t 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! C collection_expr~ssion: go ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! C 05_object_set: 39 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( nam~: -13q ) VAL~UR :J~ • ER_LINE 
! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( coll_cond_primary: 93 ) 
1 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! l ! C relation_condition: 41 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! C name: -138 ) . VALEUR : • R DL 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C name: -138 ) VALEUR : • RD 
! ! ! ! ! ! . !! ! ( state~ents: 5) 
. ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( s t at e ~e nt: 6 2 ) 
!. !!!!!!!!!!!!! C for_st! 11) 
!! .!!!!!!!!!!!!!! C varic:11,le: 101) 
! ! .! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! C name: -133 ) VALEUR :PRO • 
! ! . ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C collection_exore$sion! 90 ) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! C os_object_set: 39) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C na~e: -138 ) VALEUR :PRODUCT 
! ! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! 
! 1 ! ! ! 
! ! ! 1 1 
! ! ! ! ! 
l l ! ! ! 
! ! 
! ! 
! ! 
! ! 
! ! 
! ! 
! 
! 
! 
! 
! 
! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( coll_cond_orimary: 95 ) 
! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( rel2tion_condition: 41 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C narne: -133 ) VAL=UR :OL P 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( narne: -133 ) VALEU~ : • L 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( st~tements: 5 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C statement: 62) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!! C if_st: 31) 
! l ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C g e ne ra 1_;:>rir,,a ry: 31 ) 
!!!!!!! !!! !!! !! ! C test_expression: 16) 
! 1 ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! C arith~etic_exorassion: 83 ) 
!!!!!!! !!! !! li! ( orimar.y: 86) 
1!11!1! !! !! !!!! ( variable: 101) 
11 l ! 1 ! ll 1 ! ! ! l ! ! ! ! C classical_var_items: 46 ) 
1 1 ! 1 ! 1 ! 1 . . ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! 1 ! ! ! ( nam e: - 13 8 ) V AL ~UR : PR 00 
1 1 ! 1 l 1 l l ! 1 ! l ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! C n:i m~: -13 B ) V AL EUR : NB PRO 
!l!!!!!!!l !!!!!!!! C eo: 136) 
11!!!1!!! !!!Ill!! ( arithmetic_expression: 83) 
Il!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!! ( primary: 86) 
Il! 1!11 ! ! tl ! 1 ! !! 1 ! ! ! ! C unsigned_intag~r: -139 ) VALEU~ :5159 
!Il!!!! . !! !.!! !!! C statements: 5) 
Il!!!!! !!! !!!! I! ! C statement: 62) 
Il!!! !!!.!Ill!!!! C ass_st: 29) 
!Il!! !!!I!!!! I! !!! C variable: 101) 
1 ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C name: -138 ) V~LEUR !CNBCUST 
! !! 1 ! 
! 1 ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! 
! ! ! 
! ! ! 
! ! ! 
! 1 ! 
! ! 
! ! 
! ! 
! ! ! 
! ! . ! 
! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! 
. !! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
! . ! l ! ! ! 
! 1 ! ! ! ! 
! 1 
! ! 
! ! 
! l 
! ! 
! ! ! 
! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! 
! 
! 
! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! C assign_~xpression: 76) 
~ 1 . 1 ! ! ! ! ! C ~rithmetic_expression: 83 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( add_~rith: 17) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( primary: 86 ) 
! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( variable: 101 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( name: -138 ) VALEUR !CNSCUST 
!!!! !!! !!!! C plus: 122) 
! ! l ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( arithmetic_expression: 93 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( or i mary: 8 6 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! C unsigned_integer: -139 ) VALEUR :1 
! ! ! ! ! ! C statement: 62 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( next_name_st: 63) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C name: -138 ) VALEUR :CUST 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! C statem~nt: o2 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C ciummy: 116 ) 
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CC3CL TEXT GE~EQATEO F•~ 
T~~ =XAMPL~ OF CHA~TER a 
* 
* 
******************************** 
************************ 
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION. 
************************ 
PROSRAM-ID. FUNC1~3CUST. 
ENVIRONMENT JIVISION. 
CONFIGU~ATIJ~ SECTION. 
SOURCE-C •M~UT2~. VAX-~~S. 
03JECT-COM?UTE~. VAX-V~$. 
DATA OIVIS!GN. 
WO~KING-STJRAGE SECTION. 
;~------------------------------------------------------
* LIST JF THE 0 ARAMETE~3 FOR THE INTEQFACE WITH ThE GAM 
~------------------------------------------------------
01 O~STAT. 
02 ~~COD=: 0 IC 93. 
02 ~~~~J J =; ?IC 9~. 
01 z-:JJES. 
02 JPCJJ~; PIC 99; USA~~ CJMP. 
02 GETC:J:; PIC 9. 
02 RECT:CJE: PIC ;g; USAGE C~MP. 
02 QECRE~; PIC S9(10); USAGE C• MP. 
02 KEYCCJ~; PI: 99; US4GE COMP. 
GZ GP=K6TQR; 0 IC 9. 
01 Z-VALU:S. 
02 Z-VALJ:; PIC X(34). 
02 Z-VALUE-CUST• MER: REDEFINES :-VALUE. 
03 ~s-cus: PIC Si(lO); USAGE CG~P. 
03 N4~=; 0 IC X(ZO). 
03 AûJ~ESS. 
04 NBE~; ~rc S9(~); USAGE CDMP. 
G~ sTqE=T; PIC X(30). 
04 CITY; PIC XC20). 
02 I-VALUE~OROER: R=DEFIN=S Z-VALUE. 
03 N3-0RO; PIC S9(10); USAGE CO~P. 
03 DATE-O; PIC 9(6). 
03 FILLER; ~IC XC68). 
02 :-VALUE-ORDER-LINE: RE~EFINES Z-VALJE. 
03 :; PIC 59(10); USAGE CO~P. 
03 FILLER; 0 IC X(74). 
1 
1 
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J2 Z-VALuE-PRJDUCT; ~EDEFINES Z-VALUE. 
03 No-PRO; 0 rC S9(10); USAG= CO~P. 
03 P~ICE; P!C S9(8)V • (S); USAGE C~~P. 
03 Q-STK; PIC S9(10); USAGE COM 0 • 
03 =rLL=R: PIC X(44). 
01 Z-?ATrlS. 
02 PATHLIST. 
03 PATHCJJE: PIC 9(4); USAGE COMP; OCCURS 8 TIMES. 
02 CU~LIST. 
03 cuqoRISIN; PIC S• (lO); USAGE COM 0 ; OCCURS 8 TIMES. 
,----------------------------------------
* CCJES OF THE ACT!O~S JFFERED BY Thë GA~ 
*----------------------------------------
01 CPEN-03; PIC 99; USAGE C~MP; VALUE 01. 
01 CLJSE-03; PIC 99; USAGE CQMP; VALUE 02. 
01 SE~-ACCess; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 03. 
01 KEY-ACCES$; PIC 99; USAGE CO~P; VALUE 04. 
01 SE~-AC-~-PATH; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 05. 
01 KEY-AC-~-PAT~; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 06. 
01 ~~F-ACCESS; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 07. 
01 CREATE-REC; PIC 99; USAGE CJMP; VALUE 08. 
01 JEL=TE-~EC; 0 IC 99; USAGE CJ~P; VALUE 09. 
01 MGJI~Y-ITEMS; PIC 9i; USAGE CJMP; VALUE 10. 
01 ~JJr=v-IKJ; PIC 99; USAGE CCMP; VALUE 11. 
01 ATTACH-~EC; 0 re 99; USAGE CO~?; VALUE 12. 
01 JET~C~-~=C; ore 99; USA~E COMP; VALUE 12. 
01 TRA~S~=~-~~C; PIC 93; USAGE COMP; VALUE 12. 
01 qE=-c • ~F: ?IC 39; USAG~ COMP; VALUE 20. 
01 ~2=-NULL: 0 IC 99; USA~E CO~P; VALU~ 21. 
01 ~E=-JSSI~N; 0 re 99; USAGE COMP: VALUE 22. 
*--------------------------
*--------------------------
Jl :USTCM~;-CJJ~; ~IC 99; USAGE COM 0 ; VALUE 14. 
01 J~l2~-C~J~; PIC ~9; USA~E COM?; VALUE 13. 
01 JRJE~-LI~E-C • JE: ?IC ?9; USAGE C• MP; VQLUE 15. 
01 P~lJUCT-CJJE: 0 IC 9?; USA~E C• ~P: VALUE 11. 
~-------------------------------
* CJDES JF THE ~CCESS PATH TYPES 
*-------------------------------
01 C-OR·; 0 IC 9;; USA~~ CO~P; VALUE 26. 
01 OR-JL: PIC ~9; USAGE CGMP; VALUE 25. 
01 JL- 0 : PIC 9j; USAGE COMP; VALU= 23. 
*------------------
* CCDES OF T~~ KEYS 
~------------------
Y-------------------------------------
* CURRENT INSTANCE o~ TrlE QECQRD TYPES 7-------------------------------------
01 cu~-CUST ;PIC S9(10); USAGE COMP. 
01 CUR-0~) ;?!C S9(10); USAGE C• MP. 
01 CU~-CL : 0 IC S9(10); USAGE COMP. 
01 cu~- 0 ~JJ ;PIC S9(10): USAGE CO~P. 
1 
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*----------------
* JTH2~ VA~IASL~S 4----------------
01 CN3CUST; PIC S9(10); USAG: CCM 0 • 
01 DSALOPëN; PIC 9. 
01 C~ST. 
01 
01 
01 
02 CUR; PIC S9(10); USAG: COM?. 
02 TY?; PIC X(lO). 
02 ~IL; PIC X(lO). 
02 ITêMS. 
OR0. 
02 
02 
02 
02 
OL. 
02 
02 
02 
02. 
03 N3-CUS; PIC S9(10); USAGE COMP. 
03 NA~=; PIC X(20). 
03 ADDRESS. 
CUK; 
ryo; 
FIL; 
04 ~BER; ?IC S9(4); USAGE COMP. 
04 STR=ET; PIC X(30). 
04 CITY; 0 IC X(20). 
?!C S9(10); USAGE COMP. 
PIC X(lO). 
PIC X ( 1 0 ) • 
ITë··1S. 
03 NB-OR;J; PI: S9(10). 
03 DATï:-O; PIC S9(6). 
eu~; PIC S9(10); USAGE CDMP. 
T y P ; ?IC X Cl O ) • 
FIL; ;, • j . .1. ~ X C 1 0 ) • 
~î='·1S. 
03 'J ; PIC S9(10); USAGE C.JMP. 
PROJ. 
02 
02 
02 
02. 
c,n: 0 T ,-: ... ..... SgClO); USAG:: COMP. 
TYP; PIC X(l •J). 
FIL: PIS XClO). 
! T = .~i S • 
03 ~3 -P~~; DIC S9(10); USA~E COMP. 
03 =~!C=; 0 ~C S9(3)V9(8); USAGE CJ~P. 
03 )-STK; PIC S9(10): USAG: COMP. 
******************* 
MAIN-?~GS~!M. 
ENJST. 
PE~FûRM CLJTUR~-D3. 
STJ? ~U N. 
OVERTU~2-J5. 
MCVE O TC J3ALQPEN. 
MOYE ZE~QS TO Z-CJJES. 
~ùVE SPA:=S iJ Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
~OV2 GP=~-JB TJ OPCODE. 
CALL "DS" iJSING OBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF êR~CODE = 2: MOV= 1 TO D3ALOPEN; 
=LSE IF E~QCODE NOT= O; GO TQ TQ-ERQJ R. 
~CV= Z=QJS TO Z-CJDES. 
MOY= S?A C~S TG Z-V~LUES, Z-PAT~S. 
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~• V= ~EF-NULL TJ 0°CCOE. 
MOYE cu~-CUST TJ CU~ORI]IN(l). 
CALL "83" US!NG D5STAT, Z-CtJOES, Z-VALUES, Z-?~Tt-tS. 
IF ER~CO~E N~T = o; GO TO TR-EQRJR. 
M• VE ZEROS T• Z-CCDES. 
~• VE S0 ACêS TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
~OVE REF-NJLL TG OPCCOE. 
M• VE CUR-ORO TO CURO~IGIN(l). 
CALL. "~3 11 US!NG DBST~T, ?.-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
Ir êRRCOJE NJT = o; GO ÎJ TR-=RROR. 
MDV= ZEROS TO Z-CGJES. 
MOVE $?ACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE REF-NULL TJ OPCOOE. 
~• Vé CUR-ûL TO CURJRIGIN(l). 
CALL "03 11 USING 03STAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUES, Z.-PATHS. 
I~ êRRCùSE NGT = o; GO TO T~-E~ROR. 
MOYE ZEROS TO Z-CG • ES. 
MJVE S?ACES TO Z-V~LUES, z- 0 ATHS. 
MOVE REF-NUL.L TO OPC • OE. 
~OVE CUR-?R • D TJ CURORIGIN(l). 
CALL "Jd" USING oasT .AT, !-CCD::S, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCODE NOT= o; GO TJ T~-ERROR. 
Ci.OTURE-Clô. 
MJV~ ZEROS TO Z-COJES. 
M• VE SPACES TJ Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
~CV= Cl05E-J~ T• 0°CODE. 
!F ùSAL.J 0 EN = O; 
CALi.. 11 Jo" USING DBSTAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALUëS, Z-PATHS; 
IF ~RRC00E NOT= o; GO TO TR-ERRCR. 
MAIN-TQî. 
~• V= 0 TJ CN3CUST. 
~O TO T~-FQRDS-1. 
ENJ-= • ~)3-1 • 
. jQ T.J =!-.JOST. 
TR-fORJ3-l. 
MJV= Z=RJS TO z-c~ • ES. 
MJV~ S0 AC~S TO Z-VdLUES, Z-PATHS. 
MJV~ S~J-ACC=SS TJ Q?CODE. 
~GV= 1 TJ ~ETC~ •~. 
~DV= CUSTJ~EQ-CODE T• RECTCOJë. 
~JVE CUR-CUST TC ~ECQÈF. 
CALL 11 D2.," US!NG 03STAT, Z-CDDES, 7..-VALU~S,Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCGDE NOT = O: 
IF ~~~CJJ= NJT = 1; ~O TJ T~-ERROR; 
EL5E ~• TG ENO-TRF • RDB-1. 
~OVE R=C~E= TO CUR-CUST. 
MOY= CJRQ=SPJNOI~G Z-VALUE-CUSTOMEQ TO CUST. 
S• TO TR-FJRD3ST-1 • 
END-TRFJQ03ST-1. 
G• TJ TR-FJROS-1. 
ENO-TRFO~D3-1. 
GO TC ENO-FORD8-1. 
TR-!=ORJ3ST-l. 
G~ TO T~-FOR03-2 • 
EN J-;:: Ji< !J '3 - 2. 
GO TJ =ND-T~FDRD~ST-1. 
1 
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TR-FJRJ3-2. 
MJYE ZE~as TJ Z-CODES. 
~JY= S0 ~CëS TJ Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MJY: SEQ-AC-~- 0 ATH TO CPCODE. 
MJVë 1 TO ;ETCOCE. 
MOVë ùKJER-CODE Tù RECTCOOE. 
MJVë CUR-O~D TO RECREF. 
MOYE C-OR TO PATHCJDE(l). 
MJVE CUR-CUST TO CURORIGIN(l). 
CALL "JS" USING DBSTAT, Z:-CCDES, Z-VALU::S,Z-PATHS. 
IF ERRCOJE NOT= O; 
IF ERRCOJE NOT= 1; GO TO TR-ERROR: 
ELSE GO TO END-TRFORDS-2. 
~OVE RECR2F TC CUR-ORO. 
MOVE CORRESPONOING Z:-VALUE-ORQER TO ORO. 
GJ TO TR-F1RDSST-2. 
END-TRFORD3ST-2. 
GO TO TR-FJRJS-2. 
::NO-T~FJ~CJ3-2. 
GO TO =~~-~GRJS-2. 
TR-FORJ8ST-2. 
IF DATE-J JF • RD IS = 3108SS; 
GJ iJ TH-ST-1. 
ENO-IF-1. 
GO TO :NJ-TR~ORDSST-2. 
TH-ST-1. 
GD TO TR-FJROa-3. 
ENO-FORJ:3-3. 
GO T'.J : NJ-IF-1. 
TR-FJ .RJ:3-3. 
MOYE Z:~JS TJ Z-CJJES. 
MOYE S0 QC:S TC Z-V~LUES, Z-PATHS. 
MCV: SE~-AS-W- 0 ATH TO O?CJJE. 
~JV: 1 TD G:TCODE. 
~JVE QQ~E~-L!~E-CCJ~ TO RECTCJ • E. 
~JV: cu~-:L TJ R~C~::F. 
MJVE • ~-:L TO PATHCG • E(l). 
MJVE cu~-• ~J TS CUQJRIGIN(l). 
C A L L II J 3 " 'J S T N G D 3 S T A T , 2'. - C C D E S I Z - V A L U :: S , Z - P A T rl S • 
IF ~~R:JCE NJT = C; 
IF E~qCJDE ~• T = 1; GO TC TR-ERR •~; 
éLSE GO TO : N0-TR~0~03-3. 
~OVE R::CREF T~ CUR-OL. 
MJVE CJRRESP • ND!NG Z-VALUE-OQDER-LINE TO OL. 
GJ TO TR-=J~J3ST-3. 
:ND-Ti<;:J~J3ST-3. 
GJ TJ TR-FJQ~B-3. 
ENO-TRt:J=<J~.-3. 
30 TO ~NJ-= • ~03-3. 
TR-F=ùRD3ST-3. 
GJ TJ T~-;:JR0$-4. 
END-FJ~Cla-4. 
Sù TO END-TR~ORDBST-3. 
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TR-FJ~D:3-.:.. 
~OVE Z:ROS TO Z-CO~ES. 
MGVE SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
~OV= S:~-AC-~-PATH TO • PCJDE. 
~• V= 1 TO ;ETCODE. 
MOVE PRODUCT-CJJE TJ ~~CTCOO:. 
M• V~ CUR-P~OD TJ R~CREF. 
MOVE OL-P TO PATHCOOE(l). 
MGVE CUR-OL TO CU~JRIGIN(l). 
CALL 11 03" USINS D8STAT, Z-CJDES, Z-VALUë:S,Z-PATHS. 
Ir ERRCODE NOT = o; 
Ir ERRCD~= NOT= 1; GO TO TR-ERROR: 
ELS2 GOT • ENü-TRFORDB-4. 
MOVE RECREF TO CUR-PROO. 
MOV2 CJRR:SPONOING Z-VALUE-P~ODUCT TO PROO. 
GO TJ TR-~JRD3ST-~. 
ENü-TR=J~08ST-4. 
GO TO TR-FO~D3-4. 
END-TR=JRD3-4. 
GO T8 E~D-FO~OE-4. 
TR-FJRJ6ST-4. 
IF N3-?RQ I~ PROD !S = 3159; 
G'J T'.J TH-ST-2. 
ENO-IF-2. 
GO T'.J E~D-TR~ • RD3ST-4. 
TH-ST-2. 
CJMPUTE CN3CUST = :N~CUST + 1. 
G• T• ENO-TRFGRDSST-1. 
GJ TCJ : ·~D -!r-2. 
T R-:: i< R JR. 
D!SPLAY '~ ~RJR I N JATA3~S='• 
JIS?LAY DGSTAT. 
ST ·JP ~UN. 
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********~***~********************** 
DECO~PILED T=XT, HIERARCHICAL 
TR:E A~D COBOL ?ROGRAM FOR 
THE =r~ST NEW EXAMPL: 
*********************************** 
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*********************************** 
,,, 
.,.. 
.,, 
.,.. 
.,, 
.... 
J=CC~PlL~D TEXT fOR TH= FIRST 
EX~MPLE OF T~: APP:NDIX 
(:::debut adl ::',:) 
alç;orith ,11 E:Xl 
tyoe INT = intager 
var I, J !NT; 
MESS_ERQ : strin;C 30); 
?~c:S : bo-,liaan 
I:> e g i n I : = 0 ; 
PRES - := fèlse; 
::; E HJ g I C J ) ; 
* 
.,, 
,,. 
~~ile( I <> 100) ~nd( P~ES = false) do 
I := ! + 1; 
tier'; 
end. 
if( J = I" 2) 
then P~ES := trua 
endif; 
enclwhile: 
if P~:S = false 
tnen M~SS =~R := 'le nombre donne n est cas un carrê de 
MESS!( t-1~SS_ERR) 
,rnclif; 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
... 
.,. 
~ ~IE~ARCHICAL TREE FD~ THE 
* F!~ST EX~MPLE OF THE APP~NDIX 
... 
.,. 
... 
.,. 
* 
*********************************** 
!annot 
Il( for~alisme : -1 ) adl 
Il C point_d_e~tree: 9 ) 
! I t ( ~ame: -13~ ) VALEUR :EXl 
Il C intern_d~claration_oart: 23 ) 
11 1 C type_declar: 48 ) 
11 1 ! C tyoe_declarations: 1 ) 
Il 1 ! 1 C typ~_declaration: 24 ) 
I 1 111 ! ( n~~e: -138 ) VALEUR :I~T 
1 1 t 1 ! ! ! C simple: 5 2 ) 
! 1 
! 
l!!!I C inteJer: 114) 
! C var_declar: 50 ) 
! 1 ( variable_declarations: 2 ) 
! 1 ! ( variable_declaraticn: 25 ) 
1 ! ! ! ( namas: 3 ) 
! ! ! ! ! C name: -138 ) VALEUR :I 
11 ! ! ! C name: -138) VALEUR :J 
1 ! 1 ! ( name: -138) VALEUQ :INT 
! ! ! C variable_declaration: 25 ) 
1 ! 1 ! C n ame s: 3 ) 
! ! ! ! ! C name: -133 ) VALEU~ :~ESS_~RR 
Il!! C simple: :;z) 
!!!! C str: 53) 
! ! ! ! ! C unsiçnad_integer: -139 ) VALEUR :30 
!! C v~ria~le_declaration: 25 ) 
!!! C ~a;ne3: 3) 
! ! ! ! ( nam~: -139 ) VALEUR :PRES 
! ! ! C si~~1~: 52 ) 
! ! ! ! C bool~an: 112 ) 
C st2te~ent_oart: ~l ) 
! C st~tam~nts: 5) 
. ! ! C statam1nt: 62 ) 
! . ! ! ! ! ( ~ss_st: 29 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( v a r i a :, 1 e : 1 0 1 ) 
!I ! ! ! ! ! ! C nama: -138 ) VALiUR :r 
!! 1 ! ! ! ! ( assign_exoression: 76) 
!! ! ! ! ! ! ! C aritnmetic_exoressicn: 83 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( pri~~ry: 36 ) 
11 ! ! ! ! ! l ! ! C unsigned_integer: -139 ) VALEUR :o 
! ! ! ! ! ( statamsnt: 62 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! C ass_st: 29 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( varia~le: 101 ) 
!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( na~a: -133 ) VALEUR :PR~S 
! ! t ! ! ! ! ( assign_exoression: 76) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( arithmetic_expression: 83 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C primary! 86 ) 
!! !!!!!!! ( false: 13'J) 
! ! ! ! C state~ent: 62 ) 
! ! ! ! ! C Ccill_;t: 3: ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! C proc_name: -140 ) VALEUR :GETNB! 
! ! ! ! ! ! C oaram: 67 ) 
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!l!l!!I! ( para .11_list: 6) 
! ! 1 l ! ! ! 1 ! ( v ë\r i able: 101 ) 
!! ! 1 ! ! 1 !! ( nam3: -133) VALEU~ :J 
! ! 1 ( statement: 62 ) 
! ! 1 ( ~~ila_st: 30 ) 
!! ! ! ( and_3xoression: 36 ) 
Il 1 ! ! ( genaral_primary: 81 ) 
!! ! 1 ! ! ( gen_exor_parenth: 32 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( general_orimary: 31 ) 
!! ! ! ! 11 ! ( test_~xpression: 16 ) 
!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( arithmetic_expression: 33 ) 
!! 1!!!11!! ( primary: 86) 
!! ! !!Ill !!! ( variable: 101) 
11.!.!1!!! !!!! C name: -138) VAU:UR :r 
! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ( n ot_e q: 135 ) 
!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( arithmetic_expression: 83 ) 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( p ri mê\r y: ô6 ) 
!! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( unsi~ned_integer: -139 ) VALEUR :100 
!! ! ! ! ! ( Janaral_~ri~ary: 91 ) 
! ! !I ! 1 ! ( gen_~xor_o~renth: 32 ) 
. ! ! ! ! ! ! ( general_primary: 81 ) 
! !!! ! ! ! ! C test_expression: 16 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( arithmetic_exoression: 83) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( pr i ,iary: 86 ) 
! ! ! ! . ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( variable: 101 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ( name: -138 ) VAL=U~ !PR=S 
!!!!!!!!!! ( eq: 13~) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( arithmatic_exoression: 83 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( orimary: a6) 
!! !!!!!!!!! ( fëilse: 130) 
!. ! ! ! ! ( statements: 5 ) 
! ! ! t ! ! ! C st~temant: 62 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( ~ss_st: 29 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C varia~le: 101 ) 
! ! ! . ! ! ! ! ! ! ( name: -138 ) VAL=UR :r 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C assi;n_expression: 76 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C arith~~tic_expression: 83 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C adci_a~itn: 17 ) 
!!!.!!!!!!!!! C orirnary: 56) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( varia!, le: l O 1 ) 
!!! !!!!!!!!!!! C r.ama: -138) VAL=UR :I 
!li !!!!!!!!! C ;:,lus: 122) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C arithmetic_exprassion: 33 ) 
!!! !!!!!!!!!! C prirl"?.ry: 86) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C unsigned_intagar: -139 ) VAL~UQ :1 
! ! ! . ! ! ! ! C statament: 52 ) 
!!!!!!!!! C if_st: 31) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C genar~l_orimary: Sl ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C ge~_axpr_parenth: 82 ) 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C general_primary: 81 ) 
11!1!!11 ! ! ! ! ! C test_exprassion: 16 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! !J ! ! ! C arith~etic_exoression: 83 ) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ( ori ;11ary: 36) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ( variable: 101) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C nama: - 13 8 ) V AL EU R : J 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ( ~q: 136) 
!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( arithmatic_expression: 83 ) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ( exp_term: 19) 
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!!! l!!!!!!I!!!! C pr1mary: 36) 
!Il !IIJll!l!l!!I ( v:1ria:,1e: 101) 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! C n~me! -138 ) VALEUR :r 
!!! !! !!!!!!! C axp: 120) 
Il! !! !!!!!!! ( primary: 36) 
! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( unsiçned_integer: -139 ) VALEUR :z 
! 1 ! ! ! C stataments: 5 ) 
1 I! ! 1 ! C statement: 62) 
!! !! ! ! C ass_st: 29) 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ( variable: 101 ) 
! ! ! !! . ! ! ! ( ni:'lma: -138 ) VALEUR : 0 RES 
11 ! 1 !Il ! ! ( :issign_expression: 76 ) 
! ! . ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C arithmetic_expression: 83 ) 
1 ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( or im ary: 8 6 ) 
Il!!!!!! !!!!! ( true: 129) 
I! !!!!! C st:1tement: 62) 
!!.!!!!!! C durnmy! 116) 
!!! ! ! ( st:itement: 62 ) 
!!!Ill C if_st: 31) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( ganaral_9rimary: 31 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( t~st_ex~ression: 16 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! C ~rithmetic_expression: 83 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( o~i~ary: 86) 
) ! ! ! ! ! ! C variable: 101 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ( name: -13~) VALEUR !PRES 
! . !! 1 !! Ce~: 136) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( arithmetic_expression: 33 ) 
!! 1 ! ! ! ( ~rimary: 36) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! C fals9! 130 ) 
! ! ! .! C st~t?ments: · 5 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! C st~tement: 62 ) 
! ! ! ! ! . ! ! C ~ss_st: 29) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C variable: 101 ) 
. ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C na~~: -138 ) VALEUR :~ESS_ERR 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( ~ssi;n_exoression: 76 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C :irithmetic_expression: ô3 ) 
! l ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( p ri ~Bry: 86 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( string: -137 ) VAL~U~ : 'le nombre donne n est pas 
n carre ci ~~~ier' 
! ! ! ! ! ! C s t ~ t ;?:'lent: 5 2 ) 
! !! ! !! ! C ,:;ill_st: 32 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C oroc~name: -140) VALEUR !MESS! 
!!!! !! !! ( ;J:lrëlm! 67) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C oar~rn_list: 6 ) 
!I ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! C variabla: 101 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C nama: -138 ) VALEUR :MESS_ERR 
! ! ! ! C st3tem?nt: 62 ) 
!!!! ! ( clummy: 116) 
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- ~ coa:L T=XT rO~ TH= FIRST 
:XÀMDLE G~ T~E A0 PENDIX 
-~ .,. 
************************ 
IOE~Tr=rCATION DIVISIJN. 
PRQ~Q .A~1-:o. EXL 
******************~** 
ENVIR • ~~ENT DIVISIJN. 
CON~IGUQQTIJN SECTION. 
SCU~CE-CJ~PUTER. VAX-VMS. 
85J~CT-CJ ~PUT:R. VAx-v~s. 
DATA JIVISIJ"I. 
WOR~IN~-STJ~AS: S2CT! •~. 
.,, 
.,. 
.,, 
..,.. 
... 
.,. 
~~------------------------------------------------------
* LIST Je T~: DA~A~ETEQS FOR THE INT:RFACE W!TH TH~ GA~ 
~------------------------------------------------------
Cl 1)3ST:..T. 
02 =NCJS~; PIC 99. 
02 :Q ~:~J :; PTC 99. 
01 I-CJDES. 
02 C?CJ~~: PIC 99: USAS: CJMP. 
02 ~~TCGJ~; PIC~. 
CZ ~ECTCJJ:; PIC 99; USAGE C• MP. 
02 ~E:Q:=: PIC S9(10); USAGE CDMP. 
Dl KE YCJ JE; PIC 99; USAG~ COMP. 
02 JPE~QTJ~; PIC 9. 
01 Z-VALU:S. 
Q2 Z-VAL UE; PIC X(l). 
01 Z-D,lTYS. 
02 PATH.LiST. 
03 DATHCJOE: PIC ~(4); USAGE COMP; 0CCURS 8 TIMES. 
02 CU~LI5T. 
03 CU~ORIGIN; P!C S9(1J); USAGE COMP; OCCURS 3 TIMES. 
1/----------------------------------------
* CGJ:S CF THE ACTIQNS JFFE~ED 6Y TrlE GAM 
~----------------------------------------
01 OPE~-J5; ?IC 99; USAG~ COMP; VQLUE 01. 
01 CLJSE-JS; 0 IC ~9; USAGE C~MP; VALUE 02. 
01 SEQ-ACC~ss: PIC 99; USAG: CCMP; V~LUE 03. 
01 KEY-ACCESS; ?IC 93; USAGE CC~P; VALUE 04. 
01 SE~-AC-~-?ATH; PIC 99; USAGE C~M?; VALU2 OS. 
01 ~EY-AC-~- 0 ATH; PIC 99; USAGE CO~P; VALUE 06. 
~ - -------- - - -- - - - - - -
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11 
Jl R==-ACCtSS; PIC 9~; USA~: CCMP; VALUE 07. 
01 CR~~TE-K:C; PIC 99; US~SE COMP; VALu= oa. 
01 ~EL=TE-R=C: PIC ~9; USAG: COMP; VALUE 03. 
01 ~JDIFY-iTE~s; ~rc 99; US~G2 COM 0 : VALU~ 10. 
01 MOJIFY-IKG; PIC 9~; USAGE COMP; VALUE 11. 
01 .ATTACrl-R:C: PIC :n; USA ,:;: COMP; VALUE 12. 
01 OET~Crl-~=C, PIC 93; USAGE CJ~P: VALUE 12. 
01 TR~NSF=R-R:C; PIC 99; USAG: COMP; VALUE 12. 
01 RE=-co~P: PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 20. 
01 REF-NULL: PlC 9~; USAGE CJMP; VALUE 21. 
Cl RE~-~SSIGN; PIC 99; USAGE CJMP; VALUE 22. 
~--------------------------
* CODES OF T~E ~ECORD TYPES 
~--------------------------
*-------------------------------
* CQJES JF T~E ACC:SS PAT~ TYPES 
*-------------------------------
~------------------
* CJDES CF THE K:YS 
~------------------
*-------------------------------------
* CUR~=NT !NST~NCE •~ THE RECORD TY?ES 
*-------------------------------------
~----------------
* CTHE~ VA~IA~L=5 
~----------------
01 !; ?J:T u~ E !S SSClJ): USAGE CO~P. 
01 J; P!CTw~: IS S:3(1)); USAGE COMP. 
01 M:SS-:~~. 0 ICTUR~ IS X(30). 
01 ?~:3; 0 ICTJ~~ IS A. 
01 C3ALJP: ~ ; ?:CTU RE IS 9. 
PRC:E • URE J!VIS:CN. 
"IAIN-?~aJGR .~~1. 
?~R~~R~ ov~~TU~E-DS. 
GO TJ "IAIN-T~T. 
ENDST. 
Pê~FJR~ CL~TU~E-13. 
STJP RUN. 
OVE~TUK=-J3. 
MJVE O TQ J~ALO?EN. 
MJVE Z~KOS TC l-COOES. 
MJVE S~~CES TJ Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
~OV: CPE N- •~ TO OPCOJE. 
CALL "03" USING DSSTt.T, l-CODES, l-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
r= ER~CJJ= = 2: MOYE l îD D5ALOP~N; 
:LS= IF ~K~CODE ~OT = O; GC TJ TR-ERRJR. 
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CLJTUR::-DS. 
MOVE Z=~ • S TJ Z-CO • ES. 
MOVE S::>4CES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PAT~S. 
M~V= CLJSE-JS •J J::>CQGE. 
IF og A LJ P E"I = 0; 
CALL "D8 11 USING D5STAT, Z-C:JDES, ?.-V~LUES, Z-PATHS; 
IF =QRCCDE NOT = o; GJ TO TR-ERROR. 
MAIN-TRT. 
MOVë O TOI. 
MDVE IIFII TO PR:S. 
CALL 11 ~ETN6 11 USING J. 
GO TQ wH-1. 
WH-1. 
IF CI IS NOT= 100) ~NO (PR~S !S = 11 F11 ) ; 
GO El ·..iHST-1. 
IF PRES IS = 11 F 11 
GJ TJ T'rl-ST-1. 
2ND-IF-1. 
GO TO ëNQST. 
WHST-1. 
COMPUT: I = I + 1. 
IF (J IS = I ** 2) 
GO TG TH-ST-2. 
END-IF-2. 
SO TCJ WH-1. 
TH-ST-1. 
~OVE 11 la no~bre do~na n ~st pas un carre d entier" TO MESS-ERR. 
C A L L Il • ., = s s Il u s I N G ·~ = s s - = ~ R • 
G O T J . E i~ D - I F - 1 • 
TH-ST-2. 
MOV:: 11 T11 TJ D~i:S. 
GO T2 E: ·\J~-IF-2. 
TR-::~RJ,L 
JISPLAY •~~R~Q IN JATAS~SE'. 
'.) I S ::i L A Y J :l S T A T • 
STJ;i ~1JN. 
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************************************ 
* ~ECJ~PI~EO TEXT, HIERAqCHICAL 
T~EE ANO COBOL PRQGRAM FOR 
TrlE SECOND NEW EXAMPLE 
* 
************************************ 
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***************************** 
* 
... 
. ,. 
... 
... 
DECOMPIL~J T2XT FOR T~~ 
SECw~O N=w ~XA~PLE 
.,, 
,. 
. .. 
, . 
.,, 
,. 
***************************** 
(:: cfebut acll t~) 
algorith;n ::X2 
var CUST : ref of CUSTJV.:R; 
NôE~_T? : numeric( 4, 0) 
begin for CUST := CUST~~ER () do 
if( ( CUST). CITY = 'NAMUR') and( ( CUST). STREET= 'rue 
a fer') 
then N3:~_TP := ( CUST). NBE~; 
modify CUST(: NBER= NBER_TP + 2) 
else if( C CUST). CITY= '8RU5SELS') and( ( CUST). s· 
RE~T = 'rue du sablon') 
?ndif 
endfor 
end. 
then cielete CUST 
endif 
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.,, 
.... 
,_ 
.... 
HI:RA~CHICAL TREE FOR T~t 
S~C1ND ~XAMPLE JF THE APPE NOIX 
* 
***~*********~*************~******** 
! :1nnot 
! ! ( formalism~ : -1 ) adl 
! ! ( ooint_d_entre~: 9) 
! ! ( name: -138 ) VAL~UR :EX2 
! ! ( intarn_declaration_part: 23 ) 
11 1 ( noty~e: 110 ) 
! ! ! ( var_declar: 50 ) 
!! 1 ! ( variable_d~clarations: 2 ) 
! ! 1 !! ( variable_declaration: 25 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( n .:1m as: 3 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! C nama: -138 ) VALEUR !CUST 
li ! ! ! C structured: 54 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( r?f_nama: 60) 
! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! C name: -135 ) VAL=UR :CUSTOM~R 
! ! ! ! ! C variable_declarat i on: 25 ) 
!!!!! ! C riarn:s: 3) 
! ! ! ! ! ! C name: -139 ) VALEUR :NB=~ TP 
!!!! ! C si:nple: 52) 
Il!! . !! ( ni.; ,11aric: 26) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C unsigned_integer: -139 ) VALEUR :4 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C unsi~ned_integer: -139 ) VALEUR :o 
! ! C state~ent_part: 51 ) 
! ! ! C st~te~ants: 5 ) 
! ! ! ! C statement: 52 ) 
! ! ! ! ! C f~r_st: 11 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( var~able: 101 ) 
! ! ! ! t l ! C na~:: -135 ) VALEUR :CUST 
.! ! ! ! ! C collaction_exprassion: ~0 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( JS_objact_sqt: 39) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C n0me: -13S ) VALEUR :CUSTO~ER 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C coll_cond_orimary: 95 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C no~r~dicate: 126 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( s t.:1 t eme nt s: 5 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( statemant: 62 ) 
! ! ! ! ! . ! ! ! ( if_alsa_st: 12 ) 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( and_axprassion: 36 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C 1eneral_orimary: 31 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C gen_expr_paranth: 82 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C general_orim.:1ry: 81 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( test_exoression: 16 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( ùrit~metic_~xpression: 83 ) 
!!!!!!!!!!! !!!! C orinary: 86) 
!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!! C variable: 101) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
! ! ! !! ! ! !! ! ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ( classical_var_items: 46 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! C name: -138 ) VALEUR ::UST 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( name: -138 ) VALEUR ::ITY 
!!! C eq: 136) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! C arithmetic_expression: 83 ) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ( ori11ary: 86) 
! ! ! ! ! ! l ! l ! ! ! l l ! ! ! ( st~ing: -137 ) VALEUR :'NAMUR' 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l l l 1 ! l ! ! ! 1 ! ( gener~l_orim~ry: 31 ) 
! ! ! ! 11!!!11 ( ~en_@xor_parenth: 82 ) 
1 ! l l l 1 ! ! 1 ! ! ( ge ne ra 1_~ ri mary: 81 ) 
!11111!111 !! ( test_exoression: 16) 
Il!! 11!!11 1 !! ( ~rithmetic_axpression: 83 ) 
! ! 1 ! l l ! ! ! 1 ! l 1 ! C p ri m ar y: 86 ) 
1 ! ! l 1 ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! C va ri ab le: 101 ) 
Il l Il!! 1 ! 1!!!111 C classical_var_items: 4S ) 
!! 1 ! 1 ! 1 ! ! 1 ! !! ! ! ! ! C name: -133 ) VALEUR :CUST 
!! !!t!!!l.!!!l!!!l C name: -138) VALEUR :STRëëT 
!! l!l!l!!!l!!l C ê!q: 136) 
11 l l ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 !! ( arithmetic_expression: 83 ) 
Il !l!!!!l!!l!!I C primary: 86) 
I! 1 ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! C string: -137 ) VALEUR :'rue de fer' 
! 1. !! ! 1 ! ! ! ( statements: 5 ) 
! ! ! ! ! l l l ! C s ta t e:n@n t: 6 2 ) 
!!!!!!!!' ! C ass_st: 29) 
!!!!!!!! !! ( variable: 101) 
1 l ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C name: -138 ) VALEUR :NSER_TP 
1 ! ! 1 ! l !! l ! C assiçn_expression: 76 ) 
!! ! l ! l ! ! ! ! ! ( arithmetic_expression: 33 ) 
!!!!!!!! !!!! C orimary: 86) 
!!!!!!!! ... !!!!! C variabla: lOi) 
!! ! l ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! C classical_var_items: 46 ) 
!l!l!!!!!I!!!!!!!! C name: · -138) VALEUR :C'JST 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! C name: -138 ) VALEUR :NSëR 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C s ta te ment: 6 2 ) 
!!!!!!! !!!! ( db_mcd: 68) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( mo ci if: 3 3 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( nPme: -133 ) VAL EU~ :CUST 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C modif_conds: 72 ) 
! !J ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( item_cond: l') 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!! C no_name: 127) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( n?me: -138 ) VALEUR :NBER 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( ?rithmatic_exorassion: 53 ) 
! ! ! l ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C ad d_~r i th: 17 ) 
!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ( P'"im.:iry: 26) 
Il!!! !!!!!!!!!!! ! ( variable: 101) 
! ! 
! ! 
1 1 
! ! 
! l 
! ! 
! ! 
! ! 
! 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( name: -138 ) VALEUR :NaEq_TP 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C p 1 u s : 1 2 2 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !'! ! C arithmetic_axorassion: 33 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( or i ~ a ry: a 6 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! . ! ! ( unsiçnad_integer: -139 ) VALEUR :2 
! ! ! . ! ! ! ( statements: 5 ) 
l l ! ! ! ! ! ( statement: 62 ) 
!!! !!! !!! ( if_st: 31) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( and_expr~ssion: 36 ) 
! ! ! ! !! 1 ! ! ! ! ( g~ner~l_primary: 81 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ( ~en_expr_parenth: 82 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( gensral_primary: 81 ) 
11 ! 1 . ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( test_exoression: 16 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 !! ! ! ! C a,.ithmetic_expression: 83 ) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ( pri~ary: 36) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! 1 ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! ! ( v a r i a :) 1 e : 1 0 1 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! C cl3ssi~al_var_items: 46 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! l ! ! ! ! ! ! C n ame: - 13 B ) V ALE UR : CU ST 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ( n ame: -138 ) V AL~ UR : CITY 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
!!! !!!!!!'!!!!!!! C .a:i: 13S) 
! 1 ! 
! 1 ! 
! !! ! ! ! 
!! ! 1 !I 
! ! !I ! 
! ! ! ! ! ! C arithmetic_exoression: 83 ) 
! ! ! ! 1 ! C orimary: a6 ) 
! ! ! 
! 1 ! 
! ! ! 1 ! 1 C string: -137 ) VALEU~ : '5~USS=LS' 
! ! ! ! ! : ç~n~ral_ori~ary: 31 ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 ! C gen_9xor_~ar?nth: 22 ) 
! ! ! . 1 !I ! 1 ! 1 ( ~eneral_primary: 91 ) 
! ! 11 ! ! 11 ! 11 ( test_expres~ion: 16 ) 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 1 . ! ! ! ! ! ! ( ar i thm et i c _ex Pression: 8 3 ) 
11 !!1!111!!!1 ! C primary: 3:-) 
!! ! . !!!!!!! !!! !! C variable: 101) 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! C classical_var_items: 
Il !1111!!11 !!! !li! C name: -133) VAL::UR 
!! !!!Il!!!!!!! . !!!! C name: -133) VALEUR 
! ! ! ! ! !! !! !!!! C eq: 136) 
46 ) 
:cusr 
:STRE::T 
! ! ! ! 1 ! 1 ! !! ! ! . ( arithmetic_expression: 83 ) 
! 1 ! 
! ! ! 
! ! ! ! 
! 1 ! ! 
! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! 
! ! ! ! 
! 
! 
! 
! 
! 
! 
! 
! ! ! ! ! ! C orimary: 86 ) 
. !! ! ! ! ! ! C string: -137 ) VALEUR : 'rue du sablon' 
! C statements: 5 ) 
! ! C statement: 62 ) 
. ! ! !! C db_mod: 6d ) 
! ! ! ! ! ! C del: 75 ) 
1 ! ! ! ! ! ! ! C nam~: -138 ) VALEUR !CUST 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
********************************* 
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.,. 
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,. 
C03ùl TEXT FOR THE S=CGNG 
EX4~D~E GF TH= APPENDIX 
•'• ,.
... 
.,. 
********************************* 
************************ 
IDENTIFICATION OIVIS!GN. 
************************ 
PR • GPAM-I •• EXZ. 
ENVIRON~ENT DIVISION. 
********************* 
CJNFIGURATIJN SECTI2 ~ . 
SOURCE-COMPUTER. VAX-V~S. 
QêJ:C T-CO M0 UTER . v~x-v~s. 
DAT4 QIVISION. 
wo~~IN~-STQ~ASE SECTION. 
~------------------------------------------------------
*------------------------------------------------------
01 '.)3ST.!T. 
02 =~:J~E: P:C 99 . 
oz ~~Q:CJ=: ~rc 3?. 
01 Z- ·:J'.Ji:S. 
02 2PCJJE: P:C 93: USAGE C• MP. 
02 
02 
oz 
C:ET ·:SJE; PIC 9. 
~=:TCCJ=: DIC 9j; USAGE CJ~P. 
~~C~~F : PIC S9(10 ): USA~= CC~P . 
K::YCCJE ; PIC :19; USAG~ CJMP. 
02 JP=~~TQ~; PIC 1. 
01 Z-VALU::S. 
02 Z-VALUE; PIC X(S4). 
02 Z-VAL0E -CUST • M=~; R=DEFINES Z-VALUE. 
03 ~3-CUS; PIC S9(10); USAG= CJMP. 
03 NA~E ; PIC X(20). 
J3 ~DDR~SS. 
01 z-;:,~TrlS. 
04 N3ER: PIC S3(4); USAGE CCM 0 • 
04 STR==T: PIC X(30). 
04 CITY; PIC X(20). 
02 PATHLIST. 
03 PATHCODE: PIC 9(4); USAGE COMP: occuqs 3 TIMES. 
J2 CU~LIST. 
03 CU~JRI~I~ : PIC 59(10); US~G~ CO~P; QCCURS a TIM~S. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
*----------------------------------------
* CJ JES JF TME ACTI2NS • ~FERE • 3Y THE GAM 
*----------------------------------------
01 JP=N-03; PIC j ~ ; USA GE CCMP; VALUE 01. 
01 SLGS[-Jo; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 02. 
01 SEJ-ACCESS; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 03. 
01 KEY-ACCESS: PIC 99; USAGE COMP: VALUE 04. 
01 SEQ-AC-w-PATH; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 05. 
01 KEY-AC-H-PATH; PIC 99; USAGE C• M0 ; VALUE 06. 
01 ~EF-ACSESS: PIC 99; USAGE COMP: VALUE 07. 
01 :RE~TE-~EC; PIC 99; USAGE C~MP: VALUE OS. 
01 DELETE-REC: PIC 99: USA;E COMP: VALUE 09. 
01 MO~IFY-ITE~S: PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 10. 
01 MJJIFY-IKO; PIC 99; USAGE C• MP; VALUE 11. 
01 ATTACH-REC; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 12. 
01 JETACH-REC; PIC 99; USAGE COMP; VALUE 12. 
01 TRANSF:R-R:C: PIC 99; USAGS COMP; VALUE 12. 
01 RE=-CQ MP; DIC qg: USAG= COMP; VALUE 20. 
01 REF- NULL: DIC gg; USAGE CO MP; VALUE 21. 
01 REF-ASSIG N; PIC 9j; USAGE CO~P; VALUE 22. 
*--------------------------
4--------------------------
Cl CUST O~ER-C J JE; PIC 99; USAG~ COMP; VALUE 14. 
~-------------------------------
* CJJES ~F T~ E ACCESS PATH TYPES 
*-------------------------------
~------------------· 
* C: • ES ~ F T~E KEYS 
*------------------
~-------------------------------------
* C~ R~ ~NT I~ STG NCE J F THE ~iC ORO TYP ES 
~-------------------------------------
01 CJ ~-: us r: ~r c S9(1 J ): USAG= C~M ?. 
~----------------
~----------------
01 c usr. 
J2 eu ~: PIC S9(10): USAGE CDMP. 
0 2 TY?; PI C X(lO). 
0 ~ FIL; PIC XCl O). 
J2 IT~ ~S . 
0 3 ~ë-CUS: PIC S3(10); USAGE COMP. 
03 N~ME: PIC X(20). 
0 3 A~J~ESS. 
0 4 NB~R: PIC S3(4); US4GE CC MP. 
04 ST REET; PIC X(30). 
04 CITY: PIC XC20). 
01 N3~ ~-T 0 ; PICTUPE IS S~(4); USA~E COMP. 
0 1 D34LJP= ~ : ?ICTU RE !S 9. 
1. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
. 
~--~~~·~·-------·--··~ ·~ -~~~~~ ~·~ 
PR:::JURE )!VISI~N. 
******************* 
"lAIN-P~J;RAM. 
PERFOR~ OV:RTURE-03. 
GJ TO M.1HI\J-T•n. 
ENOST. 
P=RFQRM CLJTURE-D~. 
ST -JP RUN. 
OV:RTU~E-03. 
MùVE O TO DSALOPEN. 
MOVE Z:ROS TO Z-COOES. 
MOV= SPACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
MOVE OPEN-03 TO • PCOOE. 
CALL ":)S" USING 03STAT, Z-COJES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF E~RCODE = 2: MOVE l TJ 03ALOPEN: 
ELSE IF ERRCODE NQT = O; GO TO TR-ERRJR. 
MOV: Z=R • S TO Z-CODES. 
MOV= S0 ACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
~OVE R:F-NULL TO QPCOOE. 
MJVE CUQ-CUST TO CURORIG!N(l). 
CALL ")3" USING J6STAT, Z-COJES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF ê:~RCO~E N• T = O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
CLOTURE-Dè. 
MJV: ZE~OS T• Z-CGDES. 
M:V: SPACES TC Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
~OVE CLOSE-OS TO OPCODE. 
IF )3ALJ 0 E'! = O; 
CALL "03 11 USING 08STAT, Z-CODES, Z-VALU:S, Z.-PATHS; 
IF =~RCJ~E NOT= O; GO TJ T~-ERROR. 
MA! :'IJ- T ~ T. 
~J T~ T~-FORD3-l. 
~ i~ O - ;:: 0 ~ Cl q - 1 • 
•:J TJ ='.lJST. 
TR-FJi<J:1-1. 
~JVE :=~JS TJ Z-C OJES. 
MJV: 3PAC~S TC Z-VALUES, Z-PAT~S. 
MCV= 5~:-~CCESS TC QPCGDE. 
MJVE l TC ;~TCJJE. 
~CVE C~STJ~E~-CCJ~ T~ RECTCOJE. 
~JVE cu~-CUST TO RECREF. 
:~LL "J2-" :JSP,,i .; D6STAT, Z-CODES, 2.-VALUES,Z-PAH!S. 
IF E~RCJDE NCT = a; 
IF =~~CJDE ~•T = l; GJ TG TR-ER~OR; 
ELS~ GOT~ END-TRFOR08-l. 
MGVE R=C~EF TO CUR-CUST. 
MOV= CJQQESPONDING Z-VALUE-CUST • MER TO CUST. 
GQ TC TR-FJ~OBST-1. 
::NCl-TR=JiD35T-l. 
~O TO TR-FO~J3-l. 
ENJ-TRFJiD5-l. 
GO TC =~c-=oRDS-1. 
TR-FORDoST-1. 
IF (CITY JF CUST IS = 11 NA'-1UR") AND (STREET JF CUST IS = "ru 
d a f a r " ) 
;J TJ TH-ST-1; 
ELS~ GO Tû EL-ST-1. 
ENJ-IF-1. 
GJ TJ END-TRFQRD5ST-l. 
1 
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1 
TH-iT-1. 
MOVE N3ER OF CUST TJ N3ER-TP. 
~JVE Z=RJS TG Z-CCJES. 
M• VE SPAC=S TU Z-VALU=S, Z-PATrlS. 
~OVE MJOIFY-!TEMS T• CPC •O:. 
~OVE CUSTO~E~-CO • t TO Q~CTCOD~. 
~OV~ CUR-CUST TG RECREF. 
CO~PUTE ~3:R OF Z-VALUE-CUSTOMER = NBE:R-TP + 2. 
CALL "08" USING DBSTAT, Z:-COOES, Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
IF EQKCOD= NJT = O; GC T~ TK-E~ROR. 
MJVE Z:ROS TO Z-COJES. 
MOV= SjACES TO Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
~OVE MODIFY-IKO TO OPCO • E. 
MCVE CUSTO~ER-CCOE TO RECTCCOE. 
MJVE CUR-CUST TO RECqEF. 
CO~PUTE ~BERG= Z-VALUE-CUST• MER = NBER-TP + 2 • 
CALL "03" USING OSSTAT, Z-CCDES, Z-VALUE:S, Z-PATHS. 
IF E~RCOJE NOT = O; GO TO TR-ERROR. 
GO TO END-IF-1. 
EL-ST-1. 
IF (CITY :JF CUST rs = "5RUSSELS") AND (STREET OF CUST IS = 11 
r u e cl u .s èl 1) 1 o n " ) ; 
:;Q TJ TH-ST-2. 
ENO-IF-2. 
GOT: E~D-IF-1. 
TH-ST-2. 
MJVE ZEROS T• Z-C• OES. 
MJVE SjACES TG Z-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
VGV= JELETE-REC TO OPCOOE. 
M• V: CUSTOMER-CODE TO QECTCOOE. 
MJV: cu~-CUST T• R=CREF. 
SALL "03" US!NG DàSTAT, Z:-C:DES, l-VALUES, Z-PATHS. 
:= :~RCJQE N• T = O; G• TG TK-~Q~O~. 
MJV~ ~:GO== TQ cu~-CUST. 
3C T O : W) -IF-Z. 
iR-:~R : ~. 
JI 3 :::> L r. Y '=-~ R GR IN J .t. TA 3 AS= ' • 
:rs 0 L,H JiSTAT. 
ST J ;i ~ 'J "-1 . 
